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In this chapter we return to the tcehniyues thut ore trod Jo drtc,rninc structure, bot now Jhc
emphasis is on the geometrical arrangement of atoms and (lie ths(r,ljut,on of electrons
rather than energy levels. All the techniques clecrnbed in this chapter make use of the
property of diffraction of waves by objects with similar dimensions to the wavelength of the
waves,

First, we see how to describe the regular arrangement of atoms in crystals and the
symmetry of their arrangement. Then we consider the basic principles of X-ray diffraction,
and show how the dimensions of unit cc/Is and their symmetries can be inferred front
experiments on powdered samples. After that, we turn to the most voluable technique,
single-crystal X-ray diffraction, and show how the diffraction pattern can be interpreted in
terms of tfte distribution of electron density in o unit cell. We then explore some of the
principles that govern the crystal structures that X-ray diffraction re vents.

In the concluding sections of the eliopt Cr we svc how mit (ron thilmet ion and electron
diffraction bear close similarities to X-ray difiroet ni,, but irtiviilr t 'nni l ilcmen tory in torriio -
(inn.

Neutron and electron diffraction A characteristic property of waves is that they interfere with one another, giving a greater
displacement where peaks or troughs coincide and a smaller displacement where peaks
coincide with troughs (Fig. 20.1). According to classical electromagnetic theory, the

21.9 Neutron diffraction	 intensity of electromagnetic radiation is proportional to the square o the amplitude of the
21.10 Electron diffraction	 waves. Therefore, the regions of constructive or destructive interference show up as regions

of enhanced or diminished intensities. The phenomenon of diffraction is the interference
Checklist of key ideas	 caused by an object in the path of waves, and the pattern of varying intensity that results is

called the diffraction pattern. Diffraction occurs when the dimensions of the diffracting
Further reading	 object are comparable to the wavelength of the radiation-

X-rays have wavelengths comparable to bond lengths in molecules and the spacing of
Exercises	 atoms in crystals (about 100 pm). By analysing an -X-ray diffraction pattern, it is possible to

draw up a detailed picture of the location of atoms even in such complex molecules as

Problems
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(b)

(a)

21 1 When two waves are in the same region of
Space they interfere. Depending on their relative
phase, they may interfere (a) Constructively, to give
an enhanced amplitude, or (h) destructively, to give
a smaller amplitude. The component waves are
shown in black and the resultant in green.
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proteins. Electrons moving at about 200(X) kiss s I (after acceleration through about 4 kV)
have wavelengths of 40 pro, and may also be diffracted by molecules, surfaces, and thin
slices of solids, Neutrons generated in  nuclear reactor, and then slowed to thermal
velocities, have similar wavelengths and may also be used for diffraction studies.

Crystal structure
Early in the history of rnhillcrn science it was suggested that the regular external form of
crystals implied an internal regularity of their constituents. In this section we see how to
describe the arrangement of atoms inside crystals.

21.1 L.attis and unit eells

A crystal is built up front regularly repeating 'structural motifs', which may be atoms,
molecules, or groups of atoms, molecules, or ions. A space lattice is the pattern formed by
points representing the locations of these motifs (Fig. 21.2). The space lattice is, in effect, an
abstract scaffolding foE the crystal structure. More formally, the space lattice is a three-
dimensional, infinite array of points, each of which is surrounded in an identical way by its
neighbours, and which defines the basic structure of the crystal. In some cases there may be
a structural motif centred on each lattice point, but that is not necessary. The crystal
structure itself is obtained by associating with each lattice point an identical structural
motif.

The unit cell is art imaginary parallelepiped (parallel-sided figure) that contains one unit
of the transtationally repeating pattern (Fig. 21.3). A unit cell can be thought of as the
fundamental region from which the entire crystal may be constructed by purely
translational displacements (like bricks in a wall), A unit cell is commonly formed by joining
neighbouring lattice Points by siraight lines (Fig. 21.4). Such unit cells are called primitive. It
is sometimes more convenient to draw non-primitive unit cells that also have lattice points
at their centres or on pairs of opposite faces. An infinite number of different unit cells can
describe the same lattice, but we normally choose the one with sides that have the shortest
lengths and that arc most nearly perpendicular to one another. The lengths of the sides of a
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21.2 Each lattice point specifies the location of a 	 'I • l A unit cell is a parallel-sided (but not 	 1 1 4 A unit cell can be chosen in a variety of
structural motif [for example, a molecule or a	 necessarily rectangular) figure from which the 	 ways, as shown here. It is conventional to choose
group of molecules). The crystal lattice is Ore array 	 entire crystal structure can be constructed by using	 the cell that rrpresnt3 the full symmetry of the
of lattice points; the cry-stal structure is the 	 only translations (Sal rrilrcl ions, rotations, or 	 lattice. In this rectangular lather, the rectangular
collection of structural motifs arranged accciWng 	 iri	 unit cell would normally be adopted,
to the lattice.
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Table 2 1. 1 The seven crystal systems

System	 Essential Symmetries

Triclinic	 None
Monoclinic	 One C2 axis
Orthorhombic	 Three perpendicular C2 axes
Rhombohedral	 One C3 axis
Tetragonal	 One C4 axis
Hexagonal	 One C. axis
Cubic	 Four C3 axes in a tetrahedral

arrangement

21 1 LATTICES AND UNIT CELLS

C

—!Y Z-24

The notation for the sides and angles of a
unit cell. Note that the angle a lies in the plane
lb, cl and perpendicular tu the axis a.

unit cell are denoted a, I,, and c, and the angles between them are denoted a, fi, and y
(Fig. 21.5).

Unit cells are classified Into seven crystal Systems by noting the rotational symmetry
elements they possess. A cubic unit cell, for example, has four threefold axes in a tetrahedral
array (Fig. 21,6). A monoclinic unit cell has one twofold axis; the unique axis is by
convention the b-axis (Fig. 21.7). A triclinic unit cell has no rotational symmetry, and
typically all three sides and angles are different (Fig. 21.8). The essential symmetries, the
elements that must be present for the unit cell to belong to a particular crystal system, are
listed in Table 21.1.

621

,'1,6 A unit cell belonging to the cubit system has
four threefold axes arranged tetrahedrally. The
insert - shows the threefold symmetry.

/ I I A unit belonging to the monoclinic system
has a twofold axis (shown in more detail in the
insert).

I ii A triclinic unit cell has no axes of rotational
symmetry.
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21.9 The fourteen Bravais lattices. The points are
lattice points, and are not necessarily occupied by
atoms. P denotes a primitive unit cell (R is used for a
trigonal lattice), I a body-centred unit cell, F a face-
centred unit cell, and C )or A or B) a cell with lattice
points on two opposite faces.

Il DIFFRACTION TECHNIQUES
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There are only 14 distinct crystal lattices in three dimensions. These Bravais lattices are
illustrated in Fig. 21.9. It is conventional to portray these lattices by primitive unit cells in
some cases and by non-primitive Unit cells in others. Primitive unit cells (with lattice points
only at the corners) are denoted P. A body-centred unit cell (I) also has a lattice point at Its

centre. A face-centred unit cell (F) has lattice points at its corners and also at the centres of
its six faces. A side-centred unit cell (A, B. or C) has lattice points at its corners and at the
centres of two opposite faces. For simple structures, it is often convenient to choose an atom
belonging to the structural motif, or the centre of a molecule, as the location of a lattice
point or the vertex of a unit cell, but that is not a necessary requirement.

21.2 The idcn Ii fuatiun of lattice pI;irics
The spacing of the lattice points in a crystal is an important quantitative aspect of its
structure and its investigation by diffraction techniques. However, there are many different
sets of planes (Fig. 21.10), and we need to be able to label them. Iwo-dimensional lattices
are easier to visualize than three-dimensional lattices, so we shall introduce the concepts
involved by referring to two dimensions initially, and then extend the conclusions by
analogy to three dimensions.
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71.11 The dimensions of a unit cell and their
relation to thr plane passing through the lattice
points.

(a) The Miller indices
Consider a two-dimensional rectangular lattice formed from a unit cell of sides a, b (as in

Fig. 21.11). Each plane in the illustration (except the plane passing through the origin) can
be distinguished by the distances at which it intersects the a- and b-axes. One way of
labelling each set of parallel planes would therefore be to quote the smallest intersection
distances. For example, we could denote the four sets in Fig. 21.10 as (la, lb), (a,b),

(— Ia, ha), and (ca, Ib)However, if we agree to quote distances along the axes as multiples
of the lengths of the unit cell, we can label the planes more simply as (1, 1) (-1,1),
and (cc. I). If the lattice in Fig. 21.10 is the top view of a three-dimensional orthorhombic

lattice in which the unit cell has a length c in the z-direction, all four sets of planes intersect

the z-axis at infinity. Therefore, the full labels are (1, 1, a), ( 	 , xi), (-1, I, co), and

The presence of fractions and co in the labels is inconvenient. They can be eliminated by
taking the reciprocals of the labels. As we shall see, taking rccip'roca}s turns out to have

further advantages. The Miller wdices, (hkl), are the reciprocals of intersection distances

(with fractions cleared by mulIplying through by an appropriate factor, if taking the
reciprocal results in a fraction). For example, the (I 1, co) planes in Fig. 21.10a are the (110)
planes in the Miller notation. Similarly, the ( , , co) planes are denoted (230). Negative
indices are written with a bar over the number, and Fig. 21.10c shows the (110) planes. The
Miller indices for the four sets of planes in Fig. 21.10 are therefore (110), (230). (110) and
(010). A three-dimensional representation of a selection of planes, including one in a lattice

with a non-orthogonal axes, is shown in Fig. 21.12.

2 I .1 2 Some representative pl5ne' in three
dimensions and their Miller indices.-Note that a 0
indicates that a plane is parallel to the corresponding
axis, and that the indexing may also be used for unit
cells with non-orthogonal axes.



71 13 The calculation of the separation of Use
Planes (MI) in terms of the Miller indices for a
square lattice.
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A helpful feature to remember is that, the smaller the absolute value of h in (hkl), the
more nearly parallel the plane is to the a-axis. 1 The same is true of k and the h-axis and / and
the c-axis. When Ii = 0, the planes intersect the a-axis at infinity, so the (Oki) planes are
parallel to the a-axis. Similarly, the (hOl) planes are parallel to h and the (h0) planes are
parallel to e.

(b) The separation of planes
The Miller indices are very useful for expressing the separation of planes. The separation of
the (hko) plarrc5,ir. the square lattice shown in Fig. 21.13 isgiven by

I	 h2 4-k 2	 a

	

= —i---	 or d510 = 
(h2 -4- .2i/2	 (I)

By extension to three dimensions, the separation of the (hA!) planes of a cubic lattice is given
by

I	 h2±k2 1!2	 aor dhkj =	 (2)d 1	 a2	 (/r2±k2±/2)U2

The corresponding expression for a general orthorhombic lattice is the generalization of this
expression:

I	 h 2	k2	 f

(3)

Example 21.1 Using the t1rlIer iiulis

Calculate the separation of (a) the (123) planes and (b) the (246) planes of an orthorhombic
cell with a = 0.82 rim, h = 0.94 rim, and c = 0.75 nets.

MtiIiotl For the first part, simply substitute the information into eqn 3. For the second part,
instead of repeating the calculation, note that, if all three Miller indices are multiplied by et,
their separation is reduced by that factor (Fig. 21.14):

	

I	 (nh)2	 (uk) 2	 (nI)2	 2 (h2	k2	 i2 s	2

d ni a7	 2b2+C2} d

which implies that

d	
dhk/

-
U

(110)	 (220
Answer Substituting the indices into eqn 3 gives

I	 12	 22	 32
22 nm2d123 (0.82 nm)2 + (0.94 nm)2 + (075 nm)2

	

Hence, d123	 0.21 urn. It then follows immediately that d246 is one-half this value, or
Oil nm.

•.. .

21.14 The separation of the (20) planes is half
that of the (Ito) planes. In general, the separation
of the planes (nh,nk,f) is n limes smaller than the
separation of the (hki) planes.

Self-test 21.1 Calculate the separation of (a) the (133) planes and (b) the (399) planes in
the same lattice.

[0.19 ru	 nm]n, 0.063[0. 19

1 The hOOl planes ae escrplion
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21.15 X-rays are generated by directing an electron
beam on to a cooled metal target. Beryllium is
transparent to X-rays (On account of the small
number of electrons in each atom) and is used for
the windows.
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X-ray diffraction
X-rays, which are electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths of the order of iø'° m, are
typically generated by bombarding a metal with high-energy electrons (Fig. 21.15). The
electrons decelerate as they plunge into the metal and generate radiation with a continuous

range of wavelengths called Bremsstrahlung. 2 Superimposed on the continuum are a few

high-intensity, sharp peaks (Fig. 21.16). These peaks arise from collisions of the incoming
electrons with the electrons in the inner shells of the atoms. A collision expels an electron
from an inner shell, and an electron of higher energy drops into the vacancy, emitting the
excess energy as an X-ray photon (Fig. 21.17). If the electron falls into a K shell (that is, a

shell with it = I), the X-rays are classified as K-radiation, and similarly for transitions into

the 1. (ii = 2) and Al' (n = 3) shells. Strong, distinct lines are labelled Ka, K, and SO Ofl.

21.3 Braggs law
Wilhelm Röntgen discovered X-rays in 1895. Seventeen years later, Max von Laue suggested
that they might be diffracted when passed through a crystal, for by then he had realized that
their wavelengths are t?ttmparable to the separations of lattice planes. von Lauc's suggestion
was confirmed almost immediately by Walter Friedrich and Paul Knipping, and has grown
since then into a technique of extraordinary power.

An early approach to the analysis of diffraction patterns produced by crystals was to
regard a lattice plane as a mirror, and to model a crystal as stacks of reflecting lattice planes

of separation d (Fig. 21.18). The model makes it easy to calculate thi angle the crystal must

EjectedElected
electron

IonizationX ray

Electron
beam

X ray,

H

C
LU

K

21.16 The X-ray emission from a metal Consists of 	 it 17 The processes that contribute to the	 21.18 The conventional derivation of the Bragg law
a broad, featureless Bremsslrahlunq background,	 generation of X-rays. An incoming electron	 treats each lattice plane as a reflecting-the incident
with sharp transitions superimposed on it. The label 	 collide with an electron (in the K shrIll, and	 radiation. The path lengths differ by AR + BC,

K indicates that the radiation comes from a	 ejects it. Another electron (from the 1, shell in this	 which depends on the glancing angle. (I.

transition in which an electregi falls into a vacancy 	 illustration) fails into the vacancy and emits its	 Constructive interference (a 'reflection') occurs
in the K shell of the atom.	 -	 excess energy as an X-ray photon. 	 when All + BC is equal to an integer number of

wavelengths.

2	 Bremse s Sonar for trreieiaiio,. StrohIr"q lxi a
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make to the incoming beam of X-rays for constructive interference to occur. It has also
given rise to the name reflection to denote an intense beam arising from constructive
interference.

The path-length difference of the two rays shown in Fig. 21.18 is

AB + BC 2dsinO

where 0 is the glancing angle. For many glancing angles the path-length difference is not
an integer number of wavelengths, and the waves interfere largely destructively. However,
when the path-length difference is an integer number of wavelengths (AS + BC = nA), the
reflected waves are in phase and interfere constructively. It follows that a bright reflection
should be observed when the glancing angle satisfies Bragg's law:

iiA = 2d sin 0	 (4)

Reflections with a = 2,3,.. . are called second-order, third-order, and so on; they
correspond to path-length differences of 2,3,... wavelengths. In modern work it is
normal to absorb the a into d, to write Bragg's law as

,.=2d sin O '	 (5)

and to regard the nth-order reflection as arising from the (nh,nk,nl) planes (see
Example 21.1).

The primary use of Bragg's law is in the determination of the spacing between the layers
in the lattice for, once the angle 0 corresponding to a reflection has been determined, d may
readily be calculated.

Example 21.2 Using Sqqq's law

A reflection from the (Ill) planes of a cubic crystal was observed at a glancing angle of
11.2° when Cu K X-rays of wavelength 154 pm were used. What is the length of the side of
the unit cell?

Method The separation of the planes can be determined from Bragg's law. Because the
crystal is cubic, the separation is related to the length of the side of the unit cell, a, by eqn 2,
which may therere be solved for a.

Answer According to eqn 5, the (ill) planes responsible for the diffraction have separation

A
d111	

2sinO

The separation of the (Ill) planes of a cubic lattice of side a is given by eqn 2 as

a
d111

Therefore,

3"2 A	 31f2x(154pm)
= 687 pm2sinO	 2sinll.2°

Self-test 21.2 Calculate the angle at which the same crystal will give a reflection from the
(123) planes.

[24.8°]
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21.19 The same sot of planes in two
microcry5tallites with different orientations around
the direction of the incident beam gives diffracted
rays that lie on a cone. The full powder diffraction
pattern is formed by cones corresponding to
reflections from all the sets of (hkl) planes that
satisfy Bragg's law. (A reflection at a glancing angle
8 gives rise to a reflection at an angle 20 to the
direction of the incident beam; see inset.)

20

21.70 In the Debye-Scherrer mtthod. a
monochromatic X-ray beam is diffracted by a
powder sample. The crystallites give rise to cones of
intensity, which are detected electronically to give
pattern like that shown here.

21.4 The p)W(kr method
von Laue's original method consisted of passing a broad-band beam of X-rays into a single
crystal, and recording the diffraction pattern photographically. The ides behind the
approach was that a crystal might not be suitably orientated to act as a diffraction grating
for a single wavelength but, whatever its orientation, Bragg's law would be satisfied for at
least one of the wavelengths if a range of wavelengths was used. There is currently a
resurgence of interest in this approach because synchrotron radiation spans a range of X-ray
wavelengths (Section 16.1a).

(a) The Debye-Schcrrer method
An alternative technique to von Laue's was developed by Peter Debye and Paul Scherrer and
independently by Albert Hull. They used monochromatic radiation and a powdered sample.
When the sample is a powder, at least some of the crystallites will be orientated so as to
satisfy the Bragg condition for each set of planes (iskI). For example, some of the crystallites

will be oriented so that their (iii) planes, of spacing d111 , give rise to diffracted intensity at
the glancing angle 0 (Fig. 21.19). The crystallites with this glancing angle will lie at all
possible angles arouncl'the incoming beam, so the diffracted beams lie on a cone around the
incident beam of half-angle 20. Other crystallites will be oriented with different planes
satisfying the Bragg condition. They give rise to a cone of diffracted intensity with a
different half-angle. In principle, each set of (hkl) planes gives rise to a diffraction cone,
because some of the randomly orientated crystallites will have the correct angle to diffract
the incident beam. In modern powder diffractometrs the intensities of the reflections are
monitored electronically as the detector is rotated around the sample in a plane containing
the incident ray (Fig. 21.20).

Powder diffraction techniques are used to identify a sample of a solid substance by
comparison of the positions of the diffraction lines and their intensities with a large data
bank (The powder diffraction file, which is maintained by the International Centre for
Diffraction Data, ICDD, and contains information on about 50000 crystalline phases).
Powder diffraction data are also used to determine phase diagrams, for different solid
phases result in different diffraction patterns, and to determine the relative amounts of each
phase present in a mixture. The technique is also used for the initial determination of the
dimensions and ymmetries of unit cells, as the following section explains.

(b) Indexing the reflections
Bragg's law is used to interpret the angle 0 of a reflection in terms of the separation of the
lattice planes. If the values of h, k, and 1 for the planes responsible for that reflection are
known, the dimensions of the init cell can be deduced. The crux of the technique is
therefore the indexing of the reflection, or ascribing the indices hid to it.

Some types of unit cell give characteristic and easily recognizable patterns of lines. For
example, in a cubic lattice of unit cell dimension a the spacing is given by eqn 2, so the
angles at which the (hkl) planes give reflections are given by

sin  = (/z2 -f-k2 + 12 ) 2 2:.	 (6)

The reflections are then predicted by substituting the values of h, k, and 1:

(hkl)	 (100) (110) (1]]) (200) (210) (211) (220) (300) (221) (310)
h 2 +k 2 +12 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 8	 9	 9	 10

Notice that 7 (and 15...) is missing because the sum of the squares of three integers cannot
equal 7 (or 15, . . .). Therefore the pattern has omissions that are characteristic of the cubic P

lattice.
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Example 21.3 Idcntifyinq kht unit cell

A powder diffraction photograph of the element polonium gavel Ines at the following values
of 20 (in degrees) when 71.0 pm Mo X-rays were used: 12.1 17.1, 21.0, 24.3, 27.2, 29.9,
34.7, 36.9, 38L9, 40.9, 42.8. Identify the unit cell and determine its dimensions.

Method From eqn 6 we write

sin' 0 = A(h2	 2 12)	 A 
= () 2

We need to determine the common factor A, and then find h + k2 + 12.

Answer We draw up the following table:

20/°	 12.1 17.! 21.0 24.3 27.2 29.9 34.7 36.9 38.9 40.9 42.8
0/0	 6.05 8.55 10.5 12.2 13.6 15.0 17.4 18.5 19.5 20.5 21.4
100 sin 2 0	 1.1! 2.21 3.32 4.47 5.53 6.70 8.94 10.1 II.! 12J 13.3

The common divisor is 1.11/100. Divide through to identify h2 +k2 +12:

h 2 -i-k2 -t-1 2	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 8	 9	 10	 II	 12

The corresponding indices are

Note that indices like (120) and (012) are equivalent to (210) in this list We have now
indexed the lines. Note the absence of 62 ± k + 12 = 7, which indicates a primitive cubic
(cubic P) cell. From ./2a) 2 = 0.0111, we find a = 337 pm.

Comment Later we shall see that additional information comes from the intensities of the
lines.

71.21 X-ray powder photographs of (a) NaCl. (b)
KCI and the indesesi reflections-The smaller number
of lines in (b)s a consequence or the similarity of
the K 4 and Cl - scattering factors, as discussed later
in the chapter.

>.
0
Ca
C

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Glancing angle, 20

>-

a
C

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Glancing angle, 20
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I 11 A fragment of the structure of NaCl and
KCI; showing one plane of ions. Each cation (small
spheres) has anions (large spheres) 05 its nearest
neighbours. (for the three-dimensional structure,
see Fig. 21.40.)

11 ?.l (a) One octant of the unit cell of NaCl; the
Na Tons and Cl-ions have different numbers of
electrons and hence have different scattering
factors. (b) One octant of thr unit cell of KCI; the
K ions and Cl- ions have the same numbers of
electrons and hence have similar scattering factors.
The diffraction pattern in this case is that of a
primitive cubic lattice.

SeIf-tst 21.3 In the same camera, another cubic crystal gave reflections at the following
values of 20 (in degrees): 10.4.14.8,182,21.0,23.6,25,8,27.7. Identify the unit cell and
determine its diThension. See Fig. 21.26 for assistance.

[Cubic I; 550 pm]

(c) Systematic absences
The X-ray powder diffraction patterns for NaCl and KCI are remarkably different for two
such similar structures (Fig. 21.21). Both crystals consist of two mutually interpenetrating
face-centred cubic arrays of ions, one of Na ions or K ions and the other of Cl-ions
(Fig. 21.22). The explanation of the difference is found in the scattering strengths of the ions
and the interference between waves scattered by the cations and anions. Thus, some
reflections from the Na* ions are in phase with the Cl reflections, and the two reflections
augment one another to give more intense maxima. For other orientations, th g_lwo sets of
reflections may be out of phase, and tend to cancel, but, as the scattering strengths of the
two ions are different, the cancellation is incomplete. For KCI, however, the scattering
strengths of K and Cl --, which have the same numbers of electrons, are very similar, and
cancellation is complete. The ions in KCI therefore all look very similar (Fig. 21.23) and,
instead of appearing to be face-centred cubic, the powder diffraction pattern is that typical
of a lattice with a primitive cubic unit cell.
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21.24 The variation of the scattering factor of
atoms and ions with atomic number and angle. The
scattering factor in the forward direction (at 0 = 0,
and hence at (sin 0)1A = 0) is equal to the number
of electrons present in the species.
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The general form of the diffraction pattern of a crystal composed of atoms and ions with
different scattering strengths can be predicted by considering a crystal composed of A and
B atoms with scattering strengths measured by their scattering factors, fA and J . If the

scattering factor is large, the atoms scatter X-rays strongly. The scattering factor of an atom
is related to the electron density distribution in the atom, p(r), by

f = 4mfp(r).1!!ir 2 dr 	 k =	 sin 	 (7)

The value off is greatest in the forward direction and smaller for directions away from the
forward direction (Fig. 21.24). the detailed analysis of the intensities of reflections must take
this dependence on direction into account (in single-crystal studies as well as for powders).
We show in the justification below that,, in the forward direction (for 0 = 0), f is equal to

the total number of electrons in the atom.

Justification 211

AsO -.O,sok -.0. Because sirsx=x-x3+-,

-	 sinx	 .
lsm—=Iim_6 	 =Itm(l-1x2+-.)=1
,-.o .r	 x•-O	 1

The factor (sin kr)/kr is therefore equal to I for forward scattering. It follows that in the
forward direction

f = 4it	 p(r)r2 dr

The integral over the electron density p (the number of electrons in an infinitesimal region
divided by the volume of the region) multiplied by the volume element 47ir2 dr is the total

number of electrons, N, in the atom. Hence, in the forward direction, I = N. For

example, the scattering factors of Na t , K, and Cl - are 8, 18, and 18, respectively.
The scattering factor is smaller in non-forward directions becau . inkr)/kr< I for

0>0, so the integral is smaller than the value calculated above.

We shall now calcuakd the diffraction pattern to expeot : When two kinos of atom are
present in a unit cell. We begin by showing in the following Justification that, if in the unit

cell there is an A atom at the origin and a B atom at the coordinates (10, yb. zc),where x, y,

and z lie in the range 0 to I, then the phase difference betwcn the uk! reflecttf-the A

and B atoms is

Ohkl = 2n(hx+kv-r l)	 (8)

,Justification 21.2

Consider the crystal shown schematically in Fig. 21.25. The reflection corrspondato two
waves from adjacent A planes. the phase difference of the waves being 27T. )f there is a B
atom at a fraction x of the distance between the two A planes, then it gives rise to a wave
with a phase difference 2irx relative to an A reflection. To see this conclusion, note that if
x = 0, there is no phase difference; if x = the phase difference is it; if x 1. the B atom
lies where the lower A atom is and the phase difference is 2it. Now consider a (200)
reflection. There is now a 2 x 27r difference between the waves from the two A layers, and
if B were to lie at x = 0.5 it would give rise to a wave that differed in phase by 2n from the

wave from the upper A layer. Thus, for a general fractional position x, the phase difference
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for a (200) reflection is 2 x 2atx. For a general (hOO) reflection, the phase difference is
therefore It x 27tr. For three dimensions, this result generalizes to eqn 8.

The A and B reflections interfere destructively when the phase difference is ar, and the
total intensity is zero if the atoms have the same scattering power. For example, if the unit
cells are cubic I with a B atom at .r = y = z = , then the A, B phase difference is
(h + k + l)r. Therefore, all reflections for odd values of h + k + Ivanish because the waves
are displaced in phase by m. Hence the diffraction pattern for a cubic I lattice can be
constructed from that for the cubic P lattice (a cubic lattice without points at the centre of
its unit cells) by striking out all reflections with odd values of It + k + 1. Recognition of these
systematic absences in a powder spectrum immediately indicates a cubic I lattice
(Fig. 21.26).
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11 ) Diffraction from a crystal containing two
kinds of atom. lal For a {tll(l) reflection from the
A planes there is a phase difference of 2n between
waves reflected by neighbouring planes, but (b) for
a {20Cl) reflection the phase difference is 4ri. The
reflection from a B plane al a fractional distance
to from an A plane has a phase that is x times
these phase difterences.

ii The powder diffraction patterns and the
systematic absences of three versions of a cubic
cell. Comparison of the observed pattern with
patterns like these enables the unit cell to be
identified. The locations of the lines give the cell
dimensions.
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If the amplitude of the waves scattered from A is fA at the detector, that of the waves
scattered from B is f8e'', with the phase difference given in eqn 8. The total
amplitude at the detector is therefore

F55 , = fA -v J 5e"	 (9)

Because the intensity is proportional to the square modulus of the amplitude of the wave,
the intensity, 1,, 1 , at the detector is

-.. 2u

Ii

	 ':c E,,,F,	 {JA +J'-	 '}{fA +fuc'}
	

(10)

X-ray
	 Detector/
	

This expression expands to
beam

cc J-i-f +f1f0 (e' + e'") rf +J + 2fJ0 cos,

2 1.2 7 A four-circle diffractorneter. The Settings of
the orientations (çb, X. 0, and 0) of the components
are controlled by computer; roch (.5.icfl reflection is
monitored in turn, and their intensities are
recorded.

The cosine term either adds to or subtracts from f +f depending on the value of
which in turn depends on It, k, and 1 and .s, v, and z (through eqn 8). Hence, there is a
variation in the intensities of the lines with different uk!, which is exactly what is observed
for NaCl (Fig. 21.21a).

21.5 Singc-crystal X-ray diffraction

The method developed by the Braggs (William and his son Lawrence, who later jointly won
the Nobel Prize) is the foundation of almost all modern work in X-ray crystallography. They
used a single crystal and a monochromatic beam of X-rays, and rotated the crystal until a
reflection was detected. there are many different sets of planes in a crystal, so there are
many angles at which a reflection occurs. The complete set of. data consists of the list of
angles at which reflections are observed and their intensities.

(a) The technique
The diffraction pattern produced by a single crystal is measured by using a four-circle
diIfractometer (Fig. 21.27). The computer linked to the diffractometer determines the unit
cell dimensions and the angular settings of the diffractornetcr's four circles that are needed
to observe any particular (uk!) reflection. The computer controls the settings, and moves the
crystal and the-detector for each one in turn. At each setting, the diffraction intensity is
measured, and background intensities are assessed by making measurements at slightly
different settings. Computing techniques are now available that lead not only to automatic
indexing but also to the automated determination of the shape, symmetry, and size of the
unit cell. Moreover, several techniques are now available for sampling large amounts of data,
including area detectors and image plates, which sample whole regions of diffraction
patterns simultaneously.

(b) Structure factors
The problem we now address is how to interpret the data from a diffractoineter in terms of
the structure of the crystal. To do so, we must go beyond Bragg's law.

Suppose the unit cell contains several atoms with ,scattering factors f, and coordinates
(x1a,v)h, zc). The overall amplitude of a wave diffracted by the (hklL planes is a
generalization of the expression F,,, =fA tfi3 e4w obtained earlier:

hkl - >_jie i.i.J)	 hk(U) = 27r(hx1 + k ) + !z1 )	 (12)

The sum is over all the atoms in thethe unit cell. The quantity F, is called the structure factor,
and thc Intensity of the (Irk!) reflection is proportional to JFhk112.



(0.0,1)	 Cl	 Na

LO.0)	 (1,1 ,D)

21.28 The location of the atoms for the structure
factor calculation in Example 21.4. The dark spheres
are Na, the light spheres are Cl
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Example 21.4 Calo4trnq a l sn.th&r factor
Calculate the structure factors for the unit cell in Fig. 21.28.

Method The structure factor is given by eqn 12. To use this equation, consider the ions at
the locations specified in Fig. 21.28. Write fl for the Na l scattering factor and f- for the
Cl scattering factor. Note that ions in the body of the cell contribute to the scattering with
a strength f. However, ions on faces are shared between two cells (use if), those on edges
by four cells (use if), and those at corners by eight cells (use f). Two useful relations are

= —1	 COs 	 I (C ' 11 + e')

Answer From eqn 12, and summing over the coordinates of all 27 atoms in the illustration:

= j (
I 

+- c2n + . . . + e2n

+1. (e1') +	 + - +

To simplify this 27-trm expression, we use

=e 
2nik 

=C,	 = 1

because Is, 4, and I are all integel-s:

Fhk, =f{l + cos(h + k)it + cos(h + I)n + cos(k + /)ir}
+f (-1)"'+ cos ksT+ cos In + cos; lm}

Then, because cos/in =

F51 =f{l + (—l)	 + (—l)' + (1)t+k}

{ (	
)h+k+l + ( 

1)h + ( 1)k	
( 1)')

Now note that:
if h, k, and I are all even, k, r= jt { I + I + I + l}

- +f- I I + 1 + I + l} =4(f +f)
if h,k,and are all odd, Fhk, = 4(f 4 -f)
if one index is odd and two are even, or vice versa, Fhh, = 0

Comment The hkl all-odd reflections are less intense than the ,'ikl all-even.

SeLf-test 21.4 Deduce the rule for the systematic absences of a cubic I lattice.
(for h+k+l odd, F=0]

(c) The electron density
If we knew all the structure factors Fw,, we could calculate the electron densityistribution,
p(r), in the unit cell by using the expression

2.,, ^h, 4 4, -f 01	 (13)
hO

where V is the volume of the unit cell. Equation 13 is called a Fourier synthesis of the
electron density.
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0	 0.5	 1.0
X

21.29 The plot of the electron density calculated in
Example 21.5.

0	 0.5	 1.0
X

30 The plot of the electron density calculated in
Self-test 21.5. Note how a different choice of
phases for the structure factors leads to a markedly
different structure.
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Example 21.5 Calculating an deetron density by Fourier synthesis

Consider the (hOO) planes of,a crystal extending indefinitely in the i-direction. In an X-ray
analysis the structure factors were found as follows:

Ii:	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9

F:	 16 —10	 2 —1	 7 —10	 8 —3	 2 —3
It:	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15

Ph:	 6	 —5	 3 —2	 2	 —3

(and F h = F) . Construct a plot of the electron density projected on to the x-axis of the
unit cell.

Mclliotl Because F...,, = F,,, it follows from eqn 13 that

Vp(x) =	 F,,e_2nh = F0 +	 (p,,e2nhx + F_,,e'")
h—	 a	 h=l

= F0 +	 p (C_2nihC + e2') = F0 + 2	 F,, cos(27thx)

and we evaluate the sum (truncated at h = IS) for points 0 < x < 1 using mathematical
softvare.

Answer The results are plotted in Fig. 21.29.

Comntcnt The positions of three atoms can be discerned very readily. The more terms that
are included, the more accurate the density plot. Terms corresponding to high values of h
(short-wavelength cosine terms in the sum) account for the finer details of the electron
density; low values of h account for the broad features.

Sclf-lcsl 21 r, Use mathematical software to experiment with different Structure factors
(including changing signs as well as amplitudes). For example, use the same values of F h as

above, but with positive signs throughout.
(Fig. 21.301

(d) The phase problem
From the measured intensities, 'hkf we get the structure factors, Fw,, and then evaluate

eqn 13 to find the electron density, p(r), throughout the unit cell. Unfortunately, I	 is
proportional to the square modulus so we cannot say whether we should use +(F,,,J

or —IF,,,,,j in the sum. In fact, the difficulty is more severe for non-centrosymmetric unit
cells because, if we write F,,,,, as the complex number l FhAl l e ia , where a is the phase of Fw,
and Pw,! is its magnitude, the intensity lets us determine F,,,,1 1 but tells us nothing of its
phase, which may lie anywhere from 0 to 21r. This ambiguity is called the phase problem; its
consequences are illustrated by comparing Figs. 21.29 and 21.30. Some way mu5t be found
to assign phases to the structure factors, for otherwise the sum for p could not be evaluated
and the method would be useless.

The phase problem can be overcome to some extent by a variety of methods. One
procedure that is widely used for inorganic materials with a reasonably small number of
atoms in a unit cell and for organic molecules with a small number of heavy atoms, is the
Patterson synthesis. Instead of the structure factors F,, the values of I F,,u1 2 , which can be



hal	 Ri

2 1.3 1 The Patterson synthesis corresponding to the
pattern in (a) is the pattern in (h). The distance and
orientation of each spot from the origin gives the
orientation and separation of one atom-atom
separation in (a). Some of the typical distances and
their contribution to (h) are shown as R, etc.
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obtained without ambiguity from the intensities, are used in an expression that resembles
eqn 13:

P(r)
	

(14)
hkl

The outcome of a Patterson synthesis is a map of the vector separations of the atoms (the
distances and directions between atoms) in -the unit cell. Thus, if atom A is at the coordinates

(xA.VA, ZA) and atom B is at (xQyBZR), then there will be a peak at
( cA - XB,YA - YB,ZA - ZB) in the Patterson map. There will also be a peak at the negative
of these coordinates, because there is a vector from B to A as well as a vector from A to B.
The height of the peak in the map is proportional to the produèt of the atomic numbers of
the two atoms, ZAZB. For example, if the unit cell has the structure shown in Fig. 21.31a, the
Patterson synthesis would be the map shown in Fig. 21.31b, where the location of each spot
relative to the origin gives the separation and relative orientation of each pair of atoms in
the original structure.

If some atoms are heavy, they dominate the scattering (because their scattering factors
are large, of the order of their atomic number) and their locations may be deduced quite
readily. The sign of F 1 cai now be calculated from the locations of the heavy atoms in the
unit cell, and to a high probability the phase calculated for them will be the same as the
phase for the entire unit cell. To see why this is so, we have to note that a structure factor of
a centrosyrnmetric cell has the form

F = (±)ftcivy ± (±)fliglit +(±)fiigit	 (15)

where fh.,y is the scattering factor of the heavy atom and	 the scattering factors of the
light atoms. (An expression of this form, but for atoms of similar atomic number, was derived
in Example 21.4.) The fli,hi are all much smaller than 	 and their phases are more or less
random if the atoms are distributed throughout the unit cell. Therefore, the-net effect of the

A& is to change F only slightly from and we can be reasonably confident that F will
have the same sign as that calculated from the location of the heavy atom. This phase can
then be combined with the observed JF) (from the reflection intensity) to perform a Fourier
synthesis of the full electron density in the unit cell, and hence to locate the light atoms as
well as the heavy atoms.

Modern structural analyses make extensive use of direct methods. Direct methods are
based on the possibility of treating the atoms in a unit cell as being virtually randomly
distributed (from the radiation's point of view), and then to use statistical techniques to
compute the probabilities that the phases have a particular value, It is possible to deduce
relations between some structure factors and sums (and sums of squares) of others, which
have the effect of constraining the phases to particular values (with high probability, so long
as the structure factors are large). For example, the Sayre probability relation has the form

sign of	 is probably equal to (sign of F,.) x (sign of Ff)

(16)

For example, if F122 and F 2 are both large and negative, then it is highly likely that F354,
provided it is large, will be positive.

(e) Structure refinement
In the final stages of the determination of a crystal structure, the parameters describing the
structure (atom positions, for instance) are adjusted systematically to give the best fit
between the observed intensities and those calculated from the model of the structure
deduced from the diffraction pattern. This process is called structure refinement. Not only
does the procedure give accurate positions for all the atoms in the unit cell, but it also gives

42—A
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21.32 A fragment of the structure of diamond.
Each C atom is tetrahedrally bonded to four
neighbours. This framework-like structure results in
a rigid crystal with a high thermal conductivity.

21 DIFFRACTION TECHNIQUES

an estimate of the errors in those positions and in the bond lengths and angles derived from
them. The procedure also provides information on the vibrational amplitudes of the atoms

Information from X-ray analysis
The bonding within a solid may be of various kinds. Simplest of all (in principle) are metals,
where electrons are delocaliied over arrays of identical cations and bind them together into
a rigid but ductile and malleable whok. In many cases the crystal structures of metals can be
rationalized in terms of a model in which spherical metal cations pack together into an
orderly array. In an ionic solid, both cations and anions are packed together.

In covalent solids, covalent bonds in a definite spatial orientation link the atoms in a
network extending through the crystal. The demands of directional bonding,.which have
only a small effect on the structures of many metals, now override the geometrical problem
of packing spheres together, and elaborate and extensive structures may be formed. A
famous example of a covalent solid is diamond (Fig. 21.32), in which each .cp 3 -hybridized C
atom is bonded tetrahedraily to its four neighbours.

Molecular solids, which are the subject of the overwhelming majority of modern
structural determinations, are bonded toether by van der Waals interactions (Chapter 22).
The observed crystal structure is nature's solution to the problem of condensing objects of
various shapes into an aggregate of minimum energy (actually, for temperatdres above zero,
of minimum Gibbs energy). The prediction of the structure is a very difficult task, and rarely
possible. The problem is made more complicated by the role of hydrogen bonds, which in
some cases dominate the crystal structure, as in ice (Fig. 21.33), but in others (for example,
phenol) distort a structure that is determined largely by the van der Waals interactions. X-
ray diffraction studies of molecular compounds reveal a huge amount of information,
including interatomic distances, bond angles, the stereochemistry of the molecules, and
vibrational parameters.

1.33 A fragment of the crystal structure of ice (ice-1). Each 0 atom is at the centre of a tetrahedron of
four 0 atoms at a distance of 276 pm. The central 0 atom is attached by two short 0-H bonds to two H
atoms and by two long hydrogen bonds to the 11 atoms of two of the neighbouring molecules. Overall,
the structure consists of planes of hexagonal puckered rings of H 2 0 molecules like the chair form of
cyclohexane).

42—B
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21.31; (a) The third layer of close-packed spheres
might occupy the dips lying directly above the
spheres in the first layer, resulting in an ABA
structure, which corresponds to hexagonal close-
packing. (b) Alternatively, the third layer might lie
in the dips that are not above the spheres in the
first layer, resulting in an ABC structure, which
corresponds to cubic close-packing.

(a) (b)4I
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1 I 1 The first layer of close-packed spheres used
to build a three-dimensional close-packed
structure.

1.35 The second layer of close-packed spheres
occupies the dips of the first layer. The two layers
are the AB component of the dose-packed
structure.

216 The packing of identical spheres: metal crystals
Most metallic elements crystallize in one of three simple forms, two of which can be
explained in terms of rigid spheres packing together in the closest possible arrangement.

(a) Close packing	 -
A close-packed layer of iden'r(ca( spheres, one with maximum utilization of space, is shown
in fig. 21.34. A close-packed three-dimensional structure can be envisaged as formed by
stacking such Close-packed layers on top of one another. However, this stacking can be done
in different ways and can result in close-packed polytypes, or structures that are identical in
two dimensions (the close-packed layers) but differ in the third dimension.

'In all polytypes, the spheres of the second close-packed layer lie in the depressions of the
first layer (Fig. 21.35). The third layer may be added in either of two ways. In one, the spheres
are plaèed so that they reproduce the first layer (Fig. 21.36a), to give an ABA pattern of
layers. Alternatively, the spheres may be placed over the gaps in the first layer (Fig. 21.36W,
so giving an ABC pattern. Two polytypes are formed if thc.two stacking patterns are
repeated in the vertical direction. If the ABA pattern is repeated, to give the sequence of
layers ABABAB. . the spheres are hexagonally close-packed (hcp). Alternatively, if the
ABC pattern is repeated, to give the sequence ABCABC. . ., the spheres are cubic close-
packed (ccp). The origins of these names can be seen by referring to Fig. 21.37. The cep
structure gives rise to face-centred unit cells, so may also be denoted cubic F (or fee, for

21.3 / A fragment of the structure shown in fig. 21.36 revealing the (a) hexagonal (b) cubic symmetry.
The tints on the spheres are the same as for the layers in fig. 21.36.
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21.39 The caesium-chloride structure consists of
two interpenetrating simple cubic arrays of ions,
one of cations and the other of anions, so that
each cube of ions of one kind has a counter-ion at
its centre.

CI	 Na

21 DIFFRACTION TECHNIQUES

Table 212 The crystal structures of some elements

Structure	 Element

hcp	 Be. Cd, Co. tie, Mg, Sc, Ti, Zn
fee* (cep, cubic F)	 Ag, Al, Ar, Au, Ca, Cu, Kr, Ne, Ni, Pd, Pb, Pt, Rh. Rn, Sr. Xe
bec (cubic I) 	 Ba, Cs, Cr, F, K, Li, Mn, Mo, Rb, Na. is, W, V

cubic P	 Po

Close-packed structures.
2138 The calculation of the packing fraction of a
ccp unit cell, face-centred cubic), It is also possible to have ABCABAB .. structures and even random

sequences; however, the hcp and ccp polytypes are the most important. Some elements
possessing these structures are listed in Table 21.2.

The compactness of close-packed structures is indicated by their coordination number,
the number of atoms immediately surrounding any selected atom, which is 12 in all cases.
Another measure of their compactness is the packing fraction, the fraction of space
occupied by the spheres, which is 0.740 (see the Justification below), That is, in a close-
packed solid of identical spheres, only 26.0 per cent of the volume is empty space. The fact
that many metals are close-packed accounts for their high densities.

Justification 21.3

To calculate a packing fraction of a cep structure, we first calculate the volume of a unit
cell, and then calculate the total volume of the spheres that fully or partially occupy it. The
first part of the calculation is a straightforward exercise in geometry. The second part
involves counting the fraction of spheres that occupy the cell.

Refer to Fig. 21.38. Because a diagonal of any face passes completely through one
sphere and halfway through two other spheres, its length is 4R. The length of a side is

therefore 8 112R and the volume of the unit cell is 8 312R 3 . Because each cell contains

the equivalent of 6 x 1 + 8 x 1 = 4 spheres, and the volume of each sphere is iR3 , the

total occupied volume is Ll ir.R 3 . The fraction of space occupied is therefore
_L6 itR/83/2R 3 = 16n/83/2 3,  or 0.740. Because an hcp structure has the same coordination
number, its packing fraction is the same. The packing fractions of structures that are not
close-packed are calculated similarly (see Problem 21.13).

(b) Less closely packed structures
As shown in Table 21.2, a number of common metals adopt structures that are less than
close-packed. The departure from close packing suggests that specific covalent bonding
between neighbouring atoms is beginning to influence the structure and impose a specific
geometrical arrangement. One such arrangement results in a cubic I (bec, for body-centred
cubic) structure, with one sphere at the centre of a cube formed by eight others. The
coordination number of a bce structure is only 8, but there are six more atoms not much
further away than the eight nearest neighbours. The packing fraction of 0.68 is not much
smaller than the value for a close-packed structure (0.74), and shows that about two-thirds
of the available space is actually occupied.

21.7 Ionic crystals
21.40 The rock-salt (NaCI) structure consists of two
mutually interpenetrating slightly expanded face- When crystals of compounds of monatomic ions are modelled by stacks of spheres it is

centred cubic arrays of ions. The entire assembly 	 essential to allow for the different ionic radii (typically with the cations smaller than the
shown here Is the unit cell,	 anions) and different charges. The coordination number of an ion is the number of nearest
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21.41 The structure of the uphalerite form of ZnS
showing the location of the Zn atoms in the
tetrahedral holes formed by the array of S atoms.
(There is an S atom at the centre of the cube inside
the tetrahedron of Zn atoms.)

Table 21.3 Ionic radii, R/pm

Na	 102(6t), 116(8)
138(6), 151(8)
128(2), 131(4)

C1	 IttI (close packing)

• More values are given in the Data section at the end
of this volume.
t Coordination number.

COOH

HO

Hi	 COOH

OH

1 D(+)-Tartaric acid

H

HOOC

2 L(-) .Tartaric acid

neighbours of opposite charge; the structure itself is characterized as having (nn_)

coordination, wheren .1 is the coordination number of the cation and n_ that of the anion.
Even if, by chance, the ions have the same size, the problems of ensuring that the unit

cells are electrically neutral make it impossible to achieve 12-coordinate close-packed
structures. As a result, ionic solids are generally less dense than metals. The best packing that
can be achieved is the (, 8)-coordinate càesium-chloride structure in which each cation is
surrounded by eight anions and each anion is surrounded by eight cations (Fig. 21.39). In
this structue, an ion of one charge occupies the centre of a cubic unit cell with eight
counter-ions at its corners. The structure is adopted by CsCl itself and also by CaS, CsCN
(with some distortion), and CuLn.

When the radii of the ions differ more than in CsCI, even eight-coordinate packing
cannot be achieved. One common structure adopted is the(6,6)-coordinate rock-salt
structure typified by NaCI (Fig. 21.40). In this structure, each cation is surrounded by six
anions and each anion is surrounded by six cations. The rock-salt structure can be pictured as
consisting of two interpenetrating slight ly expanded cubic F (fcc) arrays, one of cations and
the other of anions. This structure is adopted by NaCl itself and also by several other MX
compounds, including KBr, AgCl, MgO, and SeN.

The switch from the caesium-chloride structure to the rock-salt structure occurs
(sometimes) in accord with the radius-ratio rule, which is based on the value of the radius
ratio, y:

,.rsmallrr	 171
r1,50,

The two radii are those of the larger and smaller ions in the crystal. The radius-ratio rule is
derived by considering the ge6metrical problem of packing the maximum number of hard
spheres of one radius around a hard sphere of a different radius. The rule states that the
caesium-chloride structure should be expected when

> 3t/2 - I = 0.732

and that the rock-salt structure should be expected when

- I = 0.414 <y <0.732

For y<0.414, the most efficient packing leads to four-coordination of the type exhibited by
the sphalerite (or zinc blende) form of ZnS (Fig. 21.41). The deviation of a structure from
that expected on the basis of the radius-ratio rule is often taken to be an indication of a shift
from ionic towards covalent bonding; however, a major source of unreliability is the
arbitrariness of ionic radii and their variation with coordination number.

Ionic radii are derived from the internuclear distance between adjacent ions in a crystal.
However, we need to apportion the total distance between the two ions by defining the
radius of one ion and then inferring the radius of the other ion. One scale that is widely used
is based on the value 140 pm for the radius of the 02- ion (Table 21.3). Other scales are also
available (such as one based on F for discussing halides), and it is essential not to mix values
from different scales. Because ionic radii are so arbitrary, predictions based on them must be
viewed,,autiously.

21.8 Absolute configurations
Although it has long been possible to separate enantiomers (mirror-image chiral isomers.
Section 15.3b), it was not until X-ray diffraction techniques were developed that the
absolute stereochemical configuration of an isomer could be determined. We now know, for
example, that D-tartaric acid (1) is the isomer responsible for rotating light clockwise (that
is, it is the (i-) isomer), and that L-tartaric acid (2) is the (-) isomer. The X-ray method is not
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trivial, because enantiomers give almost identical diffractiyn patterns. The information
about the absolute configuration is contained in small differrnces in diffraction intensities
and is based on a technique developed by J.M. Bijvoct.

Consider first the diagrams in Fig. 21.42, which represent an idealized crystal and its
mirror image. This model resembles the arrangement of Zn and S atoms in zinc blende, which
was the first absolute configuration to be determined. The technique we are about to
describe was used to show that the shiny (Ill) faces of the crystal have S atoms on the
surface whereas the dull (Ill) faces have Zn atoms on the surface (Fig. 21.43). Each plane of
atoms gives rise to a scattered wave, and their superpositions are shown on the left of
Fig. 21.42. Note that the two superpositions have the same amplitude but differ in phase.
The diffraction pattern therefore has the same intensity for each enantiomer and, at this
stage, cannot be used to distinguish them.

The essence of the method is to use X-rays that are close to an absorption frequency of
one species of atom in the sample.'ln the examination of ZnS, for instance, gold L radiation
(127.6 pm) was used, which is close to the beginning of a zinc absorption band (which
commences at 128.3 pm). In Bijvoet's development of this approach for a study of tartaric
acid, a 1b atom is incorporated into the compound (he used sodium rubidium tartrate) with
X-rays from a zirconium target. Atoms with absorptions close to the X-ray frequency
introduce an extra phase shift in the scattered X-ray. A simple way to picture the additional
phase shift is to imagine the X-rays as exciting the atom before being re-emitted, and being
delayed in the process. The effect is called anomalous scattering.

Suppose the layer marked A in the crystal contains the anomalous scatterers; then the
scattered waves are as shown on the rigW of Fig. 21.42. The essential point is that the
superpositions now differ slightly in amplitude, not only phase, so the diffracted intensities
are slightry different in each case. Therefore, the enantiomers can in fact be distinguished
because the scattering intensities differ.

Modern diffractometers are so sensitive that the incorporation of a heavy atom is no
longer strictly necessary. It is now possible to detect the small intensity variations arising
from the light atoms normally present. However, the procedure is much easier and more

	

Resultant	

4.,
21.42 The two versions (top and bottom) of the two
layers of atoms represent enantiomers. The
interference between their scattered waves results in
composite waves that differ in phase (a and a'), but
the absolute phase cannot be determined, and the
intensities of the reflections are identical. if, however,
the atoms represented by the larger spheres modify
the phase of the waves they scatter, then th
resultant superpositions differ in amplitude as well as
phase (b and b'). the reflejions have different
intensities, and the absolute configuration can be
established. The green bands represent the waves
scattered by the layers, with alternating positive and
negative regions shown as light and dark The width
of a band indicates its intensity. The resultant in each
instance is indicated by the grey bend.



21.43 The (Ill) fces of the shaIerite crystal have
either S atoms above Zn atoms or, as shown here.
Zn atoms above S atoms.
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reliable if some moderately heavy atoms (such as  or Cl) are present. Anomalous scattering
depends strongly oil the wavelength of the X-radiation. Thus, atoms lighter than S and CI

give little effect for Mo K radiation, and until recently Cu K radiation had to be used.

Neutron and electron diffraction
A neutron generated in a reactor and slowed to thermal velocities by repeated collisions with
a moderator (such as graphite) until it is travelling at about 4 km s -  has a wavelength of

ataut 100 pm. Because 100 pm is comparable to X-ray wavelengths, similar diffraction
phnomena can be expected. In practice, a range of wavelengths occurs in a neutron beam,
bt4t a monochromatic beam can be selected by diffraction from a germanium crystal.

Electrons can be accelerated to precisely controlled energies by a known potential
Jference. When accelerated from rest through 10 keV they acquire a wavelength of

' IT pm, which makes them suitable for structural studies too.

Ekample 21.6 Calculating the typical wavelength of thermal neutrons

Clculate the typical wavelength of neutrons that have reached thermal equilibrium with
ir surroundings at 100°C.

lthod We need to relate the wavelength to the temperature. There are two linking steps.
First, the de Brogue relation expresses the wavelength in terms of the linear momentum.
Then the linear momentum can be expressed in terms of the kinetic energy, the mean value
of which is given in terms of the temperature by the equipartition theorem (see the
Introduction and Section 20.3).

Answer The de Brogue relation states that). = h/p. Then, from the equipartition theorem
we know that the mean translational kinetic energy of a neutron at a temperature T
travelling in the x-direction is EK = kT. The kinetic energy is also equal top 2 /2m wherep

is the momentum of the neutron and m is its mass. Hence, p = (mkT) 2 It follows that the

neutron's wavelength is

h

= (mkT)2

Therefore, at 100°C,

6.626x 10- is = 226 pm
{(l.675 x 10- 27 kg) x (1.381 x iO	 JK- 1 ) x (373 K)}"2

Self-test 21.6 Calculate the temperature needed for the average wavelength of the
neutrons to be 100 pm.

[1.6x 103°C]

21.9 Neutron diffraction
The scattering of X-rays is caused by the oscillations an incoming electromagnetic wave
generates in the electrons of atoms. In contrast, the scattering of neutroQs is a nuclear
phenomenon. Neutrons pass through the electronic structuresof atoms and interact with
the nuclei through the strong nuclear force that is responsible for binding nucleons
together. As a result, the intensity with which neutrons are scattered is independent of the
number of electrons. Whereas X-ray scattering factors increase strongly with atomic
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21.44 If the spins of atoms at lattice points are
orderly. as in this antiferromagnetic material, where
the spins of one set of atoms are aligned
antiparallel to those of the other set, neutron
diffraction detects two interpenetrating simple
cubic lattices on account of the magnetic
interaction of the neutron with the atoms, but
X-ray diffraction would see only a single lim lattice.

(b)

21.45 (a) The scs4tering intensity consists of a
smoothly varying background with undulations
superimposed. (b) The undulations are emphasized if
a sector is rotated in front of the screen, and then
the densitometer trace taken from the photograph
Platted against $ = (4/) sin O.

number, neutron scattering factors vary much less strongly; nor do they vary with angle. As
a result, in contrast to X-rays, neutron diffraction is not dominated by the heavy atoms
present in a molecule. Neutron diffraction therefore shows up the positions of hydrogen
nuclei much more clearly than X-rays do. Similarly, although neighbouring elements in the
periodic table have almost identical X-ray scattering factors, and hence are almost
indistinguishable in X-ray diffraction, their neutron scattering lengths may be signif.antly
different. As a result, it is possible to distinguish atoms of elements such as Ni and Co that
are present in the same compound and to study order-disorder phase transitions in FeCo.

The difference in sensitivity to hydrogen nuclei can have a pronounced effect on the
measurement of C-H bond lengths. Because X-rays respond to accumulations of electrons,
the weak peaks in an X-ray diffraction map represent thelocations of the bulk of the
electron density in the bonds, and this density may be shifted towards the C atom. For
example, X-ray measurements on sucrose give R(C—H) = 96 pm; neutron measurements,
which respond to the location of the nuclei, give R(C—H) = 109.5 pm. The 0-H bond
lengths in sucrose show similar differences, being 79 pm by X-rays but 97 pm by neutrons.

Another property of neutrons that distinguishes them from X-ray photons is their
possession of a magnetic moment due to their spin. This magnetic moment can couple to the
magnetic fields of ions in a crystal (if the ions have unpaired electrons) and modify the
diffraction pattern. A simple example of this magnetic scattering is provided by metallic
chromium. The lattice is cubic I (bee), and the diffraction pattern using X-rays has systematic
absences. These absences are not observed when neutrons are used, because the structure is
such that atoms at the body-centrrtocation have magnetic moments opposite to those at
the corners, and the structure is better regarded as consisting of two interpenetrating arrays
of magnetically different Cr atoms (Fig. 21.44). Therefore, although the atoms are identical
as far as X-rays are concerned, they are different from the viewpoint of neutrons, and
diffraction intensity is observed at the predicted systematic X-ray absences. Ne'utron
diffraction is especially important for investigating these magnetically ordered lattices.

21.10 Electron diffraction
Electrons are scattered strongly by their interaction with the charges of electrons and nuclei,
and so until recently could not be used to study the interiors of solid samples. However, they
have been used for some time to study molecules in the gas phase, on surfaces, and in thin
films. The application to surfaces, which is called 'low-energy electron diffraction' (LEED), is a
major use of the technique and is discussed in Section 28.2e. Recent developments have
extended electron diffraction techniques to solids, where they have certain advantages over
X-ray diffraction. For instance, they are applicable to very small samples, and so may be used
when single-crystal X-ray diffraction is impractical or powder diffraction too complex to
interpret (see Further reading). A sample size of about io unit cells can be used for electron
diffraction studies on solids, which is several million times smaller than for X-ray
crystallography, even using synchrotron radiation.

In a typical gas-phase electron diffraction apparatus, electrons are emitted from a hot
filament and are then accelerated through a potential gradient. They then pass through the
stream of gas, and on to a fluorescent screen. The wavelength of electrons accelerated from
rest through a potential difference V is

2=—	 (18)
(2meV) 

a

(see Example 11.2). For an accelerating potential difference of 40 kV, the wavelength is
6.1 pm.
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Diffracted
Sample beam

The gaseous sample presents all possible orientations of atom-atom separations to the
electron beam. The resulting diffraction pattern consists of a series of concentric
undulations on a background with an intensity that decreases steadily with increasing
scattering angle (Fig. 21.45). Me undulations are due to the molecular scattering, the
sharply defined scattering from the nuclear positions. The background is due largely to the
atomic scattering. One way of levelling the total intensity and hence to emphasize the
undulations is to insert a rotating heart-shaped disk in front of the screen (Fig. 21.46).

The scattering from a pair of nuclei separated by a distance R and orientated at a
definite angle to the Incident beam can be calculated. The overall diffraction pattern is then
calculated by allowing for all possible orientations of this pair of atoms; When the molecule
consists of a number of atoms, we sum over the contribution from all pairs, and find that the
total intensity has an angular variation given by the Wierl equation:

a = — sin 0' 	 (19)

where A is the wavelength of the electrons in the beans and 0 is the scattering angle. The
electron scattering factor, f, is a measure of the intensity of the electron scattering powers
of the atoms.

The electron diffraction pattern gives the distances between all possible pairs of atoms in
the molecule (not just to those bonded together). When there are only a few atoms, the
peaks can be analysed reasonably quickly, and the analysis proceeds by assuming a geometry
and calculating the intensity pattern by using the Wier[ equation. The best fit is then taken
as the actual molecular geometry.

'ak

Rotting
sector	 Screen

2146 The layout of an electron diffraction
apparatus. The diffraction pattern is photographed
from the fluorescent screen. A rotating heart-
shaped sector emphasizes the scattering from the
nuclear positions and suppresses the smoothly
varying background IJLIC to scattering From the
continuous electron distribution in the molecules.
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Crystal structure
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O crystal structure
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Exercises
21.1 (a) Equivalent lattice points within the unit cell of a Bravais	 21.2 (b) Find the Miller indices of the planes that intersect
lattice have identical surroundings. What points within a face-centred	 the crystallographic axes at the distances (la, 3b, —c) and
cubic unit cell are equivalent to the point ( ,0,0)? 	 (2a, 3h 4:).

21.1 (b) Equivalent lattice paints within the unit cell of a Bravais 21.3 (a) Calculate the separations of the planes (111), (211), and
lattice have identical surroundings. What points within a body-
centred cubic unit cell are equivalent to the point (,O,)? 	

p00) in a crystal inwhich the cubic unit cell has side 432 pm.

21.2 (a) Find the Miller indices of the planes that intersect 	 21.3 (b) Calculate the separations of the planes (121), (221), and
the crystallographic axes at the distances (2a, 3b, 2c) and (2a, 2/', ctc).	 (244) in a crystal in which the cubic unit cell has side 523 pm.
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21.4 (a) The glancing angle of a Bragg reflection from a set of crystal
planes separated by 99.3 pin is 20.85'. Calculate the wavelength of
the X-rays.

21.4 (b) The glancing angle of a Bragg reflection from a set of crystal
planes separated by 128.2 pm is 19.76°. Calculate the wavelength of
the X-rays.

21.5 (a) What are the values of 20 of the first three diffraction lines of
bee iron (atomic radius 126 pm) when the X-ray wavelength is 58 pm?

21.5 (b) What are the values of 20 of the first three diffraction lines
of fee (gold atomic radius 144 pm) when the X-ray wavelength is
154 pm?

21.6 (a) Copper K. radiation consists of two components of
wavelengths 154.433 pm and 154.051 pm. Calculate the separation
of the diffraction lines arising from the two components in a powder
diffraction pattern recorded in a circular camera of radius 5.74 cm
(with the sample at the centre) from planes of separation 77.8 pm.

21.6 (b) A synchrotron source produces X-radiation at a range of
wavelengths. Consider two components of wavelengths 95.401 and
96.035 pm. Calculate the separation of the diffraction lines arising
from the two components in a powder diffraction pattern rec'rded in
a circular camera of radius 5.74 cm (with the sample at the centre)
from planes of separation 82.3 pm.

21.7 (a) The comp9urid Rb3TIF6 has a tragonal unit cell with
dimensions a = 651 pm and c = 934 pm. Calculate the volume of
the unit cell.

21.7 (b) Calculate the volume of the hexagonal unit cell of sodium
nitrate, for which the dimensions are a = 1692.9 pm and
c 506.96 pm.

21.8 (a) The orthorhombic unit cell of N'504 has the dimensions
a = 634 pm, b = 784 pm, and c = 516 pm, and the density of the
solid is estimated as 3.9 gcm 3 . Determine the number of formula
units per unit cell and calculate a more precise value of the
density.

21.8 (b) An orthorhombic unit cell of a compound of molar mass
135.01 gmo1 has the dimensions a = 589 pm, b = 822 pm, and
c 798 pm. The density of the solid is estimated as 2.9 gcm3.
Determine the number of formula Units per Unit cell and calculate a
more precise value of the density.

21.9 (a) The unit cells of SbCl 3 are orthorhombic with dimensions
a = 812 pm, 6 947 pm, and c = 637 pm. Calculate the spacing of
the (411) planes.

21.9 (b) An orthorhombic Unit cell has dimensions a = 679 pm,
b = 879 pm, and c 860 pm. Calculate the spacing of the (322)
planes.

21.10 (a) A substance known to have a cubic unit cell gives
reflections with Cu K, radiation (wavelength 154 pm) at glancing
angles 19.4°, 22.5°, 32.6°, and 39.4'. The reflection at 32.6° is known
to be due to the (220) planes. Index the other reflections.

21.10 (b) A substance known to have a cubic unit cell gives
reflections with radiation of wavelength 137 pm at the glancing
angles 10,7°, 13.6°, 17.7°, and 21.9°. The reflection at 17.7° is known
to be due to the (Ill) planes. Index the other reflections.

21.11 (a) Potassium nitrate crystals have orthorhombic unit cells of
dimensions  = 542 pm,b = 917 pin, and c = 645 pm. Calculate the
glancing angles for the (100). (010), and (Ill) reflections using Cu K.
radiation (154 pm).

21.11 (b) Calcium carbonate crystals in the form of aragonite have
orthorhombic unit cells of dimensions a = 574.1 pm, b= 796.8 pm,
and c = 495.9 pm. Calculate the glancing angles for the (100), (010),
and (Ill) reflections using radiation of wavelength 83.42 pm (from
aluminium).

21.12 (a) Copper(l) chloride forms cubic crystals with four formula
units per unit cell. The only reflections present in a powder
photograph are those with either all even indices or all odd indices.
What is the symmetry of the unit cell?

21.12 (b) A powder diffraction photograph from tungsten shows
lines which index as (110), (200). (211), (220), (310), (222), (321).
(400),... Identify the symmetry of the unit cell.

21.13 (a) The coordinates, in units of a, of the atoms in a simple
cubic lattice are (0,0,0), (0, 1,0). (0,0, 1), (0,1,1), (1,0,0). (1, 1,0).
(1, 0, I), and (1, 1, 1). Calculate the structure factors Fw: when all the
atoms are identical.

21.13 (b) The coordinates, in units of a, of the atoms in a body-
centred cubic lattice are (0,0,0), (0, 1,0), (0,0, I), (0, 1, 1), (1,0,0).
(1, 1,0), (1,0, 1). (1,1.1), and Calculatethe structure factors
Fw, when all the atoms are identical.

21.14 (a) Calculate the packing fraction for close-packed cylinders.

21.14 (b) Calculate the packing fraction for equilateral triangular
rods stacked as shown in (3).

AML

21.15 (a) Verily that the radius ratio for sixfold coordination is 0.414.

21.15 (1$ Verify that the radius ratio for cightfold coordination is
(1.732.

21.16 (a) from the data in Table 21.3 determine the radius of the
smallest cation that can have (a) sixfold and (b) eightfold
coordination with the 02 ion.

21.16 (b) From the data in Table 21.3 . determine the radius of the
smallest cation that can have (a) sixfold and (b) eightfold
coordination with the K ion.
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21.17 (a) Calculate the atomic packing factor for diamond.

21.17 (b) Calculate the atomic packing factor for a cubic C unit cell.

21.18 (a) The carbon-carbon bond length in diamond is 154.45 pin.
If diamond were considered to be a close-packed structure of hard
spheres with radii equal to half the bond length, what would%e its
expected density? The diamond lattice is face-centred cubic and its
actual density is 3.516 gcm. Can you explain the discrepancy?

21.18 (b) Although the crystallization of large biological molecules
may not be as readily accomplished as that of small molecules, their
crystal lattices are no different. Tobacco seed globulin forms face-
centred cubic crystals with unit cell dimension of 12.3 nin and a
density of 1.287 gcrn. Determine the globulin's molar mass.

21.19 (a) Is there an expansion or a contraction as titanium
transforms from hcp tu. ody-centred cubic? The atomic radius of
titanium is 145.8 pm in hcp but 142.5 pm in bce.

21.19 (b) Is there an expansion or a contraction as iron transforms
from hcp to bee? The atomic radius of iron is 126 pm in hcp but
122 pro in bce.

21.20 (a) In a Patterson synthesis, the spots correspond to the
lengths and directions of the vectors joining the oms in a unit cell.
Sketch the pattern that would be obtained for a planar, triangular
isolated BF, molecule.

21.20 (b) In a Patterson synthesis, the spots correspond to the
lengths and directions of the vectors joining the atoms in a unit cell.
Sketch the pattern that would be obtained from the C atoms in an
isolated benzene molecule.

21.21  (a) What velocity should neutrons have if they are to have
wavelength 50 pm?

21.21 (h) Calculate the wavelength of neutrons that have reached
thermal equilibrium by collision with a moderator at 300 K.

21.22 (a) What accelerating potential difference must be applied to
electrons to generate a beam with wavelength 18 pm?

21.22 (b) Calculate the wavelengths of electrons that have been
accelerated through (a) 1.0 kV, (b) 10 kV, (c) 40 kV.

21.23 (a) Predict from the Wierl equation the positions of the first
maximum and first minimum in the neutron and electron diffraction
patterns of the Cl, molecule obtained with neutrons of wavelength
80 pm and electrons of wavelength 4.0 pm.

21.23 (b) Predict from the Wierl equation the positions of the first
maximum and first minimum in the neutron and electron diffraction
patterns of a Br2 molecule obtained with neutrons of wavelength
78 pill and electrons oIwavelength 4.0 pm.

Problems

Numerical problems

21.1 In the early days of X-ray crystallography there was an urgent
need to know the wavelengths of X-rays. One technique was to
measure the diffraction angle from a mechanically ruled grating.
Another method was to estimate the separation of lattice planes from
the measured density of a crystal. The density of NaCI is 2.17 gem
and the (100) reflection using Pd K radiation occurred at 6.0°.
Calculate the wavelength of the X-rays.

21.2 The element polonium crystallizes in a cubic system. Bragg
reflections, with X-rays of wavelength 154 pm, occur at
sin U = 0.225, 0.316, and 0.3108 from the (100), (110). and (Ill)
sets of planes. The separation between the sixth and seventh lines in
the powder spectrum is larger than between the fifth and sixth lines.
Is the unit cell simple, body-centred, or face-centjed? Calculate the
unit cell dimension.

21.3 The unit cell dimensions of NaCI, KCI, NaBr, and KBr, all of which
crystallize in face-centred cubic lattices, are 562.8 pm, 627.7 pm,
596.2 pm, and 658.6 pm, respectively. In each case, anign and cation
are in contact along an edge of the unit cell. Do the data support the
contention that ionic radii are constants independent of the counter-
ion?

21.4 The powder diffraction patterns of (a) tungsten, (b) copper
obtained in a camera of radius 28.7 mm are shown in Fig. 21.47. Both
were obtained with 154 pin 	 and the scales are marked. Identify

the unit cell in each case, and calculate the lattice spacing. Estimate
the metallic radii of W and Cu.

))) t(	 :.)) )iL(f(
(a)

(b)

Fig. 21.47

21.5 Elemental silver reflects X-rays of wavelength 154.18 pin
angles of 19.076. 22.17 10. and 32.2560. However, there are no other
reflections at angles of less than 33°. Assuming a cubic unit cell,
determine its type and dimension. Calculate the density of silver.

21.6 Genuine pearls consist of concentric layers of calcite crystals
)CaCO 3 ) in which the trigonal axes are oriented along the radii. The
nucleus of a cultured pearl is a piece of mother-of-pearl that has been
worked into a sphere on a lathe. The oyster then deposits concentric
layers of calcite on the central seed. Suggest an X-ray method for
distinguishing between real and cultured pearls.
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21.7 In their book X-rays and Crystal structures (which begins "It is
now two years since Dr. Laue conceived the idea...") the Bragys give a
number of simple examples of X-ray analysis. For instance, they report
that the reflection from (100) planes in KCI occuis at 5 23'. but for
NaCI it occurs at 6° 0' for X-rays of the same wavelength. If the side
of the NaCl unit cell is 564 pill, what is the side of the KCI unit cell?
The densities of KCI and NaCI are 1.99 gem 1 and 2.17 gem
respectively. Do these values support the X-ray analysis?

21.8 The volume of a monoclinic unit cell is abc sin /1. Naphthalene
has a monoclinic unit cell with two molecules per cell and sides in the
ratio 1.377 I 1.436. The angle 13 is 122° 49' and the density of the
solid is 1.152 gem'. Calculate the dimensions of the cell.

21.9 Calculate the coefficient of thermal expansion of diamond given
that the (111) reflection s'° frGrn 22" 2' 25" to 21° 57' 59" on heat-
ing a crystal from 100 K to 300 K and 154.0562 pm X-rays are used.

21.10 Use the Wierl equation to predict the appearance of the
electron diffraction pattern of CC1 4 with an (as yet) undetermined
C-CI bond length but of known tetrahedral symmetry. Takef 1 17f'
and fc = 6f and note that R(Cl, Cl) = () itSR(C Cl). Plot 11f 2 against

= sR(C, Cl). In an actual experiment using 10.0 kcV electrons the
positions of the maxima occurred at 3° t(Y, 5° 22', and 7° 54' and
minima occurred at 1° 46, 4° 6, 6° 40, and 90 10'. What is the C-CI
bond length in CC,?

Theoretical problems
21.11 Show that the separation of the (6k!) planes in an
orthorhombic crystal with sides a, 6, and c is given by eqn 3.

21.12 Show that the volume of a triclinic unit cell of sides a, 6, and r
and angles z /3, and r is

V = ahc(I - cos2 - cos2 	cos2 7 -1 2cosaeos/1eoxy)2

Use this expression to derive expressions for monoclinic and
orthorhombic unit cells. For the derivation, it may be helpful to use
the result from vector analysis that V = a b x  and to calculate 112

initially.

21.13 Calculate the packing fractions of (a) a primitive cubic lattice,
(b) a bee unit cell, (c) an fee unit cell.

21,14 The coordinates of the four I atoms in the unit cell of 1(10 4 are
(0,0,0), (0., ), (, , , 0,), ( ). By calculating the phase of the I
reflection in the structure factor, show that the I atoms contribute no
net intensity to the (114) reflection.

21.15 The coordinates, in units of a, of the A atoms, with scattering
factor fA. in a cubic lattice are (0, 0,0), [0, 1, 0), (0. 0, I), (0, I, I),
(1.0,0). (I, 1,0), (1,1), 1), and (1, 1, 1). There is also sB atom, with
scattering factor fB ' at (, , ). Calculate the structure factors j;hki
and predict the form of the powder diffraction pattern when (a)
IA =f,fB = 0, (b)jj =!& and (c)f,,, = 111 =1.

Additional problems supplied by Carmen Giunta
and Charles Trapp
21.16 B.A. Bovcnzi and G.A. Pearse, Jr (J. Chem. Soc. Dalton Trans.
(accepted, 1997)) synthesized coordination compounds of the

tridentate ligand pyridine-2,6-diamidoxime (C,H 9 N 5 02 ). The corn-
pound, which they isolated from the reaction of the ligand with
CuSO,(q), did not contain a [Cu(C,H 5 N 502 ) 2 ] 2 ' complex cation as
expected. Instead, X-ray diffraction analysis revealed a linear polymer
of formula ICu(Cu(C,H 9 N 5 0,)(SO4 ) . 2H 2 01, which features bridg-
ing sulfate groups. The unit cell was primitive monoclinic with
a = 1.0427 rim, h = 0.8876 rim, c = 1.3777 rim, and /3 = 93.254°.
The mass density of the crystals is 2.024 gcm 3 . How many monomer
units are there per unit cell?

21.17 D. Sellmann,	 M.W. Wemple,	 W. Donaibauer,	 and
F.W. Heinemann (!norg. Chem. 36, 1397 (1997)) describe the synthesis
and	 reactivity	 of	 the	 ruthenium	 nitrido	 compound
)N(C4 H 9 )'4 ]{Ru(N)(S 2 C5 l1 4 ) 2 ]. The ruthenium complex anion has the
two 1,2-tienzenedithiolate ligands (4) at the base of a rectangular
pyramid and the nitrido ligand at the apex. Compute the mass density
of the compound given that it crystallizes into an orthorhombic unit
cell with a = 3.6881 rim, 6 = 0.9402 rim, and c = 1.7652 rim and
eight formula units per cell. Replacing the ruthenium with an osmium
results in a compound with the same crystal structure and a unit cell
with a volume less than I per cent larger. Estimate the mass density of
the osmium analogue.

ccS

21.18 P.O. Radacili,	 M. Marezio,	 M. Perroux,	 S. de	 Brion.
J.L. Tholence, 0. Huang, and A. Santoro (Science 265, 380 (1994))
report the synthesis and structure of a material that becomes
superconducting at temperatures below 45 K. The compound is based
on a layered compound H9 2 8a 2 YCu 2 0 . ,1 , which has a tetragonal unit
cell with a 0.38606 tIm and c = 2.8915 rim: each unit cell
contains two formula units. The compound is made superconducting
by partially replacing Y by Ca, accompanied by a change in unit cell
volume by less than I per cent. Estimate the Ca content x in
superconducting H9 2 Ba 7 Y 1 _,Ca0 Cu0, 55 given that the mass density
of the compound is 7.651 gem'.

21.19 The scattering factor of an atom is given by eqn 7. In general
this expression is difficult to evaluate as it requires knowledge of p(r),
which in turn requires knowledge of the wavefunction of the atom.
The latter is not generally available in simple analytical form except
for a hydrogenic atom. Derive an expression for the scattering factor
of a hydrogenic atom of atomic number Z in its ground state.

21.20 Diamond forms a face-centred cubic lattice with eight atoms
per unit cell. There are atoms at each lattice point and at points
displaced by ,, from each lattice point. Calculate the structure
factor, F, for diamond. Hint. See Example 21.4.

21.21 Determine the relative intensities of the (100), (ItO), and (200)
reflections inCsCI by calculating their structure factors. Assume that
the atomic scattering factors are given by the number-of electrons in
the ions.
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In this chapter we examine some of the electric and magnetic properties of molecules and
interpret (hem in terms of electronic structure. The properties we consider include the
electric dipole moments and palorizubilibes of molecules and sw/u related properties that
include refractive index, optical ijctivity, and irt(ermolcco lur forces. All these properties
reflect the degree to which the nuclei of atoms exert control over the electrons inc ,noteeule,
either by causing electrons to accumulate in particular regions, or by permitting thenn to
respond more orkss strongly to the effects of external fields. We also discuss the analogous
magnetic properties, particularly the magnetizobililirs rind magneto susr'eptibthlies of
molecules, and scc' the origins of the distinction between par rinioqnrtc on( dirniogneric
substances.

The electric properties, and to a smaller extent the magnetic properties, of molecules are
22.8 Induced magnetic moments	

responsible for many of the properties of bulk matter. The small imbalances of charge
distributions in molecules allow them to interact with one another and with externally

Checklist of key ideas 	 applied fields. One result of this interaction is the cohesion of molecules to form the bulk
phases of matter. These interactions are also important for understanding the shapes

Further reading	 adopted by biological and synthetic macromolecules, as we shall see in Chapter 23.

Exercises	 Electric properties
Problems Many of the electrical properties of molecules can be traced to the competing influences of

nuclei with different charges or the competion between the control exercised by a nucleus
and the influence of an externally applied field. The former competition may result in an
electric dipole moment The latter may result in properties such as refractive index and
optical activity.
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22.1 Permanent and iiidutd eIctric dipole moments

An electric dipole consists of two electric charges q and —q separated by a distance R. This

arrangement of charges is represented by a vector, the electric dipole moment, p, that
points from the negative charge to the positive charge (1).1 The magnitude of 'a is = qR.

1 Electric dipole	 The magnitudes of dipole moments are still commonly reported in the non-SI unit debyc, D,

where'

I D_3.33564xL0 30 Cm	 (1)

The dipole moment of a pair of charges +e and --c separated by 100 pm is 1.6 x 10.29 Cm,
corresponding to 4.8 1). Dipole moments of small molecules are typically about 1 D.

(a) Classes of substance
A polar molecule is a molecule with a permanent electric dipo le moment. The permanent

dipole moment stems from the partial charges on the atoms in the molecule that arise from
differences in eleetronegativity or other features of bonding (Section 14.7). Nonpolar
molecules acquire an induced dipole moment in an electric field on account of the distortion
the field causes in their electronic distributions and nuclear positions; however, this induced
monaent is only temporary, and disappears as soon as the perturbing field is removed. Polar
molecules also have their existing dipole moments temporarily modified by an applied field.

The polarization, /', of a sample is the electric dipole moment density, the mean electric
dipole moment of thc molecules, ji, multiplied by the number density, ,iV:

P =	 [2)

In the following pages we refer to the sample as a dielectric, by which is meant a polarizable,

nonconducting medium.
The polarization of an isotropic fluid sample is zero in the absence of an applied field

because the molecules adopt random orientations. so  (pt) = 0. In the presence of a field, the

dipoles become partially aligned because some orientations have lower energies than others.
As a result, the electric dipole moment density is nonzero. Moreover, as we shall see, there is
an additional contribution from the dipole moment induced by the field.

A ferroelectnic solid is a solid that has a permanent polarization on account of a
cooperative shift of some of its atoms in a given direction. For example, above 120°C.

barium titanate, Ba1i0 5 , is electrically a normal solid, and the Ti ion is symmetrically placed
inside an octahedron of 0 atoms. However, below 120°C, the Ti ion moves from the centre of
the octahedron by about 10 pm and every unit ccll over a large domain acquires an electric
dipole moment that persists even in the absence of an applied field.

(b) Polar molecules
The Stark effect (Section 16.5) is used to measure the electric dipole moments of molecules
for which a rotational spectrum can be observed. In many cases microwave spectroscopy
cannot be used because the sample is not volate, decomposes on vaporization, or consists
of molecules that are so complex that their rotational spectra cannot be interpreted. In such
cases the dipole moment may be obtained by measurements on a liquid or solid bulk sample
using a method explained later.

1	 Or elementary cfre,,ryiry, an electric crwie osymeol is represented ' the arrow 4—* added to tic Lewis struciUre for I ht molecoic,

with the + marking the posd.ve end Note that the direction of tle arrow is Dpfxosie to that of

2 the c000ercoi factor stems from lht original definition of the ri'.ye 0 ferrarO of C.9 5, units. I D in the dipole moment of two
equal and opposite charges of nraqn dude t e.uu. separated by i A. The debyC is named after Peter Oehye. a pioneer an the study

of dipole moments of moiecuiei.
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Table 22.1' Dipole moments (ii) and polariz-
ability volumes (o)

p/D	 a'/(lO''m3)

CCL	 0	 10.5
H3	0	 0.819
H30	 1.85	 1.48
HCl	 1.08	 2.63
HI	 0.42	 5.45

• More values are given in the Data section at the end
of this volume.

. C.
a

Overlap
region

22.1 One of the contributions to the dipole
moment of a molecule is the imbalance of charge
arising from the overlap of orbitals of different
radii. This diagram shows how the charge
accumulation leads to a region of negative charge
closer to the smaller atom.

2 Ozone. 03

All heteronuclear diatomic molecules are polar, and typical values of it include 1.08 D for
MCI and 0.42 D for HI (Table 22.1). Avery approximate relation between the dipole moment
and the difference in clectronegativities of the two atoms, 1st, is

(3)

The more electronegative atom is normally the negative end of the dipole, but there are
exceptions, particularly when antihonding orbitals are occupied .3 Thus the dipole moment of
CO is very small (0.12 D), but the negative end of the dipole is on the C atom even though
oxygen is more electronegative than carbon.

The interpretation and prediction of electric dipole moment is made even more
complicated by the fact that a difference in atomic radii can result in an imbalance of
electron density because the enhanced charge density associated with the overlap region lies
closer to the nucleus of the smaller atom (Fig. 22.1). Such a homopolar contribution to the
total dipole moment can arise even in the absence of a difference in electronegativity,
between the two atoms.

A polyatomic molecule is nonpolar if it fulfils certain symmetry criteria. We saw in
Section 15.3a that a molecule is nonpolar if it belongs toaD point group or to one of the
cubic or icosahedral point groups. We also saw that the dipole moment of a polar molecule
with a symmetry axis cannot lie perpendicular to that axis (the dipole moment of NH 3 , for
instance, lies parallel to the molecular C3 axis). The symmetry criterion is more important
than the question of whether or not the atoms in the molecule are the same. Thus the
homonuclear triatomic molecule 03 (which is angular, with C2, symmetry) is allowed to be
polar by symmetry considerations, and in fact is polar because the electron density on the
central 0 atom differs from that on the two outer 0 atoms. The dipole moment of the
molecule lies parallel to the C2 axis of the molecule (2). The heteronuclear triatomic
molecule CO 2 (which is linear, with Dh symmetry) is strictly nonpolar by symmetry even
though the C and 0 atoms have different electronegativities. The dipole moments associated
with each CO bond point in opposite directions in CO,, and cancel.

To a first approximation, the dipole moment of a polyatomic molecule can be resolved
into contributions from various components (Fig. 22.2). Thus, 1, 4-dichlorobenzene is
nonpolar on account of the cancellation of the two equal but opposing moments associated
with the presence of Cl atoms on opposite sides of the ring (the molecule has D2h symmetry,
so it is necessarily nonpolar). The isomer 1, 2-dichlorobcnzene (which has C2, symmetry,
with the C2 axis lying along the bisector of the angle between the two CCI bonds) has a
dipole moment that is approximately the resultant of two monochlorobcnzene dipole
moments arranged at 60°. The technique of vector addition can be applied with fair success

c2v

(a)i01.57D

'.5
I

Lc.lc0

C20J/

(c) gobs = 2.25 D
2.7 0

(d) t0 = 1.48D
- 1.60

22.2 The resultant dipole moments (grey) of the dichlqrobcnzene isomers lb to dl can be obtained approximately by rectorial addition of two chlorobenzrne dipole
moments (1.57 D).

3 We remarked in Scton 14.7 that the roajm contribution to an antibonding orbital is made b y the atomic 0155511 of the test
electrolsegalor atom. Therefore. 1 an antibooding oitital is occupied there may be no nruth electron density on the tm
e!ct'oenegatinc atom that that atom has a partial negative charge.

43—A

là
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to other series of related molecules, and the resultant of two dipole moments that make an
- angle 0 to each other (3) is obtained from

22	 211 =+,2+_,i1M2 cos 0	 (4a)
--	 -----

When  the two dipole moments are equal, this equation simplifies to

3 Addition of dipoles
=21 cos 0 (4b)

The mean dipole moment of the molecules of a fluid sample is zero in the absence of an
orientating electric field. In the presence of a field and at a temperature T the mean moment

is nonzero, and we show in the Justification below that

(5)
RT

where z is the direction of the applied field. This nonzero value stems from the fact that
some orientations of the dipole moment are energetically more favourable than others.

Justification 22.1

The probability dp that a dipole has an orientation in the range 0 to  + dO is given by the
Boltzmann distribution (Section 19.1c), which in this case is

e(f)/kT sin 0 dO
dp 

= j e (°)/ sin 6 dO

where E(6) is the energy of the dipole in the field: E(8) = —E cos 0, with 0 :5 0 < r. The
average value of the component of the dipole moment parallel to the applied electric field
is therefore

- ifXCOOcosOsjn6d9
= J.ucosodp =	 cos 

0dp - jcsin0dO

with x = yflkT. The integral takes on a simpler appearance when we write y = cosO and
note that dy = — sin 0dO:

- f1yedy(1)_ 
f'1e*Ydy

At this point we use

[ y&dy= x -
feYdy=er	 ex+e	 e- -- e

X

'

It is now straightforward algebra to combine these two results and to obtain

&+e	 i
(P')='	 (6)

The function L(x) is called the Langevin function.
Under most circumstances, x is very small (for example, if p = I D and T = 300 K.

then x exceeds 0.01 only if the field strength exceeds 100 kVcm 1 , and most
measurements are done at much lower strengths)- When x q I, the exponentials in the
Langevin function can be expanded, and the largest term that survives is

(7)

Therefore, the average molecular dipole moment is given by eqri 5.

43—B
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(c) Induced dipole moments

An applied electric field can distort a molecule as well as aligning its permanent electric
dipole moment. The induced dipole moment, f, is proportional to the field strength, €, and
we write4

(8)

The constant of proportionality a is the polarizability of the molecule. The greater the
polarizability, the larger is the induced dipole moment for a given applied field. When the
applied field is very strong (as in laser beams), the induced moment is not strictly linear in
the strength of the field, and we write

(9)

The coefficient ft is the hyperpolarizability of the molecule.
Polarizability has the units (coulomb-metre) 2 per joule. C2 m2 r* That collection of

units is awkward, so a is often expressed as a polarizability volume, ce, by using the relation

Ce
47o	 [101

where to is the vacuum permittivity. Because the units of 4% are coulomb-squared per
joule per metre (C2 1 m'L it follows that ' has the dimensions of volume (hence its
name). 5 Polarizability volumes are similar in magnitude to actual molecular volumes (of the
order of 100 m3, 1 As).

Some experimental polarizability volumes of molecules are given in Table 22.1. As shown
in the Justification below, there is a correlation between the HOMO-LUMO separation in
atoms and molecules. The electron distribution can be distorted readily if the LUMO lies close
to the HOMO in energy, so the polarizabiliry is then large. If the LUMO lies high above the
HOMO, an applied field can perturb the electron distribution significantly, and the
polarizability is !ow. Molecules with small HOMO-LUMO gaps are typically large, with
numerous electrons.

Justification 22.2

The quantum mechanical expression for the mean polarizability is

,

where yo,, is the magnitude of the transition dipole moment, the integral

(11)

with t the electric dipole moment operator. This integral is a measure of the extent to
which electric charge is shifted when an electron migrates from a wavefunction 41, to an
excited-state wavefunction On. The sum is over the excited states, with energies E. The
content of the expression for the polarizability can be appreciated by approximating the
excitation energies by a mean value AE (an indication of the HOMO-LIJMO separation),

4 We should use vector quantities and allow for the poutibitity that the induced dipole moment might not he parallel to the applied
field; for simplicity we discuss polariiabilitics in terms of (scalar) magnitudes

When using older coropilatesro of data, it is useful to note that çolanzability ucaumes hive the same numerical eatum as the
pOniz,bdjtits reported oung cg.t dectuical unit to the tabulated nutues premousty culled 	 mbilrtres can be used directly.
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and supposing that the most important transition dipole moment is approximately equal
to the charge of an electron multiplied by the radius, R, of the molecule. Then

2'2R2

This expression shows that ot increases with the size of the molecule and with the ease with
which it can be excited (the smaller the value of AE).

If the excitation energy is approximated by the energy needed to remove an electron to

infinity from a distance R from a single positive charge, we can write iEe2/4ir40R.
When this expression is substituted into the equation above, both sides are divided by 47w0,

and the factor of I ignored in this approximation, we obtain R3 , which is of the same

order of magnitude as the molecular volume.

For all molecules other than those belonging to one of the cubic or icosahedral groups,
the polarizability depends on the orientation of the molecule relative to the field. The
polarizability volume of benzene when the field is applied perpendicular to the ring is

12.3 x tO ' nri and is 6.7 x 10-w m 3 when the field is applied in the plane of the ring. The
anisotropy of the polarizability determines whether a molecule is rotationally Raman active

(Section 16.7).

(d) Polarization at high frequencies
When the applied field changes direction slowly, the permanent dipole moment has time to
reorientatc—the whole molecule rotates into a new direction—and follow the field. However,
when the frequency of the field is high, a molecule cannot change direction fast enough to
follow the change in direction of the applied field and the dipole moment then makes no
contribution to the polarization of the sample. Because a molecule takes about I PS to turn
through about I radian in a fluid, the loss of this contribution to the polarization occurs
when measurements are made at frequencies greater than about 10 11 Hz (in the microwave

region). We say that the orientation polarization, the polarization arising from the
permanent dipole moments, is lost at such high frequencies.

The next contribution to the polarization to be lost as the frequency is raised is the
distortion polarization, the polarization that arises from the distortion of the positions of
the nuclei by the applied field. The molecule is bent and stretched by the applied field, and
the molecular dipole moment changes accordingly. The time taken for a molecule to bend is
approximately the inverse of the molecular vibrational frequency, so the distortion
polarization disappears when the frequency of the radiation is increased through the
infrared. The disappearance of polarization occurs in stages: as shown in the Justification

below, each successive stage occurs as the incident frequency rises above the frequency of a

particular mode of vibration.

Justification 22.3

The quantum mechanical expression for the polarizability of a molecule in the presence of
an electric field that is oscillating at a frequency w is

()	 (12)
3F1 no
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The quantities in this expression (which is valid provided that co is not close to w,) are the
same as those in the previous Justification, with hw,, = E - E0. As co - 0, the equation
reduces to eqn 11 for the static polarizability. As w becomes very high (and much higher
than any excitation frequency of the molecule), the polarizability becomes

a((-) =-.01jun.—*0 as 0) -

That is, when the incident frequency is higher than any excitation frequency, the
polarizability becomes zero. The argument applies to each type of excitation, vibrational as
well as electronic, and accounts for the successive decreases in polarizability as the
frequency is increased.

At even higher frequencies, in the visible region, only the electrons are mobile enough to
respond to the rapidly changing direction of the applied field. The polarization that remains
is now due entirely to the distortion of the electron distribution, and the surviving
contribution to the molecular polarizability is called the electronic polarizability.

(e) Relative permittivities
When two charges q, and q2 are separated by a distance r in a vacuum, the potential energy
of their interaction is

(13a)
4itcr

When the same two charges are immersed in a medium (such as air or a liquid), their
potential energy is reduced to

(13b)
4,ter

where F; is the permittivity of the medium. The permittivity is normally expressed in terms of
the dimensionless relative permittivity, ç, (whid is also called the dielectric constant) of
the medium:6

F;
F; =—	 [14]

Co

The relative permittivity can have a very significant effect on the strength of the
interactions between ions in solution. For instance, water has a relative permittivity of 78 at
25 CC, so the interionic Coulombic interaction energy is reduced by nearly two orders of
magnitude from its vacuum value. Some of the consequences of this reduction for
electrolyte solutions were explored in Chapter 10.

The relative permittivity of a substance is large if its molecules are polar or highly
polarizable. The quantitative relation between the relative permittivity and the electric

6 The rtate pem0ty of a substance is rncawred by ccnpanog the cwaotance of 2 cipacltoe With a.id witbOut the 33mple

peent (C irid CO3 reiecti*ly} 2nd using c, C/C,
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properties of the molecules is obtained by considering the polarization of a medium, and is
expressed by the Debyc equation:

(15)
Cr+2 M

where p is the mass density of the sample, M is the molar mass of the molecules, and P. is
the molar polarization '7 which is defined as

Ii
3	 +-)	

[16]
NA (LX 

The term p2 /3kT stems from the thermal averaging of the electric dipole moment in the
presence of the applied field (eqn 5). The corresponding expression without the contribution
from the permanent dipole moment is called the Ilausius-Mossotti equation:

(17)
c, + 2 3Mc0

The Clausius-Mossotti equation is used when there is no contribution from permanent
electric dipole moments to the polarization, either because the molecules are nonpolar or
because the frequency of the applied field is so high that the molecules cannot orientate
quickly enough to follow the change in direction of the field.

Equation 16 implies that the polarizability and permanent dipole moment of the
molecules in a sample can be determined by measuring ç at a series of temperatures,
calculating Pm, and plotting it against lIT. The slope of the graph is NAi2/9ek and its
intercept at I IT	 0 is NAO/3r.o.

Example 22.1 Determining dipole moment and polarIzIbIlity

The relative permittivity of camphor (4) was measured at a series of temperatures with the
results given below. Determine the dipole moment and the polarizability volume of the
molecule.

0/°C	 p/(gcm3)	 Cr

O	 0.99	 12.5
20	 0.99	 11.4
40	 0.99	 10.8
60	 0.99	 10.0
80	 0.99	 9.50
100	 0.99	 8.90
120	 0.97	 8.10
140	 0.96	 7.60
160	 0.95	 7.11
200	 0.91	 6.21

Mctliod According to eqn 15, we need to calculate ( Cr - l)/( + 2) at each temperature,
and then multiply by M/p to form 'm Next, from eqn 16, we should plot Pm against 1/T
and expect a straight line. The intercept at 1 1T = 0 is NAa/3c = (4ItNA 13)a' and the slope

is NAp2196k.

7 Molar polarization Is an unhappy but lradilnaI name for P,, which has the di,nenuons of volume per rvok. H. thoenga lMoI.
Ppo 9. 5011196511 has argued that a helter deseriptron is obtained if (c - I)/(r #2) is replaced by l' - I in miss 15 and 17.

'0

4 Camphor
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22.3 The plot of Pm/(cm-' mot) against
(IO K)/T used in Example 22.1 for the
determination of the polarizability and dipole
moment of camphor.
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Answer For camphor, M = 152.23 gmol'. We can therefore use the data to draw up the
following table:

01°C	 (103 K)/T	 Cr	 (Cr 1)/(tr+2)	 Pm/(cm3mo1')
0	 3.66	 12.5	 0,793	 122

20	 3.41	 11.4	 0.776	 119
40	 3.19	 10.8	 0.766	 118
60	 3.00	 10.0	 0.750	 115
80	 '2.83	 9.50	 0.739	 114
100	 2.68	 8.90	 0.725	 lii
120	 2.54	 8.10	 0.703	 110
140	 2.42	 7.60	 0.688	 109
160	 2.31	 7.11	 0.670	 107
200	 211	 6.21	 0.634	 106

The points are plotted in Fig. 22.3. The intercept lies at 82.7, so Y= 3.3 x 10-23 cm3. The
slope is 10.9, so p = 4.46 x 10	 Cm. corresponding to 1.34 D.

(rilIIuiI: Because the Debye equation describes molecules that are free to rotate, the data
show that camphor, which does not melt until 175°C, is rotating even in the solid. It is an
approximately spherical molecule.

SeJf4et 22.1 The relative permittivity of chtorobenzene is 5.71 at 20°C and 5.62 at
25°C. Assuming a constant density (1.11 gcm 3 ), estimate its polarizability volume and
dipole moment.

[1.4x 10" cm', 1.2 Dl

22.2 Refractive index
One of the optical properties of matter that we are almost in a position to explain is the
ability of a prism to separate light into its component colours. This effect depends on the
refractive index, FIr, of the medium, the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum, c, to its speed
c' in the medium:

C
nr [18]

It follows from the Maxwell equationsB that the refractive index at a (visible or ultraviolet)
specified frequency is related to the relative permittivity at that frequency by

1/2 (19)

The molar polarization, P., and hence the molecular polarizability, , can therefore be
measured at frequencies typical of visible light (about 1015 to 1016 Hz) by measuring the
refractive index of the sample (Table 22.2) and using the Clausius-Mossotti equation.

The refractive index is related to the molecular polarizability because the propagation of
light through a medium can be imagined to occur by the incident light inducing an
oscillating dipole moment, which then radiates light of the same frequency. The newly
generated radiation is delayed slightly by this process, so it propagates more slowly through
the medium than through a vacuum. Because photons of high-frequency light carry more
energy than those of low-frequency light, they can distort the electronic distributions of the

lahlc	 Refractive indices (at different
wavelengths of light) relative to air at 20°C

434 n 589 n 656 n

C6H 6(l)	 1.524
	

1.501	 1.497
CS2 0)	 1.675
	

1.628	 1.618
H 200)	 1.340
	

1.333	 1.331
KI(s)	 1.704
	

1.666	 1.658
8 the Maxwell equations describe the psoperties of electromagnetic radxhon they are not discussed in this text: set h.s,theq

More values are given in the Data St'Ctioa	 eroding.
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molecules in their path more effectively. Therefore, after allowing for the loss of
contributions from low-frequency modes of motion, we Can expect the electronic
polarizabilitics of molecules, and hence the refractive index, to increase as the incident
frequency rises towards an absorption frequency. This dependence on frequency is the origin
of the dispersion of white light by a prism: the refractive index is greater for blue light than
for red, and therefore the blue rays are bent more than the red. The term dispersion is a term
carried over from this phenomenon to mean the variation of the refractive index, or of any
property, with frequency. Figure 22.4 shows the typical dispersion of the polarizability of a
sample.

The concept of refractive index is closely related to the property of optical activity. An
optically active substance is a substance that rotates the plane of polarization of plane-
polarized light. As shown in the Justification below, the rotation arises from the difference
in the refractive indices for right- and left-circularly polarized light, nR and nL,respeetively.
By convention, in right-handed circularly polarized light the electric vector rotates clockwise
as seen by an observer facing the oncoming beam (Fig. 22.5). A sample in which these two
refractive indices are different is said to be circularly birefringent.

Justification 22.4

Before entering the medium, the beam is plane-polarized (that is, the electric field
oscillates in a plane containing the propagation direction). This beam may be regard as a
superposition of two oppositely rotating, circularly polarized components (Fig. 22.6). On
entering the medium, one component propagates faster than the other if their refractive
indices are different. If the sample is of length 1, the difference in the times of passage is

At = 
I
- - I -
CR CL

where CR and CL are the speeds of the two components in the medium. In terms of the
refractive indices, the difference is

At = (n - nL ) -
C

Blue

Red
..............	 D .......

..........	 ..	 ..	 ......	 ........................

.0
	 Orientation

polarization

00

Distortion
polarization

Electronic
polarization

Radio Microwave Infrared 	 Visible Ultraviolet
Frequency, v

. ' 1 .4 The general form of the variation or the polarizability with the frequency of the applied field. Note
the considerable reduction in polarizability when the held is reversing direction so rapidly that the polar
molecules cannot eeofientaEe quickly enough to follow it The inset shows the variation of the electronic'
polarizatsility its the visible region near an electronic excitation of the molecule,
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The phase difference between the two components when they emerge from the sample is
therefore

2irc&	 21r!

where 2 is the wavelength of the light. The two rotating electric vectors have a different,.
phase when they leave the sample from the value they had initially, so their superposition
gives rise to a plane-polarized beam rotated through an angle EsO relative to the plane of
the incoming beam. It follows that the angle of optical rotation is proportional to the
difference in refractive index, ,iR -

To explain why the refractive indices depend on the handedness of the light, we must
examine why the polarizabilities depend on the handedness. One interpretation i5 that, if a
molecule has a helical structure (including, if the molecule is small, a structure that can be
regarded as being a fragment of a helix), its polarizability, depends on whether or not the
electric field of the incident radiation rotates in the same sense as the helix. Molecules
having a helical structure are chiral, which is the criterion for optical activity discussed in
Section 15.3b.

The angle of optical rotation varies with the frequency of the radiation. This variation is
called optical rotatory dispersion (ORD). It arises from the individual dispersions of the
polarizabilities (and refractive indices) for left- and right-circularly polarized radiation. The
effect can be used to investigate the stereochemistry of molecules.

Associated with the differences in the two refractive indices (the circular birefringence of
the medium) is a difference in absorption intensities TR and It for right- and left-circularly
polarized radiation. This difference is known as circular dichroism (CD). The CD spectrum of
a sample is a plot of the variation of 1L - IR with frequency of the radiation. Circular
dichroism is particularly useful for determining the absolute configurations of d-metal
complexes, because complexes with similar geometries have CD spectra with similar
features.

Intermolecular forces
Van der Waals 1oces are the interactions between molecules that leave their chemical
identities essentially unchanged, They include the interactions between the partial charges
of polar molecules. There are also repulsive interactions that prevent the complete collapse
of matter to nuclear densities. The repulsive interactions arise from Coulombic repulsions
and, indirectly, from the Pauli principle and the exclusion of electrons from regions of space
where the orbitals of neighbouring species owerlap. In this section we consider the attractive
forces between molecules, and see how they are related to the electrical properties treated
in Section 22.1.

1

n	 )r;	 ltl

22.5 linearly polarized light entering a sample
(from the left) can be regarded as the superposition
of two counter-rotating circularly polarized
components (represented by the two cylindrical
objects, which are actually Superimposed inside the
sample) with a definite phase relation. If one
component propagates more rapidly than the other
in the medium, when they emerge the phase
relation is changed, and the resultant is plane-
polarized light rotated through an angle AO to Its
original orientation.

$1
H

Ftçjt	
I

223 Interactions between dipoles
Plane of	 Most of the discussion in this section is based on the Coulombic potential energy of
polarization	 interaction between two charges (eqo 130). It is easy to adapt this expression to obtain the

27 .1, The superposition shown in Fig. 22.5 as viewed	 potential energy of a charge and a dipole and to extend it to the interaction between two
by an observer facing the oncoming beam, 	 dipoles.
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(a) The potential energy of interaction
We show in the Justification below that the potential energy of interaction between a point
dipole p 1 = q 1 1 and the point charge q 2 in the arrangement shown in Fig. 22.7 is

(20)
4itc,3r2

With It in coulomb-metres, q2 in coulombs, and r in metres, V is obtained in joules. A point
dipole is a dipole in which the separation between the charges is much smaller than the
distance at which the dipole is being observed, I 'z r. This expression should be multiplied by
cos U when the point charge lies at an angle (Ito the axis of the dipole. The potential energy
rises towards zero (the value at infinite separation of the charge and the dipole) more rapidly
(as 1/r 2 ) than that between two point charges (which varies as l/r) because, from the
viewpoint of the point charge, the partial charges of the dipole seem to merge and cancel as
the distance r increases (Fig. 22.8).

Justification 22.

The sum of the potential energies of repulsion between like charges and attraction
between opposite charges in the orientation shown in Fig. 22.7 is

47rt\ r-1 r±I

Because /	 r for a point dipole, this expression can be simplified by writing

4me,, r\, l—x	 1.+x

where x = 1/2r, and then expanding the terms in x by using

I —x+— ...	= 1+x++"
I+x	 1—x

and retaining only the leading term:

V=L.{_(1±x+..)+(I_x+...)}

2xq 1 q2 - qq2I
4ir&r - 4zte0r2

With p 1 = q 1 1, this expression becomes eqn 20.

q 1 	—q1	 g2

k-

27.! The potential energy of interaction between a
dipole and a point charge is the sum of the
repulsion of like charges and the attraction of
opposite charges. For a point dipole, 14 r.

-S

12.Ii There are two contributions to the diminishing
field of an electric dipole with distance (here seen
from the side). The potential of the charges
decreases (shown here by a fariing intensity) and
the two charges appear to merge, so their combined
effect approaches zero more rapidly than by the
distance effect alone.

q 1 <	q20-0 -
Example 22.2 Calculatin9 the interaction energy of two dipoles
Calculate the potential energy of interaction of two dipoles in the arrangement shown in
Fig. 22.9 when their separation is r.

22.9 The potential energy of interaction between 	 F1cthtil We proceed in exactly the same way as in the Justification, but now the total
two dipoles is the sum of the repulsions of like

interaction energy is the sum of four pairwise terms: two attractions between oppositecharges and the attractions of opposite charges.
This illustration shows a collinear arrangement of 	 charges, which contribute negative terms to the potential energy, and two repulsions
dipote&	 between like charges, which contribute positive terms.
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q2 _q2

22.10 A parallel arrangement of electric dipoles.

Monopole

•____i	 Dipole

Quadrupole

Ll Quadrupole

Answer The sum of the four contributions is

V= 4n4 \ r+l	 r	 r	 r-1

= - i-- (_L -2+
4ncjr\1+x	 1-x

with x l/r. As before, we expand the two terms in x and retain only the first surviving
term, which is equal to 2x2 . This step results in the expression

4iu0r

Therefore, because p = q 1 1 and 12 = q2 1, the potential energy of interaction in the

alignment shown in Fig. 22.9 is

_Lp2
4irr.0r3

Coniutint Notice that the interaction energy approaches zero more rapidly (as 1/?) than
for the previous case: now both interacting entities appear neutral to each other at large
separations.

Octupole	
Self-test 22.2 Derive an expression for the potential energy when the dipoles are in the
arrangement shown in Fig. 22.10.

[V = (p12 /4tc0 t 3 )(1 -3cos20)j

The various expressions for the interaction of charges and dipoles are summarized in
Table 22.3. It is quite easy to extend the formulas given there to obtain expressions for the
energy of interaction of higher multipoles, or arrays of point charges (Fig. 22.11).
Specifically, an n-pole is an array of point charges with an n-pole moment but no lower
moment. Thus, a monopole is a point charge, and the monopole moment is what we
normally call the overall charge. A dipole, as we have seen, is an array of charges that has no
monopole moment (no net charge). A quadrupole consists of an array of point charges that
has neither net charge nor dipole moment (as for CO 2 molecules (5)). An octupole consists of
an array of point charges that sum to zero and which has neither a dipole moment nor a
quadrupole moment (as for CH 4 molecules (6)). The feature to remember is that the

N)	
Octupole

22.11 Typical charge arrays corresponding to
electric multipoles. The field arising from an
arbitrary finite charge distribution can be expressed
as the superposition of the fields arising from a
superposition of multipoles.

Table 22.3 Multipolc interaction potential energies

Interaction	 Distance	 Typical energy/	 Comment

type	 dependence	 (kJmor')
of potential

5 Carbon dioxide energy

6+

6+ 8-

6 Methane

Ion-ion
Ion-dipole
Dipole-dipole

London (dispersion)

hr	 250
h/r2	15

1 1r	 2

1 1r	 0.6

1 1r	 2

Only between ions

Between stationary polar
molecules
Between rotating polar
molecules
Between all types of
molecules

The energy of a hydrogen bond A-H . -B is typically 20kJ mol and occurs on contact for A, 8 = N. 0, or F.
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II I I

22.12 The electric field of a dipole is the sum of
the opposing fields from the positive and negative
chark, each of which is proportional to l/r2 . The
difference, the net field, is proportional to I /r3.
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interaction energy falls off more rapidly the higher the order of the multipole. For the
interaction of an n-pole with an rn-pole, the potential energy varies with distance as

V a

	

	 (21)
r°

The reason for the even steeper decrease with distance is the same as before: the array of
charges appears to blend together into neutrality more rapidly with distance the higher the
number of individual charges that contribute to the multipole. Note that a given molecule
may have a charge distribution that corresponds to a superposition of several different
multipoles

(b) The electric Held
The same kind of argument as that used to derive expressions for the potential energy can be
used to establish the distance dependence of the strength of the electric field generated by
a dipole. We shall need this expression when we calculate the dipole moment induced in one
molecule by another.

The starting point for the calculation is the strength of the electric field 9 generated by a
point electric charge:

(22)
- 4itc,,r2

The field generated by a dipole is the sum of the fields generated by each partial charge. For
the point-dipole arrangement shown in Fig. 22.12, the same procedure that was used to
derive the potential energy gives

2p (23)

The electric field of a multipole (in this case a dipole) decreases more rapidly with distance
(as l/T3 for a dipole) than that of a monopole (a point charge).

(c) Dipole-dipoie interactions
The potential energy of interaction between two polar molecules is a complicated function
of their relative orientation. When the two dipoles are parallel (as in Fig. 22.10), the
potential energy is simply

V -	 '°	 f(0)= 1 —3 cos 2O
- 4iur3

This expression applies to polar molecules in a fixed, parallel orientation i g a solid.
In a fluid of freely rotating molecules, the interaction between dipoles averages to zero

because f changes sign as the orientation changes, and its average value is zero. Physically,
the like partial charges of two freely rotating molecules are close together as much as the
two opposite charges, and the repulsion of the former is cancelled by the attraction of the
latter.

The interaction energy of two freely rotating dipoles is zero. However, because their
mutual potential energy depends on their relative orientation, the molecules do not in fact
rotate completely freely, even in a gas. In fact, the lower energy orientations are marginally
favoured, so there is a nonzero average interaction between polar molecules. We show in the

9 The electric fIeld is actually a veclo'. and we cannot simply add and subtract magnitudes withoot taking into account the
direthom of the floid in the ces we toninden, tins will not be a complication because the two charges the dipoles wi be
collinear and gne roe to r,clds in the sanse dircIaon. Be carefsd, though, with more general arrangements of

(24)
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following Justification that the average potential energy of two rotating molecules that are
separated by a distance r is

2jp
(25)

3(4io)2kT

This expression describes the Keesom interaction.

Justfiation 22,6

The detailed calculation of the Keesom interaction energy is quite complicated, but the
form of the final answer can be constructed quite simply. First, we note that the average
interaction energy of two polar molecules rotating at a fixed separation r is given by

(V>- _____
— 4,tr3

where (f) now includes a weighting factor in the averaging that is equal to the probability
that a particular orientation will be adopted. This probability is given by the Boltzmann
distribution p cc e_E/&T, with E interpreted as the potential energy of interaction of the
two dipoles in that orientation. That is,

P cc	 V =
4itc0r3

When the potential energy of interaction of the two dipoles is very small compared with
the energy of thermal motion, we can use V 4 kT, expand the exponential function in p,
and retain only the first two terms:

V
pcc

The weighted average of 1 is therefore

(f) cc (1)0 - 
/4 1'2

4e0kTr3

where ( ... ) denotes an unweighted spherical average. The average value of I is zero, so
the first term vanishes. However, the average value of f2 is nonzero because 12 is positive
at all orientations, so we can write

(V) --
	 (f2)

- (41rc1)2Tr6

The average value (f2)0 is a number that we can expect to be close to I (because j2 ranges
from 0 to 4) and in fact turns out to be I when the calculation is carried through in detail.
The final result is that quoted in eqn 25.

The important features of eqn 25 are its negative sign (the average interaction is
attractive), the dependence of the average interaction energy on the inverse sixth power of
the separation, and its inverse dependence on the temperature. The last feature reflects the
way that the greater thermal motion overcomes the mutual orientating effects of the
dipoles at higher temperatures. The inverse sixth power arises from the inverse third power
of the interaction potential energy that is weighted by the energy in the Boltzmann term,
which is also proportional to the inverse third power of the separation.

At 25°C the average interaction energy for pairs of molecules with s = 1 D is about
—0.07 kJ moY' when the separation is 0.5 nm. This energy should be compared with the
average molar kinetic energy of RT 3.7 kJmoL at the same temperature. The
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interaction energy is much smaller than the energies involved in the making and breaking of
chemical bonds.

(d) Dipole-induced-dipole interactions
A polar molecule with dipole moment ju, can induce a dipole 4 in a neighbouring
polarizable molecule. The induced dipole interacts with the permanent dipole of the first
molecule, and the two are attracted together. It is shown in the Justification below that the
average interaction energy when the separation of the molecules is r is0

V =- di 	 c=	 (26)

where	 is the polarizability volume of molecule 2 and p is the permanent dipole moment
of molecule 1.

Jtstifit.'itiiti, 71.7

The energy of interaction between a permanent dipole, p, and an induced dipole, 4. is
given in Example 22.2:

v=-
4ncr3

The induced dipole moment depends on the field generated by the polar molecule, and
hence on the separation of the two molecules. Because we can write j = %2E, where a2 is
the polarizability of molecule 2 and e is the field generated by molecule 1 (the polar
molecule), the potential energ, is:

V.-
- 4ic0r3

The electric field generated by the polar molecule is given by eqn 23, so:

._ (2ce'\(4=00-.	 J2
- %,4rteor3)	 ) -

As the induced dipole follows the direction of the inducing dipole (Fig. 22.13), we do not
need to take account of the effects of thermal motion: both dipoles remain aligned
however fast the molecules tumble. Therefore, the interaction energy has app ximately
this value at all relative orientations. This expression rearranges into cqn 26 by n.tlng that

=

The dipole-induced-dipole interaction energy is independent of the temperature because
thermal motion has no effect on the averaging process. Moreover, like the dipole-dipole
interaction, the potential energy depends on 1/r6 : this distance dependence stems from the
1/r3 dependence of the field (and hence the magnitude of the induced dipole) and the 11r3

dependence of the potential energy of interaction between the permanent and induced
dipoles. For a molecule with ju = 1 D (such as HCI) near a molecule of polarizability volume
OCI = 10 x 10 m3 (such as benzene, Table 22.1), the average interaction energy is about
—0.8 kJmol when the separation is 0.3 urn.

0 Note that the Cs this coprcssoe'sdfferenl from the Cneqn 2S and othei expfessionsi below- we are W" the Sam Torw in
Clr6 to emphasize the similarity of form of each

22 3 (a) A polar molecule (green arrow) can
induce a dipole (white arrow) in a nonpolar
molecule, and (b) the latter's orientation follows the
former's, so the interaction does not average to
zero.
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(e) Induced-dipole-induced-dipole interactions
Nonpolar molecules (including closed-shell atoms, such as Ar) attract one another even
though neither has a permanent dipole moment. The abundant evidence for the existence of
interactions between them is the formatiOn of condensed phases of nonpolar substances,
such as the condensation of hydrogen or argon to a liquid at low temperatures and the fact
that benzene is a liquid at normal temperatures.

The interaction between nonpolar molecules arises from the transient dipoles that all
molecules possess as a result of fluctuations in the instantaneous positions of electrons. To
appreciate the origin of the interaction, suppose that the electrons in one molecule flicker
into an arrangement that gives the molecule an instantaneous dipole moment ;.This dipole
generates an electric field that polarizes the other molecule, and induces in that molecule an
instantaneous dipole moment j i,. The two dipoles attract each other and the potential
energy of thr pair is lowered. Although the first molecule will go on to change the size and
direction of its instantaneous dipole, the electron distribution of the second molecule will
follow, that is, the two dipoles are correlated in direction (Fig. 22.14). Because of this
correlation, the attraction between the two instantaneous dipoles does not average to zero,
and gives rise to an induced-dipole-induced-dipole interaction. This interaction is called
either the dispersion interaction or the London interaction (for Fritz London, who first
described it).

Polar molecules also interact by a dispersion interaction: such molecules also possess
instantaneous dipoles, the only difference being that the time average of each fluctuating
dipole does not vanish, but corresponds to the permanent dipole. Such molecules therefore
interact both through their permanent dipoles and through the correlated, instantaneous
fluctuations in these dipoles.

The strength of the dispersion interaction depends on the polarizability of the first
molecule because the instantaneous dipole moment j4 depends on the looseness of the
control that the nuclear charge exercises over the outer electrons. The strength of the
interaction also depends on the polarizability of the second molecule, for that polarizability,
determines how readily a dipole can be induced by another molecule. The actual calculation
of the dispersion interaction is quite involved, but a reasonable approximation to the
interaction energy is given by the London formula:

v=- (27)

where 1 1 and I are the ionization energies of the two molecules (Table 13.4). This
interaction energy is also proportional to the irsvse sixth power of the separation of the
molecules. The dispersion interaction generally dominates all the interactions between
molecules other than hydrogen bonds.

Illustration
For two CH 4 molecules, we can substituie o' 2.6x 1030 m 3 and 1700 kJmol to
obtain V = —2 U mor for r = 0.3 rim. A very rough check on this figure is the enthalpy
of vaporization of methane, which is 8.2 kJmol 1 . However, this comparison is insecure,
partly because the enthalpy of vaporization is a many-body quantity and partly because the
long-distance assumption breaks down.

(f) Hydrogen bonding
The interactions described so far are universal in the sense that they are possessed by all
molecules independent of their specific identity. However, there is a type of interaction

(a)

(b)

u ii (a) In the dispersion interaction, an
instantaneous dipole on one molecule induces a
dipole on another molecule, and the two dipoles
then interact to lower the energy. (II) The two
instantaneous dipoles are correlated and, although
they occur in different orientations at different
instants, the interaction does not average to zero.
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Energy

A H B

'1

The molecular orbital interpretation of the
formation of an A-H B hydrogen bond. From the
three A. H. and B orbitals, three molecular orbitals
can be formed (their relative contributions are
represented by the sizes of the spheres). Only the
two lower energy orbitals are occupied, and there
may therefore be a net lowering of energy
compared with tht separate AM and B species.
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possessed by molecules that have a particular constitution. A hydrogen bond is an attractive
Interaction between two species that arises from a link of the form A —H '• 'B, where A and
B are highly electronegative elements and B possesses a lone pair of electrons. Hydrogen
bonding is conventionally regarded as being limited to N, 0, and F but, if B is an anionic
species (such as C11, it may also participate in hydrogen bonding. There is no strict cut-off
for an ability to participate in hydrogen bonding, but N, 0, and F participate most
effectively.

The formation of a hydrogen bond can be regarded as  particular example of delocalized
molecular orbital formation in which A, H, and B each supply one atomic orbital from which
three molecular orbitals are constructed (Fig. 22.1 5 ) , 1 1 The A and H Is orbitals arc those used
to form the A—H bond in the AH molecule and the B orbital originally accommodates the
lone pair on B. In the combined species, there are four electrons to accommodate (two from
the A— H bond, two from the lone pair of B), and they occupy the two lowest molecular
orbitals of the AHB fragment. Because the uppermost (most antibonding) orbital is vacant,
it is feasible for the net effect to be a lowering of energy, and hence the formation of a
hydrogen bond.

In practice, the strength of the bond is found to be about 20 kJmoI, Because the
bonding depends on orbital overlap, it is virtually a contact-like interaction that is turned on
when AH touc h es B and is zero as soon as the contact is broken. If hydrogen bonding is
present, it dominates the other intermolecular interactions. The properties of liquid and solid
water, for example, are dominated by the hydrogen bonding between H 70 molecules.

(g) The total attractive interaction
We shall consider molecules that are unable to participate in hydrogen bond formation. The
total attractive interaction energy between rotating molecules is then the sum of the three
van der Waals contributions discussed above. (Only the dispersion interaction contributes if
both molecules are nonpolar.) In a fluid phase, all three contributions to the potential energy
vary as the inverse sixth power of the separation of the molecules, so we may write

C6
v=- 7.&	 (28)

where C is a coefficient that depends on the identity of the molecules.
Although attractive interactions between molecules are often expressed as in eqn 28, we

must remember that this equation has only limited validity. First, we have t n into
account only dipolar interactions of various kinds, for they have the longest rangi. and are
dominant if the average separation of the molecules is large. However, in a complete
treatment we should also consider quadrupolar and higher-order multipole interactions,
particularly if the molecules do not have permanent electric dipole moments. Secondly, the
expressions have been derived by assuming that the molecules can rotate reasonably freely.
That is not the ease in most solids, and in rigid media the dipole-dipole interaction is
proportional to I/r 3 because the Boltzmann averaging procedure is irrelevant when the
molecules are trapped into a fixed orientation.

A different kind of limitation is that eqn 28 relates to the interactions of pairs of
molecules. There is no reason to suppose that the energy of interaction of three (or more)
molecules is the sum of the pairwise interaction energies alone. The total dispersion energy

Ii A purely erclrostaik dewt,ptsnR in whics the palal positive charge of H inienucts Coulerribically wnih tinc partial negatiwe
charge of a, is an alternative nri of hydrogen bonding.
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2 iii The general form of an intermolecular
poten(ial energy curve. At long range the
interaction is attractive, but at close range the
repulsions dominate.
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Table 22.4' Lennard-Jones (12,6) parameters

(elk )/K	 r0/pm

At 	 111.84	 362.3
CCI 4 	376.86	 624.1

	

91.85	 391.9
Xc	 213.96	 .	 426.0

More values are given in the Data sect/on
t is expressed as an effective temperature on
division by Boltzrnann's constant k.
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of three closed-shell stunts, for instance, is given approximately by the Axilrod-Teller
formula:

V C',---+-------
- r	 r6 	 rCA (rABrBCrCA)

where

C' =a( 3 COS OA COS OB COS OC ± 1)

The parameter a is approximately equal to 3 aIC6; the angles Care the internal angles of the
triangle formed by the three atoms (7). The term in C' (which represents the non-additivity
of the pairwise interactions) is negative for a linear arrangement of atoms (so that
arrangement is stabilized) and positive for art equilateral triangular cluster. It is found that
the three-body term contributes about 10 per cent of the total interaction energy in liquid
argon.

22.4 Repulsive and total interactions

When molecules are squeezed together, the nuclear and electronic repulsions and the rising
electronic kinetic energy begin to dominate the attractive forces. The repulsions increase
steeply with decreasing separation in a way that can be deduced only by very extensive,
complicated molecular structure calculations of the kind described in Chapter 14
(Fig. 22.16).

In many cases, however, progress can be made by using a greatly simplified
representation of the potential energy, where the details are ignored and the general
features expressed by a few adjustable parameters. One such approximation is the hard-
sphere potential, in which it is assumed that the potential energy rises abruptly to infinity as
soon as the particles come within a separation d:

V=ci3 for ,<d	 V=O for r>d	 (30)

This very simple potential is surprisingly useful for assessing a number of properties. Another
widely used approximation is the Mie potential:

v	 - ---	 (31)

with n >nt. The first term represents repulsions and the second term attractions. The
Lennard-Jones potential is a special case of the Mie potential with it = 12 and nt = 6
(Fig. 22.17): it is often written in the form

V =4{()_()}	 (32)

The two parameters are e, the depth of the well, and r0, the separation at which V = 0
(Table 22.41. The well minimum occurs at re = 2 116r0 . Although the Lenrtard-Jones potential
has been used in many calculations, there is plenty of evidence to show that 1/r12 is a very
poor representation of the repulsive potential, and that an exponential form, e" 1'°, 15
greatly superior. An exponential function is more faithful to the exponential decay of atomic
wavefunctions at large distances, and hence to the overlap that is responsible for repulsion.
The potential with an exponential repulsive term and a hr6 attractive term is known as an
exp-6 potential. These potentials can he used to calculate the virial coefficients of gases, as
explained in Section 20.5, and through them various properties of real gases, such as the
Joule-Thompson coefficient. The potentials are also used to model the structures of
condensed fluids.

Until recently, the potential energy of interaction of molecules was of primary interest.
However, with the advent of atomic force microscopy (AFM), in which the force between

(29a)

(29h)
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Detector

'—Solid
-	 angle, dt

Oven
(source)

/	 \	 1
2:'	 1

/
/ t•;	 lU

/	 i'	 i . .	 ••.I
Molecular speed

The shift in the incas speed and the width
of the distribution brought about by use of a
supersonic nozzle.

Velocity
selector

2.15 The basic arrangement of a molecular beam apparatus. The atoms or molecules emerge from a
heated source, and pass through the velocity selector, a train of rotating disks. The scattering occurs
from the target gas (which Sight take the form of another beast), and the flux of particles entering the
detector set at some arejir is recorded

molecular sized probe and a surface is monitored (see Section 28.2f), force is moving back
into the centre of attention. As force, F, is the negative slope of potential, for a Lennard-
Jones potential between individual molecules

F= _={2()'1_()7}	 (33)

The net attractive force is greatest at r = ( 26/7) L r1i, or 1.244r11 , and at that distance is
equal to - 144(7/26) 7 c/ I 3r0 , or —2.397e/r11 . For typical parameters, the magnitude of
this force is about II) pN.

22.5 s'1ol'rl;r It	 : li'tj r)flS Ill l'tfltS

Intermolecular forces can be studied in molecular beams, which consist of a collimated,
narrow stream of molecules travelling though an evacuated vessel. The beam is directed
towards other molecules, and the scattering that occurs on impact is related to the
intermolecular interactions.

(a) The basic principles
The basic arrangement For a molecular beam experiment is shown in Fig. 22.18, If the
pressure of vapour in the source is increased so that the mean free path of the molecules in
the emerging beam is much shorter than the diameter of the pinhole, many collisions take
place even outside the source. The net effect of these collisions, which give rise to
hydrodynamic flow, is to transfer momentum into the direction of the beam. The molecules
in the beam then travel with very similar speeds, so further downstream few collisions take
place between them. This condition is called molecular flow. Because the spread in speeds is
so small, the molecules are effectively in a state of very low translational temperature
(Fig. 22.19). The translational temperature may reach as low as I K. Such jets are called
supersonic because the average speed of the molecules in the jet is much greater than the
speed of sound for the molecules that are not part of the jet.

A supersonic jet can be converted into a more parallel supersonic beam if it is 'skimmed'
in the region of hydrodynamic flow and the excess gas pumped away. A skimmer consists of
a conical nozzle shaped to avoid any supersonic shock waves spreading back into the gas and
so increasing the translational temperature (Fig. 22.20). Ajet or beam may also be formed by
using helium or neon as the principal gas, and injecting molecules of interest into it in the
hydrodynamic region of flow.

The low translational temperature of the molecules is reflected in the low rotational and
vibrational temperatures of the molecules. In this context, a rotational or vibrational

CIRs

J\•- Pinhole \

Skimmer

Collimator ---4
Oven

/..;U A supersonic nozzle skims off some of the
molecules of the jet and leads to a beam with well.
defined velocity.
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dt.

-

2121 The definition of the solid angle, dS, for
scattering.

.. The definition of the impact parameter, b,
as the perpendicular separation of the initial paths
of the particles

temperature means the temperature that should be used in the Boltzmann distribution to
reproduce the observed populations of the states. However, as rotational modes equilibrate
more slowly, and vibrational modes equilibrate even more slowly, the rotational and
vibrational populations of the species correspond to somewhat higher temperatures, of the
order of 10 K for rotation and 100 K for vibrations.

The target gas may be either a bulk sample or another molecular beam. The latter crossed
beam technique gives a lot of information because the states of both the target and
projectile molecules may be controlled. The intensity of the incident beam is measured by
the incident beam flux, Z, which is the number of particles passing through a given area in a
given interval divided by the area and the duration of the interval.

The detectors may consist of a chamber fitted with a sensitive pressure gauge, a
bolometer, or an ionization detector, in which the incoming molecule is first ionized and
then detected electronically. The state of the scattered molecules may also be determined
spectroscopically, and is of interest when the collisions change their vibrational or rotational
states.

(a)
(b) The experimental observations

!J-A- - The primary experimental information from a molecular beam experiment is the fraction of

b > RA + R8	 the molecules in the incident beam that are scattered into a particular direction. The fraction

Q

	

	
' is normally expressed in terms of dI, the rate at which molecules are scattered into a cone

that represents the area covered by the 'eye' of the detector (Fig. 22.21). This rate is reported

(b) as the differential scattering cross-section, a the constant of proportionality between the
value of dl and the intensity, 1, of the incident beam, the number density of target
molecules, AT, and the infinitesimal path length dx through the sample:

O<b<RA+R$

(c)

I1.).i Three typical cases for the collisions of two
hard spheres: (a) b = 0, giving backward scattering;
(h) b>R,, -i. R8 , giving forward scattering: (c)
O<b .cRA +R8 , leading to scattering into one
direction on a ring of possibilities. (The target
molecule is taken to be so heavy that it remains
virtually stationary.)

dI='aliVth	 (34)

The value of a (which has the dimensions of area) depends on the impact parameter, La, the
initial perpendicular separation of the paths of the colliding molecules (Fig. 22.22), and the
details of the intermolecular potential. The role of the impact parameter is most easily seen
by considering the impact of two hard spheres (Fig. 22.23). If b = 0, the lighter projectile is
on a trajectory that leads to a head-on collision, so the only scattering intensity is detected
when the detector is at 0 = t. When the impact parameter is so great that the spheres do
not make contact (h> R,5 -i. R,j, there is no scattering and the scattering cross-section is
zero at all angles except 0 - 0. Glancing blows, with 0 <La R,, + R 11 , lead to scattering
intensity in cones around the forward direction.

(c) Scattering effects
The scattering pattern of real molecules, which are not hard spheres, depends on the details
of the intermolecular potential, including the anisotropy that is present when the molecules
are non-spherical. The scattering also depends on the relative speed of approach of the two



The interference of paths leading to rainbow
scattering. The rainbow angle. 0,. is the maximum
scattering angle rearhed as h is decreased.
Interference between the numerous paths at that
angle modifies the fci rte,ing intensity markedly.

Decreasing b

^1
Varying 0
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Slow
rnolec,,/

molecule

22 2 . 1 The extent of scattering may depend on the
relative speed of approach as well as the impact
parameter. The dark central zone represents the
repulsive core; the fuzzy outer zone represents the
long-range attractive potential.

particles; a very fast particle might pass through the interaction region without much
deflection, whereas a slower one on the same path might be temporarily captured and
undergo considerable deflection (Fig. 22.24). The variation of the scattering cross-section
with the relative speed of approach should therefore give information about the strength
and range of the intermolecular potential.

A further point is that the outcome of collisions is determined by quantum, not classical,
mechanics. The wave nature of the particles can be taken into 5ccount, at least to some
extent, by drawing all classical trajectories that take the projectile particle from source to
detector, and then considering the effects of interference between them.

Two quantum mechanical effects are of great importance. A particle with a certain
impact parameter might approach the attractive region of the potential in such a way that
the particle is deflected towards the repulsive core (Fig. 22.25), which then repels it out
through the attractive region to continue its flight in the forward direction. Some molecuk5,
however, also travel in the forward direction because they have impact parameters so large
that they are undeflected. The wavelunctions of the particles that take the two types of path
interfere, and the intensity in the forward direction is modified. The effect is called quantum
oscillation. The same phenomenon accounts for the optical 'glory effect', in which a bright
halo can sometimes be seen surrounding an illuminated object. (The coloured rings around
the shadow of an aircraft cast on clouds by the sun, and often seen in flight, is an example of
in optical glory.)

The second quantum effect we need consider is the observation of a strongly enhanced
scattering in a nor,furward direction. This effect is called rainbow scattering because the
same mechanism accounts for the appearance of an optical rainbow. The origin of the
phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 22.26. As the impact parameter decreases, there comes a
stage at which the scattering angle passes through a maximum and the interference
between the paths results in a strongly scattered beam. The rainbow angle, °r' is the angle

for which dO/db = 0 and the scattering is strong.
Another phenomenon that can occur in certain beams is the capturing of one species by

another. The vibrational temperature in supersonic beams is so low that van der Waals
molecules may be formed, which are complexes of the form AB in which A and B are held
together by van der Waals forces or hydrogen bonds. Large numbers of such molecules have
been studied spectroscopically, including ArHCI, (1-10 2 , ArCO 2 , and (1-1 2 0) 2 . More recently,
van der Waals clusters of water molecules have been pursued as far as (1-1 2 0) 6 . The study of
their spectroscopic properties gives detailed information about the intermolecular
potentials involved.

Mynetie propeities
The magnetic and electric properties of molecules are analogous. For instance, some
molecules possess permanent magnetic dipple moments, and an applied magnetic field can
induce a magnetic moment.

22.6 Magnetic suseptibiIity

The analogue of the electric polarization, P. is the magnetization, 1k4, the average molecular
magnetic dipole moment multiplied by the number density of molecules in the sample. The
magnetization induced by a field of strength 7- is proportional to N. and we write

M =

interfering
pathlS

022.;' Two paths leading to the same destination
will interfere quantum mechanically; in this case
they give rise to quantum oscillations in the
forward direction.
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2221 The arrangement of the Gouy balance for
measuring magnetic susceptibilities A paramagnetic
sample appears to weigh more and a diamagnetic
sample appears to weigh less, when the magnetic
field is on. In a modern alternative version (not
shown), a sensitive balance is used to measure the
force exerted by the sample on a suspended
permanent magnet.

SQUID

tie I I

22.28 The arrangement used to measure magnetic
susceptibility by using a SQUID. The sample is moved
upwards in small increments and the potential
difference across the SQUID is monitored.

lahli' 22.5' Magnetic susceptibilities at 289K

	

Z/I0 6 	 Ln/(10 5cm'tnril1)

H0(t)	 —90	 —160
NaCt(s)	 -.13.9	 —38
Cu(s)	 —9.6	 —6.8
CUSO4 '	 + 176	 +1930

5H20(S)

More values are given in the Doto section.
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Balance
Sample

Magnet

where X is the dimensionless volume magnetic susceptibility. A closely related quantity :
the molar magnetic susceptibility, 7,:

tin .r.
	 [36]

where ,, Is the molar volume of the substance (we shall soon see why it is sensible to
introduce this quantity). The magnetic flux density, 8, is related to the applied field
strength and the magnetization by

8 - / 10 (N -f Al) =	 I + x)II
	

[37]

where p Is the vacuum permeability:

47)( 10	 J(' 2 m 1 S2
	

[38]

The magnetic flux density can be thought of as the density of magnetic lines of force
permeating the medium. This density is increased if M adds to fl (when >O), but the
density is decreased if M opposes 71 (when 7<0). Materials for which y is positive are called
paramagnetic. Those for which Z is negative are called diamagnetic.

Just as polar molecules contribute a term proportional to 4 2 /3kT to the electric
polarization of a medium, so molecules with a permanent magnetic dipole moment of
magnitude m contribute to the magnetization an amount proportional to m2 /3kT. An
applied field can also induce a magnetic moment to an extent determined by the
magnetizability, (xi), of the molecules, and the magnetic analogue of cqn 16 is

/m2'\
7 = Mill i)	 +

We can now see why it is convenient to introduce tm for the product of the number density
Is( and the molar volume is the Avogadro constant, NA:

NV NVm - RNAVflS - 
N,	 (40)

Hence

7w	 Nis)i ii ( +
	

(41)

and the density dependence of the susceptibility (which occurs in eqn 39 via N = NAP/M)
has been eliminated. The expression for y,, is in agreement with the empirical Curie law:

tin =A	 (42)

with A = NA po and C = Np11rn7/3k.
The magnetic susceptibility is traditionally measured with a Gouy balance. this

instrument consists of a sensitive balance from which the sample hangs in the form of a
narrow cylinder (Fig. 22.27) and lies between the poles of a magnet. If the sample is
pa'ramagnetic, it is drawn into the field, and its apparent weight is greater than when the
field is off. A diamagnetic sample tends to be expelled from the field and appears to weigh
less when the field is turned on. The balance is normally calibrated against a sample of
known susceptibility. The modern version of the determination makes use of a super-
conducting quantum interference device (SQUID, Fig. 22.28).

Some experimental values are listed in Table 22.5; a typical paramagnetic volume
susceptibility is about 10 3 , and a typical diamagnetic volume susceptibility is about
(—)t0. The permanent magnetic moment can be extracted from susceptibility
measurements by plotting y against l/T.

(39)
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22.7 The prrnl2neli rn(II1L'ttr i1) iJflt'll

The permanent magnetic moment of a molecule arises from any unpaired electron spins in
the molecule. We saw in Section 13.10a that the magnitude of the magnetic moment of an
electron is proportional to the magnitude of the spin angular momentum, {s(s + 1)}h.

eh
in = g{s(c + I )}2	

=	
(43)

where g - 2.0023. If there are several electron spins in each molecule, they combine to a
total spin S, and then s(s + I) should he replaced by S(S + I). It follows that the spin
contribution to the molar magnetic susceptibility is

	

N1tS(S+1)	 (44)

This expression shows that the susceptibility is positive, so the spin magnetic moments
contribute to the paramagnetic susceptibilities of materials. The contribution decreases with
increasing temperature because the thermal motion randomizes the spin orientations. In
practice, a contribution to the paramagnetism also arises from the orbital angular momenta
of electrons: we have discussed the spin-only contribution.

Illustration
Consider a complex salt with three unpaired electrons per complex cation at 298 K, of mass

density 3.24 gem 3 , and molar mass 200 g mol t . First note that

NgjiQ/i 
= 6.3001 cm3 K 1 mol

Consequently,

	

= 6.3001 x S(S±l)	 •cm mol
TIK

(091 40 0 0
(a)

Substitution of the data with S = gives i = 7.9 x 10_2 cm 3 moI. Note that the density

is not needed at thiS stage. To obtain the volume magnetic susceptibility, the molar
susceptibility is divided by the molar volume V,,, = M/p, where p is the mass density. In this

i:lustration, V 	 61.7 cm 3 mot - 1 , so y = 1.3 x 10 .

At low temperatures, sonic paramagnetic solids make a phase transition Lo a state in

which large domains of spins align with parallel orientations. This cooperative alignment
gives rise to a very strong magnetization and is called ferromagnetism (Fig. 22.29). In other
cases, the cooperative effect leads to alternating spin orientations: the spins are locked into
a low-magnetization arrangement to give an antiferromagnetic phase. The ferromagnetic
phase has a nonzero magnetization in the absence of an applied field, but the
anti ferromagnetic phase has a zero magnetization because the spin magnetic moments
cancel. The ferromagnetic transition occurs at the Curie temperature, and the
antiferromagnetic transition occurs at, the N&l temperature.

22.8 Induced inaguetir monwntc
An applied magnetic field induces the circulation of electronic currents. These currents give
rise to a magnetic field which usually opposes the applied field, so the substance is
diamagnetic. In a fewi cases the induced field augments the applied field, and the substance

is then paramagnetic.
The great majority of molecules with no unpaired electron spins are diamagnetic. In these

cases, the induced electron currents occur within the orbitals of the molecule that are

(b)

0 V 10090
(c)

22.23 (a) In a paramagne..c material, the electron
spins are aligned at random in the absence of an
applied magnetic field. (b) In a ferrs,magnetic
material, the electron spins are locked into a
parallel alignment over large domains. (c) In an
anti ferromagnetic material, the electron spins are
locked into an antiparallel arrangement. The latter
two arrangements survive even in the absence of an
applied field.
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occupied in its ground state. In the few cases in which molecules are paramagnetic despite
having no unpaired electrons, the induced electron currents flow in the opposite direction
because they can make use of unoccupied orbitals that lie close to the HOMO in energy. This
orbital paramagnetism can be distinguished from spin paramagnetism by the fact that it is
temperature-independent: this is why the property is called temperature-independent
paramagnetism (TIP).

We can summarize these remarks as follows. All molecules have a diamagnetic com-
ponent to their susceptibility, but it is dominated by spin paramagnetism if the molecules
have unpaired electrons. In a few cases (where there are low-lying excited states) TIP is
strong enough to make the molecules paramagnetic even though their electrons are paired.

Electric properties

22.1 Permanent and induced
electric dipole momentsfl electric dipolefl electric dipole momentfl polar molecule

U polarizationfl dielectric
(1 ferroclectric solid
Li homopolar contribution
[i langevin function (6)
F! induced dipole moment
O polarizability
O hyperpolarizability
D polarizability volume (10)
O orientation polarization
F1 distortion polarization
O electronic polarizabilityfl permittivityfl relative permittivityfl Debye equation (tS)
LI molar polarization (16)fl Clausius-Mossotti equation

(17)

22.2 Refractive index
refractive index (18)
dispersion

r. optically active
circularly birefringent
optical rotatory dispersion
(ORD)

.1 circular dichroism (CD)

Intermolecular forces
van der Waals forces

22.3 Interactions between
dipoles

Ii point dipole
multipolefl n-pole
Keesom interaction (25)fl dispersion interaction

Li London interaction
F"! London formula (27)

] hydrogen bond
Li Axilrod-Teller formula (29)

22.4 Repulsive and total
interactions

El hard-sphere potential (30)

Mic potential (31)
Lennard-Jones potential (32)
exp-6 potential
atomic force microscopy
(AFM)

22.5 Molecular interactions in
beams

molecutar beam
hydrodynamic flow
molecular flow
supersonic jet
supersonic beam
crossed beam technique

•	 incident beam flux
differential scattering cross-
section
Impact parameter
quantum oscillation
rainbow scattering
rainbow angle
van der Waals molecule

Magnetic properties

22.6 Magnetic susceptibility
magnetization

volume magnetic
susceptibility
molar magnetic
susceptibility
magnetic flux density
vacuum permeability (38)
paramagnetic
diamagnetic
magnetizability

H Curie law (42)
Gouy balance
superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID)

22.7 The permanent magnetic
momentfl spin-only contribution

; ferromagnetism
H antiferromagnetic phase

Curie temperature
'IT Nel temperature

22.8 Induced magnetic
moments

temperature-independent
paramagnetism (TIP)
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Exercises
22.1 (a) Which of the following molecules may he polar: Cll- 3 , ()],
0202?

22.1 (b) Which of the following molecules may be polar: SO 3 , XeF4,
SF4?

22.2 (a) The molar polarization of fluorobenzenc vapour varies
linearly with T ', and is 70.62 cm 3 mol' at 351.0 K and
62.47 cm 3 mu! 1 at 423.2 K. Calculate the polarizability and dipole
moment of the molecule.

22.2 (b) The molar polarization of the vapour of a compound was
found to vary linearly with T', and is 75.74 cm 3 mol at 320.0 K
and 71.43 cm 3 mol 1 at 421.7 K. Calculate the polarizability and
dipole moment of the molecule.

22.3 (a) At 0°C, the molar polarization of liquid chlorine trifluoride
is 27.18 cm  mol and its density is 1.89 g cnr 3 . Calculate the
relative permittivity of the liquid.

22.3 (h) At OC, the molar polarization of a liquid is
32.16 cm 3 nol I and its density is 1.92 g crn . Calculate the
relative permittiv

i
ty of the liquid. Take ti -. 85.0 g niol'.

22.4 (a) The refractive index of CH 2 1 2 is 1.732 for 656 nm light. Its
density at 20°C is 3.32 gcm 3 . Calculate the polarizability of the
molecule at this wavelength.

22.4 (b) The refractive index of a compound is 1.622 for 643 nm
light. Its density at 20°C is 2.99 g cm 3 . Calculate the polarizability of
the molecule at this wavelength. Take M = 65.5 g moL.
22.5 (a) The dipole moments of the bonds C-O and C=O are 1.2
and 2.7 D, respectively. The bond lengths are 143 and 122 pm,
respectively. Estimate the percentage ionic character of the bonds.
How well do the results correlate with the eleetronegatiVity
differences of the atoms in the bonds?

22.5 (b) The dipole moments of the bonds C-F and C-U are 1.4 and
1.2 D, respectively. The bond lengths are 141 and 143 pm,
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respectively. Estimate the percentage ionic character of the bonds.
How well do the results correlate with the cicctroncgativity
differences of the atoms in the bonds?

22.6 (a) The electric dipole moment of toluene (methylbenzene) is
0.4 D. Estimate the dipole moments of the three xylenes
(dimethylbenzene). Which answer can you be sure about?

675

22.11 (b) A solution of an optically active substance shows an
optical rotation of 192 in a cell of length IS cm at 450 nm. What is
the difference of the refractive indices of left and right circularly
polarized light through this substance?

22.12 (a) The magnetic moment of CrCI 3 is 3811R• How many
unpaired electrons does the Cr possess?

22.6 (b) Calculate the resultant of two dipole moments of magnitude	 22.12 (b) The magnetic moment of Mn 2 ' in its complexes is

1.5 D and 0.80 D that make an angle of 109.5° to each other. 	 typically	 How many unpaired electrons does the ion possess?

22.7 (a) Calculate the magnitude and direction of the dipole
moment of the following arrangement of charges in the xy-plane:
3e at (0, 0). -e at (0.32 nm, 0), and --2c at an angle of 20° from the
.r-axis and a distance of 0.23 nm from the origin.

22.7 (b) Calculate the magnitude and direction of the dipole
moment of the following arrangement of charges in the xy-plane:
4€ at (0,0), -2€ at (162 pm. 0). and -2c at an angle of 300 from the
x-axis and a distance of 143 pm from the origin.

22.8 (a) The polarizability volume of H 2 0 is 1.48 x 10_24 cm3,
calculate the dipole moment of the molecule (in addition to the
permanent dipole moment) induced by an applied electric field of
strength 1.0 kVcm_i.

22.8 (b) The polarizability volume of NH 3 is 2 22 x 103i) m3

calculate the dipole moment of the molecule (in addition to the
permanent dipn1c moment) induced by an applied electric field of
strength 15.11 kV m-

22.9 (a) The polarizability volume of H 2 0 at optical frequencies is
1.5 x 10-24 cm 3 : estimate the refractive index of water. The exper-
imental value is 1.33; what may be the origin of the discrepancy?

22.9 (b) The polarizability volume of a liquid of molar mass
72.3 gmol_i and density 865 kgmoH at optical frequencies is
2.2 x 10 0 m 3 : estimate the refractive index of the liquid.

22.10 (a) The dipole moment of chlorcibenzene is 1.57 D and its
polarizability volume is 1.23 x 10_23 cm3 . Estimate its relative
permittivity at 25°C, when its density is 1.173 gem 3.

22.10 (b) The dipole moment of bromobenzene is 5.17 x 10 3° Cm
and its polarizability volume is approximately 1.5 x 10 -2,1 m 3 . Estimate
its relative permittivity at 25°C, when its density is 1491 kgm3.

22.11 (a) A solution of an optically active substance shows an
optical rotation of 250° in a cell of length 10 cm at 500 om. What is
the difference of the refractive indices of left and right circularly
polarized light through this substance?

22.13 (a) Calculate the molar susceptibility of benzene given that its
volume susceptibility is -7.2x iO' and its density 0.879 gcm 3 at
25°C.

22.13 (b) Calculate the molar susceptibility of cyclohexane given
that its volume susceptibility is -7.9 x iO and its density
8l kgm 3 at 25°C.

22.14 (a) According to Lewis theory, an 0 7 molecule should be
diamagnetic. However, experimentally it is found that
,,/(m3 tool ) = (1.22 x tti K)/T. Determine the number of

unpaired spins in 0 2 . How is the problem of the Lewis structure
resolved?

22.14 (b) Predict the molar susceptibility of nitrogen dioxide at
298 K. Why does the molar -susceptibility of a sample of nitrogen
dioxide gas decrease as it is compressed?

22.15 (a) Data	 on	 a	 single	 crystal	 of	 MnF2	give
= 0.1463 cm 3 moI at 294.53 K. Determine the effective

number of unpaired electrons in this compound and compare your
result with the theoretical value.

22.15 (b) Data on a single crystal of NiSO4 . 711 20 give

= 6.00 x lO m3 mol I at 298 K. Determine the effective
number of unpaired electrons in this compound and compare your
result with the theoretical value.

22.16 (a) Estimate the spin-only molar susceptibility of CuSO451 120

at 25'C.

22.16 (b) Estimate	 the	 spin-only	 molar	 susceptibility	 of

Mn50 4 •40 2 0 at 298 K.

22.17 (a) Approximately how large must the magnetic induction, B,
be for the orientational energy of an S = 1 system to be comparable
to kJ' at 298 K?

22.17 (b) Estimate the ratio of populations of the M5 states of a
system with S = I in 15.0 Tat 298 K.

Problems

Numerical problems

22.1 Suppose an H 20 molecule (,.i = 1.85 U) approaches an 	 22.2 An H 2 0 molecule is aligned by an external electric field of
anion. What is the favourable orientation of the molecule? 	 strcnqth 1.0 kV n	 and an Ar atom (a' = 1.66 x 10 -241 em 3 ) is

Calculate the electric field (in volts per metre) experienced by the	 brought up slowly from one side. At what separation is it energetically
anion when the water dipole is (a) 1.0 nm, b) 0.3 1103, (e) 30 nrn from	 favourable for the H0 molecule to flip over and point towards the
the ion.	 approaching Ar atom?
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22.3 The relative permittivity of chloroform was measured over a
range of temperatures with the following results:

01°C	 -80 -70 -60 -40 -20 0	 20
3.1	 3.1	 7.0	 6.5	 6.0	 5.5	 5.0

p/(gcm 3 )	 1.65	 1.64	 1.64	 1.61	 1.57	 1.53	 1.50

The freezing point of chloroform is -64°C. Account for these results
and calculate the dipole moment and polarizability volume of the
molecule.

22.4 The relative permittiiities of methanol (m.p. --95°C) corrected
for density variation are given below. What molecular information
can be deduced from these values? Take p = 0.791 gcm 3 at 20°C.

01°C -185 -170 -150 -140 -110 -80 -50 -20 0 20
Er	 3.2	 3.6	 4.0	 5.1	 67	 57	 49 43	 38 34

22.5 In his classic book Polar molecules, Debye reports some early
measurements of the polari2ability of ammonia. From the selection
below, determine the dipole moment and the polarizability volume of
the molecule.

T/K	 292.2 309.0 333.0 387.0 413.0 4460
Pm/(cm 3 mot') 57.57 55.01 51.22 44.99 42.51 39.59

The refractive index of ammonia at 273 K and 100 kPa is 1.000379
(for yellow sodium light). Calculate the molar polarizahility of the gas
at this temperature and at 292.2 K. Combine the value calculated
with the static molar polarizability at 292,2 K and deduce from this
Information alone the molecular dipole moment.

22.6 Values of the molar polarization of gaseous water at 100 kPa as
determined from capacitance measurements are given below as a
function of temperature.

T/K	 384.3	 420.1	 444.7	 484.1	 522.0
Pm/(cm 3 mol 1 )	 57.4	 53.5	 50.1	 46.8	 43.1

Calculate the dipole moment of H 2 O and its polarizability volume.

Theoretical problems

22.7 Calculate the potential energy of the interaction between two
linear quadrupoles when they are (a) collinear, (b) parallel and
separated by a distance r.

22.8 Show that, in a gas (for which the refractive index is close to I),
the refractive index depends on the pressure as n = I + const x p.
and find the constant of proportionality. Go on to show how to
deduce the polarizability volume of a molecule from measurements of
the refractive index of a gaseous sample.

22.9 The refractive index of benzene is constant (at 1.51) from
0.4 GHz up to 0.55 GHz (in the microwave region of the spectrum),
but then shows a series of oscillations between 1.47 and 1.54.
Throughout the same frequency range, methylbenzene shows a
higher refractive index (about 1.55), the same oscillations as in
benzene, and additional oscillations between 1.52 and 1.56 near
0.4 GFIz, Account for these observations.

22.10 Acetic acid vapour contains a proportion of planar, hydrogen-
bonded dimers. The relative permittivity of pure liquid acetic acid is
7.14 at 290 K and increases with increasing temperature. Suggest an
interpretation of the latter observation. What effect should

isothermal dilution have on the relative permittivity of solutions of
acetic acid in benzene?

22.11 Show that the mean interaction energy of N atoms of
diameter d interacting with a potential energy of the form C61R6 is
given by U = -2N 2 C6 /3Vd3 , where V is the volume in which the
molecules are confined and all effects of clustering are ignored.
Hence, find a connection between the van der Waals parameter a and
C from ii 2a/l'2 = ( tU/V).

22.12 Suppose the repulsive term in a Lennard-Jones (12,6)
potential is replaced by an exponential function of the form c_rid.
Sketch the form of the potential energy and locate the distance at
which it is a minimum.

22.13 The cohesive energy density, U, is defined as U/V. where U is
the mean potential energy of attraction within the sample and V its
volume. Show that U = - 1 A' 2 fV(R) di. where .N' is the number
density of the molecules and V(R) is their attractive potential energy
and where the integration ranges from d to infinity and over all
angles. Go on to show that the cohesive energy density of a uniform
distribution of molecules that interact by a van der Waals attraction
of the form - C61R" is equal to (2it/3)(N1d3M2 )pC6, where p is
the mass density of the solid sample and M is the molar mass of the
molecules.

22.14 Consider the collision between a hard-sphere molecule of
radius R 1 and mass rn and an infinitely massive impenetrable sphere
of radius R2 . Plot the scattering angle 0 as a function of the impact
parameter h. Carry out the calculation using simple geometrical
considerations.

22.15 The dependence of the scattering characteristics of atoms on
the energy of the collidon can be modelled as follows. We suppose
that the two colliding atoms behave as impenetrable spheres, as in
Problem 22.14, but that the effective radius of the heavy atoms
depends on the speed v of the light atom. Suppose its effective radius
depends on s' as R2c"°', where v' is a constant. Take R 1 = R2 for
simplicity and an impact parameter h = 1 R2, and plot the scattering
angle as a function of (a) speed, (b) kinetic energy of approach.

22.16 The magnetizability, , and the volume and molar magnetic
susceptibilities can be calculated from the wavefunctions of
molecules. For instance, the magnetizability of a hydrogenic atom is
given by the expression = -(e2 /brnjfr2 ), where (r2 ) is the
(expectation) mean value of r2 in the atom. Calculate and Xm for the
ground state of a hydrogenic atom.

22.17 Nitrogen dioxide, a paramagnetic compound, is in equilibrium
with its dimer, dintrogen tetroxide, a diamagnetic compound. Derive
an expression in terms of the equilibrium constant, K, for the
dimerization to show how the molar susceptibility varies with the
pressure or the sample. Suggest how the susceptibility might be
expected to vary as the temperature is changed at constant pressure.

22.18 An NO molecule has thermally accessible electronically excited
states. It also has an unpaired electron, and so may be expected to be
paramagnetic. However, its ground state is not paramagnetic because
the magnetic moment of the orbital motion of the unpaired electron
almost exactly cancels the spin magnetic moment. The first excited
state (at 121 cm') is paramagnetic because the orbital magnetic
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moment adds to, rather than cancels, the spin magnetic moment. The
upper state has a magnetic moment of 2PB Because the upper state is
thermally accessible, the paramagnetic susceptibility of NO shows a
pronounced temperature dependence even near room temperature.
Calculate the molar paramagnetic susceptibility of NO and plot it as a
function of temperature.

Additional problems supplied by Carmen (uiunta
and Charles Trapp

22.19 The notion of group additivity of thermodynamic properties
was introduced in Chapter 2. Results of a computational study of the
polarizabstities of the homologous series of linear saturated silanes
Si 2N H4N+2 raise the possibility of group additivity of polarizabiiity.
B. Champagne, E.A. Perpete, and J.-M. André (i. Molec. Structure
(Theochem) 391, 67 (1997)) report the following values for the
electronic contribution to the polarizability, a, of Si 2N H 4N,2 based on
ab initio quantum mechanical calculations):

N	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
/(10 0 J Cm2 )	 3.495	 7.766	 12.40	 17.18	 22.04

N	 6	 7	 8	 9
/(100 j -1 CM2 )	 26.92	 31.82	 36.74	 41.63

Determine the average contribution to this qjantity per additional
Si2 H 4 group, and report the root mean square deviation between the
reported values and the best group-additivity fit.

22.20 F. Luo, G.C. MeBane, 0. Kim, C.F. Giese, and W.R. Gentry (J.
Chem. Phys. 98, 3564 (1993)) reported experimental observation of
the He2 complex, a species which had escaped detection for a long
time. The fact that the observation required temperatures in the
neighbourhood of I mK is consistent with computational studies
which suggest that hcD for He2 is about 1.51 x 10 23 3, lieD0 about
2 x I0_26 J, and R about 297 pm. (a) Determine the Lennard-Jones
parameters r0 and e and plot the Lennard-Jones potential for He-He

interactions.	 (b)	 Plot	 the	 Morse	 potential	 given	 that
= 5.79 x 10'('m.

22.21 ii. Dannenberg, D. Uotard, P. Halvick, and J.C. Rayez (J. Phys.

Chem. 100, 9631 (1996)) carried out theoretical studies of organic
molecules consisting of chains of unsaturated four-membered rings.
The calculations suggest that such compounds have large numbers of
unpaired spins, and that they should therefore have unusual magnetic
properties. For example, the lowest-energy state of the five-ring
compound C 72 H 14 (8) is computed to have S 3, but the energies of
S = 2 and S = 4 structures are each predicted to be 50 kJmo1
higher in energy. Compute the molar magnetic susceptibility of these
three low-lying levels at 298 K. Estimate the molar susceptibility at
298 K if each level is present in proportion to its Boltzmann factor
(effectively assuming that the degeneracy is the same for all three of
these levels).

8

22.22 D.D. Nelson, G.T. Fraser, and W. Klemperer (Science 238, 1670
(1987)) examined several weakly bound gas-phase complexes of
ammonia in search of examples in which the H atoms in NH3formed
hydrogen bonds, but found none. For example, they found that the
complex of NH3 and CO2 has the carbon atom nearest the nitrogen
(299 pm away): the CO2 molecule is at right angles to the C-N 'bond',
and the H atoms of NH 3 are pointing away from the CO 2 . The
permanent dipole moment of this complex is reported as 1.77 D. If
the N and C atoms are the centres of the negative and positive charge
distributions, respectively, what is the magnitude of those partial
charges (as multiples of e)?

22.23 From data in Table 22.1 calculate the molar polarization,
relative permittivity, and refractive index of methanol at 20°C. Its
density at that temperature is 0.7914 gcm3.
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There are macromolecules everywhere, inside i and cejtside us. Some are natural: they
include polysaccharides such as cellulose, polypeptides such as enzymes, and nucleic acids
such as DNA. Others are synthetic: they include polymers such as nylon and polystyrene that
are manufactured by stringing together and (in some cases) cross-linking smaller units
known as monomers. Life in all its forms, from its intrinsic nature to its technological
interaction with its environment, is the chemistry of macromolecules.

Macromolecules give rise to special problems that include the determination of their
sizes, the shapes and the lengths of polymer chains, and the large deviations from ideality of
their solutions. We concentrate on these special characteristics here.

Size and shape
X-ray diffraction (Chapter 21) can reveal the position of almost every atom even in highly
complex molecules. However, there are several reasons why other techniques must also be
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used. In the first place, the sample might be a mixture of molecules with different chain
lengths and extents of cross-linking, in which case sharp X-ray images are unobtainable.
Even if all the molecules in the sample are identical, it might prove impossible to obtain a
single crystal. Furthermore, although the work on enzymes, proteins, and DNA has shown
how immensely stimulating the data can be, the information is incomplete. For
instance, what can be said about the shape of the molecule in its natural environment, a
biological cell? What can be said about the response of its shape to changes in its
environment?

23.1 Mean I1101AI uios'es
A pure protein is monodisperse, meaning that it has a single, definite molar mass. (There
may be small variations, such as one amino acid replacing another, depending on the source
of the sample.) A synthetic polymer, however, is polydisperse in the sense that a sample is a
mixture of molecules with various chain lengths and molar masses. The various techniques
that are used to measure molar masses result in different types of mean values of
polydisperse systems. The ' mean obtained from the determination of molar mass by
osmometry (Section 7.5e) gives the number-average molar mass, M,, which is the value
obtained by weighting each molar mass by the number of molecules of that mass present in
the sample:

= Y' NM,	 [1]

where N . is the number of molecules with molar mass M . and there are N molecules in all.
Viscosity measurements give the viscosity-average molar mass, M, light-scattering
experiments give the weight-average molar mass, M,,, and sedimentation experiments give
the Z-average molar mass, M7 . Although such averages are often best left as empirical
quantities, some may be interpreted in terms of the composition of the sample. Thus, the
weight-average molar mass is the average calculated by weighting the molar masses of the
molecules by the mass of each one present in the sample:

= -2rnMi	 [2]
In

ri this expression, rn is the total mass of molecules of molarmass Mi and nr is the total mass
of the sample. Because rn = NM/NA , we can also express this average as

M -.-	 (3)
-

Hence, the weight-average molar mass is proportional to the mean square molar mass.
Similarly, the Z-average molar mass can be interpreted in terms of the mean cubic molar
mass:

M
	

(4)

Exampe 2.1.1 Calculating number and m5s av€rjii's

Determine the number-average and the weight-average molar masses for a sample of
poly(vinyl chloride) from the following data:
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Molar mass	 Average molar mass	 Mass of sample
nterval I(kg mol )	 within interval/(kg mol ')	 within irsterval/g
5-10	 7,5	 9.6

10-I5	 12.5	 8.7
15-20	 17.5	 8.9
20-25	 22.5	 5.6
25-30	 27.5	 3.1
30-35	 32.5	 1.7

Mcthiirt The relevant equations are eqns 1 and 2. The two averages are obtained by
weighting the molar mass within each interval by the number and mass, respectively, of the
molecule in each interval. The numbers in each interval are obtained by dividing the mass of
the sample in each interval by the average molar mass for that interval. Because number of
molecules is proportional to amount of substance (the number of moles), the number-
weighted average can be obtained directly from the amounts in each interval.

Ajrsriur The amounts in each interval are as follows:

Interval	 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35
Molar mass/(kgmol') 7.50	 12.5	 17.5	 22.5	 27.5	 32.5
Amou n tJnimol	 1.30	 0.70	 0.51	 0.25	 0.11	 0.052

Total:	 2.92

The number-average molar mass is therefore

-	 M/(kgmoL) = 2.92 (1.3 x 7.5 + 02() x 12.5 + 0.51 x 17.5

+ 0.25 x 22.5 +0.11 x 27.5 + 0.052 x 32.5)

= 13

The weight-average molar mass is calculated directly from the data after noting that the
total mass of the sample is 37.6 g:

M/(kgniol I) = 37.6(9.6 x 75 + 8.7 x 12.5

+ 8.9 x 17.5 + 5.6 x 22.5 + 3.1 x 27.5 + 13 x 32.5)

=16

( ' inmriini Note the significantly different values of the two averages. In this instance,

MW /M. = 1.2.

ceU-I p l 2-4 .1 Evaluate the Z-average molar mass of the sample.

[19 kgmo1J

Whereas at first sight it might appear troublesoric to have several types of average, the
observation that they have different values gives additional information about the range of
molar masses in the sample: the ratio 7/M. is called the heterogeneity index (or
polydispersity index). In the determination of protein molar masses we expect the various
averages to be the same because the sample is ronodisperSe (unless there has been
degradation). In samples of synthetic polymers there isnormallya range of molar masses and
the different averages are expected to yield different vilues. Typical Synthetic materials have
MW /MS 4. The term monodisperse' is convention* applied to synthetic polymers in
which this index is less than 1.1; commercial polyettsiefle samples might be much more
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heterogeneous, with a ratio clrise to 30. One consequence of a narrow molar mass
distribution for synthetic polymers is often a higher crystallinity, and therefore density and
melting point. The spread of values is controlled by the choice of catalyst and reaction
conditions (Section 20.1).

The most direct method for measuring molar masses is by mass spectrometry. However,
until recently this technique was thwarted by the difficulty of vaporizing the sample. That
problem has been solved by embedding the macromolecules in a substrate; the substrate is
vaporized, and carries the macromolecules into the vapour with it.

23.2 Ciqt (;v (lroI)urtjeS

The classical methods of determining molar mass utilize colligative properties (Section 7.5).
For macromolecules, where the number of molecules in solution may be very small even
though the mass of the solute may be appreciable, only osmometry is sufficiently sensitive:
this procedure was described and illustrated in Section 7.5e. Osmometry can be used for
molar masses up to about lIlt) kginol . Its lower limit of about 8 k g mol 1 is due to the use
of membrane materials that allow these relatively small molecules to pass through.

Macromolecules give strongly noriideal solutions: being so large, they displace a large
quantity of solvent instead of replacing individual solvent molecules with negligible
disturbance. In thermodynamic terms, the displacement of solvent molecules implies that
the entropy change is especially important when a macromolecule dissolves. Furthermore,
its great bulk means that a macromolecule is unable to move freely through the solution
because the molecule is excluded from the regions occupied by other solute molecules. There
are also significant contributions to the Gibbs energy from the enthalpy of solution, largely
because solvent-solvent interactions are more favourable than the macromolecule-solvent
interactions that replace them.

The osmotic virial coefficient, Ii (see eqn 7.38), a: ises largely from the effect of excluded
volume. If we imagine a solution of a macromolecule b.ing built by the successive addition
of macromolecules to the solvent, each one being excluded by the ones that preceded it,
then the value of B turns out to be

B
	

(5)

where Up is the excluded volume due to a single molecule.

Exilpl? 20 £stirwattri9 the v'oturne of polymer molecules

Use the information in Example 7.5 to estimate the volume of the polymer Aecules
regarded as impenetrable spheres.

The excluded volume of spherical molecules of volume r is Pp = Se because the
minimum separation of thc centres of two spheres is the sum of their radii (Fig. 23.1).
Estimate Up from B by using eqn 5, and find B from the slope of the graph plotted in
Fig. 7.25. To do so use (as in Example 7.5):

/i	 RT (	 Id
- I I 1	 Cr pgM	 M,,

Ai'.ir The intercept RT/pgi was found in Example 7.5 to be 0.21 cm/(g L ). The
slope of the straight line in Fig. 7.25, which is equal to (RT/pgM 0 ) x B/.4,, is
0.073 (ciog' L)/(gL I) It follows that

slope - B - 0.073 (cing [.)/(g L- I) - 0.35

intercept -	 -	 0.21 cm g L	 - g L_i

VP By

,'at	0`^^'

2 Ti

23.1 The excluded volume into which the centre of

a molecule cannot penetrate is Sv, where r is the
volume of the molecule itself.
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Therefore

B= (0.35/gL 1 )x(123x iO3 9mo1)=4.3x 10 LmoI

Equation 5 then implies that

VP = 
2B	

1.4 x 1022 m3
NA

From this value of Vp it follows that the molecular volume is approximately 1.8 x 10 4 nm3

Comment The radius of the molecule is approximately 16 nm.

Self-test 23.2 Another sample in the same solvent resulted in the following heights of
solution at the same temperature: 0.22, 0.53, 1.39, 3.32, 5.02 cm. Calculate the molar mass
and the molecular volume of the solute.

[14 kgmol', 9 x I0	 m3]

In broad terms, the excluded volume contributes to the excess entropy of solution (the
entropy change in excess of the ideal value, Section 7.4), and the attractions and repulsions
between macromolecules contribute to the excess enthalpy, For most solute-solvent
systems there is a unique temperature (which is not always experimentally attainable) at
which these effects cancel and the solution is virtually ideal, This temperature (the analogue
of the Boyle temperature for real gases) is called the Flory theta temperature, 6. At this
temperature, the osmotic virial coefficient B is zero. As an example, for polystyrene in
cyclohexane 0306 K, the exact value depending on the average molar mass of the
polymer. A solution at its Flory theta temperature is called a 0 solution. Because a 0 solution
behaves nearly ideally, its thermodynamic and structural properties are easier to describe
even though the molar concentration is not low. In molecular terms, in a 0 solution the
molecules are in an unperturbed condition, whereas in other solutions expansion or
contraction of the coiled molecule takes place as a result of interactions with the solvent.

(a) Vapour-phase osmometry

In the technique of vapour-phase osmometry, a droplet of solution is placed on one
thermistor (a semiconductor temperature probe) and a droplet of pure solvent is placed on
another thermistor (Fig. 23.2). The two droplets are surrounded by an atmosphere of solvent
vapour. Because the vapour pressure of a solvent in a solution is lower than when it is pure,
the net rate of condensation of solvent on to a droplet of solution is greater than the rate of

Syringe condensation on to a droplet of pure solvent. It follows that more heat is liberated in the
solution droplet, and the rise in temperature is greater there than in the droplet of pure
solvent. The difference in temperature is measured for a series of concentrations and

Thermistor	 extrapolated to zero concentration. After calibration by using samples of known molar mass,
the molar mass of the sample can be inferred from the temperature difference between the

Solvent	
two thermistors. The method is not particularly sensitive, and is confined to samples of low

Insulation	 molar mass.

(b) Polyelectrolytes and dialysis
Some polymers are strings of acid groups, as in poly(acrylic acid), —(CH 2 CHC0OH)—, or23.2 A vapour-phase osniometer. The syringes

introduce droplets of solvent and solution on to the	
strings of bases, as in nylon, — INH ( CH 2)6NHC0(CH5)4C0 J —; proteins have both acid and

themirstocs, and the difference in temperature 	 base groups. Macromolecules may therefore be polyelectrolytes, and, depending on their
(arising from the different rates of vaporization) is 	 state of ionization polyanions or polycations. A macromolecule with mixed cation and
noted,	 anion character is known as a polyampholyte.

45—A
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One consequence of dealing with polyelectrolytes is that it is necessary to know the
extent of ionization before osmotic data can be interpreted. For example, suppose the
sodium salt of a polyclectrolyte is present in solution as v Na ions and a single polyanion

P	 then if it is fully dissociated in solution it gives rise to v + I particles for each formula
unit of salt that dissolves. If we guess that o = I when in fact u, 10, then the estimate of
the molar mass will be wrong by an order of magnitude. We can find a way Out of this
difficulty by considering another feature of charged macromolecules.

Suppose the solution of the potytlectrolyte NaP also contains added NaCl, and that it is
in contact through a semipermeable membrane with another salt solution. Furthermore
suppose the membrane is permeable to the solvent and to the salt ions, but not to the
polyanuon. This arrangement is one that actually occurs in living systems, where osmosis is an
important feature of cell operation. The presence of the salt affects the osmotic pressure
because the anions and cations cannot migrate through the membrane to an arbitrary
extent. Apart from small imbalances of charge close to the membrane and which give rise to
transmembranc potentials, electrical neutrality must be preserved in the bulk on both sides
of the membrane: if an anion migrates, a cation must accompany it.

The presence of a high concentration of added salt on each side of a semipermeable
membrane ensures that the effective difference in concentrations is due solely to the
presence of the polyar.ion P on one side of the membra, for the number of cations the
polymer provides is insignificant in comparison with the number supplied by the additional
salt. Hence, under such circumstances we can expect the osmotic pressure to be given by

TI = RT[P, independent of the value of v (a result confirmed in the Justification below).

Therefore, if we measure the osmotic pressure in the presence of hkh concentrations of salt,

the molar mass may be obtained unambiguously.

Justi ca ti ii 2 St I

Suppose that Na,P is at a molar concentration [P] on one side of the membrane, and that
NaCl is added to each side. On the left (I.) there are P, Na, and Cl ions. On the right (R)

there are N3 4 and Cl ions. The condition for equilibrium is that the Gibbs energy of NaCl
in solution is the same on both sides of the membrane, so a net flow of Na and Cl ions

occurs until Gm (NaC I , ) = Gm(NaCI . R). This equality occurs when

p°(NaCI) .f RT1flOL (Na i ) -1- RTlno(CI) =

w (NaCI) + RT In ap (Nat ) . RT In aR(C1)

or

RT In aL (Na )aL (Cl ) = RT lna R ( Na4 )aR(C1)

If we ignore activity coefficients, the two expressions are equal when

[Na] L [CL1 L = [Nai R [Cl R . As the Nal ions are supplied by the polyelectrolyte as well

as the added salt, the conditions for bulk electrical neutrality are [Na} 1 = [Cr] .+ [P]

and [Na I IR = [CL[,,. We can now combine these three conditins to obtain expressions for

the differences in ion concentrations across the membrane:

[Na[ - [Na' I 
=	 IJ E PI[Na4 IL 	 =

R	 [Na 1 [ L +LNa[ R 2[CIi±x'[P)

-IL
	

'C'-'R —

	 ri[P] [C1] L	— v[P][C1]L
I  	

- LCI]L + [CL)R -	 2[Clj

where [Cl-] = (jCl - ] 1 + [CV] R ). The quantity [CI - ] is the average concentration of CL

ions on each side of the membrane.
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The final step is to note that the osmotic pressure depends on the difference in the
numbers of solute particles on each side of the membrane. That being so, the vant Hoff
eçuation, II = RT[Solutej. becomes

11 = RT{([P) + Na JL + P -10 - ([Na1 JR + [CI })}

	

= RT[PJ(l+B[pJ)	 B	
v[ci-j	 (7)

4[Cl-] 2 ± 2,,[ 1-1,[P]

When the concentration of added salt is so great that [Cl]L and [CIJ R are both much
larger than JPj, it follows that B[P] I and this expression reduces to the one quoted in
the text.

A second point arises from the effect of added salt. There is often interest in the extent to
which inns are bound to macromolecules, especially when a membrane (such as a cell wall)
separates two solutions. The equations

[Na ] L - [Na) 11 =
2[Cl-J + v[P]

[Cr JL -JC1JR =	 &JiJ.iJ	
(8)

2 [Cl-]

which are derived in the Justification, show that cations will dominate the anions in the
compartment containing the polyanion (because the concentration difference is positive for
Na and negative for Cl) as a result of the equilibrium and electroneutrality conditions. The
equilibrium distribution of ions in two compartments in contact through a semipermeable
membrane, in one of which there is a polyelectrolyte, is called a Donnan equilibrium.

Exnsple 23.3 Analysing a Donvan cquilihrsuiii

Suppose that two equal volumes of 0.200 M NaCI(aq) are separated by a membrane and
that a macromolecule of molar mass 55 kgmoI, which cannot pass through the
membrane, is added as its sodium salt Na 6 P to a concentration of 50 gL 1 to the left-hand
compartment. Calculate the molar concentrations of Na+ and Cl- in each compartment.

The sums of the equilibrium concentrations of Na l and Cl - in each compartment
are

	

+ [Na 'JR	 ]C11 + [Cl 1R + :. [PJ = 2[CI] + ii]P]

Then use ]CL[ = 0.20) nsolL.

	

Ai i ,i,; As [P] =9.! x 10	 mo1L ', we find

6 x (9.1 x io- mol L - )x [NaJ(Na' j1 - [Na JR = -—.-- -________
2x(0.200molL 1)+6x(9.1x10_4molL_1)

and the sum above gives

	

[Na] 1 + Na 1 } 11	2 x (0.200 mol L') + 6x (9.1 x 10-4mo1L)

= 0.405 mol L

The solutions of these two equations are

	

[Na ]L = 0.204 molL 1	 [Na]R = 0.201 rnoIL
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Then

rcl]R = N3JR = 0.201 molL

Cl_1 l = Na	 - &[P] -= 0.199 mo1L

Cumi'cnl The Na F ions accumulate slightly in the compartment containing the

macromolecule.

Self- t est	 Repeat the calculation for 0.300 MNaCI(aq), a polyclectrolyte Na 15P of

molar mass 33 kgmoI at a mass concentration of 50.0 gL*
(Na: 0.311 molL', 0.304 molL']

23.3 Sedinwntitioii

In a gravitational field, heavy particles settle towards the foot of a Column of solution by the
process called sedimentation. the rate of sedimentation depends on the strength of the field
and on the masses and shapes of the particles. Spherical molecules (and compact molecules
in general) sediment faster than rod-like or extended molecules. For example, DNA helices
sediment much faster when they are denatured to a random coil, so sedimentation rates can
be used to study denaturation. When the sample is at equilibrium, the particles are dispersed
over a range of heights in accord with the Boltzmann distribution (because the gravitational
field competes with the stirring effect of thermal motion). The spread of heights depends on
the masses of the molecules, so the equilibrium distribution is another way of determining

molar mass.
Sedimentation is normally very slow, but it can be accelerated by replacing the

gravitational field by a centrifugal field. The latter can be achieved in an ultracentrifuge,
which is essentially a cylinder that can be rotated at high speed about its axis with a sample
in a cell near its periphery (Fig. 23.3). Modern ultracentrifuges can produce accelerations
equivalent to about IO that of gravity ('i0 g'). Initially the sample is uniform, but the 'top'
(innermost) boundary of the solute moves outwards as sedimentation proceeds.

(a) The rate of sedimentation
A solute particle of mass m has an effective mass m = bm on account of the buoyancy of

the medium, with

b= I —pv	
(9)

where p is the solution density, v is the solute's partial specific volume (v1 = (0V/m'),

where In8 is the total mass of the solute), and pv5 is the mass of solvent displaced per gram

of solute. The solute particles at a distance r from the axis of a rotor spinning at an angular

velocity w experience a centrifugal force of magnitude ntCrfrw2. The acceleration outwards
is countered by a frictional force proportional to the speed, s, of the particles through the

medium. This force is written fs, where f is the frictional coefficient. The particles therefore
adopt a drift speed, a steady speed through the medium, which is found by equating the two

forces mrtrw2 and ft. The forces are equal when

mrw,o2	 (10)
I
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The drift speed depends on the angular velocity and the radius, and it is convenient to focus
on the sedimentation constant, S, which is defined as

[11]
ro)

Then, because the average molecular mass is related to the average molar mass M through
ni =

(12)
f NA

l_xinplc 23.4 Dcl crnIIrIiIlg	 'duiicnla lion constant

The sedimentation of bovine serum albumin (BSA) was monitored at 25°C. The initial
location of the solute surface was at 5.50 cm from the axis of rotation, and during
centrifugation at 56850 r.p.m. it receded as follows:

s/s	 0	 500	 1000	 2000	 3000	 4000	 5000
r/crn	 5.50	 5.55	 5.60	 5.70	 5.80	 5.91	 6.01

Calculate the sedimentation coefficient.

Method Equdtion 11 can be interpreted as a differential equation fors = dr/dt in terms of
r, so integrate it to obtain a formula for ,- in terms of 1. The integrated expressioP, an
expression for r as a function oft, will suggest how to plot the data and obtain from it the
sedimentation constant.

Answer Equation 11 maybe written

dr 2= rw S
dt

This equation integrates to

r
In- = w2St

To

It follows that a plot of In (r/r0 ) against t should be a straight line of slope w2S. Use
co	 2iw, where ri is in cycles per second, and draw up the following table:

1/s	 0	 500	 1000	 2000	 3000	 4000	 5000
100tn(r/r5)	 0	 0.900	 1.80	 3.57	 5.31	 7.19	 8.87

The straight-line graph (Fig. 23.4) has slope 1.78 x 10, so a 2S = 1.79 x 10 s. Because
w = 27r x (56 850/60) s_ I = 595 x 10 s, it follows that S = 5.02 x iO	 s.

Comm I t We develop this result below. The unit 10 s is sometimes called a svedberg'
and denoted Sv; in this case S = 5.02 Sv. Accurate results are obtained by extrapolating to
zero concentration.

Self-test 23.4 Calculate the sedimentation constant given the following data (the other
conditions being the same as above):

i/s	 0	 500	 1000	 2000	 3000	 4000	 5000
r/cm	 5.65	 5.68	 5.71	 5.77	 A4	 5.90	 5.97

[3.11 Svl

2	 3
	

4	 5
r/(10 3 a)

23.4 A plot of the data in Example 23.4.
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I,iliI( 2If Diffusion coefficients in water at
20' C

M/(kgmol	 D/(mtct)

Sucrose	 0.342	 4.59 x It)
Lysoryme	 14.!	 1.04x 0i0
Haemoglobin	 68	 6.9 x 10_u

Collagen	 345	 6.9 x 10

1.i MACROMOLECULES AND COLLOIDS

To make progress we need to know the frictional constant, Jr . For a spherical particle of

radius a in a solvent of viscosity q, and for solute molecules that are not small compared with
the solvent molecules, f is given by Stokes' relation

I = 611a9	 (13)

Therefore, for spherical molecules,

S -

	

	 (14)
flttaijN,,

and S may be used to determine either M or a. If the molecules are not spherical, we use the
appropriate value off' given in Table 23.1. As always when dealing with macromolecules,
the measurements must be carried out at a series of concentrations and then extrapolated to
zero concentration to avoid the complications that arise from the interference between
bulky molecules.

At this stage, it appears that we need to know the molecular radius a (and in general the
frictional coefficient j) to obtain the molar mass from the value of S. Fortunately, this
requirement can be avoided by drawing on the Stokes—Einstein relation between f and the

diffusion coefficient, D:

kT (15)

The diffusion coefficient is a measure of the rate at which molecules spread down a
concentration gradient (it is treated in detail in Section 24.11); this coefficient can be
measured by observing the rate at which a concentration boundary spreads or the rate at
which a more concentrated solution diffuses into a less concentrated one. Some typical
values are given in Table 23.2. The diffusion coefficient can also be measured by using light
scattering (Section 23.5). It follows from eqns 12 and 15 that

M,, ='•	 (t6)
NJ

This result is independent of the shape of the solute molecues. It follows that we can find
the molar mass by combining measurements of sedimentation and diffusion rates (for Sand
D, respectively).

(b) Sedimentation equilibria
The difficulty with using sedimentation rates to measure molar masses lies in the
inaccuracies inherent in the determination of diffusion coefficients, such as the blurring
of the boundary by convection currents. This problem can be avoided by allowing the system
to reach equilibrium, for the transport property D is then no longer relevant. As we show in

the Justification below, the weight-average molar mass can be obtained from the ratio of
concentrations of the macromolecules at two different radii in a centrifuge operating at
angular frequency (o:

-	 2RT	 c
Mw= r.	 rj!)Inw21'c	

(17)

An alternative treatment of the data leads to the Z-average molar mass. The centrifuge is
run more slowly in this technique than in the sedimentation rate method to avoid having all
the solute pressed in a thin film against the bottom of the cell. At these slower speeds,
several days may be needed for equilibrium to be reached.
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Table 21' Frictional coefficients and mole-
cular ycometryt

alb	 Prolate	 Oblate

2	 .04	 .04
4
	

1.15
	

1.17
(I
	 1.31
	

l.2ls
8
	 1.41
	

1.37
10	 .54
	

1.46

• More values and analytical cupressons are given in
the Onto section at the end of this volume.

Entries are the ratio f/f, where J = 67rflc with
e -. at' l'" for prolate ellipsoids and c -.
for ablate ellipsoids; 2a is the major axis and 211 is the
minor axis.
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Justification 23.2.

The distribution of particles is the outcome of the balance between the effect of the
centrifugal force and the dispersing effect of diffusion down concentration gradient. The
kinetic energy of a particle of effective mass m at a radius r in a rotor spinning at a
frequency w is tinw2r2 , so the total chemical potential at a radius r is

= /1(r)	 Mo,2 r2 , where /1(r) is the contribution that depends on the concentration
of solute. The condition for equilibrium is that the chemical potential is uniform, so

0Or	 ar - 
Mw 2 r = 0

)T= (^L'X'
To evaluate the partial derivative of u, we write

(
O
LP)

/311V

81- = tp)7.l-7.	 aciT\?ir

Mvw 2 rp + RT(_ 
Or 

I-.

The first result follows from the fact that ( li/L/OP)T Vm, the partial molar volume, and
V. = Mv. It also makes use of the fact that the hydrostatic pressure at r is
p(r) = p(r0 ) +pw 2 (r2 - rd), where r0 is the radius of the surface of the liquid in the
sample holder (that is. the location of its meniscus), with p the density of the solution. The
concentration term stems from the expression it = p + RTinc. The condition for
equilibrium is therefore

/
/i4rw (1 —vp	

8 In
)—RT(---_.--). =0

T Jrp

and therefore, at constant temperature,

dine = 
Mrw2 (1 - vp)dr

RT

This expression integrates to eqn 17.

(c) Electrophoresis
Many macromolecules are charged and move in response to an electric field: this motion is
called clectrophoresis In gel elcctrophorcsis the migration takes place through a cross-
linked polyacrytamide gel. The mobilities of macromolecules depend on their masses and
their shapes, and a constant drift speed is reached when the driving force ez.f' (where z is the
charge number and S is the field strength) is matched by the viscous retarding force fs.

One way to avoid the problem of knowing neither the hydrodynamic shape of the
molecules nor their charge is to denature them in a controlled way. Sodium dodecylsulfate
has been found to be very useful in this respect: it denatures proteins, whatever their initial
shapes, into rods by forming a complex with them. Moreover, most proteins bind a constant
amount of the anion to a given mass, so the charge per protein molecule is well regulated.
The molar mass of the protein is determined by comparing its mobility in its rod-like
complexed form with standard samples.

The charge on a protein depends on the p11. and hence the rate of migration varies with
pH. This apparent difficulty can be used to distinguish proteins. For example, at a given pH
the rate of migration of haemoglobin from people with sickle-cell anaemia is different from
that of a sample taken from people without the disease. This difference is an indication that
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there are different charges on the protein molecule, which in turn is ascribed to the presence
of a different amino acid residue in the polypeptide chain.

(d) Size-exclusion chromatography
All the techniques discussed so far have certain drawbacks, including the time needed to
obtain data, and the often awkward interpretation of the data. Much of this difficulty has
been swept away by a technique that makes use of beads of porous polymeric material about
0.1 mm in diameter that capture molecules selectively, according to their size. In the
technique of size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), or gel permeation chromatography
(GPC), which is now the most widely used technique for molar mass determinations of
polymers, a solution of the polymersample is filtered through a column. The small molecules,
which can permeate into the porous structure of the gel, require a long elution time, or time
to pass through a particular length of column, whereas the larger ones, which are not
captured, pass through rapidly. The average molar mass of a macromolecule may therefore
be determined by observing its elution time in a column calibrated against standard samples.

The range of molar masses that can he determined by SEC can be altered by selecting
columns made from polymers with different degrees of cross-linking and different materials.
The elution time depends on shape in a complicated way and the technique works best if the
molecules are spherical. Polystyrene gels are used for investigations of nonpolar polymers in
nonpolar solvents, and porous glass gels ate used for more polar systems. Because elution is
performed under pressure, molar mass determinations may be completed within a few
minutes. in striking contrast to the time required for more classical techniques. Moreover,
only a few milligrams of material are needed for highly reliable measurements.

23.4 Viscosity

The presence of a rriacromolecular solute increases the viscosity of a solution. The effect is
large even at low concentrations, because big molecules affect the fluid flow over an
extensive region surrounding them. At low concentrations the viscosity, g, of the solution is
related to the viscosity of the pure solvent, g 1 , by

= ?l i;( I f [q fr + .	 (18)

The intrinsic viscosity, [ ti j, is the analogue of a virial coefficient (and has the dimensions of

.1/concentration). It follows from eqn 18 that

= urn (_ -!tt" = urn (L_-_t "	 (19)
c_.0\ C170 J	 _0\	 C	 )

Measuring	 Viscosities are measured in several ways. In the Ostwald viscometer shown in Fig. 23.5, the
lines	 time taken for a solution to flow through the capillary is noted, and compared with a

standard sample. The method is well suited to the determination of [nl because the ratio of

the viscosities of the solution and the pure solvent is proportional to the drainage times

Capillary	 and to after correcting for different densities p and po:

(20)
h o . to	 P

(In practice, the two densities are only rarely significantly different.) This ratio can be used
directly in eqn 19. Viscometers in the form of rotating concentric cylinders are also used
(Fig. 23.6), and the torque on the inner cylinder is monitored while the outer one is rotated.

. Such rotating drum viscometers have the advantage oveithe Ostwald type that the shear
gradient between the cylinders is simpler than in the capillary, and effects of the kind
discussed shortly can be studied more easily.

23.5 An Ostwald viscometer. The viscosity is
measured by noting the time required for the liquid
to drain between the two marks.



23.6 A rotating drum viscometer. The torque on
the inner drum is observed when the outer
container is rotated.
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01°C	 K/(cm3g)"

loldc 233' Intrinsic viscosity
-
Macromolecule	 Solvent

Polystyrene	 Benzene	 25	 9.5 x 10-s	 0.74

23	 8.3 x 10_ 2	0.50
poly isobutylene	 Benzene7.2

	 0.66
Various proteins	 Guanidine

hydrochloride
HSCH2CI420H

More values are given in the Data section.

There are many complications in the interpretation of viscosity measurements. Much of
the work is based on empirical observations, and the determination of molarmaSs is usually
based on comparisons with standard, nearly monodisperSe samples. Some regularities are

observed that help in the determination. for example, it is found that 
U solutions of

macromolecules often fit the	
equation:

(21)

where K 
and a are constants that depend on the solvent and type of macromolecule

(Table 23.3); the viscosity-average molar mass, M, appears in this expression. As an

example, solutions of poIy (y_ben Zyl_L_glutamate) in its rod-like form have an intrinsic

viscosity about four times greater than when it is denatured and the rods collapse into
random coils. Conversely, solutions of natural ribonuelease are less viscous than solutions of
the denatured form: this observation indicates that the natural protein is more compact

than the denatured form.

Example 23.5 Using intrinsic viscosity to measure molar mass

The viscosities of a series of solutions of polystyrene in toluene were measured at 25°C with

the following results:

c/(gL')	 0	 '2.0	 4.0	 6.0	 8.0	 10.0

?1/(10-4 kgm' s)	 5.58	 6.15	 6.74	 7.35	 7.98	 8.64

Calculate the intrinsic viscosity and estimate the molar mass of the polymer by using eqn 21

with K = 3.80x 10 Lg and a = 0.63.

Method The intrinsic viscosity is defined in eqn 19; therefore, form this ratio at the series of

data points and extrapolate to c = 0. Interpret M as M/(gmo1') in eqn 21.

Answer We draw up the following table:

c/(gL')	 0	 2.0	 4.0	 6.0	 8.0	 10.0

1	 1.102	 1.208	 1.317	 1.430	 1.549

1oo('1/'1o) - i]/(c/gL)	 - 5.11	 5.20	 5.28	 5.38	 5.49

The points are plotted in Fig. 23.7. The extrapolated intercept at c 0 is 0,0504, so

= 0.0504 Lg. Therefore,

M= 
(iJ)=9.ox1o4gmo1_I

Comment When t7P7,

23.1 The plot used for the determination Of

intrinsic viscosity, which is taken from the intercept
at c 0; see Example 23.5.

	

'1	 1	 ._r,o5,fl-.11og,1
In	 = In i 1 .4-.----

	

• '10	 \	 '10/	 no	 no
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This relation is exact in the limit that g coincides with i, which is true when c = 0. Hence,
can also be defined as the limit of (I /'(') In (g/)j 0 ) as c -. 0. The intercept is identified

more precisely by plotting both functions.

Self-test 21 Evaluate the viscosity-average molar mass by using the second plotting
technique.

(90 kgmol9

li Some cases, it is found that the flow is non-Newtonian in the sense that the viscosity of
the solution changes as the rate of flow increases. A decrease in viscosity with increasing
rate of flow indicates the presence of long rod-like molecules that are orientated by the flow
and hence slide past each other more freely. In some somewhat rare cases the stresses set up
by the flow are so great that long molecules are broken up, with further consequences for
the Viscosity.

23.5 Lj ht seat terirj

When electromagnetic radiation falls on an object, it forces the electron distribution in the
object to oscillate and hence to radiate. If the medium is perfectly homogeneous (for
example, a perfect crystal or a completely random collection of molecules that is
homogeneous on the scale of the wavelength of the radiation, like a sample of water),
the secondary waves interfere destructively except in the original propagation direction.
Therefore, an observer sees the beam Only when looking towards the source along the initial
direction. If the medium is inhomogeneou5 (an imperfect crystal or a solution containing
foreign bodies, such as macromolecules in a solvent or smoke in air), radiation is scattered
into other directions too. A familiar example is light scattered by specks of dust in a sunbeam
(and in advertisers' photographs of laser beams).

Scattering by particles with diameters much smatter than the wavelength of the incident
radiation is called Rayleigh scattering. The interfs . fy of Rayleigh scattered radiation dependson I/A4, 

so shorter wavelength radiation is scattered more intensely than longer
wavelengths. The blue of the sky arises from the more intense scattering of the blue
component of white sunlight by the molecules of the atmosphere. The intensity also depends
on the scattering angle 0, and is proportional to I + cos 2 0 when the light is unpolarized and
to cos2 () when it is polarized (Fig. 23.8). In practice it turns out to be easier to make
observations at an angle to the incident beam. The intensity also depends on the strength of

Detector
Sample

Incident	
•ray

Monochromatic
Source

I ii kayte.gt scattering from a sample of point-like
PartideS follow a I + CO32 0 dependen (outer trace
on the polar plot) when unpoland light is used, but
a cos2 0 dependence (inner trace) when plane-	

Scatteringpolarized light is used.	
Intensity, I
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the interaction of the light with the molecules: the interaction is strong when the

potarizability of the molecules is large.
When these remarks are combined into a quantitative theory, it turns out that the

scattering intensity, 1(11), at the angle () is

1 = ATM Ll()	 c(°) =	
I +cos2 0 for unpolarized light	 (22)
cos 0 for polarized light

In this expression. I is the incident intensity. [P] is the molar concentration of the solute.

M.,, its weight-average molar mass, and 4 is a constant that depends on the refractive index
of the solution, the wavelength, and the distance of the detector from the sample.
Equation 22 is an 'ideal' result in the sense that it ignores the complications that arise from
the interactions between solute particles, and in an actual experiment it is important to

extrapolate to zcro concentration.

(a) Large-particle scattering
When the wavelength of the incident radiation is comparable to the 5ize of the scattering
particles, scattering may occur from different sites of the same molecule and the
interference between different rays is important.' As a result, the scattering intensity is
distorted from the form characteristic of small-particle, Rayleigh scattering of light given in

.qn 22. A measure of the distortion is the ratio

P	 11lbser,,C11	 (23(

Raykgh

measured at several angles, where lob,,di is the observed intensity at each angle and

'Rayicigh 
is the intensity predicted for Rayleigh scattering at that angle.

If the molecule is regarded as composed of a number of atoms i at distances R1 from a

convenient point, interference occurs between the radiation scattered by each pair. The
scattering from all the particles is then calculated by allowing for contributions from all
possible orientations of each pair of atoms in each molecule. This description is very much
like the one used in the discussion of electron diffraction (Section 21.10), so we can expect
the intensity pattern to be described by a kind of Wierl equation. This turns out to be so and.

if there are N atoms in the macromolecule and if all are assumed to have the same

scattering power, then

	

sin sR	 4n

P = -_--_	

s = sin TO

(24)
P = T

I,,

In this expression, R is the separation of atoms i and j, and . is the wavelength of the

incident radiation. The observed intensity is equal to PIRayigh' with TRayicigh given by

eqn 22.

(b) Small-particle scattering
When the molecule is much smaller than the wavelength of the incident radiation in the

sense that sR 1 '. I (for example, if R	 5 nun, and A = 500 nm, all the SR j are about 0.1),

1	 the client accounts for the arpnoru ncc of clouds, which, although we we them by wattved ighi, look Whitt, not blue like the sky
the water Incrics grouP lugether into droplets of a Ste comparable to the wavelength of lrght. and scatter cnnperatvblv

Although blue t9 hi tcblr6 more sI,ortqls, more moletubeS can contr,buie cooperatueIY when the wavelength i s longer (as for

red liah ft no Ste net rOsult s orrborrrr ncatler,rg to afi waueienglhs white ,)ht scatter' as wile l
ight This paper looks whte for

ill Sante teatun Cgaette strohe Is love before 15 cOaled, but loownsh after Its "haled because rim parteles aggregate In

the iucgb
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then we show in the Justification below that the deviation from Rayleigh scattering is
proportional to the square of the radius of gyration, R, of the molecule:

P - I c	

(25)

The radius of gyration is the radius of a thin hollow spherical shell of the same mass and
moment of inertia as the molecule (Fig. 23.9), and is calculated formally from the
expression:2

i:s.'i (a) A spherical molecule and (b) the hollow
spherical shell that has the same rotational
characteristics, The radius of the hollow shell is the
radius of gyration of the molecule. The radius of
gyration of a Solid sphere of radius R is 0.77R.

R = ( 1 R) 

/2
	

)26}

Justification 23.3

When SR 1 4 1 we can use the expansion sinx = x - 	 +	 to write
sinsR1 = SR i:, - (sR 1 ) 3 4....

and then

6N2 ij

The sum over the squares of the separations gives the radius of gyration of the molecule
(through eqn 26). Therefore

P(0)	 I —s2R 2 I	 2°R2

shows that P - 1 is proportional to R.

Because the deviation from Rayleigh scattering de, ' ds on R5 , an analysis of the
scattering intensity should give the value aIR5 for the molecule in solution. This quantity in
turn can be interpreted in terms of the size of the molecule. For example, a solid sphere of
radius  has; (3/5)' 12R, and a long thin rod of length! has R,= l/2(3)2 for rotation
about an axis perpendicular to the long axis. Once again, it must be emphasized that the
analysis must be performed on data obtained by extrapolation to zero concentration. Some
experimental values are listed in Table 23.4.

The use of laser light has led to further refinements in the application and interpretation
of light scattering. There has been a shift of emphasis towards the investigation of the time
dependence of the positions of atoms and the orientation of macromolecules in solution.
These aspects of polymer dynamics can be studied by measuring the shift of frequency that
occurs when monochromatic light is scattered by a moving target in the technique called
dynamic light scattering. In particular, laser light scattering can be used for the direct
determination of the diffusjonal characteristics of macromolecules, and provides a fast,
direct, and reliable method for the measurement of diffusion coefficients, even of
macromolecules of low stability. Polymer dynamics are also studied by inelastic neutron
scattering, and are a target of computer simulation algorithms?

2 In Problem 2325, this definition is shown to be equrvaieni to another and more moody snsuakzed one in the case of a chain ofidentical atoms: Flit rad ius of gyration is the root mean square distance of the atoms from the cnnt,e of ma

Table 23.4 Radius of gyration

M/(kgmol') R1/nm

Serum albumin	 6.6	 2.98
Polystyrene	 3.2x I 	 50t
DNA	 4x103	 117

More values are given in the Outo sectio&
tin a poor solvent



23,10 A freely jointed chain is like a three-
dimensional random walk, each step being in an
arbitrary direction but of the same length.
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Arbitrary
angle

Arbitrary
angle

23.11 A better description is obtained by fining the
bond angle ((or example, at the tetrahedral angle)
and allowing free rotation about a bond direction.

Conformation and configuration
The primary structure of a macromolecu!e is the sequence of small molecular residues
making up the chain (or network if there is cross-linking)- In the case of a synthetic polymer,
virtually all the residues are identical, and it is sufficient to name the monomer used in the

synthesis. Thus, the the repeating unit of polyethylene is —CI-I 2 CH 2—, and the primary

structure of the chain is specified by denoting it as —(CH2CH2),,—.
The concept of primary structure ceases to be trivial in the case of synthetic copolymers

and biological macromolecules, for in general these substances are chains formed from
different molecules. Proteins, for example, are polypeptides, the name signifying chains
formed from different amino acids (about twenty occur naturally) strung together by the
peptide link, —CONH—.The determination of the primary structure is then a highly complex

problem of chemical analysis called sequencing. The degradation of a polymer is a

disruption of its primary structure, when the chain breaks into shorter components.
The secondary structure of macromolecules refers to the (often local) spatially well-

characterized arrangement of the basic structural units. The secondary structure of an
isolated molecule of polyethylene is a random coil, whereas that of a protein is a highly
organized arrangement determined largely by hydrogen bonds, and taking the form of
helices or sheets in various segments of the molecule. The loss of secondary structure is
called denaturation. When the hydrogen bonds in a protein are destroyed (for instance, by
heating, as when cooking an egg) the structure denatures into a random coil.

The difference between primary and secondary structure is closely related to the
difference between the 'configuration' and the 'conformation' of a chain. The term
configuration refers to the structural features that can be changed only by breaking
chemical bonds and forming new ones. Thus, the chains —A—B—C— and —A--C--B -

have different configurations. The term conformation refers to the spatial arrangement of
the different parts of a chain, and one conformation can be changed into another by

rotating one part of a chain around a bond.
By tertiary structure is meant the overall three-dimensional structure of the molecule.

For instance, many proteins have a helical secondary structure, but in many proteins the
helix is so bent and distorted that the molecule has a globular tertiary structure. The term
quaternary structure refers to the manner in which some molecules are formed by the
aggregation of others. Haemoglobin is a famous example: each molecule consists of four

subunits of two types (the a and the ft chains).

23.6 Random coils
As the first step in unravelling the various aspects of structure, we consider the most likely
conformation of a chain of identical units that are incapable of forming hydrogen bonds or
any other type of specific bond. Polyethylene is a simple example, but the general idea
applies to a denatured protein too. The simplest model is a freely jointed chain, in which any
bond is free to make any angle with respect to the preceding one (Fig. 23.10); the residues
are assumed to occupy zero volume, so different parts of the chain can occupy the same
region of space. The model is obviously an oversimplification, because a bond is actually
constrained to a cone of angles around a direction defined by its neighbour

(Fig. 23.11).
The random coil is the least structured conformation of a polymer chain and corresponds

to the State of greatest entropy. Any stretching of the coil introduces order and reduces the
entropy. Conversely, the formation of a random coil from a more extended form is a
spontaneous process (provided enthalpy contributions do not interfere). The random coil
model is a helpful starting point for estimating the orders of magnitude of the
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3.12 The change in molar entropy of a perfect
nzbbr as its extension changes: v = I corresponds
to complete extension; &' = 0, the conformation of
highest entropy, corresponds to the random coil.
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hydrodynamic properties (such as sedimentation rates) of polymers and denatured proteins
in solution.

The elasticity of a perfect ciastomcr, a flexible polymer in wh'fr the internal energy is
independent of the extension, may also be discussed in terms of the properties of a random
coiL The strategy is to set up an expression for the conformational entropy, the statistical
entropy arising from the arrangement of bonds, and then to use various thermodynamic
relations to establish an expression for the force needed to stretch the coil. The first part of
the calculation leads to the result that the change in conformational entropy is

AS = 1kN lii(( I + vj 1 ''( I - o)' ')	 v	 it/N
	

(27)

when a polymer containing N bonds of length I is stretched or compressed by W.

Jutifieaton 23.4

Consider a one-dimensional freely jointed polymer, The conformation of a molecule can be
expressed in terms of the number of bonds pointing to the right (Ne) and the number
pointing to the left (NL). The distance between the ends of the chain is (N R - NL )l, where I
is the length of an individual bond. We write n = NR - NIL and the total number of bonds
as N = NR + NL.

The number of ways of forming a chain with a given end-to-end distance ni is the
number of ways of having V right-pointing and NL left-pointing bonds, and is given by
the binomial coefficient

N!	 N!W N
L !Nk ! {(N + o)}!( -

The conformational entropy of the chain, S = kin W, is therefore

5/k	 InN! - in {(N + n)}! - in {(N - n)}!

Because the factorials are large (except for large extensions), we can use Stirling's
approximation (Section 19.1a) in the farm

mx!	 in(2r)' 2 +

to obtain

S/k_in(2v)i12+(N+l)1n2+(N±i)lnN

- in {(N .1- )Nf+i (N -

The most probable conformation or the chain is the one with the ends close t.,ether
(n = 0), as may be confirmed by differentiation. Therefore, the maximum entropy IS

S/k = -in Pit) +(N+1)1n2_nN

The change in entropy when the chain is stretched or compressed by ni is therefore the
difference of these two quantities, and the resulting expression is eqn 27 (Fig. 23.12).

Now for the thermodynamic part of the calculation. The work done on an elastomer
when it is extended through a distance dx isP dx, where F is the restoring force. The change
in internal energy is therefore

dU = TdS -pdV + Fth

It follows that

ODUX)— =1 1 — I +F
r.v	 \vJVL

(28)

(29)
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In a perfect elastomer, as in a perfect gas, the internal energy is independent of the
dimensions (at constant temperature). SO (UU/lx)v = 0. The restoring force is therefore

F =	 j	 (30)°
\(i I i.e

If eqn 27 is now substituted into this expression (we evade problems arising from the
constraint of constant .volume by supposing that the sample contracts laterally as it is
stretched), we obtain

1 (^S)	 T (^S_)	
(1(31)1' = ---. 	 In I ---- I

1	 n 1	Ni	 2!	 \l - ii;

This function is plotted in Fig. 23.13. At low extensions, when v 4 1,

j1kT 47'
(32)°

and the sample obeys Hookes law (that the restoring force is proportional to the
displacement). For small displacements, therefore, the whole coil shakes with simple
harmonic motion.

73.I3 The restoring force, F. or a one -dimensional
perfect rubber. For small deflections, F is linearly	 (a) T'e radial distribution
proportional to extension, corresponding to Hooke's 	 As shown in the Justification below, the same model used to discuss the elasticity of a
law.

polymer can be used to calculate the probability that the ends of a one-dimensional random
coil are a distance ni apart:

2 \ 
1/2

P 
= (--) 

e 	 (33)

1.0

0.8

a-
0.6

0.4

0.2
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/3 1 4 The probability distribution for the
separation of the ends of a one-dimensional
random coil, The separation of the ends is gil, where
(is the bond length.

This function is plotted in Fig. 23.14.

I.,	 i'....

The probability of the separation being n/ is

- number of polymers with NR bond to the right

-	 total number of arrangements of bonds

- N!/NR !(N - NR )! -	 N!
2N

At this point, the development follows the same route as in the previous Justification, and
the use of Stirling's approximation gives (after quite a lot of algebra)

lnP=ln()_(N+n+l)In(l+v)_(N_n+l)1n(l_e,)

For small extensions (i'	 I) we can use the approximation In (1 ± ri) ± v - i j2, and so
obtain

1/2

lnP2ln 2(_) —Nu2

which rearranges into eqn 33.
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Equation 33 can be used to calculate the probability that in a three-dimensional coil the
ends of the chain lie in the infinitesimal range  to R + dR. We write this probability as fdR.
where

3 /2

f =	 Re''	 a = (T)	 (34)

As usual, N is the number of bonds and I is the bond length .3 Equation 34 shows that in
some coils (the proportion being given by the value of f with R large), the ends may be far
apart, whereas in others their separation is small. An alternative interpretation is to regard
each coil as ceaselessly writhing from one conformation to another; then fdR is the
probability that at any instant the chain will be found with the separation of its ends
between I? and R 1- dR.

(b) Measures of size
There are several measures of the geometrical size of a random coil. The contour length, R,
is the length of the macromolecule measured along its backbone from atom to atom (the
maximum distance that the random walker could walk). For a polymer of N monomer units
each of length 1, the contour length is

R0 = NI	 (35)

The root mean square separation, R,, 3 , is a measure of the average separation of the ends
of a random coil: it is the square root of the mean value of R 2 , calculated by weighting each
possible value of R 2 with the probability that R occurs:

\l/2
RMIS = ( J 

R2JdR ) = N"2 !	 (36)
\ 0	 1

We see that, as the number of monomer units increases, the root mean square separation of
its ends increases as N" 2 (Fig. 23.15), and consequently its volume increases as N312.

Similarly, the radius of gyration of the coil is

Rg	
() ti2

	
(37)

The radius of gyration also increases as N112

Examplc 23.6 Calculating the dimensions of a random coil

Calculate the mean separation of the ends of a freely jointed polymer chain of fr bonds of
length 1.

Method The general expression for the mean nth power of the end-to-end separation is

(R= I R"fdR
Jo

which should be used with n = I and f from eqn 34

Answcr The mean separation is

(R) = 4n(_)[ Re°2dR 
= 2	 (8N 1/2

an'12

Here and elsewhere we are ignoring the fact that the chain cannot be longer than NI. Although egn 34 graca a IrZeno
probability for R>N(, I be values are so srrrall that the errors in pretending that R can range up to infinity are negligible
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The standard integral we have used is

f xe dx =

Cummcnl The result must be multiplied by a factor when the chain is not freely jointed: see
below.

Self-Icct 23.6 Evaluate the root mean square separation of the ends of the chain.
(N"24

(c) Constrained chains
Before making use of these conclusions we must remove the freedom for bond angles to
take any value. This adjustment is simple for long chains, for we can take groups of
neighbouring bonds and consider the direction of their resultant. Although the individual
bonds are constrained to a single cone of angle 9, the resultant of several bonds lies in a
random direction. By concentrating on such groups rather than individuals, it turns out that
for long chains the average values given above should be multiplied by

F- l-cosO\"2
- (i+cosO)

For tetrahedral bonds, for which cos 0 = - (that is. 0 = 109.51. F = 2 1 /2 . Therefore:

R, = (2N)' 12 !	 R8 
= (^)

	
(39)

(38)

Illustration

For a polyethylene chain with M = 56 kg mot', corresponding to N = 4000, because
= 154 pm for a C—C bond, we find R 14 nm and R = 5.6 nm (Fig. 23.16). This

value of R.means that, on average, the coils rotate like hollow spheres of radius 5,6 nm and
mass equal to the molecular mass.

The model of a randomly coiled molecule is still an approximation, even after the bond
angles have been restricted, because it does not take into account the impossibility of two or
more atoms occupying the same place. Such self-avoidance tends to swell the coil, so it is
better to n'gard R and R. as lower bounds to the actual values. The model also ignores the
role of the solvent: a poor solvent will tend to cause the coil to tighten so that solute-
solvent contacts are minimized; a good solvent does the opposite. A 0 solvent leaves the coil
in its natural state.

23.7 11clies and sheets

23.16 A random coil in three dimnsjons. This one	
Natural macromolecules need a precisely maintained conformation to function. The

contains about 200 units. The root mean square	 achievement of a specific conformation is the major remaining problem in protein synthesis
distance between the ends (R,,,l and the radius of 	 for, although primary structures can be built, the product is inactive because the correct
gyration (J) are indicated,	 secondary structure is not adopted.

46—A
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(a) The Corey-Pauling rules

700

:
freedom

132.5 pm H.
151 pm 116°1-'--

/_-123.5° 122°
/124 pm

O	 Rotation
freedoir

The origin of the secondary structures of proteins is found in the rules formulated by Linus
Pauling and Robert Corey in 1951. The essential feature is the stabilization of structures by
hydrogen bonds involving the peptide link. The tatter can act both as a donor of the H atom
(the NH part of the link) and as an acceptor (the CO part). The Corey-Pauling rules are as

102 pm
	 follows (Fig. 23.17):

1. The atoms of the peptide link lie in a plane.

145.5 pm	 2. The N, H. and 0 ato.46 of a hydrogen bond lie in a straight line (with
displacements of H tolerated up to not more than 30° from the N—O vector).

7(. 	 3. All NH and CO groups are engaged in hydrogen bonding.

The rules are satisfied by two structures. One, in which hydrogen bonding occurs between
peptide links of the same chain, is the a helix. The other, in which hydrogen bonding links
different chains, is the 1$-pleated sheet; this form is the secondary structure of the protein
fibroin, the constituent of silk.

The a helix is illustrated in Fig. 23.18. Each turn of the helix contains 3.6 amino acid
residues, so the period of the helix corresponds to 5 turns (I TI residues). The pitch of a single
turn (the distance between points separated by 360°) is 544 pm. The N—H• . . 0 bonds li&

parallel to the axis and residue i is linked to residues i - 4 and i + 4. There is freedom for the
helix to be arrang'd as either a right- or a left-handed screw, but the overwhelming majority
of natural polypeptides are right-handed on account of the preponderance of the L-

configuration of the naturally occurring amino acids, as we explain below. The reason for
their preponderance is uncertain, but it may be related to the symmetries of fundamental
particles and the nonconservation of parity (the fact that this universe behaves differently
from its hypothetical mirror image).

(b) Conformational energy
The stabilities of different prilypeptide geometries can be investigated by calculating the
total potential energy of all the interactions between nonbonded atoms, and looking for a
minimum. It turns out, in agreement with experience, that a right-handed a helix of L-amino
acids is marginally more stable than a left-handed helix of the same acids.

The geometry of the chain can be specified by two angles, 0 (the torsional angle for the

N—C bond) and i/i (the torsional angle for the C--C bond). The illustration in Fig. 23.19
defines these angles. The sign convention is that a positive angle means that the front atom
must be rotated clockwise to bring it into an eclipsed position relative to the rear atom. The
illustration shows the all-trans form of the chain, in which all iji and 0 are 180°. A helix is

obtained when all the 0 are equal and when all the ,Li are equal. For a right-handed a helix,
all 4 = - 57° and all cu - - 47°. For a left-handed a helix, both angles are positive. Because
only two angles are needed to specify the conformation of a helix, and they range from
-180° to +180'. the potential energy of the entire molecule can be represented on a
Ramachandran plot, a contour diagram in which one axis represents 4 and the other

represents Li.
The potential energy of a given conformation (, y) can be calculated by using the

expressions developed in Sections 22.3 and 22.4; the procedure is now widely automated in
commercially available molecular modelling software. For example, the interaction energy of
two atoms separated by a distance R (which we know once 0 and i i are specified) can be
given the Lennard-Jones (12,6) form. If the partial charges on the atoms (arising from ionic
character in the bonds) are known, a Coulombic contribution of the form hR can be
included. The inclusion of Coulombic interactions is sometimes accomplished by ascribing
charges -0.28e and +0.28e to N and H, respectively, and -0.39 and +0.39e to 0 and C.

21 I 1 The dimensions that characterize the peptide
link. The C--CO-Nil--C storm define a plane (the
C-N bond has partial double-bond character), but
there is rotational freedom around the C-CO and
N-C bonds.

HCNO

2 3 .1 8 The polypeptide a helix. There are 3.6
residues per turn, and a translation along the helix
of 150 pm per residue, giving a pitch of 540 pm.
The diameter (ignoring side chains) is about
600 pen

4G--B
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2311 The structure of niyoglobin. Only the a-
carbon atom positions are shown. The hahm group,
the oxygen binding group, is shown as a shaded
region. (Based on M.F. Peruti, copyright Scientific
American, 1964; with permission.)
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23 19 The definition of the torsional angles 0 and 	 2320 Ramachandran diagrams for (a) a glycyt residue of a polypeptide chain and (h) an alanyl residue.
between two peptide units. In this case (an s-I-	 The darker the shading is, the tower the potential energy. The glycyl diagram in symmetrical, but regions I

polypeptide) the chain has been drawn in its all-	 and It in the alanine diagram, which correspond to right- and left-handed helim are unsymmetrical,
trans form, with 1k	 IltO.	 and the minimum in region lies lower than that in region II. (After GA Brant and P.J. Flory, J. Mal.

BloT 23 47 (1967).)

respectively. There is also a torsional contribution arising from the barrier to internal
rotation of one bond relative to another (just like the barrier to internal rotation in ethane),
and which is normally expressed as

V=A(l + cos 34,)+B(l +cos3,fr)	 (40)

in which A and B are constants of the order of I kJmol1.
The potential energy contours for the helical form of polypeptide chains formed from the

nonchiral amino acid glycine (R - H) and the chiral amino acid L-alanine are shown in
Fig. 23.20. They were computed by summing all the contributions described above for each
choice of angles, and thenplotting contours of equal potential energy. The glycine map is
symmetrical, with mininnaf of equal depth at 4, = -80°, li +90° and at 4, =

= 90° In contrast, the map for L-alanine is unsymmetrical, and there are three distinct
(ow-energy conformations (marked I, II, Ill). The minima of regions I and II lie close to the
angles typical of right- and left-handed a helices, but the former has a lower minimum,
which is consistent with the formation of right-handed helices from the naturally occurring
L-amino acids.

23.8 Hi9hcr.-order struc'turcs

Helical polypeptide chains are folded into a tertiary structure if there are other bonding
influences between the residues of the chain that are strong enough to overcome the
interactions responsible for the secondary structure. The folding influences include disulfide
(—S—S---) links, ionic interactions (which depend on the pH), and strong hydrogen bonds
(such as 0—H- - . 0—) and is illustrated by the structure of myoglobin (Fig. 2311), the full
structure (of 2600 atoms) having been determined by X-ray diffraction. The folding of the
basic a helix caused by disulfide links can he seen in the structure: about 77 per cent of the
structure is cr helix, the rest being involved in the folds.

Proteins with M>50 kgmoF t are often found to be aggregates of two or more
polypeptide chains. The possibility of such a quaternary structure often confuses the
determination of their molar masses, for different techniques might give values differing by
factors of 2 or more. Haemoglobin, which consists of four myoglobin-like chains, 15 an
example.

Protein denaturation can be caused by several means, and different aspects of structure
may be affected. The 'permanent waving' of hair, for example, is reorganization at the
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quaternary level. Hair is a form of the protein keratin, and its quaternary structure is thought
to be a multiple helix, with the a helices bound together by disulfide links and hydrogen
bonds (although there is some dispute about its precise structure). The process of permanent
waving consists of disrupting these links, unravelling the keratin quaternary structure, and
then reforming it into a more fashionable disposition. The permanence is only temporary,
however, because the structure of newly formed hair is genetically controlled. Incidentally,
normal hair grows at a rate that requires at least 10 twists of the keratin helix to be
produced each second, so very close inspection of the human scalp would show it to be
literally writhing with activity.

Denaturation at the secondary level is brought about by agents that destroy hydrogen
bonds. Thermal motion may be sufficient, in which case denaturation is a kind of
intramolecular melting. When eggs are cooked, the albumin is denatured irreversibly, and
the protein collapses into a structure resembling a random coil. This helix—coil transition is
sharp, like ordinary melting, because it is a cooperative process: when one hydrogen bond
has been broken it is easier to break the bonds to its neighbours, and then even easier to
break their bonds, and so on. The disruption cascades down the helix, and the transition
occurs sharply. Denaturation may also be brought about chemically. For instance, a solvent
that forms stronger hydrogen bonds than those within the helix will compete successfully
for the NH and CO groups. Acids and bases can cause denaturation by protonation or
deprotonation of groups involved in hydrogen bonding.

Colloids and surfactant
Much of the material discussed in this chapter also applies to aggregates of particles, either
in the form of small particles or of extended sheets, like those forming biological cell walls.
However, these systems present a number of specific properties, and we concentrate on
them.

23.9 The propertics of colloids
A colloid, or disperse phase, is a dispersion of small particles of one material in another. In
this context, 'small' means something less than about 500 nm in diameter (about the
wavelength of visible light). In general, colloidal particles are aggregates of numerous atoms
or molecules, but are too small to be seen with an ordinary optical microscope. They pass
through most filter papers, but can be detected by light-scattering, sedimentation, and
osmosis.

(a) Classification and preparation
The name given to the disperse phase depends on the two phases involved. A sol is a
dispersion of a solid in a liquid (such as clusters of gold atoms in water) or of a solid in a solid
(such as ruby glass, which is a gold-in-glass sol, and achieves its colour by scattering). An
aerosol is a dispersion of a liquid in a gas (like fog and many sprays) or a solid in a gas (such
as smoke): the particles are often large enough to be seen with a microscope. An emulsion is
a dispersion of a liquid in a liquid (such as milk).

A further classification of colloids is as lyophilic, or solvent-attracting, and lyophobic,
solvent-repelling. If the solvent is water, the terms hydrophilic and hydrophobic,
respectively, are used instead. Lyophobic colloids include the metal sols. Lyophilic colloids
generally have some chemical similarity to the solvent, such as —OH groups able to form
hydrogen bonds. A gel is a semirigid mass of a lyophilic sol in which all the dispersion
medium has penetrated into the sob particics.
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The preparation of aerosols can be as simple as sneezing (which produces an imperfect
aerosol), Laboratory and commercial methods make use of several techniques. Material (for
example, quartz) may be ground in the presence of the dispersion medium. Passing a heavy
electric current through a cell may lead to the sputtering (crumbling) of an electrode into
colloidal particles. Arcing between electrodes immersed in the support medium also
produces a colloid. Chemical precipitation sometimes results in a colloid. A precipitate (for
example, silver iodide) already formed may be dispersed by the addition of a peptizing agent
(for example, potassium iodide). Clays may be peptized by alkalis, the 0H ion being the

active agent.
Emulsions are normally prepared by shaking the two components together vigorously,

although some kind of emulsifying agent usually has to be added to stabilize the product.
This emulsifying agent may be a soap (the salt of a long-chain carboxylic acid) or other
surfactant (surface active) species, or a lyophilic sol that forms a protective film around the
dispersed phase. In milk, which is an emulsion of fats in water, the emulsifying agent is
casein, a protein containing phosphate groups. It is clear from the formation of cream on the
surface of milk that casein is not completely successful in stabilizing milk: the dispersed fats
coalesce into oily droplets which float to the surface. This coagulation may be prevented by
ensuring that the emulsion is dispersed very finely initially: intense agitation with
ultrasonics brings this dispersion about, the product being homogenized' milk.

One way to form an aerosol is to tear apart a spray of liquid with a jet of gas. The dispersal
is aided if a charge is applied to the liquid, for then electrostatic repulsions help to blast it
apart into droplets. This procedure may also be used to produce emulsions, for the charged
liquid phase may be directed into another liquid.

Colloids are often purified by dialysis. The aim is to remove much (hut not all, for reasons
explained later) of the onic material that may have accompanied their formation. As in the
discussion of the Donnan effect in Section 23.2b. a membrane (for example, cellulose) is
selected that is permeable to solvent and ions, but not to the colloid particles. Dialysis is very
slow, and is normally accelerated by applying an electric field and making use of the charges
carried by many colloid particles; the technique is then called electrodialysis.

(b) Structure and stability
A disperse phase is thermodynamically unstable with respect to the bulk. This instability can
be expressed thermodynamically by noting that, because the change in Gibbs energy, dG,
when the surface area of the sample changes by do at constant temperature and pressure is

dG = ;'drr, where; is the interfacial surface tension (Section 6.10), it follows that dG <0 if
do <0. The survival of colloids must therefore be a consequence of the kinetics of collapse:
colloids are thermodynamically unstable but kinetically nonlabile.

At first sight, even the kinetic argument seems to fail: colloidal particles attract each
other over large distances, so there is a long-range force that tends to condense them into a
single blob. The reasoning behind this remark is as follows. The energy of attraction between

two individual atoms i and  separated by a distance R, 1 , one in each colloidal particle, varies

as their separation as I /R (Section 22.4). The sum of all these pairwise interactions,

however, decreases only as approximately I JR2 (the precise variation depending on the

shape of the particles and their closeness), where R is the separation of the centres of the

particles. The sum has a much longer range than the I /R' dependence characteristic of

individual particles and small molecules.
Several factors oppose the long-range dispersion attraction. For example, there may be a

protective film at the surface of the colloid particles that stabilizes the interface and cannot
be penetrated when two particles touch. Thus the surface atoiis of a platinum sal in water
react chemically and are turned into -Pt(OH) 3 H 3 , and this layer encases the particle like a

shell. A fat can be emulsified by a soap because the long hydrocarbon tails penetrate the oil
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23.27 A schematic version of a spherical micelle.
The hydrophilic groups are represented by spheres
and the hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains are
represented by the stalks; these stalks are mobile.

Molar
conductivity

CIVIC

Concentration of surfactant

23.23 The typical variation of some physical
properties of an aqueous solution of sodium
dodecyl5ulfate close to the critical micelle
concentration ICMCi.

droplet but the carboxylate head groups (or other hydrophilic groups in synthetic
detergents) surround the surface, form hydrogen bonds with water, and give rise to a
shell of negative charge that repels a possible approach from another similarly charged
particle.

(c) Micelle formation and the hydrophobic interaction
Surfactant molecules or ions can cluster together as micelles, which are colloid-sized
clusters of molecules, for their hydrophobic tails tend to congregate, and their hydrophilic
heads provide protection (Fig. 23.22). Micelles form only above the critical micelle
concentration (CIVIC) and above the Krafft temperature. The CIVIC is detected by noting a
pronounced discontinuity in physical properties of the solution, particularly the molar
conductivity (Fig. 23.23). The hydrocarbon interior of a micelle is like a droplet of oil. Nuclear
magnetic resonance shows that the hydrocarbon tails are mobile, but slightly more
restricted than in the bulk. Micelles are important in industry and biology on account of
their solubilizing function: mattrr can be transported by water after it has been dissolved in
their hydrocarbon interiors. For this rr;rson, micellarsystemsare used as detergents and drug
carriers, and for organic synthesis, froth flotation, and petroleum recovery.

Nonionic surfactant molecules may cluster together in clumps of 1000 or more, but ionic
species tend to be disrupted by the electrostatic repulsions between head groups and are
normally limited to groups of less than about 100. The micelle population is often
polydisperse, and the shapes of the individual micelles vary with concentration. Spherical
micelles do occur, but micelles are more commcinly flattened spheres close to the CIVIC. Some
micelles at concentrations well above the CIVIC form extended parallel sheets, called lamellar
micelles, two molecules thick. The individual molecules lie perpendicular to the sheets, with
hydrophilic groups on the outside in aqueous solution and on the inside in nonpolar media.
Such lamellar micelles show a close resemblance to biological membranes, and are often a
useful model on which to base investigations of biological structures. In concentrated
solutions micelles formed from surfactant molecules may take the form of long cylinders
and stack together in reasonably close-packed (hexagonal) arrays. These orderly
arrangements of micelles are called lyotropic mesonsorphs, and more colloquially 'liquid
crystalline phases' (Section 24.5e).

Micelle formation in aqueous systems is commonly endothermic, with 1-2 Id per
mole of surfactant. That micelles do form above the CIVIC indicates that the entropy change
accompanying their formation must then be positive, and measurements suggest a value of
about + 140 J K - ' rnol at room temperature. The fact that the entropy change is positive
even though the molecules are clustering together shows that there must be a contribution
to the entropy from the solvent, and that solvent molecules must be more free to move once
the solute molecules have herded into small clusters. This interpretation is plausible, because
each individual solute molecule is held in an organized solvent cage (Fig. 23.24), but once
the micelle has formed the solvent molecules need form only a single (admittedly larger)
cage. The increase in energy when hydrophobic groups cluster together and reduce their
structural demands on the solvent is the origin of the hydrophobic interaction, which tends
to stabilize groupings of hydrophobic groups in biological macromolecules. The hydrophobic
interaction is an example of an ordering process that is stabilized by a tendency toward
greater disorder of the solvent.

(d) The electrical double layer
A major source of kinetic stability of colloids is the existence of an electric charge on the
surfaces of the particles. On account of this charge, ions of opposite charge tend to cluster
nearby, and an ionic atmosphere is formed, just as for ions (Section 10.2c).



23.24 When a hydrocarbon molecule is surrounded
by water, the H 1 0 molecules form a clalhrate cage.
As a result of this acquisition of structure, the
entropy of the water decreases so the dispersal of
the hydroca rbon i n to the water is cntriipy - o;iposesl:

its coalescence is entropy-favoured.
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2325 The potential energy of interaction as a
function of the separation of the centres of the
two particles and its variation with the ratio of the
particle size to the thickness a of the electrical
double layer re,. The regions labelled coagulation
and flocculation show the dips in the potential
energy curves where these processes occur.
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Two regions of charge must be distinguished. First, there is a fairly immobile layer of ions
that adhere tightly to the surface of the colloidal particle, and which may include water
molecules (if that is the support medium). The radius of the sphere that captures this rigid
layer is called the radius of shear, and is the major factor determining the mobility of the
particles. The electric potential at the radius of shear relative to its value in the distant, bulk
medium is called the zeta potential, , or the electrokinetic potential. Second, the charged
unit attracts an oppositely charged atmosphere of mobile ions. The inner shell of charge and

the outer ionic atmosphere is called the electrical double layer.
The theory of the stability of lyophobic dispersions was developed by B. Derjaguifl and

L Landau and independently by E. Verwey and J.T.G. Overbeek, and is known as the DLVO
theory. It assumes that there is a balance between the repulsive interaction between the
charges of the electrial double layers on neighbouring particles and the attractive
interactions arising from van der Waals interactions between the molecules in the particles.
The potential energy arising from the repulsion of double layers on particles of radius a has

the form

Vrrpu i ,on =	 c -	 (41)

where .4 is a constant,	 is the zeta potential, 4 R is the separation of centres, s is the

separation of the surfaces of the two particles (s R - 2a for spherical particles of radius

a), and r0 is the thickness of the double layer. This expression is valid for small particles with

a thick double layer (a 4 r0). When the double layer is thin (a >. ri,), the expression is

replaced by

Vre i,uinion = .4 Aa 2 ln(l + e'1'')	 (42)

In each case, the thickness of the double layer can be estimated from an expression like that
derived for the thickness of the ionic atmosphere in the Debye-Huekel theory (eqn 10.33):

1/2cRT \
rn =	

(43)

where! is the ionic strength of the solution, p its mass density, and h' = I mol kg t . The

potential energy arising from the attractive interaction has the form

' at(raei3Ofl = - ()

where B is another constant. The v . riation of the total potential energy with separation is

shown in Fig. 23.25.
At high ionic strengths, the ionic atmosphere is dense and the potential shows a

secondary minimum at large separations. Aggregation of the particles arising from the
stabilizing effect of this secondary minimum is called flocculation. The flocculated material
can often be redispersed by agitation because the well is so shallow. Coagulation, the
irreversible blending together of distinct particles into large particles, occurs when the
separation of the particles is so small that they enter the primary minimum of the potential
energy curve and van der Wuals forces are dominant.

The ionic strength is increased by the addition of tons, particularly those of high charge
type, sn such ions act as flocculating agents. [his increase is the basis of the empirical
Schulze-Hardy rule, that hydrophobic colloids are flocculated most efficiently by ions of
opposite charge type and high charge number. The Al" ions in alum are very effective, and
are used to induce the congealing of blood. When river water containing colloidal clay flows

4

	

	 the ctual potCniOi is that of ihC surface at the wrtrc i e n; there is some danqer in identifyrrrq if with time zeta potentiaL See the

ref erences in Further reading
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23.26 The plot of drift speed against pH by which
the isoelectric point of a macromolecule can be
determined: it corresponds to the p11 at which the
drift speed in the presence of an electric field is zero.
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into the sea, the salt water induces flocculation and coagulation, and is a major cause of
lilting in estuaries.

Metal oxide sols tend to be positively charged whereas sulfur and the noble metals tend
to be negatively charged. Naturally occurring macromolecules also acquire a charge when
dispersed in water, and an important feature of proteins and other natural macromolecules
is that their overall charge depends on the pH of the medium. For instance, in acidic
environments protons attach to basic groups, and the net charge of the macromolecule is
positive; in basic media the net charge is negative as a result of proton loss. At the isoelectric
point the pH is such that there is no net charge on the macromolecule.

Example 23.7 Dterrnining the i5OCkctr,C point

The drift speed of bovine serum albumin (BSA) under the influence of an electric field in
aqueous solution was monitored at several values of pH, and the data are listed below
(opposite signs indicate opposite directions of travel). What is the isoelectric point of the
protein?

pH	 4.20	 4.56	 5.20	 5.65	 6.30	 7.00
Speed/(p,ns_ i )	 +0.50	 +0.18	 —0.25	 —0.65	 —0.90	 —1.25

Method The macromolecule has zero electrophoretic mobility when it is uncharged.
Therefore, the isoelectric point is the pH at which it does not migrate in an electric field. We
should therefore plot speed against pH and find by interpolation the pH of zero mobility.

Answer The data are plotted in Fig. 23.26. The drift speed is zero at p11 = 4.8; hence
pH = 4.8 is the isoelectric point.

Comment For some species, the isoelectric point must be obtained by extrapolation
because the macromolecule might not be stable over the whole pH range.

Sell-test 13.7 The following data were obtained for another protein:

PH	 4.5	 5.0	 .5.5	 6.0
Speed/(pm s i 1	 —0.10	 —0.20	 —0.30	 —0.35

Estimate the p11 of the isodectric point.

[4.3].....

The primary role of the electrical double layer is to confer kinetic stability. Colliding
colloidal particles break through the double layer and coalesce only if tbe collision is
sufficiently energetic to disrupt the layers of ions and solvating molecules, or if thermal
motion has stirred away the surface accumulation of charge.-This disruption may occur at
high temperatures, which is one reason why sols precipitate when they are heated. The
protective role of the double layer is the reason why it is important not to remove all the ions
when a colloid is being purified by dialysis, and why proteins coagulate most readily at their
isoelectric point.

23.10 Surface films

The compositions of surface layers have been investigated by the simple (but technically
elegant) procedure of slicing thin layers off the surfaces of solutions and analysing their
compositions. The physical properties of surface films have also been investigated. Surface
films one molecule thick, such as that formed by a surfactant, are called monolayers. When a
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Compression
barrier

float

23.27 A schematic diagram of the apparatus used
to mrs. ire the surface pressure and other
chlractcristics of a surface film. The surfactant is
spread on the surface of the liquid in the trough,
and then compressed horizontally by moving the
compression barrier towards the mica float. The
latter is connected to a torsion wire, so the
difference in force on either side of the float can
be monitored.
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monolayer has been transferred to a solid support, it is called a l.angmuir-Blodgett film,
after lrviig Langmuir and Katherine Blodgett, who developed experimental techniques for
studying them.

(a) Surface pressure
The principal apparatus used for the study of surface monolayers is a surface film balance.
Fig. 23.27. This device consists of a shallow trough and a barrier that can be moved along the
surface of the liquid in the trough, and hence compress any monolayer on the surface. The
surface pressure, it, the difference between the surface tension of the pure solvent and the
solution (it = - y) is measured by using a torsion wire attached to a strip of mica that
rests on the surface and against which one edge of the monolayer is pressed. The parts of the
apparatus that are in touch with liquids are coated in polytetrafluoroethylene to eliminate
effects arising from the liquid-solid interface. In an actual experiment, a small amount
(about 0.01 mg) of the surfactant under investigation is dissolved in a volatile solvent and
then poured on to the surface of the water; the compression barrier is then moved across the
surface and the surface pressure exerted on the mica bar is monitored.

Some typical results are shown in Fig. 23.28. One parameter obtained from the isotherms
is the area occupied by the molecules when the monolayer is closely packed. This quantity is
obtained from the extrapolation of the steepest part of the isotherm to the horizontal axis.
As can be seen from the illustration, even though stearic acid (1) and isostearic acid (2) are
chemically very similar (they differ only in the location of a methyl group at the end of a
long hydrocarbon chain), they occupy significantly different areas in the monolayer. Neither,
though, occupies as much area as the tri-p-cresyl phosphate molecule (3), which is like a
wide bush rather than a lanky tree.

The second feature to note from Fig. 23.28 is that the tri-p-cresyl phosphate isotherm is
much less steep than the stearic acid isotherms. This difference indicates that the tri-p-cresyl
phosphate flInt is more compressible than the stearic acid films, which is consistent with
their different molecular structures.

A third feature of the isotherms is the collapse pressure, the highest surface pressure.
When the monolayer is compressed beyond the point represented by the collapse pressure,
the monolayer buckles and collapses into a film several molecules thick. As can be seen from
the isotherms in Fig, 23.28, stearic acid has a high collapse pressure, but that of tri-p-cresyl
phosphate is significantly smaller, indicating a much weaker film.

COOH 1	 9 -
O-°-fr o—

COOH

1 Stearic acid	 2 Isostearic acid	 3 Tri-p -cresyl phosphate
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(b) The thermodynamics of surface layers
A surfactant is active at the interface between two phases, such as at the interface between
hydrophilic and hydrophobic phases. A surfactant accumulates at the interface, and
modifies its surface tension and hence the surface pressure. To establish the relation
between the concentration of surfactant at a surface and the change in surface tension it
brings about, we consider two phases a and fl in contact and suppose that the system

consists of several components J, each one present in an overall amount flj . If the

components were distributed uniformly through the two phases right up to the interface,

which is taken to b y a plane of surface area a, the total Gibbs energy, G, would be the sum of

the Gibbs cnrqies of both phases, (: = G(a) + G(ft). However, the components are not

uniformly distributed because one may accumulate at the interface. As a result, the sum of
the two Gibbs enerqies differs from G by an amount called the surface Gibbs energy,

G(a) = G -- {G(a) + G(fl)}	 [45]

Similarly, if it is supposed that the concentration of a species J is uniform right up to the
interface, then from its volume we would conclude that it contains an amount n ) (a) of J in

phase a and an amount ii(3) in phase /3. However, because a species may accumulate at the
interface, the total amount of J differs from the sum of these two amounts by

n(ri) = it1 - ( n3 (a) + ti(/I)}. This difference is expressed in terms of the surface excess,

r1:

1', =	 (46]

The surface excess may be vithcr positive (an accumulation of J at the interface) or negative

(a deficiency there).
The relation between the change in surface tension and the composition of a surface (as

expressed by the surface excess) was derived by Gibbs. In the following Justification we

derive the Gibbs isotherm, between the changes in the chemical potentials of the
substances present in the interface and the change in surface tension:

-	
(47)

Justification 2.6

A general change in G is brought about by changes in T, p, and the it1:

dG = —SdT + Vdp + yda +	 juj dn,

When this relation is applied to G, G(a), and G(j3) we find

dG(a) = —S(a)dT+)'do+,u,dflj()

because at equilibrium the chemical potential of each component is the same in every

phase, jtj (a) = i3 (fl) = ;i(a). Just as in the discussion of partial molar ouantities
(Section 7.1), the last equation integrates at constant temperature to

G(a) = ya +	 iL,fl.i(17)
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We are seeking a connection between the change of surface tension dy and the chan qe of
composition at the interface. Therefore, we use the argument which in Section 7.1d led to
the Gibbs-Duhem equation (eqn 7.12), but this time we compare the expression

dG(ri) = ydr +

(which is valid at constant temperature) with the expression for the same quantity but
derived from the preceding equation:

dG(e) = ydci -I- czdy + > 4J dnJ +

The comparison implies that, at constant temperature,

=0

Division by a then gives eqn 47.

Now consider a simplified model of the interface in which the 'oil' and 'water' phases are
separated by a geometrically flat surface. This approximation implies that only the
surfactant, S. accumulates at the surface, and hence that r 1 and Fw,,r are both zero. Then
the Gibbs equation becomes

dy =	 dus

For dilute solutions,

this =RTdlnc

where c is the molar concentration of the surfactant. It follows that

dy = _prr±

at constant temperature, or

('\ -. RTT'
C

If the surfactant accumulates at the interface, its surface excess is positive and eqn 50
implies that (l)/ic), <0. That is, the surface tension decreases when a solute accumulates
at a surface. Conversely, if the concentration dependence of y is known, the surface excess
nay be predicted and used to infer the area occupied by each surfactant molecule on the
surface.

(48)

(49)°

(50)°
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Exercises
23.1 (a) Calculate the number-average molar mass and the mass-
average molar mass of a mixture of equal amounts of two polymers,
one having M = 62 kgmol and the other M 78 kgmol'.

23.1 (b) Calculate the number-average molar mass and the mass-
average molar mass of a mixture of two polymers, one having
M = 62 kgmoP' and the other M = 78 kgmol', with their
amounts (numbers of moles) in the ratio 3 2.

23.2 (a) A polymer chain consists of 700 segments, each 0.90 nm
long. If the chain were ideally flexible, what would be the r.m.s.
separation of the ends of the chain?

23.2 (b) A polymer chain consists of 1200 segments, each 1.125 nni
long. If the chain were ideally flexible, what would be the r.m.s.
separation of the ends of the chain?

23.3 (a) Theradius of gyration of a long chain molecule is found to
be 7.3 nm. The chain consists of C-C links. Assume the chain is
randomly coiled and estimate the number of links in the chain.

23.3 (b) The radius of gyration of a long chain molecule is found to be
18.9 nm. The chain consists of links of length 450 pm. Assume the
chain is randomly coiled and estimate the number of links in the chain.

23.4 (a) Calculate the contour length (the length of the extended
chain) and the root mean square separation (the end-to-end distance)
for polyethylene with a molar mass 01280 kgmol'

23.4 (b) Calculate the contour length (the length of the extended
chain) and the root mean square separation (the end-to-end distance)
for polypropylene of molar mass 174 kgniol.

23.5 (a) What is the relative rate of sedimentation for two spherical
particles of the same density, but which differ in radius by a factor of
10?

23.5 (b) What is the relative rate of sedimentation for two spherical
particles with densities 1.10 gcrn and 1.18 gem 3 and which
differ in radius by a factor of 8.4, the former being the larger?

23.6 (a) Find the drift speed of a particle of radius 20 /1111 and
density 1750 kgrn 3 which is settling from suspension in water
(density 1000 kgm 3 ) under the influence of gravity alone, the
viscosity of water is 8.9 x 10 -4 kgnr' s.

23.6 (b) Find the drift speed of a particle of radius 15.5 pm and
density 1250 kgm 3 which is settling from suspension in water
(density lOGO kg m -3 ) under the influence of gravity alone. The
viscosity of water is 8.9x io- kgrn s'1.

23.7 (a) Human haemoglobin has a specific volume of
0.749x 10 m 3 kg - ', a sedimentation constant of 4.48 Sv, and a
diffusion coefficient of 6.9 x 10 m 2 s 1 . Determine its molar mass
from this information.

23.7 (b) A synthetic polymer has a specific volume of
8.01 x 10 m3 kg, a sedimentation constant of 7.46 Sv, and a
diffusion coefficient of 7.72x I0 11 m 2 s 1 . Determine its molar
mass from this information.

23.8 (a) At 20°C the diffusion coefficient of a macromolecule is
found to be 8,3x 10_ 11 m2 s. Its sedimentation constant is 3.2 Sv

in a solution of density 1.06 g cm - 3 . The specific volume of the
macromolecule is 0.656 cm 3 g. Determine the molar mass of the
macromolecule.

23.8 (b) At 20°C the diffusion coefficient of a macromolecule is
found to be 7.9 x 1011 M2 S-1. Its sedimentation constant is 5.1 Sv
in a solution of density 997 kgni 3 . The specific volume of the
macromolecule is 0.721 cm3 9 1 . Determine the molar mass of the
macromolecule.

23.9 (a) A solution consists of solvent, 30 per cent by mass of a
dimer with M = 30 kgmol and its monomer. What average molar
mass would be obtained from measurement of: (a) osmotic pressure,
(b) light scattering?

23.9 (b) A solution consists of 25 per cent by mass of a trimer with
M = 22 kg mol -l and its monomer. What average molar mass would
be obtained by measurement of: (a) osmotic pressure, (b) light
scattering?

23.10 (a) A polyclectrolyte Na30P with M = 100 kgmol_i at a
concentration 1.00 g/(lOO cm 3 ) was equilibrated in the presence of
0.0010 M NaCI(aq) (that is, [Na"] R = 0.0010 mol L 1 ). What is the
value of (Na 1 I t at equilibrium?

23.10 (b) A polyelectrolyte K 15 P with M = 98.0 kgmol at a
concentration 2.00 g/(100 cm 3 ) was equilibrated in the presence of
0.0015 MKCI(aq) (that is, [K]R = 0.0010 moIL'). What is the
value of [K '4' ] L at equilibrium?

23.11 (a) At the start of a membrane equilibrium experiment, the
first compartment contains 1.00 L of solution with an NaX
concentration of 0.100 mol L, where X cannot pass through the
membrane. The second compartment has 2.00 L of
0.030 M NaCl(aq). Find the concentration of Cl - ions in the first
compartment after equilibrium is established.

23.11 (b) At the start of a membrane equilibrium experiment, the
first compartment contains 1.00 L of solution with a KX concentra-
tion of 0. 150 mol L , where X cannot pass through the membrane.
The second compartment has 2.00 L of 0.045 M KCI(aq). Find the
concentration of Cl - ions in the first compartment after equilibrium
is established.

23.12 (a) The data from a sedimentation equilibrium experiment
performed at 300 K on a macromolecular solute in aqueous solution
show that a graph of Inc against r2 is a straight line with a slope of
729 cm -2 . The rotational rate of the centrifuge was 50000 r.p.m The
Specific volume of the solute is 0.61 cm 3 g''. Calculate the molar
mass of the solute.

23.12 (b) The data from a sedimentation equilibrium experiment
performed at 293 K on a macromolecular solute in aqueous solution
show that a graph of Inc against (r/cm) 2 is a straight line with a
slope of 821. The rotation rate of the centrifuge was 1080 I1. The
specific volume of the solute is 7.2 x 10' m 3 kg'. Calculate the
molar mass of the solute.
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23.13 (a) Calculate the radial acceleration (as so many ') in a cell
placed at 6.0 cm from the centre of rotation in an ultracentrifuge
operating at 80000 r.p.m.

23.13 (b) Calculate the radial acceleration (as so many g) in a cell
placed at 5.50 cm from the centre of rotation in an ultracentrifuge
operating at 1.32 kHz.

23.14 (a) Cotton consists of the polymer cellulose, which is a linear
chain of glucose molecules. The chains are held together by hydrogen

bonding. When a cotter . shirt is ironed, it is first moistened, then
heated under pressure. Explain this process.

23.14 (b) Sections of the solid fuel rocket boosters of the space
shuttle Challenger were sealed together with 0-ring rubber seals of
circumference II m. These seals failed at 0°C, a temperature well
above the crystallization temperature of the rubber. Speculate on why
the failure occurred.

Problems

Numerical problems

23.1 The concentration dependence of the osmotic pressure of
solutions of a macromolecule at 20°C was found to be as follows:

c/(gL)	 1.21	 2.72	 5.08	 6.60
fl/Pa	 134	 321	 655	 898

Determine the molar mass of the macromolecule and the osmotic
virial coefficient.

23.2 The osmotic pressure of a fraction of poly(vinyl chloride) in a
ketone solvent was measured at 25°C. The density of the solvent
(which is virtually equal to the density of the solution) was
0.798 gcm 3 . Calculate the molar mass and the osmotic virial
coefficient, B, of the fraction from the following data:

c/(g/102 cm')	 0.200	 0.400	 0.600	 0.088	 1.000
h/cm	 0.48	 1.2	 1.86	 2.76	 3.88

23.3 The concentration dependence of the viscosity of a polymer
solution is found to be as follows:

c/(gL')	 1.32	 2.89	 5.73	 9.17
ij/(gm' s')	 1.08	 1.20	 1.42	 1.73

The viscosity of the solvent is 0.985 gm' s 1 . What is the intrinsic
viscosity of the polymer?

23.4 In a sedimentation experiment the position of the boundary as a
function of time was found to be as follows:

t/min	 15.5	 29.1	 36.4	 58.2
r/cm	 5.05	 5.09	 5.12	 5.19

The rotation rate of the centrifuge was 45000 r.p.m. Calculate the
sedimentation constant of the solute.

23.5 In an ultracentrifuge experiment at 20°C on bovine serum
albumin the following data were obtained: p = 1.001 gcm3,
v=I.I12cm1g',w/2rr=322Hz,

r/cm	 5.0	 5.1	 5.2	 5.3	 5.4
c/(mgcm 3 )	 0.536 0.284 0.148 0.077	 0.039

Evaluate the molar mass of the sample.

23.6 Calculate the speed of operation (in r.p.m.) of an ultracentrifuge
needed to obtain a readily measurable concentration gradient in a
sedimentation equilibrium experiment. Take that gradient to be a
concentration at the bottom of the cell about five times greater that

at the top. Use r,,p = 5.0 cm, r 1 = 7.0 cm, A1 105 gmoI,
pt.	 0. 75, T = 298 K.

23.7 At the start of a Donnan equilibrium experiment, the first
compartment contains 2.00 L of solution which is 0.015 M in the
polyelcctrolyte N3 2 P(aq) and 0.010 M in NaCl(aq). The second
compartment has 2.00 L of solution which is 0.0050 M in
NaCI(aq). What is the potential difference across the membrane
arising from the Na ion concentration difference at 300 K?

23.8 Investigation of the composition of the solutions used to study
the osmotic pressure due to a polyelectrolyte with x' = 20 showed
that at equilibrium the concentrations corresponded to
[Cl - ) z 0.02() mol L'. Calculate the osmotic virial coefficient for
v = 20. Does it dominate the effect of excluded volume?
23.9 Sedimentation studies on haemoglobin in water gave a
sedimentation constant S = 4.5 Sv at 20°C. The diffusion coefficient
is 6.3 x 10	 m 2 s I at the same temperature. Calculate the molar
mass of haemoglobin using v = 0.75 cm  for its partial specific
volume and p = 0.998 gcm 3 for the density of the solution.
Estimate the effective radius of the haemoglobin molecule given that
the viscosity of the solution is 1.00x iO kg m - ' s.

23.10 The times of flow of dilute solutions of polystyrene in benzene
through a viscometer at 25°C are given in the table below. From these
data, calculate the molar mass of the polystyrene samples. Since
the solutions are dilute, assume that the densities of the solutions
are the same as those of pure benzene. ,i(benzcne) -=
0.601 x 10 kgm s 1 (0.601 cP) at 25°C.

e/(gL')	 0.000	 2.22	 5.00	 8.00	 10.00
1/s	 208.2	 248.1	 303.4	 371.8	 421.3

23.11 The rate of sedir,,ntation of a recently isolated protein was
monitored at 20°C and with a rotor speed of 50000 r.p.m. The
boundary receded as follows:

a'/s	 0	 300	 600	 900	 1200 1500	 1800
r/cm	 6.127 6.153 6.179 6.206 6.232 6.258 6.284

Calculate the sedimentation constant and the molar mass of the
protein on the basis that its partial specific volume is 0.728 cm, 3 g
and its diffusion coefficient is 7.62 x 10	 m 2 s	 at 20°C, the
density of the solution then being 0.9981 gcm 3 . Suggest a shape
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for the protein given that the viscosity of the solution is
100 x 10 -1 kg m'	 at 20'C.

23.12 The viscosities of solutions of poly isobutylene in benienc were
measured at 24°C (the U temperature for the system) with the
following results:

c/(g/101 cm')	 0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 1.0
q/(10 3 kg m - ' s) 0.647 0.690 0.733 0.777 0.821 0.865

Use the information in Table 23.3 to deduce the molar mass of the
polymer,

23.13 Evaluate the radius of gyration. R 6 , of (a) a solid sphere of
radius a, (b) a long straight rod of radius a and length 1. Show that, in
the case of a solid sphere of specific volume e,

R5 /nm 0.056902 x j (v/cm 3 g )(M/g mol )

Evaluate	 R5	 for	 a	 species	 with	 M = 100 kg cool
= 0.750 cm 1 g , and, in the case of the rod, of radius 0.50 tim.

23.14 Use the information below and the expression for R5 of a solid
sphere quoted in the previous problem, to classify the species below as
globular or rod-like.

M/(g mol')	 1:/(cm3 g')	 Rc,/nm
Serum albumin	 66 x io	 0.752	 2.98
Bushy stunt virus	 10.6 x 106	 0.741	 12.0
DNA	 4x106	 0.556	 117.0

23.15 In formamide as solvent, poly('-benryl-i-glutamate) is found
by light scattering experiments to have a radius of gyration
proportional to M; in contrast, polystyrene in butanone has
proportional to 0 12 . Present arguments to show that the first
polymer is a rigid rod, while the second is a random coil.

23.16 The structures of crystalline macromolecules may be
determined by X-ray diffraction techniques by methods similar to
those for smaller molecules. Fully crystalline polyethylene has its
chains aligned in an orthorhombic unit cell of dimensions
740 pm x 493 pm x 253 pm. There are two repeating C11 2 CH 2 units
per unit cell. Calculate the theoretical density of fully crystalline
polyethylene. The actual density ranges from 0.92 to 0.95 gem

Thcorctical proticnis

23.17 A polymerization process produced a Gaussian distribution of
polymers in the sense that the proportion of molecules having a molar
mass in the range M to  + dM was proportional toe
What is the number-average molar mass when the distribution is
narrow?

23.18 Consider the thermodynamic description of stretching rubber.
The observables are the tension, i, and length. I (the analogues of p
and V for gases). Because ttw 'S tdl, the basic equation is
dU = TdS + rdl. (The term pdl/ is supposed negligible throughout.)
If C = U - TS - U, find expressions for dG and dA, and deduce the
Maxwell relations
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(in on to deduce the equation of state for rubber,
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23.19 On the assumption that the tension required to keep a sample
at a constant length is proportional to the temperature (: = aT, the
analogue of p o. T), show that the tension can be ascribed to the
dependence of the entropy on the length of the sample. Account for
this result in terms of the molecular nature of the sample.

23.20 Radius of gyration is defined in eqn 26. Show that an

equivalent definition is that R 9 is the average root mean square
distance of the atoms or groups (all assumed to be of the same mass),
that is, that R = (I /N) >,,, R, where P . is the distance of ator,i j
from the centre of mass.

23.21 Use eqn 34 to deduce expressions for (a) the root mean square
separation of the ends of the chain, (b) the mean separation of the
ends, and (c) their most probable separation. Evaluate these three
quantities for a fully flexible chain with N = 4000 and I = 154 pm.

Addition.al problems supplied by Carmen Gunta
and Charles Trapp

23.22 Polystyrene in cyclohexane at 34.5°C forms a 0 solution, with
an intrinsic viscosity related to the molar mass by [rj] = KMa . The
following data on polystyrene in cyclohexane are taken from
L.J. Fetters, N. Hadjichristidis, J.S. Lindner, and J.W. Mays (J. Phys.
Chem. Ref. Data 23, 619 (1994)),

M/(kgmol_ i )	 10.0	 19.8	 106	 249	 359
11]/(cm3g"') 	 8.90	 11.9	 28.1	 44.0	 51.2

M/(kg mot- i)	 860	 1800	 5470 9720 56800
1q1/(cm 1 g)	 77.6	 113.9	 195	 275	 667

Determine the parameters K and a. What is the molar mass of a
polystyrene that forms a 0 solution in cyclohexane with

(X) cm' g?

23.23 Polymer scientists often report their data in rather strange
units. For example, in the determination of molar masses of polymers
in solution by osmometry, osmotic pressures are often reported in
grams per square centimetre (gcm' 2) and concentrations in grams
per cubic centimetre (gcm 3 ). (a) With these choices of units, what
would be the units of R in the van't Hoff equation? (b) The data in the
table below on the concentration dependence of the osmotic pressure
of polyisobutene in chlorobenzene at 25°C have been adapted from I.
Leonard and H. Daoust (I. Polymer5ci. 57,53 (1962)). From these data,
determine the number average molar mass of polyisobutene by
plotting /I/c against c. (c) Theta solvents are solvents for which the
second osmotic virial coefficient is zero; for 'poor' solvents the plot is
linear and for good solvents the plot is nonlinear. From your plot, how
would you classify chlorobenzerie as a solvent for polyisobutene?
Rationalize the result in terms of the molecular structure of polymer
and solvent. (d) Determine the second and third osmotic virial
coefficients by fitting the curve to the virial form of the osmotic
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pressure equation. (e) Experimentally, it is often found that the virial
expansion can be represented as

11 RT	
'22BIC c' +)

and in good solvents, the parameter g is often about 0.25. With terms
beyond the second power ignored, obtain an equation for (Il/t)
and plot this quantity against c. Determine the second and third virial
coefficients from this plot and compare to the values from the first
plot. Does this plot confirm the assumed value of g?
10-2(11/c)!
(gcm 2 /gcm 3 ) 2.6	 2.9	 3.6	 4.3	 6.0	 12.0
c/(gcm 3 )	 0.0050 0.010 0.020 0.033 0.057 0.10
102(fl/c)/
(gcm 2 /gcm 3 ) 19.0	 31.0	 38.0	 52	 63
c/(gcm 3 )	 0.145	 0.195 0.245 0.27	 0.29

23.24 A manufacturer of polystyrene beads claims that they have an
average molar mass of 250 kgmol'. Solutions of these beads are
studied by a physical chemistry student by dilute solution viscometry
with an Ostwald viscometer in both the 'good' solvent toluene and the
theta solvent cyclohexane. The drainage times, t, as a function of
concentration for the two solvents are given in the table below. (a) Fit
the data to the virial equation for viscosity.

= 0 + kic + kI)1] 2c2 +.)

where k' is called the Huggins constant and is typically in the range
0.35-0.40. From the fit, determine the intrinsic viscosity and the
Huggins constant. (b) Use the empirical Mark-Kuhn-Houwink-
Sakurada equation (eqn 21) to determine the molar mass of
polystyrene in the two solvents. For theta solvents, a = 0.5 and
K = 8.2 x lO Lg° for cyclohexane; for the good solvent toluene
a = 0.72 and K = 1.15 x iO Lg°. (c) According to a general
theory proposed by Kirkwood and Riseman, the root mean square
end-to-end distance of a polymer chain in solution is related to [q] by

= 'P.(r)3"2/M, where 'P is a universal constant with the value
2.84 x 1026 when ') is expressed in litres per gram and the distance is
in metres. Calculate this quantity for each solvent. (d) From the molar
masses calculate the average number of styrene (C6H5CHCH2)
monomer units, (n). (e) Calculate the length of a fully stretched,
planar zigzag configuration, t2king the C-C distance as 154 pm and
the CCC bond angle to be 109°. (f) Use eqn 39 to calculate the radius
of gyration, R6 . Also calculate (r2) f2 = n 112 . Compare this result with
that predicted by the Kirkwood-Riseman theory; which gives the
better fit? (g) Compare your values for M to the resu!ts of Problem
23.23. Is there any reason why they should or should not agree? Is the
manufacturer's claim valid?

c/(gLtoluene)	 0	 1.0	 3.0	 5.0
(E,/S	 8.37	 9.11	 10.72	 12.52
c/(gL''iohexane) 0	 1.0	 1.5	 2.0

'0 /S	 8.32	 8.67	 8.85	 9.03

23.25 K. Sato, F.R. Eirich. and J.E. Mark (i. Polym, Sc., Polyrn. Phys.
14, 619 (1976)) have reported the data in the table below for the
osmotic pressures of polychloroprenc (p = 1.25 g cm 3 ) in toluene
(p = 0.858 gcm 3) at 30°C. Determine the molar mass of
polychloroprene and its second osmotic virial coefficient.

c/(tiCcrn)	 1.33 2.10 4.52 7.18 9.87

HA 'N ill	 30	 51	 132 246 390

23.26 'andard polystyrene solutions of known average molar
masses c ntinue to be used for the calibration of many methods of
charactci zing polymer solutions. M. Kolinsky and J. Janca 11 Polym.
Sci., Po.'.r.. Chem. 12, 1181 (1974)) studied polystyrene in
tetrahydrfuran (THF) for use in calibrating a gel permeation
chromatcqoph. Their results for the intrinsic viscosity, [g], as a
function of .werage molar mass at 25°C are given in the table below.
(a) Obtain the Mark-Houwink constants that fit these data. (b)
Compare your values to those in Table 23.3 and Example 23.5. How
might you explain the differences?

M/(103 ginol) 5.0 10.3 19.85 51	 98.2 173 411	 867
q/(cmg)	 5.2 8.8 14.0 2/b 43.6 67.0 125.0 206.7

23.27 There is much recent interest in electronically conducting
polymers and the determination of their average molar masses is an
important part of their characterization. S. Holdcroft (i. Polym. Sci.,
Po/ym. Phys. 29, 1585 (1991)) has determined the molar mases and
Mark-Houwink constants for the electronically conducting plymer.
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) in tetrahydrofuran (THF) at 25°C by
methods similar to those used for nonconducting polymers. The
values for molar mass and intrinsic viscosity in the table below are
adapted from their data. Determine the constants in the Mark-Kuhn-
Houwink-Sakurada equation from these results and compare to the
values obtained in your solution to Problem 23.26.

M1(102 gmol ) 3.8	 11.1	 15.3	 58.8
[,]/(cm3g°)	 6.23	 17.44	 23.73	 85.28

23.28 A problem arises in the use of the Svedberg equation (eqn 16)
for the determination of the molar masses of macromolecules due to
the fact that values of S and D depend upon concentration.
Consequently, accurate values for M must be obtained by
extrapolation of the data to infinite dilution by using a virial
expansion in the form

?=_(l +2B'c+3gB'2c2+)

where g is the parameter introduced in Problem 23.23. W.J. Class,
E.R. Jennings, and H.G. Gerrard (fur. Polymer J. 4, 639 (1968))
reported the data in the table below for polystyrene in cyclohexane at
35°C. The density of cyclohexane at this temperature, which can also
be assumed to be that of the solution, i 0.765 g cm 3, and the partial
specific volume of polystyrene is 0.93 cm 3 g'. The dependence of
the diffusion constant for these solutions has been determined
empirically by T.A. King, A. Knox, W.I. Lee, and J.D.G. McAdam
(Polymer	 14. 151 (1973)) to be given by the relation
D/(crn 2 s') 1.3 x 14(M/(gmol)).0491 , Determine the
molar mass of polystyrene in cyclohexane and the second virial
coefficient, B'. Compare the molar mass obtained here to that
calculated in Problem 23.24. Is there any reason for them to be the
same?

c/(mgcm 3 )	 2.0	 3.0	 4.0	 5.0	 6.0	 7.0
S/(10 13 s)	 14.8	 13.9	 13.1	 12.4	 11.8	 11.2



MicroProjects Part 2:
Prcpared by M. Cady and C. A. Trapp

2.1 Black-body radiation and the greenhouse
effect
The experimentally observed average temperature of the Earths
surface is 288.16 K. This temperature is maintained in a steady slate
through an energy balance between solar radiation absorbed by the
Earth and black-body radiation which is emitted by the Earth and lost
to space. Energy balances of this type are often discussed in terms of
energy flux,J, the energy passing through an area in an interval divided
by the area and the duration of the interval and expressed in watts per
square metre (Win - 2)

(a) Prove that J c, where C is the Isotropic black-body energy
density (eqn 11.5). Hint. Examine the radiation passing through area
A in the time; use spherical coordinates centred on A and rceogmlile
that only volume elements within the hemisphere of radius C

contribute to the flux through A. Also, dcterminef(i>), where ill
=f() d0 and prove that thc Stefan—Boltzmann constant is given
by en 11.6. Usef(i') to demonstrate graphically that the Earth's
black-body emissions are in the infrared.

(b)Consider an atmospheric model consisting of atmospheric nitrogen
and oxygen only. Can these gases absorb any of Earth's black-body
emissions? Why? Determine the value of the Earths surface
temperature that is predicted by this model. It is found experimentally
that the solar energy flux at the edge of the Earths atmosphere is
0.1353 Wem and that the fraction of the solar radiation scattered
by gases and clouds of the atmosphere (the albedo) is 0.29 Consider
that the magnitude of the solar radiation absorbed by the Earth equals
the disk area of the Earth limes the fraction of unscatterrd solar
radiation times the solar radiation flux. The difference between the
experimental value of the Earth's temperature and the temperature
predicted by this model is due to the so-called greenhouse effect.

(c)Now, consider an atmospheric model consisting of nitrogen, oxygen,
some water vapour, and some carbon dioxide. Why is it !lit water and
carbon dioxide are able to absorb some of the Earth's black-body
radiation? Which vibrational modes are responsible for this absorption?
Water vapour shows strong absorption between 1300 cm 1 and
190 cm and also between 3550 cm 1 and 39181 cm Carbon
dioxide shows strong absorption between 500 coY I and 725 ctmi
and also between 2250 cm 1 and 2400 cm . Why are these bands so
broad? Assume that these gases absorb all radiation falling within these
hands and calculate the average surf nlieratmmrc prcilcted by this
atmospheric model. What percentage of tiim' greenliuusc effect is
explained by the presence of atmospheric water and carbon dioxide?

2.2 One-dimensional tunnelling
Consider the one-dimensional space in which a particle can experience
one of three potentials depending upon its position. They are: V = 0
for —<x<0VV, for 0< x <L, and V:V3 for LKiK,.

lire particle wavcfurmclion is to have both a component e i4,x that is
incident upon the barrier V, and a reflected component	 in region
I (- i s 0). In region 3 the wavefunction has only a forward
component. eLr which represents a particle which has traversed the
barrier. The energy of the particle, E, is somewhere in the range of the
1.. - F V3 . The transmission probability, T, is the ratio of the square
modulus of the region 3 amplitude to the square modulus of the
incident amplitude.

(a)Base your calculation on the continuity of the amplitudes and the
slope of the wavefunction at the locations of the zone boundaries and
derive a general equation for T.

(b)Show that the general equation for T reduces to eqn 12.27 in the
high, wide barrier limit when V 1	V1	 0.

(c)Draw graphs of the probability of proton tunnelling when V3 = 0,
L 50 pm, and E = 10 kJ mol in the barrier range E < V2 < 2E.

2.3 Hydrogenic oiiitas
Explicit expressions for hymirogenic orbitals arc given in Tables 13.1 and
13.2.

(a)Verify both that the 3p orbital is normalized (to 1) and that 3p and
3mI are mutually orthogonal.

(b)Determine the positions of both the radial nodes and nodal planes
of the 3s, 3p,. and 3d, orbitals.

(c)Determine the mean radius of the 3s orbital.

(d) Draw a graph of the radial distriution function for the three
orbitals (of part (b)) and discuss the significance of the graphs for
interpreting the properties of many-electron atoms,

Ic) Create both .cv-ptne polar plots and boundary surface plots for
these orbitals. Construct the boundary plots so that the distance from
the origin to the surface is the absolute value of the angular part of the
wavefuriction. Coroprire the .c, p, and ci boundary surface plots with
that	 of	 an f-orbital,	 for	 example,	 Of w x(5z2 - r2 ) c
sill 0(5cos2 0— l) Cos .

2.4 A partition function paradox
Consider the electronic partition function of a perfect atomic hydrogen
gas at a density of I 99 x1()-4 kg m -  and 5780 K. These are the
incarr conditions within the Suns photosphere, the surface layer of the
Sun that is about 100 kin thick.

(om) Show that this partition function, which involves a sum over an
infinite number of quantum states that are solutions for the isolated
atomic hydrogen atom, is infinite.

(b) Develop a theoretical argument for truncating the sum and
estimate the maximum number of quantum states that contribute to
the sum.

47—B



Structure
(c) Calculate the equilibrium probability that an atomic hydrogen
electron is in each quantum state. Are thereany general implications
concerning electronic states that will be observed for other atoms and
molecules? Is it wise to apply these ca'culations in the study of the
Suns photosphere?

2.5 Ammonia inversion
(a)Use quantum mechanical concepts to explain both the origin of
ammonia microwave absorptions at 0.8 cm and 36 cm and an
infrared absorption at 1000 cni'. All are associated with the
umbrella-like inversion of ammonia (see the illustration); the
absorption at 1000 cm' is the lowest-energy infrared transition
associated with the inversion.
(b)Prove that

C = 2B" 2 D =
arccosh fl114

for an assumed inversion potential of the form

V(s) = A(l + Bech 4 (v/f)) - Csech'(s/D)}

where .c is the perpendicular distance of the nitrogen from the plane of
the three hydrogens. At .c -= .s the potential has a minimum value
equal to zero and the parameters A, 8, C, and D are all positive.
(c)Use the absorption lines and s 38.1 pm to determine both the
potential palamcter5 and the value of the inversion potential barrier
height, e. Simplify the computations by assuming that the inversion
mode vibrational wave'funetions are adequately described by harmonic
oscillator wvefunctions. Also assume that the distances between
hydrogen atoms remain constant during inversion. This approximation
simplifies the eltertive mass to: md = '3ni, 1 nr 5 /(3ni, 1 	 to5 'I.

II \	 I'\	 V NE
I	 .	 p41000cm N	 I1

cmt

-S0	 0	 S0	 $

2.6 Vibration -rotation spectra and molecular
(0 fist a n-t5

1-ugh-resolution absorption lines of three infrared vibrational bands of
carbon monoxide are summarized in table 1.

(a) Makethe] and to assignments for each line, using J to represent
the initial rotational state and defining or -J for P branches and
in = I + I for It branches. Derive an equation for the dependence of
the spectral lines upon ot including terms for anharrnonicity,
centrifugal distortion, and rotation-vibration coupling, the rotation-
vibration perturbation of the energy of the state (v,J) is equal to

I )](J ± 1), where a is the molecular rotation-vibration
coupling Constant.

(h) Determine all molecular constants associated with the absorption
lines by performing an appropriate regression analysis of Table 1 data.

t,itdt- 1 V'vrnumnbers (c/cm- ') of the infrared absorption lines for
vibrational bands of carbon monoxide. (From N. Mina-Camilde,
Cl. Manzariares, and J.F. Caballero, I. Chem. Lduc. 73, 804 (1996).)

1-0	 2.--0	 3+-0
2050.6	 21469	 4169.8	 4263.2	 6253.1	 6353 S
2063.9	 7150.7	 41746	 4267.2	 6259.3	 6357.2
2068.8	 2154.1	 4180.0	 4270.6	 6264.6	 6361.0
2073.1	 2158,0	 4184.8	 4274.4	 6270.4	 6364.4
2077.4	 2161.8	 4190.1	 4277.8	 6276.2	 6367.8
21181.8	 2165.2	 4194.9	 4281.2	 6281.5	 6370.7
2086.1	 2169.0	 4199.7	 4284.6	 6286.8	 6374.1
2090.5	 2172.4	 4204.1	 4287.9	 6291.6	 6377.0
2094.3	 2175.8	 4208.9	 42908	 6296.9	 6379.9
2098.7	 2179.2	 4213.7	 4294.2	 6303.7	 6382.7
2103.0	 2183.0	 4218.0	 4297.1	 6307.1	 6385.2
2106.8	 2186.4	 4222.4	 4300.5	 6311.4	 6388.0
21112	 2189.8	 4226.7	 4303.4	 6316.2	 6390.5
211 5.5	 2193.1	 423 i, I	 4306.6	 6321.0	 6392.9
2119.4	 2196.5	 4235 4	 4308.7	 6325.4	 6394.8
2123.2	 21Vg.4	 4239.7	 4311.6	 6329.7	 6397.2
21-17.122 )2.8	 4244.1	 4314.0	 6334.0	 6399.1
2131.4	 221)6 2	 4247.9	 4316.9	 6337.9	 6401.1
2135.3	 2209.1	 4251.8	 4319.3	 6342.2	 6403.0
2139.2	 2212.4	 4255.6	 4321.7	 6346.1	 6404.6
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(c) Determine each of the following: the moment of inertia and bond
length defined by the harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor models, 1 and
R; the moments of inertia and bond lengths for the v = 0, 1, 2, 3
vibration states (define these by analogy to the harmonic oscillator and
rigid rotor models); the depth of the Morse potential; D, (the
'spectroscopic dissociation energy'); and D0 (the bond dissociation
energ).

2.7 An IR absorption band of carbon dioxide
A mixture of carbon dioxide (2.1 per cent) and helium, at 1.00 bar and
298 K in a gas cell of length 10 cm has an IR absorption band centred
at 2349 cm' with absorbances, A(D), described by:

a4
A(i)=	

a 1	
2+	 21+a2(i'- a3 )	 1+a5(i-a6)

where the coefficients are 01 = 0.932, a2 = 0.005050 cnl2,
03 = 2333 cm', a4 = 1.504, a5 = 0.01521 cm2, 06 = 2362 cm

(a)Draw graphs of A(i') and (i). What is the origin of both the band
and the band width? What are the allowed and forbidden transitions of
this band?

(b)Calculate the transition wavenumbers and absorbances of the band
with a simple harmonic oscillator-rigid rotor model and compare the
result with the experimental spectra. The CO bond length is 116.2 pm.

(c) Within what height, h, is basically all the IR emission from the
Earth in this band absorbed by atmospheric carbon dioxide? The
mole fraction of CO2 in the atmosphere is 3.3 x 10 and
T/K = 288 0.0065(h/m) below 10 km. Draw a surface plot of
the atmospheric transmittance of the band as a function of both
height and wavenumber.

2.8 a and 7z bonding
Use the 2p, and 2p, hydrogenic atomic orbitals to construct simple
LCAO descriptions of 2pa and 2jnr molecular orbitals.

(a) Make a probability density plot, and both surface and contour plots
of the xz-plane amplitudes of the 2p,cr and 2prr' molecular orbitals.

(b) Make surface and Contour plots of the xz-plane amplitudes of the
2prt and 2prz molecular orbitals. Include plots for both of
internuclear distances, R, of 10a0 and 3a0. Interpret the graphs, and
describe why scientists are so interested in this graphical information.

2.9 Numerical analysis of the simple LCAO-MO
description of H
The LCAO-MO constructed from normalized Is hydrogenic wavefunc-
tions centred on nuclei that are a distance R apart: and having g
symmetry, does not describe the molecula- hydrogen ion ground state
accurately. It does provide insight into functional characteristics of
wavefunctions, bonding, and numerical methods needed in quantum
chemistry. The overlap, Coulomb, and resonance integrals of this LCAO-
MO can be analytically evaluated to give the result in eqns 14.12 and
14.13. In this problem we evaluate the integrals numerically for Si, and
k and compare the results with the values determined from the
analytically integrated forms of eqn 14.13.

(a)Use the ECAO-MO wavefunction and the H + hamiltonian to derive
equations for the Coulomb and resonance integrals in terms ofj and k;
do not integrate j and k analytically. Evaluate the overlap, Coulomb,
and resonance integrals numerically, and the total energy for the Iso's
MO in the range 0 < R < 4o,, . Compare the results obtained through
numerical integration with results obtained with the analytical
equations.

(b)Use The results of the numerical integrations to draw a graph of the
total energy, E(R), and determine the minimum of total energy, the
equilibrium internuclear distance, and the spectroscopic dissociation
energy (Dc).

2.10 The variation method and H
A highly accurate description of the molecular hydrogen ion bond
length. Ic, is provided by an MO constructed with the variation
parameter 'i within the LCAO-M0 ground state consisting of two Is
hydrogenic orbitals centred upon nuclei A and B. With the nuclear
separation R. the MO is

1/2

	

= N(e rA/o + e 0 )	 N 
= (2ma(I + S))

(a)Use this wavefunction and the variation principle to determine ij, R.
the electronic energy (E 1 ), the minimum total energy (E), and D. The
electronic Hamiltonian does not contain the nuclear repulsion term.
Draw graphs of q(R), Eei (R), and E(R). With this MO it is found that
the electronic energy is the sum of the expectation value for kinetic
energy (g2F 1 ) and the expectation value for electron potential energy

e2 {i 2F 1 (co) + jF2(w)

	

E1	
4iiea0

}	
w hR/a0

= 

1 +(1 +w-v2)e

	

F(w)	
2{1 +5((,o))

(1 + 0))e -2- - I - w - 2w(I + w)e
F2(w)=	 w{I+S(w)}
5(w) = (I + ri)

(b)Check numerically to determine whether or not the virial theorem is
satisfied by this solution.

(c)Prove that the overlap integral, 5, is correctly described by the above
expression. The integration is facilitated with the ellipsoidal coordinates
(p, ii, 0) defined by the following relations:

	

Rp = rA + rB	rr' = r, - r5	 dt = 3(2 -

with! <<co,-1 <v< l,and0<<2jt.

2.11 Simple.Hückcl molecular orbitals
Solve the following in the context of simple HUckel theory.

(a) Prove that for an open chain of N conjugated carbons the
characteristic polynomial of the secular determinant, PN()' where

= (a - fl)/, obeys the recurrence relation P = XPN.1 -
with P =x and P0 = I.
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(b) Determine a reasonable empirical estimate of the resonance integral B = 1.931 cm', and D0 = 11.09 eV; neglect anharmonicity and
for the homologous series consisting of ethene, butadiene. hexatriene, 	 centrifugal distortion.
and octatetraene given that the n *— x ultraviolet absorptions are at
61500, 46080, 39750, and 32900 	 -'	 (a) Examine the probability distribution of molecules over available

(e) Calculate the i-electron delocalization energy, E,,(,, of octa-
rotational and vibrational states,

tctraene where	 = E,, - n(iz + fi), where E. is the total	 (b) Explore numerically the differences, if any, between the rotational
a-electron binding energy and n is the total number of x-electrons. 	 molecular partition function as calculated with the discrete energy

distribution and that calculated with the classical, continuous energy
2.12 Equilibrium statistical thermodynamics 	 distribution.

Treat carbon monoxide as a perfect gas and apply equilibrium statistical (c) Calculate the Individual contributions to U,(T) - U,(100 K),
thermodynamics to the study of its properties, as specified below, in Cvm(T), and Sm(T) - Sm(100 K) made by the translational. rnt-
the temperature range 100-1000 K at 1 bar. v = 2169.8 cm, tional, and vibrational degrees of freedom.
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Molecules in
motionI.

Molecular motion in gases

24.1 Collisions with walls and
surfaces

24.2 The rate of effusion
24.3 Migration down gradients
24,4 Transport properties of a

perfect gas

Motionth liqUids

24.5 The structures of liquids
24.6 Molecular motion in liquids
24.7 The conductivities of

electrolyte solutions
24.8 The mobilities of ions
24.9 Conductivities and ion-ion

interactions

One of the simplest types of molecular motion to describe is the random motion of molecules
of a perfect gas. We see that the kinetic theory can be used to account for the rates at which
molecules and energy migrate through gases and that simple expressions for the rotes can
be derived. Molecular mobility is particularly important in liquids, and we shall see a little of
he structure of this phase and the motion of molecules in it. Anal hersimpk kir,dof motion is

the largely uniform motion of ions in solution in the presence of an electric field. Molecular
and ionic motion have common features and, by considering them from a more general
viewpoint, we derive expressions that govern the migration of properties through matter.
One of the most useful consequences of this general approach is the formulation of the
diffusion equation, which 15 on equation that shows how matter and energy spread through
media of various kinds. Fino/ly, we build a simple model for all types of molecular motion, in
which the molecuks migrate in a series of small steps, and sc that it accounts for many of
the properties of migrating molecules in both gases and condensed phases.

The general approach we describe In this chapter provides techniques for discuing the
Diffusion	 motion of all kinds of parucles in alt*ids of fluids. We set the scene by considering a simple

type of motion, that of molecules In a perfect gas and go on to see that molecular motion in
24.10 The thermodynamic view	 liquids shows a number of similarities.
24.11 The diffusion equation
24.12 Diffusion probabilities
24.13 The statistical view	 Molecular motion in gases
Checklist of key Ideas	 In Section 13 we saw that the equilibrium properties of a gas can be understood in terms of

the kinetic theory, which is based on a model of a gas in which the molecules are in ceaseless.
Further reading	 random motion. Here We develop the kinetic theory to deal with gases that are not at

internal equilibrium. In particular, we concentrate on the transport properties of a

Exercises	 .	 substance, its ability to transfer matter, energy, or some other property from one place to
another. Four examples of transport properties are:

Problems
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(d)

1 Four types of transport process: (a) diffusion.
the spreading of one species into another: Ib)
thermal conduction, when molecules with different
energies of thermal motion (represented by the
arrows) spread into each others' regions; (c)
electrical conduction, when ions migrate under the
influence of an electric field; (d) viscosity, when
molecules with different linear momenta
(represented by the arrows) migrate.

MOLECULES IN MOTION

Diffusion, the migration of matter down a concentration gradient.
Thermal conduction, the migration of energy down a temperature gradient.
Electric conduction, the migration of electric Charge along a potential gradient.
Viscosity, the migration of linear momentum down a velocity gradient.

These processes are illustrated in Fig. 24.1. It is convenient to include effusion, the
emergence of a gas from a container through a small hole, in the discussion.

We shall use two expressions derived in Chapter 1. One is for the mean free path, A, of
m!lccules in a gas:

kT
A =2	 (1)°

where a is the collision cross-section (this is cqn 1.33). The mean free path is independent of
temperature in a container of constant volume because p is proportional to the temperature

= nRT/V) and its variation cancels the 7 in the numerator. The second property is the
mean speed, , of molecules of mass at and molar mass M:

-	 SkT\ 1/2	 /2
c=l—1 =l-1

\iemJ	 \7tM/

This expression was derived in Example 1.6. The mean speed is proportional to T1/2 and
inversely proportional to MI/2.

24.1 Co1lis1or g with Wall, and surfaccs

The key to accounting for transport in the gas phase is the rate at which molecules strike an
area (which may be an imaginary area embedded in the gas, or part of a real wall). The
collision flux, Zw, is the number of collisions with the area in a given time interval divided
by the area and the duration of the interval. The collision frequency, the number of hits per
second, is obtained by multiplication of the collision flux by the area of interest. We show in
the Justification below that

zw_	 p
(2nmkT)

When p = 100 kPa (1.00 bar) and T =300K, Z3 x 1023 cm2s.

Justification 24.1

vXAr

	

	 onsider a wall of area A perpendicular to the .t-axis (Fig. 24.2). If a molecule has v>O
(that is, it is travelling in the direction of positive x), then it will strike the wall within an

WIreac h	 interval At if it lies within a distance vAt of the wall. Therefore, all molecules in the
wall	 volume AvAg, and with positive x-component of velocities, will strike the wall in the
U	 >	 interval As. The total number of collisions in this interval is therefore the volume Av1&

Will not	 multiplied by the number density. .iV', of molecules. However, to take account of the
reach wall

	

	 presence of a range of velocities in the sample, we must sum the result over all the positive
values of v weighted by the probability distribution of velocities (eqn 1.25):

X -------	 Voltsrfle	 I

	 Number of collisions =J1AAtfvAf(vX)cie
4vAt	 Area,A	

The collision flux is the number of collisions divided by A and At, so

(3)°

Only molecules within a distance v,Es: with
P. >0 can reach the wale on the right in an
interval &.

Z =NfvJ(v)th
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Then, using the velocity distribution in eqn 1.25,

/2	 / kT2

f vf(v) dv (i:t) 
j	

dv =

Therefore,

(27zm

kT
=.N

Substitution of J/' PINA IV 
= p/kT gives eqn 3.

24.2 The rate oF eIf'r.i sloii

The essential empirical observations on effusion are summarized by Graham's law of
effusion, which states that the rate of effusion is inversely proportional to the square root
of the molar mass The basis of this result is that, as remarked above, the mean speed of
molecules is inversely proportional to M 112 , so the rate at which they strike the area of the

hole is similarly inversely proportional to W 12 . However, by using the expression for the rate
of collisions, we can obtain a more detailed expression for the rate of effusion and hence use

effusion data more effectively.
When a gas at a pressure p and temperature T is separated from a vacuum by a small

hole, the rate of escape of its molecules is equal to the rate at which they strike the area of
the hole (which is given by eqn 3). Therefore, for a hole of area A0,

pA0 	- PAONA	
(5)°Rate of effusion = ZA0= 

(2izmkT)"2 - (2tMRT)2

(in the last step we have used R = NA k and M = mWA.) This rate is inversely proportional to

M112 , in accord with Graham's law.

Eampie 211 Dc.ucin9 the tirlle dependence of-the pres5ure kl5ide am

effusion oven

Derive an expression that shows how the pressure of a gas inside an effusion oven (a heated
chamber with a small hole in one wall) varies with time if the oven is not replenished as the

gas escapes.

Metli od The rate of effusion is proportional to the pressure of the gas in the container so, as
gas effuses and the pressure falls, the rate of effusion will decrease. To find the explicit
expression, set up a differential equation relating dp/dJ top, and then integrate it The rate
of effusion, as given by eqn 5, is the number of molecules that leave the container in a given

interval divided by the duration of the interval. The first step is to relate the rate of change
of pressure to the rate of change of number of molecules by using the perfect gas law in the
form pV = N/CT.

Answer The rate of change of pressure of a gas in a container at constant pressure and
temperature is related to the rate of change of the number of molecules present by

dp- kTdN

di - V &

(4)°



243 The flux or particles down a concentration
gradient. A.t's first law states that the flux of
matter (the number of particles passing through an
Imaginary window In a given interval divided by the
area of the window and the length of the interval)
Is proportional to the density gradIct at that point

a
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The rate of change of the number of molecules is equal to the collision frequency with the
hole, and that in turn is equal to the collision flux multiplied by the area of the hole:

dN	 pA0- = ZwA0 - - _______T,	 (2nmkT)' 2

Substitution of this expression into the one above gives

dip	 (kT'\1"2pA0

di	 \2nm) V

This expression integrates to

(27zm\ 1/2 vp = poe"	 = 7Z) -

Comment The pressure falls exponentially towards zero; the decrease is faster the higher
the temperature; the bigger the hole, and the lower the mass of the molecules.

Self-test 24.1 Show that t 1 12 , the time required for the pressure to decrease to half its
initial value, is independent of the initial pressure.

111/2	 Tlfl2]

Equation 5 is the basis of the Knudsen method for the determination of the vapour
pressures of liquids and solids, particularly of substances with very low vapour pressures.
Thus, if the vapour pressure of a sample is p, and it is enclosed in a cavity with a small hole,
then the rate of loss of mass from the container is proportional top.

Example 24.2 CakulatDi9 the, vapour pressure from a mass loss
Caesium (m.p. 29°C, b.p. 686°C) was introduced into a container and heated to 500°C.
When a hole of diameter 0.50 mm was opened in the container for 100 s, a mass loss of
385 mg was measured. Calculate the vapour pressure of liquid caesium at 500°C.

Method The pressure of vapour is constant inside the containr despite the effusion of
atoms because the hot liquid metal replenishes the vapour. The rate of effusion is therefore
constant, and given by eqn 5. To express the rate in terms of mass, the number of atoms that
escape is multiplied by the mass of each atom.

Answer The mass loss Am in an interval i is related to the collision flux by

Am = ZwAomEtt

where A0 is the area of the hole and m is the mass of one atom, It follows that

Am
A0mAi

Because Zw is related to the pressure by eqn 3, we can write

- (2nRT) 112 An

Because M = 132.9 gmor', substitution of the data gives p = 11 kPa (using
I Pa = 1 Nm 2 = I Jm'), or 83 Torr.
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Self-test 24.2 How long would it take 1.0 g of Cs atoms to effuse out of the oven under
the same conditions?

[260s1

24.3 Migration down gradients

hX
Bring high,
x-momentum

Bring low
x-momenturn "

24.4 The viscosity of a gas arises from the
transport of linear momentum. In this Illustration
the liquid is undergoing laminar flow, and particles
bring their initial momentum when they enter a
new layer. If they arrive with a high x-component
of momentum they accelerate the layer; if they
arrive with 3 low x-component of momentum they
retard the layer.

The rate of migration of a property is measured by its flux,), the quantity of that property
passing through a given area in a given time interval divided by the area and the duration of
the interval. If matter is flowing (as in diffusion), we speak of a matter flux of so many
molecules per square metre per second; if the property is energy (as in thermal conduction),
then we speak of the energy flux and express it in joules per square metre per second, and so
on.

Experimental observations on transport properties show that the flux of a property is
usually proportional to the first derivative of some other related property. For example, the
flux of matter diffusing parallel to the z-axis of a container is found to be proportional to
the first derivative of the concentration:

diV
i(matter)	 (6)

where If is the number density of particles with units number per metre cubed (rn -3). The SI
units of J are number per metre squared per second (m 2 s).The proportionality of the flux
of matter to the concentra:ion gradient is sometimes called Fick's first law of diffusion: the
law implies that, if the concentration varies steeply with position, then diffusion will be fast.
There is no net flux if the concentration is uniform (d..M/dz = 0). Similarly, the rate of
thermal conduction (the flux of the energy associated with thermal motion) is found to be
proportional to the temperature gradient:

J(energy) oc 
dT	

(7)
dz

The SI units of this flux are joules per metre squared per second (Jrn" 2 s').
A positive value off signifies a flux towards positive 1; a negative value off signifies a

flux towards negative z. Because matter flows down a concentration gradient, from high
concentration to low concentration,) is positive if d/"f/dz is negative (Fig. 24.3). Therefore,
the coefficient of proportionality in eqn 7 must be negative, and we write it —D:

J(matter) = —D	 (8)

The constant D is called the diffusion coefficient; its SI units are metre squared per second
[m' s- '). Energy migrates down a temperature gradient, and the same reasoning leads to

dT
J(energy) = —ic .	(9)

where K is the coefficient of thermal conductivity. The SI units of K are joules per kelvin per
metre per second [J K- m s_I), Some experimental values are given in Table 24.1.

To see the connection between the flux of momentum and the viscosity, consider a fluid
in a state of Newtonian flow, which can be imagined as occurring by a series of layers
moving past one another (Fig. 24.4). The layer next to the wall of the vessel is stationary, and
the velocity of successive layers varies linearly with distance, z, from the wall. Molecules
ceaselessly move between the layers and bring with them the x-component of linear
momentum they possessed in their original layer. A layer is retarded by molecules arriving
from a more slowly moving layer because they have a low momentum in the i-direction. A

Table 24.1 Transport properties of gases at
laUn

c/(JK' m 1 a- ')	 q/piPt

273K	 273K 293K

Ar	 0.0163
	

210	 223
CO, 0.0145
	

136	 147
He	 0.1442
	

187	 196
N 2 	0.0244)
	

166	 176

• More values are given in the Data section at the end
of this volume.
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24.5 The calculation of the rate of diffusion of a
gas considers the net flux of molecules through a
plane of area A as a result of arrivals from on
average a distance A away in each direction, where
A Is the mean free pith.
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layer is accelerated by molecules arriving from a more rapidly moving layer. We interpret the
net retarding effect as the fluids viscosity.

Because the retarding effect depends on the transfer of the t-component of linear
momentum into the layer of interest, the viscosity depends on the flux of this x-eomporent
in the z-direction. The flux of the x-component of momentum is proportional to dr,/d:
because there is no net flux when all the layers move at the same velocity. We can therefore
write

J(componcnt of momentum) 	 (10
dz

The constant of proportionality, q, is the coefficient of viscosity (or simply 'the viscosity). Its
units are kilogram per metre per second (kg in s). Viscosities are often reported in poise
(P), where I P	 IO	 kg m- s. Some experimental values are given in Table 24.1.

24.4 Tanspot popertics of a perfect qs

We shall now see how the kinetic theory can be used to justify tick's law, and deduce the
values of the transport coefficients of a perfect gas. These expressions show how transport
properties vary with the conditions.

(a) Diffusion
As shown in the Justification below and summarized in Table 24.2, the kinetic theory leads
to the result that, for a perfect gas,

(l1)

The mean free path, A, decreases as the pressure is increased (Section 1.3c), so I) decreases
with increasing pressure and, as a result, the gas molecules diffuse more slowly. the mcan
speed, ë, increases with the temperature (Section 1.3a), 50 1) also increases with
temperature. As a result, molecules in a hot sample diffuse more quickly than those in a
cool sample (for a given concentration gradient). Because the mean free path increases
when the collision cross-section of the molecules decreases, the diffusion coefficient is
greater for small molecules than for large molecules.

Justification 24.2

Consider the arrangement depicted in Fig. 24.5. On average, the molecules passing
through the area A at z = 0 have travelled about one mean free path A since their last
collision. Therefore, the number density where they originated is N(2) evaluated at
z = —2.. This number density is approximately'

I(—A) JV(0)_A()	 (12)

where the subscript 0 indicates that the slope should be evaluated at z = 0. The average
number of impacts on the imaginary window of area A0 during an interval At is Z5,.AAt,
with Z,,., = .N't (eqn 4). Therefore, the flux from left to right, J(L --. R), arising from the
supply of molecules on the left, is

J(L —a R) 
= AV(—A)i/s: 

= ,iV(—A)	 (13a)
A0\:

1

	

	 This reiai,on. and others She it that follow, is based on the lablo' r.pansrw Of a lunclios. ft . ) f(O l -F (4(/dx)5x I- -
iraxcated alit, the second term.
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r44e 7-41 Transport properties of perfect gases

Property	 Transported
quantity

Diffusion	 Matter
Thermal
	

Energy
conductivity

Viscosity	 Momentum

Simple kinetic
theory

D = Uc

'C = AãCv[A]
ecy,,,,

- (3/2)aNA

= AërnA

me

- (3,J2)o
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Units

m2 s1

JK' rn 5 S

kgm' s

Long flight
(collides
in flight)

There is also a flux of molecules from right to left. On average, the molecules making the

treatment is that some particles might make a long
246 One approximation ignored in the simple	

There
 have originated from = +2 where the number density is )V(A). Therefore,

flight to the plant even though they are only a 	 J(L - R) = --W(2)	 (13b)
short perpendicular distance away, and therefore
they have a higher chance of colliding during their 	 The average number density at z = +1 is approximately
journey.

.M(2)=JV(0)+A({)	 (14)

The net flux is

J2 =J(L - R) +J(L +-.. R)

={	 — A	 [H(o) +A(T)] }
	 (5)

This equation shows that the flux is proportional to the first derivative of the
concentration, in agreement with Fick's law.

aM this stage it looks as though we can pick out a value of the diffusion coefficient by
comparing eqns 8 and 15, so obtaining D = It must be remembered, however, that
the calculation i5 quite crude, and is little more than an assessment of the order of
magnitude of D. One aspect that has not been taken into account is illustrated in Fig. 24.6,
which shows that, although a molecule may have begun its journey very close to the
window, it could have a long flight before it gets there. Because the path is long, the
molecule is likely to collide before reaching the window, so it ought to be added to the
graveyard of other molecules that have collided. To take this effect into account involves a
lot of work, but the end result is the appearance of a factor of 1 representing the lower flux-
The modification results in eqn 11.

(b) Thermal conduction
According to the kinetic theory of gases, and as shown in the Justification below, the
coefficient of thermal conductivity of a perfect gas A having molar concentration [A] is
given by the expression

= 1 Cv,,,[Al	 (16)

where Cm is the molar heat capacity at constant volume.
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ju.stification 24.3

According to the equipartition theorem (Section 20.3 and the Introduction), each
molecule carries an average energy c = iikT, where ii is a number of the order of I. For
monatomic particles, i' = . When one molecule passes through the imaginary window, it
transports that energy on average. We suppose that the number density is uniform but
that the temperature is not On average, molecules arrive from the left after travelling a
mean free path from their last collision in a hotter region, and therefore with a higher
energy. Molecules also arrive from the right after travelling a mean free path from a cooler
region. The two opposing energy fluxes are therefore

J(L—R)=V€(-2)	 C(_A)=vk{T_A() }

(17)
J(L i- R) = —A/(2)	 e(A) = vkT + A(.)

0

and the net flux is

= J(L - R) +J(L R) = _ ikAZN)	 (18)

As before, we multiply by 2 to take long flight paths into account, and so arrive at
\= —vkk(dT 

-, — j	 (19)
 /0

Tie energy flux is proportional to the temperature gradient, as we wanted to show.
Comparison of this equation with eqn 9 shows that

ic 1iikAN	 (20)

Equation 16 then follows from Cv, = PkNA for a perfect gas, where [A] is the molar
concentration of A. For this step, we use  = N/V = ONA/V = NA [A].

24.7 The calculation of the viscosity of a gas
examines the net x-component of momentum
brought to a plane train faster and slower layers on
average a mean free pith away In ead direction.

Because ) is inversely proportional to the pressure, and hence inversely proportional to
the molar concentration of the gas, it follows from eqn 16 that the thermal conductivity is
independent of the pressure. The physical reason for this independence is that the thermal
conductivity can be expected to be large when many molecules are available to transport the
energy, but the presence of so many molecules limits their mean free path and they cannot
carry the energy over a great distance. These two effects balance. The thermal conductivity is
indeed found experimentally to be independent of the pressure, except when the pressure is
very low, when K X p. At low pressures A exceeds the dimensions of the apparatus, and the
distance over which the energy is transported is determined by the size of the container and
not by the other molecules present. The flux is still proportional to the number of carriers,
but the length of the journey no longer depends on A, so x cc [A], which implies that K cc P.

(c) The viscosity of a perfect gas
We have seen that viscosity is related to the flux of momentum. As shown in the
Justification below, the expression obtained from the kinetic theory of gases is

= M[AJ
	

(21)°

where [A] is the molar concentration of the gas molecules and M is their molar mass.
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24.8 The experimental results for (a) the pressure
dependence of the viscosity of argon, and (b) its
temperature dependence. The dotted line in the
latter is the calculated value. Fitting the obse,vc,J
and calculated curves is one Way of determining the
collision cross-section.
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Justification 24.4

Molecules travelling from the right in Fig. 24.7 (from a fast layer to a slower one) transport
a momentum mv(A) to their new layer at z = 0; those travelling from the left transport
niv5 (-A) to it. If it is assumed that the density is uniform, the collision flux is Thos&
arriving from the right on average carry a momentum

(!Ld:-) 0

Those arriving from the left bring a momentum

I dv1
= mv(0) - ns2( -,-\U

The net flux of x-momentum in the i-direction is therefore

J= lcA/?{[mvx(0) _ma()j - I"-- (0) +mA()J}

=

The flux is proportional to the velocity gradient, as we wished to show. Comparison of this
expression. with eqn 10, and multiplication by j in the normal way, leads to

(22)

which can easily be converted into eqn 21.

The viscosity is independent of the pressure: t cc 1/p and [A] cc p, implying that t cc?,
independent of p. The physical reason is the same as for the thermal conductivity: more
molecules are available to transport the momentum, but they carry it less far on account of
the decrease in mean free path. An unexpected result is that, because? cc T 112 , the viscosity
coefficient is proportional to TI 12 . That is, the viscosity of a gas increases with temperature.
This conclusion is explained when we remember that at high temperatures the molecules
travel more quickly, so the flux of momentum is greater.2

There are two main techniques for measuring viscosities of gases. One technique depends
on the rate of damping of the torsional oscillations of a disk hanging in the gas. The half-life
of the decay of the oscillation depends on the viscosity and the design of the apparatus, and
the apparatus needs to be calibrated. The other method is based on Poiseuilk's formula for
the rate of flow of a fluid through a tube of radius r:

:Y_ (P -p)nr4
dt - 161'lPo 

(23)

where V is the volume flowing, P1 and P2 are the pressures at each end of the tube of length
1, and Po is the pressure at which the volume is measured.

Such measurements confirm that the viscosities of gases are independent of pressure
over a wide range. For instance, the results for argon from iO atm. to 102 atm are shown in
Fig. 24.8, and we see that 'i is constant from about 0.01 atm to 20 atm. The measurements
also confirm (to a lesser extent) the T"2 dependence. The dotted line in the illustration
shows the calculated vlues using r = 22 x 10-20 m2, implying a collision diameter of
260 pm, in contrast to the van der Waals diameter of 335 pm obtained from the density of

2 As we umil see m Section 24.€ the vocotfty of a liquid deceeoseu with irKnW in temperature because intenniniccular
ntroctiono must be ooercnmc,
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the solid. The agreement is not too bad considering the simplicity of the model, especially
the neglect of intermolecular forces.

Example 24.3 Using the Poiseuille formula to measure a viscosity

In a Poiseuille flow experiment to measure the viscosity of air at 298 K. the sample was
allowed to flow through a tube of length 100 cm and internal diameter 1.00 mm, The high-
pressure end was at 765 Torr and the low-pressure end was at 760 Torr. The volume was
measured at the latter pressure. In 100 s, 90.2 cm3 of air passed through the tube. What is
the viscosity of air at 298 K?

Method The data can be used in the Poiscuille formula, eqn 23, reorganized into

- (p —p)nr4
161p0(dV/dt)

To use this formula, convert the pressures to pascals by using I Torr = 133.3 Pa.

Answer The rate of flow is

dV 9.02 x lO m3 
= 9.02 x 10-v m3 s

dt	 lOOs

Therefore, because

P —p = 1.355 x 10' Pa2

and

irr4 -
1.94x 10	 N rn5

it follows that I = 2.91 x iO kgm s1.

Comment The kinetic theory expression gives 1.4 x 10 -5 kg m -1 s', so the agreement
is quite good. Viscositie5 are commonly expressed in centipoise (cP) or (for gases) micropoise
(,u

p
), the conversion being I cP = iO kg m' s; the viscosity of air at 20°C is about

180 lip.

Self-test 24.3 What volume would be collected if the pressure gradient were doubled,
other conditions remaining constant?

[180 cmi

Motion in liquids
As a first step in dealing with the much more difficult problem of motion in liquids, we
outline what is currently known about the structure of a simple liquid. Then we consider a
particularly simple type of motion through a liquid, that of an ion, and see that the
information that motion provides can be used to infer the behaviour of uncharged species
too.

24.5 The sfructures of liquids
The starting point for the discussion of solids is the well-ordered structure of perfect
crystals. The starting point for the discussion of gases is the completely disordered
distribution of the molecules of a perfect gas. Liquids lie between these two extremes.

48—B
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(a) The radial distribution function
The average relative locations of the particles of a liquid are expressed in terms of the radial
distribution function, g(r). This function is defined so that g(r)r dr is the probability that a
molecule will be found in the range dr at a distance r from another molecule. In a perfect
crystal. g(r) is a periodic array of sharp spikes, representing the certainty (in the absence of
defects and thermal motion) that molecules (or ions) lie at definite locations. This regularity
continues out to the edges of the crystal, so we say that crystals have long-range order.
When the crystal melts, the long-range order is lost and, wherever we look at long distances
from a given molecule, there is equal probability of finding a second molecule. Close to the
first molecule, though, the nearest neighbours might still adopt approximately their original
relative positions and, even if they are displaced by newcomers, the new particles might
adopt their vacated positions. It is still possible to detect a sphere of nearest neighbours at a
distance r 1 , and perhaps beyond them a sphere of next-nearest neighbours at r2. The
existence of this short-range order means that the radial distribution function can be
expected to oscillate at short distances, with a peak at r 1 a smaller peak at r2 , and perhaps
some more structure beyond that.

The radial distribution function can be determined experimentally by X-ray diffraction,
Ior(r) can be extracted from the diffuse diffraction pattern characteristic of liquid samples
in much the same way as a crystal structure is obtained from X-ray diffraction of crystals.
The shells of local structure shown in the example in Fig. 24.9 (for water) are unmistakable.
Closer analysis shows that any given Fl0 molecule is surrounded by other molecules at the
corners of a tetrahedron, similar to the arrangement in ice (Fig. 21.33). The form of g(r) at
100°C shows that the intermolecular forces (in this case, principally by hydrogen bonds) are
strong enough to affect the local structure right up to the boiling point. Raman spectra and
molecular dynamics calculations indicate that in liquid water most molecules participate in
either three or four hydrogen bonds. Infrared spectra show that about 90 per cent of
hydrogen bonds are intact at the melting point of ice, falling to about 20 per cent at the
boiling point.

Despite its uniquely extensive hydrogen bonding, water has only a modest viscosity
(much less than that of glycerol, for example). Indeed, water is a conundrum and a severe
testing ground for theories of the liquid state. Water is a simple liquid when examined in the
context of dynamic characteristics, and the challenge is to reconcile its extensive hydrogen-
bonded structure with its dynamical simplicity.

4.9 The radial distribution function of the oxygen atoms in liquid water at three temperaturm Note
the expansion as the temperature is raised. (AH. Narten, M.D. Danford, and H.A. Levy. Discuss. Farodcy.
Soc. 43, 91119671.)
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(b) The calculation of g(r)
Because the radial distribution function can be calculated by making assumptions about the
intermolecular forces, it can be used to test theories of liquid structure. However, even a
fluid of hard spheres without attractive interactions (a collection of ball-bearings in a
container) gives a function that oscillates near the origin (Fig. 24.10), and one of the factors
influencing, and sometimes dominating, the structure of a liquid is the geometrical problem
of stacking together reasonably hard spheres. Indeed, the radial distribution function of a
liquid of hard spheres shows more pronounced oscillations at a given temperature than that
of any other type of liquid. The attractive part of the potential modifies this basic structure,
but sometimes only quite weakly. One of the reasons behind the difficulty of describing
liquids theoretically is the similar importance of both the attractive and repulsive (hard Core)
components of the potential.

The formal expression for the radial distribution function for molecules 1 and 2 in a fluid
consisting of N particles is the somewhat fearsome equation

g(r12) =	
fe"dr3dr. . . dr,	

(24)
2fj ... feflVNld,.2...frN

where 13 = I/kr and VN is the N-particle potential energy. There are several ways of
building the intermolecular potential into the calculation of g(r). Numerical methods take a
box of about 103 particles (the number increases as computers grow more powerful), and
the rest of the liquid is simulated by surrounding the box with replications of the original
box (Fig. 24.11). Then, whenever a particle leaves the box through one of its faces, its image
arrives through the opposite face. When calculating the interactions of a molecule in a box,
it interacts with all the molecules in the box and all the periodic replications of those
molecules and itself in the other boxes.

Once g(r) is known it can be used to calculate the thermodynamic properties of liquids.
For example, the contribution of the pairwise additive intermolecular potential, V2 , to the
internal energy is given by the integral

U=4—fgVzr2dr	 (25)

That is, U is essentially the average two-particle potential energy weighted by g(r)r2 dr,
which is the probability that the pair of particles have a separation between r and r + dr.
Likewise, the contribution that pairwise interactions make to the pressure is

PV	 21f	 2	 (^—V2)
nRT 
	 iv J gv2r dr	 V2 = r

	
(26)

dr

The quantity v2 is called the virial (hence the term 'virial equation of state').

(c) Monte Carlo methods
In the Monte Carlo method, the particles in the box are moved through small but otherwise
random distances, and the change in total potential energy of the N particles in the box.
ISVN, is calculated using one of the intermolecular potentials discussed in Chapter 22.
Whether or not this new configuration is accepted is then judged from the following rules:

1. If the potential energy is not greater than before the change, then the
configuration is accepted.

2. If the potential energy is greater than before the change, the factor e_'Y/kT is
compared with a random number between 0 and 1: if the factor is larger than the
random number, the configuration is accepted; if the factor is not larger, the
configuration is rejected.
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This procedure ensures that at equilibrium the probability of occurrence of any
configuration is proportional to the Boltzmann factor e_/*T. The configurations generated

in this way can then be used to Construct g(r) simply by counting the number of pairs of

particles with a separation r and averaging the result over the whole collection of

configurations.

(d) Molecular dynamics
In the molecular dynamics approach, the history of an initial arrangement is followed by
calculating the trajectories of all the particles under the influence of the intermolecular
potentials. Newton's laws are used to predict where each particle will be after a short time
interval (about 10-15 s, which is shorter than the average time between collisions), and then
the calculation is repeated for tens of thousands of such steps. The time-consuming part of

	

CN
	

the Calculation is the evaluation of the net force on the molecule arising from all the other
molecules present in the system.

A molecular dynamics calculation gives a series of snapshots of the liquid, and g(r) can

be calculated as before. The temperature of the system is inferred by computing the mean
kinetic energy of the particles and using the equipartition result that

(mv) = 4T
	

(27)

for each coordinate

(e) Liquid crysta's
A feature that makes calculations even more difficult is the possibility that molecules have
strongly anisotropic interactions. An important extreme case of anisotropv gives rise to a
mesophase, a phase intermediate between solid and liquid. Mesophases are of great
importance in biology, for they occur as lipid bilayers and in vesicu!ar systems.

A mesophase may arise when molecules have highly arlisotropie shapes. such as being
long and thin, as in (1), or disk-like. When the solid melts, some aspects of the long-range
order characteristic of the solid may be retained, and the new phase may be a liquid crystal,
a substance having liquid-like imperfect long-range order in at least one direction in space
but positional or orientational order in at least one other direction. One type of retained
long-range order gives rise to a smectic phase (from the Greek word for soapy), in which the
molecules align themselves in layers (Fig. 24.12a). Other materials, and some smectic liquid
crystals at higher temperatures, lack the layered structure but retain a parallel alignment
(Fig. 24.12b): this mesophase is called a nematic phase (from the Greek for thread, which
refers to the observed defect structure of the phase). In the cholesteric phase (from the

!...

	

.	 p 1.j.	 ..	 .

(a)
	

WI
	

(c)

24.12 The arrangement of niolcules in (a) the nematic phase, (h) the smectic phase, and id the cholesteric phase of liquid crystals. In the cholesteric phase, the
stacking of layers continues to give a helical arrangement of molecules.
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Greek for bile solid) the molecules lie in sheets at angles that change slightly between each
sheet (Fig. 24.12c). That is, they form helical structures with a pitch that depends on the
temperature. As a result, choksteric liquid crystals diffract light and have colours that
depend on the temperature. The strongly anisotropic optical properties of nematic liquid
crystals, and their response to electric fields, is the basis of their use as data displays (LCDs).

Although there are many liquid crystalline materials, some difficulty is often experinced
in achieving a technologically useful temperature range for the existence of the mesophase.
To overcome this difficulty, mixtures can be used. An example of the type of phase diagram
that is then obtained is shown in Fig. 24,13. As can be seen, the mesophase exists over a
wider range of temperatures than either liquid crystalline material alone.

]	 24.6 Molecular fllQtlGfl in Iiquds
1.0

24.13 The phase diagram at I aim for a binary
system of two liquid crystalline materials
4,4'-dimethoxyazoxyben,ene (A) and
4, 4'-diethoxyazoicybnzene (B)

The motion of molecules in liquids can be studied experimentally by a variety of methods.
Relaxation time measurements in NMR and ESR (Section 18.6b) can be interpreted in terms
of the mobilities of the molecules, and have been used to show that big molecules in viscous
fluids typically rotate in a series of small (about 5°) steps, whereas small molecules in
nonviscous fluids typically jump through about I radian (570) in each step. Another
important' technique is inelastic neutron scattering, in which the energy neutrons collect or
discard as they pass through a sample is interpreted in terms of the motion of its particles.
The same technique is used to examine the internal dynamics of macromolecules.

More mundane than these experiments are viscosity measurements (Table 24.3). For a
molecule to move in a liquid, it must acquire at least a minimum energy to escape from its
neighbours. The probability that a molecule has at least an energy E. is proportional to

so the mobility of the molecules in the liquid should follow this type of temperature

Table 24.3' Viscosities of liquids at 298 K,
1? /( 10-3 kg m

Benzene	 0.60
Mercury	 1.55
Pentane	 0.224
Watert	 0.891

14.11 The experimental temperature dependence
of the viscosity of water. As the temperature is
increased, more molecules are able to escape from
the potential wells provided by their neighbours,
and so the liquid becomes more fluid. A plot of
In  against lIT is a straight line (over a small
range) with positive slope.

)4.15 The conductivity of an electrolyte solution
is measured by making a conductivity cell, like the
one shown here, one arm of a resistance bridge.
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dependence. Because the coefficient of viscosity, q, is inversely proportional to the mobility
of the particles, we should expect that

tj cc e E.IRT	 (28)

(Note the positive sign of the exponent.) This expression implies that the viscosity should
decrease sharply with increasing temperature. Such a variation is found experimentally, at
least over reasonably small temperature ranges (Fig. 24.14). The activation energy typical of
viscosity is comparable to the mean potential energy of intermolecular interactions.

One problem with the interpretation of viscosity measurements is that the change in
density of the liquid as it is heated makes a pronounced contribution to the temperature
variation of the viscosity. Thus, the temperature dependence of viscosity at constant volume,
when the density is constant, is much less than that at constant pressure. The intermolecular
forces between the molecules of the liquid govern the magnitude of E1, but the problem of
calculating it is immensely difficult and still largely unsolved. At low temperatures, the
viscosity of water decreases as the pressure is increased. This behaviour is consistent with the
rupture of hydrogen bonds.

24.7 The conductivities of electrolyte solutions
Further insight into the nature of molecular motion can be obtained by studying the motion
of ions in solution, for they can be dragged through the solution by the application of a
potential difference between two electnac[M Immersed in the sample. By studying the
transport of charge through electrolyte solutions it is possible to build up a picture of the
events that occur in them and, in some cases, to extrapolate the conclusions to species that
have zero charge, that is, to neutral molecules.

(a) Conductance and conductivity
The fundamental measurement used to study the motion of ions is that of the electrical
resistance. R, of the solution. The standard technique is to Incorporate a conductivity cell
into one arm of a resistance bridge and to search for the balance point, as explained in
standard texts on electricity (Fig. 24.15). The main complication is that alternating current
must be used because a direct current would lead to electrolysis and to polarization, which
in this context means the modification of the composition of the layers of solution In
contact with the electrodes. The use of alternating current (with a frequency of about
I kHz) may avoid polarization because the charging that occurs on one half of the cycle is
undone during the second half (if the reverse reaction is kinetically feasible).

The conductance, G, of a solution is the inverse of its resistance 1.: G = l/l?._ As
resistance is expressed in ohms, 1, the conductance of a sample is expressed in cr'. The
reciprocal ohm used to be called the mho, but its official designation is now the Siemens, S
and I S I cI 1 . The conductance of a sample decreases with its length 1 and increases
with its cross-sectional area A. We therefore write

(29)

wh.e K is the conductivity. With the conductance in siemens and the dimensions in metres.
it follows that the SI units of ic are siemens per metre (S m).

The conductivity of a solution depends on the number of ions present, and it is normal to
introduce the molar conductivity, Am, which is defined as

A=	 [30J
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24.16 The concentration dependence of the molar
conductivities of (a) a typical strong electrolyte
(aqueous potassium chloride) and (b) a typical weak
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where c is the molar concentration of the added electrolyte. The SI unit of molar
conductivity is Siemens metre-5quared per mole (S m2 mol 1 ), and typical values are about
It) mS m 2 mu) - (where I mS	 io S).

The molar conductivity of an electrolyte would be independent of concentration if K

were proportional to the concentration of the electrolyte. However, in practice, the molar
conductivity is found to vary with the concentration. One reason for this variation is that tue
number of ions in the solution might not be proportional to the concentration of the
electrolyte. For instance, the concentration of ions in a solution of a weak acid depends on
the concentration of the acid in a complicated way, and doubling the concentration of the
acid added does not double the number of ions. Secondly, because ions interact strongly
with one another, the conductivity of a solution is not exactly proportional to the number of
ions present.

The concentration dependence of molar conductivities indicates that there are two
classes of electrolyte. The characteristic of a strong electrolyte is that its molar conductivity
decreases only slightly as its concentration is increased (Fig. 24.16). The characteristic of a
weak electrolyte is that its molar colductivity is normal at concentrations'close to zero, but
falls sharply to low values as the concentration increases. The classification depends on the
solvent employed as well as the solute: lithium chloride, for example, is  strong electrolyte
in water but a weak electrolyte in propanone.

(b) Strong electrolytes
Strong electrolytes are substances that are virtually fully ionized in solution, and include
ionic solids and strong acids. As a result of their complete ionization, the concentration of
ions in solution is proportional to the concentration of strong electrolyte added.

In an extensive series of measurements during the nineteenth century, Friedrich
Kohlrausch showed that at low concentrations the molar conductivities of strong
electrolytes vary linearly with the square root of the concentration:

A,, =	 - Kci12	 (31)

This variation is called Kohlrausch's law. The constant A. is the limiting molar
conductivity, the molar conductivity in the limit of zero concentration (when the ions
are effectively infinitely far apart and do not interact with one another). The constant K is
found to depend more on the stoichiometry of the electrolyte (that is, whether it is of the
form MA, or M 2 A, etc.) than on its specific identity.

Kohlrausch was also able to show that Ar,, can be expressed as the sum of contributions
from its individual ions. If the limiting molar conductivity of the cations is denoted )., and
that of the anions A, then his law of the independent migration of ions states that

(32)

where v+ and v_ are the numbers of cations and anions per formula unit of electrolyte (for
example, i' = (for HCI, NaCl, and CuSO 4 , but z'+ = I, = 2 for MgCl 2 ). This simple
result, which can be understood on the grounds that the ions migrate independently in the

Table 24.4 Limiting ionic conductivities in 	 limit of zero concentration, lets us predict the limiting molar conductivity of any strong

water at 298 K, ,k/(mS m2 mat i)	 electrolyte from the data in Table 24.4.

	

34.96
	

0H	 19.91
	

Illustration
Na*	 5.01
	 cr	 7.63

K 4	7.35
	

8r	 7.81
	 The limiting molar conductivity of BaCl2 in water at 298 K is

Zn 2	10.56
	

S0	 16.00	 Am = (12.72 -1-2 x 7.63) mS m 2 moL 1 = 27.98 ms m2 mol'

More values are given in the Data section.
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(c) Weak electrolytes
Weak electrolytes are not fully ionized in solution. They include weak Bronsted acids and
bases, such as CH J COOH and NH 3 . The marked concentration dependence of their molar
conductivities arises from the displacement of the equilibrium

HA(aq) + 1-1 2 00)	 H 3 O(aq) + A (aq)	 K3 aO3O)a(A)	 (33)

towards products at low molar concentrations.
The conductivity depends on the number of ions in the solution, and therefore on the

degree of ionization, a, of the electrolyte. The degree of ionization is defined so that, for the
acid HA at a molar concentration c, at equilibrium

[H301 = cw	 [A - I = ac	 J HAJ	 (I - a)e	 .	 (34)

If we ignore activity coefficients, the acidity constant. I(, is approximately

K3 =.L	 .	 (35)°

from which it follows that

K^	 + 4c)	
(36)

The electrolyte is fully ionized at infinite dilution, and its molar conductivity is then A.

Because only a fraction x is actually present as ions in the actual solution, the measured
molar conductivity Am is given by

Am = aA	 (37)°

with a given by eqn 36.

Example 24.4 U5in9 conductivity measurements to determine pa

The molar conductivity of 0.0100 MCH 3 COOH(aq) at 298 K was measured as

Am = 1.65 mSm 2 rnol. Determine the degree of ionization and the pK3 of the acid.

Method To calculate a, use eqn 37 with 4 calculated from the data in Table 24.4. Then
calculate K. by substitution of a into eqn 35 and form pK3 = - log K,

Answer From the data in Table 24.4 we find A, 39.05 mSm2 mol. Therefore,
a = 0.0423. It follows from eqn 35 that K. = 1.9 x 10, implying that pK = 4.72.

Comment The thermodynamic value of PKa is obtained by repeating the determination
with different concentrations and extrapolating to zero concentration.

Self-test 24.4 The molar conductivity of 0.0250 M HCOOH(aq) was measured as
4.61 niSm 2 mol I . Determine the pK 3 of the acid.

[3.44]

Once we know K, we can use cqns 36 and 37 to predict the concentration dependenct
of the molar conductivity. The result agrees quite well with the experimental curve in
Fig. 24.16. More usefully, we can use the concentration dependence of A. in measurements
of the limiting molar conductance. First, we rearrange eqn 36 into

a	 K
	 (38)°
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24.17 The graph used to determine the limiting
value of the molar conductivity of a solution by
extrapolation to zero concentration.
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Then, by using eqn 37, we obtain Ostwalcl's dilution law:

I	 I	 Ac
—=---+	 (39)

4 m	 Ka(J1°ff,)2

This equation implies that, if I/Am is plotted against cA,,, then the intercept at c = 0 will be
I/A,, (Fig. 24.17).

24.8 The mobilities of ions
To interpret conductivity measurements we need to know why ions move at different rates,
why they have different molar conductivities, and why the molar conductivities of strong
electrolytes decrease with the square root of the molar concentration. The central idea in
this section is that, although the motion of an ion remains largely random,•the presence of
an electric field biases its motion, and the ion undergoes net migration through the solution.

(a) The drift speed
When the potential difference between two electrodes a distance I apart is Etcb, the ions in
the solution between them experience a uniform electric field of magnitude

(40)

In such a field, an ion of charge t ze experiences a force of magnitude

F=zeE=	 (41)

A cation responds to the application of the field by accelerating towards the negative
electrode and an anion responds by accelerating towards the positive electrode. However,
this acceleration is short-lived. As the ion moves through the solvent it experiences a
frictional retarding force -Ffk proportional to its speed. If we assume that the Stokes
formula (eqn 23.13) for a sphere of radius a and speed s applies even on a microscopic scale
(and independent evidence from magnetic resonance suggests that it often gives at least the
right order of magnitude), then we can write this retarding force as

= fs	 f = 67t,a	 (42)

The two forces act in opposite directions, and the ions quickly reach a terminal speed, the
drift speed, when the accelerating force is balanced by the viscous drag. The net force is zero
when

zet	
(43)

Because the drift speed governs the rate at which charge is transported, we might expect
the conductivity to decrease with increasing solution viscosity and ion size. Experiments
confirm these predictions for bulky ions (such as R 4 N and RC0) but not for small ions. For
example, the molar conductivities of the alkali metal ions increase from Li l to Cs
(Table 24.4) even though the ionic radii increase. The paradox is resolved when we realize
that the radius a in the Stokes formula is the hydrodynamic radius (or 'Stokes' radius') of
the ion, its effective radius in the solution taking into account all the H 70 molecules it
carries in its hydration sphere. Small ions give rise to stronger electric fields than large ones,4
so small ions are more extensively solvated than big ions. Thus, an ion of small ionic radius
may have a large hydrodynamic radius because it drags many solvent molecules through the

3 In this chapter we d,srega,d the sags of the charge number and so avid notational complications.

4	 The electric field at the surface of a sphere of radius rh proportional to ze/r, so the smatter the radius the stronger the field.



_14^

(8)

A^

24.18 The mechanism of conduction by water as
proposed by N. Agmon (Chem. Plrys. Letts. 244, 456
(1995)). Proton transfer between neighbouring
molecules occurs when one molecule rotates into
such a position that an 0—H .0 hydrogen bond
can flip into being an 0 . . •H-0 hydrogen bond. See
text for a description of the steps.
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solution as it migrates. The hydrating H 2 0 molecules are often very labile, however, and NMR
and isotope studies have shown that the exchange between the coordination sphere of the
ion and the bulk solvent is very rapid.

The proton, although it is very small, has a very high molar conductivity (Table 24.4)!
Proton and 1 0-NMR show that the times characteristic of protons hopping from one
molecule to the next are about 1.5 Ps, which is comparable to the time that inelastic
neutron scattering shows it takes a water molecule to reorientate through about I rad (Ito
2 ps). According to the Grotthuss mechanism. 5 there is an effective motion of a proton that
involves the rearrangement of bonds in a group of water molecules. However, the actual
mechanism is still highly contentious. Attention now focuses on the H 9O unit, in which the
nearly trigonal planar H 30 ion 6 is linked to three strongly solvating I40 molecules. This
cluster of atoms is itself hydrated, but the hydrogen bonds in the secondary sphere are
weaker than in the primary sphere. It is envisaged that the rate-determining step is the
cleavage of one of the weaker hydrogen bonds of this secondary sphere (Fig. 24.182). After
this bond cleavage has , taken place, and the released molecule has rotated through a few
degrees (a process that takes about I ps), there is a rapid adjustment of bond lengths and
angles in the remaining cluster, to form an H S O cation of structure H 2 O . H . . CH2
(Fig. 24.18b). Shortly after this reorganization has occurred, a new H 9 0 cluster forms as

other molecules rotate into a position where they can become members of a secondary
hydration sphere, but now the positive charge is located one molecule to the right of its
initial location (Fig. 24.18c). According to this model, there is no coordinated motion of a
proton along a chain of molecules, simply a very rapid hopping between neighbouring sites,
with a low activation energy. The model is consistent with the observation that the molar
conductivity of protons increases as the pressure is raised, for increasing pressure ruptures
hydrogen bonds.

(b) Ion mobilities
According to eqn 43, the drift speed of an ion is proportional to the strength of the applied
field. We write

s=ue [44]

where u is called the mobility of the ion (Table 24.5). Comparison of eqns 43 and 44 and use
of eqn 42 show that

	

ze	 ze
(45)

Illustration

For an order of magnitude estimate we can take z = I and a the radius of an ion such as

Cs (which might be typical of a smaller ion plus its hydration sphere), which is 170 pm.
For the viscosity, we use , = 1.0 cP (1.0 x 10 3 kgm s 1 , Table 24.3). Then

u5 x 10 m2 V s. This value means that, when there is a potential difference of
I V across a solution of length 1 cm (so e = 100 V m'), the drift speed is typically about
5 pm s'. That speed might seem slow, but not when expressed on a molecular scale, for it

corresponds to an ion passing about 10 4 solvent molecules per second.

S	 the name of thenrectrarnsm s a, allusion in an early vrrw advanced by ono Grorthuos, in. wfoclr it was supposed that churns of
dipoles were responsible for the transport of charge i n water.

6	 In the gas phase. H 2O' s rnqv.ral pyrarrr,dal

Table 24,5 Ionic mobilities in water at
298 K, u/(10 en2 s1V')

H	 36.23
	

0H	 20.64
Na	 5.19
	

CI	 7.91
K 4	 7.62
	

Br	 8.09
Zn1 	5.47
	

SO	 8.29

'More values are given in the Data section.



An nn.
Area,A _-

2419 In thecalculation of the current, all the
cations within a distance s.4jsi (that is, those in the
volume s4Ath) will pans through the area A. The
anions in the Corresponding volume on the other
side of the window will also contribute to the
current similarly.
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(c) Mobility and conductivity
The usefulness of ionic mobilities is that they provide a link between measurable and
theoretical quantities. As a first step we establish in the Justification below the following
relation between an ion's mobility and its molar conductivity:

A = zuF
	

(46)

where F is the Faraday constant (F = NAC).

Justification 245

To keep the calculation simple, we ignore signs in the following, and concentrate on the
magnitudes of quantities: the direction of ion flux can always be decided by common
sense

Consider a solution of a fully dissociated strong electrolyte at a molar concentration c.
Let each formula unit give rise to v4 cations of charge ze and i_ anions of charge z_e.
The molar concentration of each type of ion is therefore uc (with u = or v_1 and the
number density of each type is IICNA. The number of ions of one kind that pass through an
imaginary window of area A during an interval At is equal to the number within the
distance tht (Fig. 24.19), and therefore to the number in the volume th.LA. (The same sort
of argument was used in Section 1.3 in the discussion of the pressure of a gas.) The number
of ions of that kind in this volume is equal to SESIA L/CNA. The flux through the window (the
number of this type of ion passing through the window divided by the area of the window
and the duration of the interval) is therefore

J(ions) = 
sLtA 

LICNA= SLICNA
Ast

Each ion carries a charge ze, so the flux of charge is

J(charge) = zs tIceNA = zsvcF

Because s = ue, the flux is

J(charge) = zuvcFt

The current, I, through the window due to the ions we are considering is the charge flux
times the area:

I = JA = zuvcFEA

Because the electric field i5 the potential gradient. 4/1, we can write

= zzwcFAAçb	
(47)

Current and potential difference are related by Ohm's law, that

I — —GEs - -
•R.	 1

where we have used eqn 29 in the form ic = G11A. Comparison of the last two expressions
gives c = zuvcF. Division by the molar concentration of ions, i.'c, then results 1 in eqn 46.

Equation 46 applies to the cations and to the anions. Therefore, for the solution itself in
the limit of zero concentration (when there are no interionic interactions),

An = ('"+u4 +z_u_v_)F	 (48)°
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For a symmetrical 	 electrolyte (for example, CuSO4 with a = 2), this equation simplifies
to

= z(u -1- U )F	 (49)°

Illustration
Earlier, we estimated the typical ionic mobility as 5 x 10 m 2 V s'; so, with a = 1 for
both the cation and anion, we can estimate that a typical limiting molar conductivity should
be about 10 mS m 2 moI, in accord with experiment. The experimental value for KC), for
instance, is 15 mSm2mol1.

(d) Transport numbers
The transport number, t, is defined as the fraction of total current carried by the ions of a
specified type. For a solution of two kinds of ion, the transport numbers of the cations (ç)
and anions (t_) are

- 1
1±_i	

(501

where ± is the current carried by the cation (,) or anion (1_) and I is the total current
through the solution. Because the total current is the sum oY the cation and anion currents,
it follows that

t,+t_=l	 (51)

The limiting transport number, t, is defined in the same way but for the limit of zero
concentration of the electrolyte solution. We shall consider only these limiting values from
now on, for that avoids the problem of ionic interactions.

The current that can be ascribed to each type of ion is related to the mobility of the ion
by eqn 47. Hence the relation between t and Uj is

gO
±	

Z1v+U+-1-ZLi_i4_

Because z,v, = z_ri_ for all ionic species, this equation simplifies to

o - 14j
-

-	 UI +l

Moreover, because the ionic conductivities are related to the mobilities by eqn 46, it follows
that

g0	
V±.k!

± -	
=--	 (54)°

and hence, for each type of ion,

=4
	

(55)°

Consequently, because there are independent ways of measuring transport numbers of ions,
we can determine the individual ionic conductivities and (through cqn 46) the ionic
mobilities.

(52)

(53)°
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(e) The measurement of transport numbers
One of the most accurate methods for measuring transport numbers is the moving
boundary method, in which the motion of a boundary between two ionic solutions having a
common ion is observed as a current flows.

Let MX be the salt of interest and r4X a salt giving a denser solution. The solution of NX
is called the indicator solution; it occupies the lower part of a vertical tube of cross-
sectional area A (Fig. 24.20). The MX solution, which is called the leading solution, occupies
the upper part of the tube. There is a sharp boundary between the two solutions. The
indicator solution must be denser than the leading solution, and the mobility of the M ions
must be greater than that of the N ions.' Thus, if any M ions diffuse into the lower solution,
they will be pulled upwards more rapidly than the N ions around them, and the boundary
will reform. The interpretation of the experiment makes use of the relation (see the
Justification below) between the distance, 1, moved by thr boundary in the time At for
which a current I is passed for a period is::

24.20 In the moving boundary method for the	 I	
zdAF

meaurement of transport numbers, the distance 	
(56)

moved by the boundary is observed as a Current is
Hence, by measuring the distance moved, the transport number and hence the conductivitypaused. All the M ions in the volume between AR

and CD must have passed through CD if the	 and mobility of the ions can be determined.
boundary moves from AB to CD.

Justifkation 14.6

When a current I is passed for a time At, the boundary moves from AB to CD, so all the M
ions in the volume between AB and CD must have passed through CD. That number is
dANA , so the charge that the M ions transfer through the plane is z+cL4 eNA However,
the fatal charge transferred when a current! flows for an interval At is IAz. Therefore, the
fraction due to the motion of the M ions, which is their transport number, is given by
eqn 56.

In the Hittorf method, an electrolytic cell is divided into three compartments and a
charge I& is passed. An amount I&/z F of cations is discharged at the cathode, but an
amount çI&/z f F of cations migrates into the cathode compartment. The net change in
the amount of cations in that compartment is therefore

Net change = (ç - I)	 —L-	 (57)

Hence, by measuring the change of composition in the cathode compartment, the anion
transport number L can be deduced. Likewise, the change in composition of the anode
compartment is —tI&/z_F, which gives the cation transport number, ç.

Transport numbers may also be measured by using galvanic cells. In particular, the
measurement is made on a cell with transference, which is a galvanic cell with a liquid
boundary across which ions may pass from ore electrode compartment to the other. An
example is the cell

Ag(s))AgCl(s))HCI(m 1 ))HCl(m2)AgCl(s)Ag(s)

for which the zero-current cell potential is E1 and the electrodes are reversible with respect
to anions (Cli. The corresponding cell without transference is

Ag(s))AgCI(s) HCI(m 1 )jH 2 (g) Pt(s)jH2(g)jHCl(m2)AgCl(s))Ag(s)

7 One pcotdure n to add bromotlryrnol blue indator to a slightly a rkalinO tolution at the ion of Interest and to use a cadmium
ehevole at the lower end of the vertical tube. Sw elcctrodc produces Cd runm which are slow rnonrag and slightly acidic lItre
hydrated on is a Brønstd acid). and the boundary is revealed by the colour change of the indicator.
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and its zero-current potential is E. We show in the Justification below that the two
potentials are relatrd by

F = 2tE	 (58)

Therefore, comparison of the two cCII potentials gives the transport number of the counter-
ion of the ion with respect to which the electrodes are reversible (in this case, the transport
number of H .

Justification 24,7

The argument is similar to that used to analyse the Hittorf method. Consider the
consequences of passing 1 mot of electrons through the cell with transport specified
above. In the right-hand electrode compartment, 1 molCl is formed but t.. molCI
migrates out of it across the junction. The net change is (I - L) mot = ç mol. At the
same time, ç mot H migrates into the compartment. In the left-hand electrode
compartment I molCl is removed from solution (to form 1 molAgCl), but C... molCl
flows in across the junction. The net change is therefore (—I + 1...) mot = —t, moIO.
At the same time, g mot H flows out The reaction Gibbs energy is therefore

= t,{(CF,m2) - (Ci, m1 ) + (ffm2 ) -

= 2tRTln
a1

Because EG = —FE, it follows that

E - 21+
RT 1 a2

For the same cell without transference, the Nernst equation gives

RT a2
E= --In—

F 01

and the ratio of the two cell potentials is 2t4..

24.9 Conductivities and ion—ion interactions
The remaining problem is to account for the c 112 dependence of the Kohlrausch law
(eqn 31). In Section 10.2c we saw something similar: the activity coefficients of ions at low
concentrations also depend on c 112 and depend on their charge type rather than their
specific identities. That C1 12 dependence was explained in terms of the properties of the ionic
atmosphere around each ion, and we can suspect that the same explanation applies here too.

To accommodate the effect of motion, we need to modify the picture of an ionic
atmosphere as a spherical haze of charge. The ions forming the atmosphere do not adjust to
the moving ion infinitely quickly, and the atmosphere is incompletely formed in front of the
moving ion and incompletely decayed behind the ion (Fig. 24.21). The overall effect is the
displacement of the centre of charge of the atmosphere a short distance behind the moving
ion. Because the two charges are opposite, the result is a retardation of the moving ion. This
reduction of the ions' mobility is called the relaxation effect. A confirmation of the picture
is obtained by observing the conductivities of ions at high frequencies, which are greater
than at low frequencies: the atmosphere does not have time to follow the rapidly changing
direction of motion of the ion, and the effect of the field averages to zero.

The ionic atmosphere has another effect on the motion of the ions. We have seen that the
moving ion experiences a viscous drag. When the ionic atmosphere is present this drag is
enhanced because the ionic atmosphere moves in an opposite direction to the central ion.

(a)

(b)

24.21 (a) In the absence of an applied field, the
Ionic atmosphere is spherically symmetric, but (b)
when a field is present it is distorted and the
centres of negative and positive charge no longer
Mineide. The attraction between the opposite
charges retards the motion of the central ion.
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24.22 The dependence of molar conductivities on
the square root of the ionic strength, and
comparison (dotted lines) with the dependence
predicted by the Debye-HQckeI-Onsagtr theory.
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The enhanced viscous drag, which is called ie electrophoretuc effect, reduces the mobility
of the ions, and hence also reduces their conductivities.

The quantitative formulation of these effects is far from simple but the Debye-Huckel-
Onsager theory is an attempt to obtain quantitative expressions at about the same level of
sophistication as the Debye-Hückel theory itself. The theory leads to a Kohlrausch-like
expression in which

= A 1- BA,	 (59a)

with

A - zeF ( 2 \ / 2 	
qz3eF 

G
2 \ 1/2

- F)	

"=	 (59b)
241rcRT R7' 

where e is the electric permittivity of the solvent (Section 22.1e) and q = 0.586 for a 1, 1-
electrolyte (Table 24.6). The slopes of the conductivity curves are predicted to depend on the
charge type of the electrolyte, in accord with the Kohlrausch law, and some comparisons
between theory and experiment are shown in Fig. 24.22. The agreement is quite good at very
low molar concentrations (less than about iO M, depending on the charge type).

Molecular dynamics calculations can also shed light on electric conduction. The key
equation is a special case of a Green-Kubo relation, which expresses a transport property in
terms of the fluctuations in microscopic properties of a system. The electrical conductivity is
related to the fluctuations in the instantaneous electric current, j, in the sample that arises
from variations in the velocities of the ions:

K =f (i(0)i(t)) dt	 j =	 (60)

where v, is the velocity of the ion i at a given instant and the angular brackets denote an
average over the sample. If the ions are very mobile, there will be large fluctuations in the
instantaneous currents in the sample, and the conductivity of the medium will be high. If the
ions are locked into position, as in an ionic solid, there will be no instantaneous currents, and
the ionic conductivity will be zero. The velocities of the ions are calculated explicitly in a
molecular dynamics simulation, so the correlation function, the quantity (j(0)j(:)), can be
evaluated reasonably simply.

Diffusion
We are now in a position to extend the discussion of ionic motion to cover the migration of
neutral molecules and of ions in the absence of an applied electric field. We shall do this by
expressing ion motion in a more general way than hitherto, and will then discover that the
same equations apply even when the charge on the particles is zero.

24.10 The. tlwrniotlyn;irnic vicw

We saw in Part 1 that, at constant temperature and pressure, the maximum non-expansion
work that can be done per mole when a substance moves from a location where its chemical
potential is p to a location where its chemical potential is p + dp is dw = d In a system in
which the chemical potential depends on the position x,

dw=dp=I" -	 dx	 (61)
p.T

Table 24.6 Debye-Hückel-Onsager 	 coeffi-
cients for (I. I)-electrolytes at 298 K

Solvent	 A/(mS m2 	B/(mol L - ') 
l

rnol /

(mol L')'11)

Methanol	 15.61	 0.923
Propanone	 32.8	 1.63
Water	 6.02	 0.229

More values art given in the Dora section.
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We also saw in Chapter 2 (Table 2.1) that in general work can always be expressed in terms
of an opposing force (which here we write F), and that

dw= —Fdx	 (62)

By comparing these two expressions, we see that the slope of the chemical potential can be
interpreted as an effective force per mole of molecules. We write this thermodynamic force
as

163)
XJr

There is not necessarily a real force pushing the particles down the slope of the chemical
potential. As we shall see, the force may represent the spontaneous tendency of the
moleces to disperse as a consequence of the Second Law and the hunt for maximum
entropy.

(a) The thermodynamic force of a concentration gradient
In a solution in which the activity of the solute is q, the chemical potential is

= j +RTIna

If the solution is not uniform the activity thpends on the position and we can write

F = —RT 
(ôlna)

If the solution is ideal, a may be replaced by the molar concentration c, and then

RT (1c
C 67x-)p,T

because (dlnc/dx) = (l/c)dc/dx.

Example 24.5 Calculating the thermodynamic fonx

Suppose the concentration of a solute decays exponentially along the length of a container.
Calculate the thermodynamic force on the solute at 25°C given that the concentration falls
to half its value in 10 cm.

Method According to eqn 65, the thermodynamic force is calculated by differentiating the
concentration with respect to distance. Therefore, write an expression for the variation of
the concentration with distance, and then differentiate it. Note that I I = I Nm.

Answer The concentration varies with position as

C =

where l. is the decay constant. Therefore,

dc	 c
th A

Equation 65 then implies that

RTF

(64)

(65)°

49—c-A
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We know that the concentration falls to 1 q at x = 10 cm, so we can find 2 from
= e° cm)(A That is, A. = (10 cm/ In 2). It follows that

(8.31451, J K moI)x (298 K)x 1n2 - 17 kNmo1
1=	 -

lOx 10 m

5eJf-trt. 24.5 Calculate the thermodynamic force on the molecules of molar mass M in a
vertical tube in a gravitational field on the surface of the Earth, and evaluate F for

'molecules of molar mass 100 gmol. Comment on its magnitude relative to that just
calculated.	 -

[F = —Mg, 70.98 NmoI; the force arising from
the concentration gradient greatly dominates that

arising from the gravitational gradient]

(b) Fick's first law of diffusion
In Section 24.4a it was shown that Ficks first law of diffusion (that the particle flux is
proportional to the concentration gradient) could be deduced from the kinetic theory of
gases. We shall now show that it can be deduced more generally and that it applies to the
diffusion of species in condensed phases too.

We suppose that the flux of diffusing particles is motion in response to a thermodynamic
force arising from a concentration gradient. The particles reach a steady drift speed, s, when
the thermodynamic force, F, is matched by the viscous drag. This drift speed is proportional
to the thermodynamic force, and we write s oc F. However, the particle flux .1, is
proportional to the drift speed, and the thermodynamic force is proportional to the
concentration gradient, dc/dx. The chain of propoi-tionalities (I s. .r c F, and
F oc dc/dx) implies that J oc dc/dx, which is the content of Fick's law.

(c) The Einstein relation
Fick's law can be written"

(66)
dx

In this expression, D is the diffusion coefficient and dc/dx is the slope of the molar
concentration. The lIux is related to the drift speed by

J=sc (67)

This relation follows from the argument that we have used several times before. Thus, all
particles within a distance sAt, and therefore in a volume thiA, can pass through a window
of area A in an interval At. Hence, the amount of substance that can pass through the
window in that interval is s&Ac. Therefore,

sc = —D 
dc

 
dx

If now we express dc/dx in terms of F by using eqn 65, we find

Ddc DF
s - --

B This "pro is deristd from rqn S by disdn9 both side by the Avoyadro constantwhbh canyerts numbers into amounts
(numbers of moles)	 -

(68)

49—B
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Therefore, once we know the effective force and the diffusion coefficient. D, we can
calculate the drift speed of the particles (and vice versa) whatever the origin of the force.

There is one case where we already know the drift speed and the effective force acting on
a particle: an ion in solution has a drift speeds = uE when it experiences a force ez€ from an
electric field of strength C. Therefore, substituting these known values into eqn 68 gives

zFeD= ---
RT

and hence

zFD
(69)

This equation rearranges into the very important result known as the Einstein relation
between the diffusion coefficient and the ionic mobility:

(70)°
zF

On inserting the typical value u = 5 x 10-1 M2 S -1 V_ I , we find D I x iO m2 s at
25°C as a typical value of the difflision coefficient of an ion in water.

(d) The Nernst-Einstein equation
The Einstein relation provides a link between the molar conductivity of an electrolyte and
the diffusion coefficients of its ions. First, by using eqns 46 and 70 we write

2z2DF2	 (71)D
RT

	for each type of ion. Then, from A	 r'^A.,. + z'.L. the limiting molar conductivity is

	

= (v,.4D+ + v_zD_)	 (72)°

which is the Nernst-Einstein equation. One of its applications is to the determination of
ionic diffusion coefficients from conductivity measurements; another is to the prediction of
conductivities using models of ionic diffusion (see below).

(e) The Stokes-Einstein equation
Equations 45 (u = ez/f) and 70 relate the mobility of an ion to the frictional force and to
the diffusion coefficient, respectively. The two expressions can be combined to give the
Stokes-Einstein equation:

If the frictional force is described by Stokes' law, then we also obtain a relation between the
diffusleerroefficient and the viscosity of the medium:

(74)
6ina	 -

An important feature of eqn 73 (and of its special case, eqn 74) is that it makes no
reference to the charge of the diffusing species. Therefore, the equation also applies in the
limit of vanishingly small charge, that is, it also applies to neutral molecules. Consequently,
we may use viscosity measurements to estimate the diffusion coefficients for electrically
neutral molecules irj solution (Table 24.7). It must not be forgotten, however, that both
equations depend on the assumption that the viscous drag is	 'rtional to the speed.

Table  24.7 Diffusion coefficients at 298 K,
D/(1O9m2s)

H in water	 9.31
1 2 in hexane	 4.05
Na in water	 1.33
Sucrose in water	 0.522

'Mort values are given In the Data sectiom
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Example 24.6 Interpreting the mobility of an ion

, Use the experimental value of the mobility to evaluate the diffusion coefficient, the
limiting molar conductivity, and the iydrodynamic radius of a sulfate ion in aqueous
solution.

Method The starting point is the mobility of the ion, which is given in Table 243. The
diffusion coefficient can then be determined from the Einstein relation, eqn 70. The ionic
conductivity is related to the mobility by eqn 46. To estimate the hydrodynamic radius, a, of
the ion, use the Stokes-Einstein relation to find / and Stokes' law to relate f to a.

Ans' cr From Table 24.5, the mobility of SO is 8.29 x 10 m 2 s V'. It follows from
eqn 70 tha't ..	 -

1.1 x10 9 m2s
zF

From eqn 46 it follows that

2 = zuF = 16 mSm2 mol'

Finally, from f 67ta using 1.00 cP (or 1.00X iO kg m-1 s) for the viscosity of water
(Table 24.3):

a = --- = 200 pm
6itD

Comment The bond length in SO is 144 pin, so the radius calculated here is plausible and
consistent with a small degree of solvation.

Self-tot 24.6 Repeat the calculation for the NH ion.
[1.96x 10 M2 s -1 , 7.4 mSm2 moI, 110 pm)

Experimental support for the relations derived above comes from conductivity
measurements. In particular, Walden's rule is the empirical observation that the product
11Am is very approximately constant for the same ions in different solvents. Because
Am cc D, and we have just seen that D cc I/u, we do indeed predict that Am cc l/, as
Walden's rule implies. The usefulness of the rule, however, is muddied by the role of
solvation: different sotvents solvate the same ions to different extents,. so both the
hydrodynamic radius and the viscosity change with the solvent.

24.11 The diffuNion equation

-

We now turn to the discussion of time-dependent diffusion processes, where we are
interested in the spreading of inhomogeneities with time. One example is the temperature of
a metal bar that has been heated at one end: if the source of heat is removed, then the bar
gradually settles down into a state of uniform temperature. When the source of heat is
maintained and the bar can radiate, it settles down into a steady state of nonuniform
temperature. Another example (and one more relevant to chemistry) is the concentration
distribution in a solvent to which a solute is added. We shall focus on the description of the
diffusion of particles, but similar arguments apply to the diffusion of physical properties,
such as temperature. Our aim i510 obtain an equation for the rate of change of the
concentration of particles in an inhomogeneous region.



Volume Al J(x+flA
Area A

24.23 The net flux in a region is the difference
between the flux entering from the region of high
concentration (on the left) and the flux leaving to
the region of low concentration (on the right).
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The central equation of this section is the diffusion equation.9 which relates the rate of
change of concentration at a point to the spatial variation of the concentration at that point:

Jigstflction 24.6

Consider a thin slab of cross-sectional area A that extends from x to x + I (Fig. 24.24 Let
the concentration at .r be c at the time t. The amount (number of moles) of particles that
enter the slab in he infinitesimal, interval ds is JAdt, so the rate of increase In molar
concentration inside the slab (whico has volume Al) on account of the flux from the left is

OcJAdt_J
- Aldi I

There is also an outflow through the right-hand window. The flux through that window is
.11. and the rate of change of concentration that results is

ec	 J'A&	 J'
dt	 Aldt	 1

The net rate of change of concentration is therefore
tic - J -
T 1

Each flux is proportional to the concentration gradient at the window. So, by using Fick's
first law, we can write

J—f= —D+D= _D+D{c+ ()i}

=D1

When this relation is substituted into the expression for the rate of change of
concentration in the slab, we get eqn 75.

(a) The significance of the diffusion equation
The diffusion equation shows that the rate of change of concentration is proportional to the
curvature (more precisely, to the second derivative) of the concentration with respect to
distance. If the concentration changes sharply from point to point (if the distribution is
highly wrinkled), then the concentration changes rapidly with time. If the curvature is zero,
then the concentration is constant in time. If the concentration decreases linearly with
distance, then the concentration at any point is constant because the inflow of particles is
exactly balanced by the outflow.

The diffusion equation can be regarded as a mathematical formulation of the intuitive
notion that there is a natural tendency for the wrinkles in a distribution to disappear. More
succinctly: Nature abhors a wrinkle.

(b) Diffusion with convection
The transport of particles arising from the motion of a streaming fluid is called convection. If
for the moment we ignore diffusion, then the flux of particles through an area A in an

9 This equation wed to be called 'l'eh't second law of dlffwion'. but that nr is now rairdir inst
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interval At when the fluid is flowing at a velocity v can be calculated in the way we have
used several times before (by counting the particles within a distance vAt), and is

cAvAi
(76)

This J is called the convective flux. The rate of change of concentration in a slab of thickness
1 and area A is, by the same argument as before,

at	 I	 I — ^c + 00
fl v	 8c

(77)

(We have assumed that the velocity does not depend on the position.)
When both diffusion and convection occur, the total change of concentration in a region

is the sum of the two effects, and the generalized diffusion equation is

& 61e &
(78)

A further refinement, which is important in chemistry, is the possibility that the
concentrations of particles may change as a result of reaction. When reactions are included
in eqn 78 (Section 27.3), we get a powerful differential equi'tion for discussing the
properties of reacting, diffusing, convecting systems and which is the basis of reactor design
in chemical industry and of the utilization of resources in living cells.

(c) Solutions of the equation
The diffusion equation, eqn 75, is a second-order differential equation with respect to space
and a first-order differential equation with respect to time. Therefore, we must specify two
boundary conditions for the spatial dependence and a single initial condition for the time
dependence.

As an illustration, consider a solvent in which the solute is initially coated on one surface
of the container (for example, a layer of sugar on the bottom of a deep beaker of water). The
single initial condition is that at r = 0 all No particles are concentrated on the yz-plane (of
area Al at x = 0. The two boundary conditions are derived from the requirements: (1) that
the concentration must everywhere be finite and (2) that the total amount (number of
moles) of particles present is no (with no = Ng/NA) at all times. These requirements imply
that the flux of particles is zero at the top and bottom surfaces of the system. Under these
conditions it is found that

c(x i) -	 no
	

(79)
A(mDt)112

as may be verified by direct substitution. Figure 24.24 shows the shape of the concentration
distribution at various times, and it is clear that the concentration spreads and tends to
uniformity.

Another useful result is for a localized concentration of solute in a three-dimensional
solvent (a sugar lump suspended in a large flask of water). The concentration of diffused
solute is spherically symmetrical, and at a radius r is

c(r, z) -
	

e-'°°'	 (80)

Other chemically (and physically) interesting arrangements can be treated, but the solutions
are more cumbersome.
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(d) The measurement of diffusion coefficients
The solutions of the diffusion equation are useful for experimental determinations of
diffusion coefficients. In the capillary technique, a capillary tube, open at one end and
containing a solution, is immersed in a well stirred larger quantity of solvent, and the change
of concentration in the tube is measured at a series of times. The solute diffuses from the
open end of the capillary at a rate that can be calculated by solving the diffusion equation
with the appropriate boundary conditions, so D may be determined. In the diaphragm
technique, the diffusion occurs through the capillary pores of a sintered glass diaphragm
separating the well-stirred solution and solvent. The concentrations are monitored and then
related to the solutions of the diffusion equation corresponding to this arrangement.

24.12 Diffusion probabilities
The solutions of the diffusion equation can be used to predict the concentration of particles
(or the value of some other physical quantity, such as the temperature in a nonuniform
system) at, any location. We can also use them to calculate the net distance through which
the particles diffuse in a given time.

Example 24.7 Calculating the net di5tnce of diffusion

Calculate the net distance travelled on average by particles in a time: if they are diffusing in
a medium with diffusion constant D.

Method We need to calculate the probability that a particle will be found at a certain
distance from the origin, and then calculate the average by weighting each distance by that
probability.

Answer The number of particles in a slab of thickness th and area A at x, where the molar
concentration is c, is CANA dx. The probability that any of the No = nONA particles is in the
slab is therefore c.4NAdx/No . If the particle is in the slab, it has travelled a distance x from
the origin. Therefore, the mean distance travelled by all the particles is the sum of-each x
weighted by the probability of its occurrence:

txcANA dx =
Jo No	 (ITDI)"2J0

= 2()

Comment The average distance of diffusion varies as the square root of the lapsed time. If
we use the Stokes-Einstein relation for the diffusion coefficient, the mean distance travelled
by particles of radius a in a solvent of viscosity g is

(T.21a
2/cl':	 1/2

=

Self-test 24.7 Derive an expression for the root mean square distance travelled by
diffusing particles in a time 1.

- (2.Dt)")
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As shown in Example 243, the average distance travelled by diffusing particle in a times
(in an arrangement like that illustrated in Fig. 24.24) is

(x)	 2(	
/2	

(81)

and the root mean square distance travelled in the same time is

= (2D,)1/2	 (82)

0

The latter is a valuable measure of the spread of particles when they can diffuse in both
directions from the origin (for then (x) = 0 at all times). The root mean square distance
travelled by particles with a typical diffusion coefficient (D = 5 x 10 -10 m 2 s') is
illustrated in Fig. 24.25. The graph shows that diffusion is a very slow process (which is
why solutions are stirred, to encourage mixing by convection).

24.13 The statistical view
An intuitive picture of diffusion is of the particles moving in a series of small steps and
gradually migrating from their original positions. We shall explore this idea using a model in
which the particles can jump through a distance A. in a time z. The total distance travelled by
a particle in a time : is therefore tA/t. However, the particle will not necessarily be found at
that distance from the origin. The direction of each step may be different, and the net
distance travelled must take the changing directions into account.

If we simplify the discussion by allowing the particles to travel only along a straight line
(the x-axis), and for each step (to the left or the right) to be through the same distance A,
then we obtain the one-dimensional random walk.'° We show in the Justification below
that the probability of a particle being at a distance x from the origin after a time : is

1/2
P 21= ( i eh/

At

Ju,tificatjo 249

Consider a one-dimensional random walk in which each step is through a distance A to the
left or right. The net distance travelled after N steps is equal to the difference between the
number of steps to the right (NR) and to the left (NJ, and is (NR - NL)A. We write
n = NR - NL and the total number of steps as N = N + NL.

The number of ways of performing a walk with a given net distance of travel nA. is the
number of ways of making NR steps to the right and NL steps to the left, and is given by
the binomial coefficient

W 
=

N!	 N!

NL !NR ! = .{(N + n)}! .(12(N -

The probability of the net distance walked being nA is
- number of paths with NR steps to the right
-	 total number of steps

W	 N!
= 2td = { 1 (N + n)}!{(N - n)}!2N

The use of Stirling's approximation (Section 19.1a) in the form

In

U The same model was used in the discussion of a one-dimensional condom coil in Section 23.6.

—2 0 2
log U/sI

2425 The root mean square distance covered by
Wicks with D = 5 x 10 0 m 2 s'. Note the great
slowness or diffusion.

(83)
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gives (after quite a lot of algebra)

lflP=1fl(_)_ i(N+n+ 1)In(1 +) — (N — n+ 1)1n(1 -!.)

For small net distances (n 4 N) we can use the approximation In (1 ±x) 	 - 1x2, and
so obtain

(
1-) "aInPln 	 n2/2NnN

At this point, we note that the number of steps taken in a time I is N = l/T and the net
distance travelled from the origin is x = nl. Substitution of these quantities into the
equation just derived gives an expression that rearranges into eqn 83.

The differences of detail between eqns 79 and 83 arise from the fact that in the present
calculation the particles can migrate in either direction from the origin. Moreover, they can
be found only at discrete points separated by A instead of being anywhere on a continuous
line. The fact that the two expressions are so similar suggests that diffusion can indeed be
interpreted as the outcome of a large number of steps in random directions.

We can now relate the coefficient D to the step length land the rate at which the jumps
occur. Thus, by comparing the two exponents in eqns 79 and 83 we can immediately write
down the Einstein-Smoluchowskj equation:

D A2
	

(84)

Illustration

Suppose that an S0 ion jumps through its own diameter each time it makes a move in an
aqueous solution; then, because D = 1,1 >< 10 m2 s and a = 210 pin (as deduced from
mobility measurements), it follows from ). = 2a that t = 80 ps. Because t is the time for
one jump, the ion makes 1 x 10 10 jumps per second.

The Einstein-Smoluchoki relation is the central connection between the microscopic
details of particle motion and the macroscopic parameters relating to diffusion (for example,
the diffusion coefficient and, through the Stokes-Einstein relation, the viscosity). It also
brings us back lull circle to the properties of the perfect gas. For, if we interpret l/T as ', the
mean speed of the molecules, and interpret A as a mean free path, then we can recognize in
the Einstein-Smoluchowski equation exactly the same expression as we obtained from the
kinetic theory of gases, eqn 11. That is, the diffusion of a perfect gas is a random walk with
an average step size equal to the mean free path.
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Exercises
24.1 (a) A solid surface with dimensions 2.5 mm x 3.0 mm is
exposed to argon gas at 90 Pa and 500 K. How many collisions do
the Ar atoms make with this surface in 15 s?

24.1 (b) A solid surface with dimensions 3.5 mm x 4.0 cm is
exposed to helium gas at 111 Pa and 1500 K. How many collisions
do . the He atoms make with this surface in 10 s7

24.2 (a) An effusion cell has a circular hole of diameter 2.50 mm. If
the molar mass of the solid in the cell is 260 gmoI and its vapour
pressure is 0.835 Pa at 400 K, by how much will the mass of the solid
decrease in a period of 2.00 h?

24.2 (b) An effusion cell has a circular hole of diameter 3.00 mm. If
the molar mass of the solid in the cell is 300 gmo1' and its vapour
pressure is 0.224 Pa at 450 K, by how much will the mass of the solid
decrease in a period of 24.00 h?

24.3 (a) Calculate the flux of energy arising from a temperature
gradient of 2.5 Km in a sample of argon in which the mean
temperature is 273 K.

24.3 (b) Calculate the flux of energy arising from a temperature
gradient of 3.5 Km in a sample of hydrogen in which the mean
temperature is 260 K.

24.4 (a) Use the experimental value of the thermal conductivity of
neon (Table 24.1) to estimate the co ll ision cross-section of Ne atoms
at 273 K.

24.4 (b) Use the experimental value of the thermal conductivity of
nitrogen (Table 24.1) to estimate the collision cross-section of N2
molecules at 298 K.

24.5 (a) In a double-glazed window, the panes of glass are separated
by 5.0 cm. What is the rate of transfer of heat by conduction from the
warm room (25°C) to the cold exterior (- 10°C) through a window of
area 1.0 m 2? What power of heater is required to make good the loss
of heat?

24.5 (b) Two sheets of copper of area 1.50 m2 are separated by
10.0 cm. What is the rate of transfer of heat by conduction from the
warm sheet (50°C) to the cold sheet (-10°C)? What is the rate of loss
of heat?

24.6 (a) A manometer was connected to a bulb containing carbon
dioxide under slight pressure. The gas was allowed to escape through
a small pinhole, and the time for the manometer reading to drop from
75 cm to 50 cm as 52 a. When the experiment was repeated using

nitrogen (for which M = 28.01 gmol t ) the same fall took place in
42 s. Calculate the molar mass of carbon dioxide.

24.6 (b) A manometer was connected to a bulb containing nitrogen
under slight pressure. The gas was allowed to escape through a small
pinhole, and the time for the manometer reading to drop from
65.1 cm to 42.1 cm was 18.5 S. When the experiment was repeated
using a fluorocarbon gas, the same fall took place in 82.3 s. Calculate
the molar mass of the fluorocarbon.

24.7 (a) A space vehicle of internal volume 3.0 m 3 is struck. by a
meteor and a hole of radius 0.10 mm is formed. If the oxygen
pressure within the vehicle is initially 80 kPa and its temperature
298 K, how long will the pressure take to fall to 70 kPa?

24.7 (b) A container of internal volume 22.0 m 3 was punctured, and
a hole of radius 0.050 mm was formed. If the nitrogen pressure
within the vehicle is initially 122 kPa and its temperature 293 K. how
long will the pressure take to fall to 105 kPa?

24.8 (a) Use the experimental value of the coefficient of viscosity for
neon (Table 24.1) to estimate the collision cross-section of Ne atoms
at 273 K.

24.8 (b) Use the experimental value of the coefficient of viscosity
for nitrogen (Tab l e 24.1) to estimate the collision cross-section of the
molecules at 273 K.

24.9 (a) Calculate the inlet pressure required to maintain a flow rate
of 9.5 x 105 Lh of nitrogen at 293 K flowing through a pipe of
length 8.50 m and diameter 1.00 cm. The pressure of gas as it leaves
the tube is 1.00 bar. The volume of the gas is measured at that
pressure.

24.9 (h) Calculate the inlet pressure required to maintain a flow rate
of 8.70 cm' s I of nitrogen at 300 K flowing through a pipe of length
10.5 m and diameter 15 mm. The pressure of gas as it leaves the tube
is 1.00 bar. The volume of the gas is measured at that pressure.

24.10 (a) Calculate the viscosity of air at (a) 273 K. (b) 298 K. (c)
1(X)0 K. Take a040 nm2 . (The experimental values are 173 jiP at
273 K, 182 fiP at 20°C, and 394 1iP at 600°C.)

24.10 (b) Calculate the viscosity of benzene vapour at (a) 273 K, (b)
298 K, (c) 1000 K. Take o0.88 nm2.

24.11(a) Calculate the thermal conductivities of (a) argon, (b)
helium at 300 K and 1.0 mbar. Each gas is confined in a cubic vessel
of side 10 cm, one wall being at 310 K and the one opposite at
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295 K. What is the rate of flow of energy as heat from one wall to the
other in each case?
24.11(b) Calculate the tbqmal conductivities of (a) neon, (b)
nitrogen at 300 K and 15 mbar. Lach gas is confined in a cubic vessel
of side 15 cm, one wall being at 305 K and the one opposite at
295 K What is the rate of flow of eergy Is heat from one wall to the
other in each case?
24.12 (a) The viscosity of carbon dioxide was measured by
comparing its rate of flow through a long narrow tube (using
Poiscuille's formula) with that of argon. For the same pressure
differential, the same volume of carbon dioxide passed through the
tube in 55 s as that of argon in 83 s. The viscosity of argon at 25°C is
208 AP; what is the viscosity of carbon dioxide? Estimate the
molecular diameter of carbon dioxide.
24.12 (b) The viscosity of a chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) was measured
by comparing its rate of flow through a long narrow tube (using
Poiscuille's formula) with that of argon. For the same pressure
differential, the same volume of the CFC passed through the tube in
72.0 s as that of argon in 18.0 s. The viscosity of argon at 25°C is
208 jzP; what is the viscosity of the CFC? Estimate the molecular
diameter of the CFC. Take M = 200 gmol'
24.13 (a) Calculate the thermal conductivity of argon (Cu,,, =
12.5 JK' mot', cT = 0.36 nm 2) at room temperature (200C).
24.13 (b) Calculate the thermal conductivity of nitrogen (Cv,,, =
20.8 1K-' mo1, cy = 0.43 nm2) at room temperature (20°C).
24.14 (a) Calculate the diffusion constant of argon at 25°C and (a)
1.00 Pa. (b) 100 kPa, (c) 10.0 MPa. If a pressure gradient of
0.10 atm cm' is established in a pipe, what is the flow of gas due
to diffusion?
24.14 (b) Calculate the diffusion constant of nitrogen at 25°C and
(a) 10.0 Pa, (b) 100 kPa, (c) 15.0 MPa. If a pressure gradient of
0.20 barm is established in a pipe, what is the flow of gas due to
diffusion?
24.15 (a) The mobility of a chloride ion in aqueous solution at 25°C
is 7.91 x 10 M2 S - V- 1 . Calculate the molar ionic conductivity.
24.15 (b) The mobility of an acetate ion in aqueous solution at 25°C
is 4.24 x 10_ 8 m 2 s V'. Calculate the molar ionic conductivity.
24.16 (a) The mobility of a Rb'- ion in aqueous solution is
7.92x 10 ml s-1 V at 25°C, The potential difference between
two electrodes placed in the solution is 35.0 V. If the electrodes are
8.00 mm apart, what is the drift speed of the Rb ion?
24.16 (b) The mobility of a Li'- ion in aqueous solution is
4.01 x 10 m2 s V at 25°C. The potential difference between
two electrodes placed in the solution is 12,0 V. If the electrodes are
1.00 cm apart, what is the drift speed of the ion?
24,17 (a) What fraction of the total current is carried by Li-'- when
current flows through an aqueous solution of LiBr at 25°C?
24.17 (b) What fraction of the total current is carried by Cl - when
current flows through an aqueous solution of NaCl at 25°C?
24.18 (a) The limiting molar conductivities of KCI, KNO 3 , and
AgNO3 are 14.99 mSm2 mo1, 14.50 mSm 2 mol, and

13.34 MS M2 mot'. respectively (all at 25°C). What is the limiting
molar conductivity of AgCI at this temperature?
24.18 (b) The limiting molar conductivities of Nal, NaCH 3 CO2 , and
Mg(CH 3 CO2 ) 2 are 12.69 mSm 2 mo1, 9.10 mSm2 mol, and
18.78 MS M2 mol', respectively (all at 25 1 C). What is the limiting
molar conductivity of M9I 2 at this temperature?
24.19 (a) At 25°C the molar ionic conductivities of Ii"-, Na', and K'-
are 3.87 mSm 2 moL', 5.01 mSm 2 mor 1 , and 7.35 inSm2mol',
respectively. What are their mobilities?
24.19 (h) At 25°C the molar ionic conductivities of F-, Cl-, and Br
are 5.54 mSm 2 moI'. 7.635 mSm 2 mol', and 7.81 mSm2 MCI ,

respectively. What are their mobilities?
24.20 (a) The mobility of a NO; ion in aqueous solution at 25°C is
7.40 x 10 -8 m 2 s V 1 . Calculate its diffusion coefficient in water at
25°C.
24.20 (b) The mobility of a CH 3 CO; ion in aqueous solution at 25°C
is 4.24 x 10 m 2 s V. Calculate its diffusion coefficient in water
at
24.21 (a) The diffusion coefficient of CCI 4 in heptane at 25°C is
3.17 x iO m 2 s. Estimate the time required for a Cd 4 molecule to
have a root mean square displacement of 5.0 mm.
24.21 (b) The diffusion coefficient of 12 in hexane at 25°C is
4.05 x 10 M2 s- '. Estimate the time required for an iodine
molecule to have a root mean square displacement of 1.0 cm.
24.22 (a) Estimate the effective radius of a sucrose molecule in
water at 25°C given that its diffusion coefficient is
5.2 x 10 0 m 2 s and that the viscosity of water is 1.00 cP.
24.22 (b) Estimate the effective radius of a glycine molecule in
water at 25°C given that its diffusion coefficient is
1.055 x 10 M2  and that the viscosity of water is 1.00 cP.
24.23 (a) The diffusion coefficient for molecular iodine in benzene is
2.13 x 10- m 2 s. How long does a molecule take to jump through
about one molecular diameter (approximately the fundamental jump
length for translational motion)?
24.23 (b) The diffusion coefficient for Cd 4 in heptane is
3.171< 10 M2 s -1 and its viscosity is 0.387 kgm a 1 . How long
does a molecule take to jump through about one molecular diameter
(approximately the fundamental jump length for translational
motion)?
24.24 (a) What is the root mean square distance travelled by an
iodine molecule in benzene at 25°C in 1.0 a?
24.24 (b) What is the root mean square distance travelled by a
sucrose molecule in water at 25°C in 1.0 a?
24.25 (a) About how long, on average, does it take for the molecules
in Exercise 24.24a to drift to a point (a) 1.0 mm, (b) 1.0 cm from their
starting points?
24.25 (b) The diffusion coefficient of a particular kind of t-RNA
molecule is  = lOx 10_ I1 M2 S- 1 in the medium of a cell interior.
How long does it take molecules produced in the cell nucleus to reach
the walls of the cell at a distance 1.0 inn, corresponding to the radius
of the cell?
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Problems

Numerical problems

24.1 Enrico Fermi, the great Italian scientist, was a master at making
good approximate calculations based on little or no actual data.
Hence, such calculations are often called 'Fermi calculations'. Do a
Fermi calculation on how long it would take for a gaseous air-borne
cold virus-of molar mass 100 kg mot-' to travel the distance between
two conversing people 1.0 m apart by diffusion in still air.
24.2 Calculate the ratio of the thermal conductivities of gaseous
hydrogen at 300 K to gaseous hydrogen at 10 K. Be circumspect, and
think about the modes of motion that are thermally active at the two
temperatures.

24.3 In the Knudsen method for the determination of vapour
prure, a weighed amount of a sample is heated inside a container,
in the wall of which there is a small hole. The mass loss over a period
of time can be related to the vapour pressure at the temperature of
the experiment If sw is the mass lost in an interval At through a
circular hole of radius R, find an expression relating the vapour
pressure. p. to Lw and &. A Knudsen cell was used to determine the
vapour pressure of germanium at 1000°C. During an interval of
7200 s the mass loss through a hole of radius 0.50 mm amounted to
43 pg. What is the vapour pressure of germanium at 1000°C' Assume
the gas to be monatomic.

24.4 In a study of the catalytic properties of a titanium surface it was
necessary to maintain the surface free from contamination. Calculate
the collision frequency per square centimetre of surface made by 02
molecules at (a) 100 kPa, (b) 1.00 Pa and 300 K. Estimate the number
of collisions made with a single surface atom in each second. The
conclusions underline the importance of working at very low
pressures (much lower than 1 Pa, in fact) in order to study the
properties of uncontaminated surfaces. Take the nearest-neighbour
distance as 291 pm.
24.5 The nuclide 2"Bk (berkelium) decays by producing or particles,
which capture electrons and form He atoms. Its half-life is 4.4 h. A
sample of mass 1.0 mg was placed in a container of volume 1.0 cm3
that was impermeable to a radiation, but there was also a hole of
radius 2.0 pm in the wall. What is the pressure of helium at 298 K.
inside the container after (a) 1.0 h, (b) 10 h?
24.6 An atomic beam is designed to function with (a) cadmium, (b)
mercury. The source is an oven maintained at 380 K, there being a
small slit of dimensions 1.0 CM  1.0 x 10 cm. The vapour pressure
of cadmium is 0.13 Pa and that of mercury is 152 kPn at this
temperature. What is the atomic current (the number of atoms per
unit time) in the beams?

24.7 Conductivities are often measured by comparing the resistance
of a cell filled with the sample to its resistance when filled with some
standard solution, such as aqueous potassium chloride. The
conductivity of water is 76mSm' at 25°C and the conductivity of
0.100 mot L KCI(aq) is 1.1639S m. A cell had a resistance of
33.21 fl when filled with 0.100 mot L- 1 KCI(aq) and 300.0 Q when

filled with 0.100 mot L' CH 3COOH. What is the molar conductivity
of acetic acid at that concentration and temperature?
24.6 The resistances of a series of aqueous NaCl solutions, formed by
successive dilution of a sample, were measured in a cell with cell
constant (the constant C in the relation K = C/R) 0.2063 cm'. The
following values were found:
c/(molL!)	 0.00050 0.0010 0.0050 0.010 0.020 0.050
R/l	 3314	 1669	 342.1	 174.1 89.08 37.14
Verify that the molar condictivity follows Kohlrausch's law and find
the limiting molar conductivity. Determine the coefficient .R. Use the
value of X (which should depend only on the nature, not the identity
of the ions) and the information that A(Na) = 5.01 mSin2mor1
and 1(1 - ) = 7.68 mSm2 mol' to predict (a) the molar conductivity,
(b) the conductivity, (c) the resistance it would show in the cell, of
0.010 mot L' Nal(aq) at 25°C.
24.9 After correction for the water conductivity, the conductivity of
a saturated aqueous solution of A9CI at 25°C was fotind to be
0.1887 mSm. What is the solubility of silver chloride at this
temperature?
24.10 What are the drift speeds of U, Na, and K in water when a
potential difference of 10 V is applied across a 1.00cm conductivity
cell? Row long would it take an ion to move from one electrode to the
other? In conductivity measurements it is normal to use alternating
current: what are the displacements of the ions in (a) centimetres, (b)
solvent diameters, about 300 pm, during a half cycle of 1.0 kHz
applied potential?
24.11 The mobilities of H I and Cl- at 25°C in water are
3.623 x 10 m 2 s V I and 7.91 x 10 m2 s' V, respectively.
What proportion of the current is carried by the protons in
1.0 mMHCI(aq)' What fraction do they carry when the NaCl is
added to the acid so that the solution is 1.0 mot L' in the salt? Note
how concentration as well as mobility governs the transport of
current.
24.12 In a moving boundary experiment on KCJ the apparatus
consisted of a tube of internal diameter 4.146 mm, and it contained
aqueous KCI at a concentration of 0.021 mol L 1 . A steady current of
18.2 mA was passed, and the boundary advanced as follows:
i:/s	 200	 400	 600	 800	 1000
x/mm	 64	 128	 192	 254	 318
Find the transport number of K, its mobility, and its ionic
conductivity.
24.13 The proton possesses abnormal mobility in water, but does it
behave normally in liquid ammonia? To investigate this question, a
moving-boundary technique was used to determine the transport
number of NH in liquid ammonia (the analogue of H 3 04 in liquid
water) at -40°C (J. Baldwin, J. Evans, and J.B. Gill. J. Chem. Soc. A,
3389 (1971)). A steady current of 5.000 mA was passed for 2500 s,
during which time the boundary formed between mercury(II) iodide
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and ammonium iodide solutions in ammonia moved 286.9 mm in a
0.01365 molkg' solution and 92.03 mm in a 0.04255 molkg
solution. Calculate the transport number of NH at these
concentrations, and comment on the mobility of the proton in
liquid ammonia. The bore of the tube is 4.146 mm and the density of
liquid ammonia is 0.682 gcm3.

24.14 A dilute solution of potassium permanganate in water at 25°C
was prepared. The golution was in a horizontal tube of length 10 cm,
and at first there was a linear gradation of intensity of the purple
solution from the left (where the concentration was 0.100 molL1)
to the right (where the concentration was 0.050 mol L). What is
the magnitude and sign of the thermodynamic force acting on the
solute (a) close to the left face of the container, (b) in the middle, (c)
close to the right face? Give the force per mole and force per molecule
in each case.

24.15 Estimate the diffusion coefficients and the effective hydro-
dynamic radii of the alkali metal cations in water from their mobilities
at 25°C. Estimate the approximate number of water molecules that
are dragged along by the cations. Ionic radii are given in Table 21.3.

24.16 Nuclear magnetic resonance can be used to determine the
mobility of molecules in liquids. A set of measurements on methane in
carbon tetrachloride showed that its diffusion coefficient is
2.05 x 10 -')  at 0°C and 2.89 x io° M2 s'at 25°C. Deduce
what information you can about the mobility of methane in carbon
tetrachloride.

24.17 A concentrated sucrose solution is poured into a cylinder of
diameter 5.0 cm. The solution consisted of 10 g of sugar in 5.0 cm3
of water. A further 1.0 L of water l5 then poured very carefully on top
of the layer, without disturbing the layer. Ignore gravitational effects,
and pay attention only to diffusional processes. Find the concentra-
tion at 5.0 cm above the lower layer after a lapse of (a) 10 s. (b) 1.0 y.

Theoretical problems

24.18 Show how the ratio of two transport numbers? and t" for two
cations in a mixture depends on their concentrations c' and c", and
their mobilities d and d'.

24.19 Confirm that eqn 79 is a solution of the diffusion equation
with the correct initial value.

24.20 The diffusion equation is valid when many elementary steps
are taken in the time interval of interest; but the random walk
calculation lets us discuss distributions for short times as well as for
long. Use eqn 83 to calculate the probability of being six paces
from the origin (that Is, at x = 6A) after (a) four, (b) six, (c) twelve
steps.

24.21 Write a program or use mathematical software to calculate P
in a one-dimensional random walk, and evaluate the probability of
being at .r = nA for n = 6,10,14.....60. Compare the numerical
value with the analytical value in the limit of a large number of
steps. At what value of a is the discrepancy no more than 0.1 per
cent?

Additional problems supplied by Carmen Giunta
and Charles Trapp

24.22 A.K. Srivastava,R.A. Samarit, and S.D. Patankar (i. Chem. Eng.
Data 41, 431 (1996)) measured the conductance of several salts in a
binary solvent mixture of water and a dipolar aprotic solvent 1,3-
dioxolan-2-one (ethylene carbonate). They report the following
conductances at 25°C in a solvent 80 per cent 1,3-dioxolan-2-one by
mass.

Nal
c/(mmo1L) 32.02 20.28 12.06 8.64 2.85 1.24 0.83
Am/(Scn 2 mol 1 ) 50.26 51.99 54.01 55.75 57.99 58.44 58.67
KI
c/(rnmolL') 17.68 10.88 7.19 2.67 1.28 0.83 0.19
A,,,/(Scm 2 mol 1 ) 42.45 45.91 47.53 51.81 54.09 55.78 57.42

Calculate A, for Nal and KI in this solvent and A°(Na) -
Compare your results to the analogous quantities in aqueous solution
using Table 24.4 in the Data section.

24.23 A. Ferighour, WA Wakeham, V. Vesovic, J.T.R. Watson,
J. Millat, and E. Vogel (J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 24, 1649 (1995))
have compiled an extensive table of viscosity coefficients for
ammonia in the liquid and vapour phases. Deduce the effective
molecular diameter of NH 3 based on each of the following vapour-
phase viscosity coefficients: (a) q = 9.08 x 10 kgm s at 270 K
and 1.00 bar; (b) q = 1.749 x 10 kg m s 1 at 490 K and
10.0 bar.

24.24 Interstellar space is quite a different medium from the gaseous
environments we commonly encounter on Earth. For instance, a
typical density of the medium is about I atom cm -3 and that atom is
typically H; the effective temperature due to stellar background
radiation is about 10000 K. Estimate the diffusion coefficient and
thermal conductivity of H under these conditions, (Comment. Energy
is in fact transferred much more effectively by radiation.)

24.25 G. Bakale, K. Lacmann, and W.F. Schmidt (i. Phys. Chem. 100,
12477 (1996)) measured the mobility of singly charged C ions in a
variety of nonpolar solvents. In cyclohexane at 22°C, the mobility is
1.1 cm  V' 0. Estimate the effective radius of the C ion. Theso
viscosity of the solvent is 0.93 x iO kg m -1 s'. Comment. The
researchers interpreted the substantial difference between this



2 5 The rates of chemical
reactions

This chopteris the first ofo s,cquence that explores the rates of chemical reactions. The chapter
begins with a discussion of the definition of reaction rate and outlines the techniques for its
measurement. The results of such measurements show that reaction rates depend on the
Concentration of reactants (and products) in characteristic ways that can be expressed in
terms of differential equations known as rote lows. The solutions of these equations are used
to predict the concentrations ofspecies at any time after the startof the react/art. The form of
the rote law also provides insight into the series of cicmentarystcps by which a reaction takes
place. The key task in this connection is the construction of a rate law from a proposed
mechanism and its comparison with experiment. Simple elementary steps have simple rate
laws, and these rate laws can be combined lager her by invokinq one or more approximations.
These approximations include the concept of (lie rate-determining stage of o reaction, the
steady-state concentration ofo reaction in termed,oti', arid I/ic existence ofupre-equilibriurn.

Em'pricaI chemical kinetics

25.1 Experimental techniques

25.2 The rates of reactions

263 Integrated rate laws

25.4 Reactions approaching
equilibrium

25.5 The temperature dependence
of reaction rates

Accounting for the rate laws

25.6 Elementary reactions

25.7 Consecutive elementary
reactions

25,8 Unimolecular reactions

Checklist of key ideas 	 This chapter introduces the principles of chemical kinetics, the study of reaction rates, by
showing how the rates of reactions may be measured and interpreted. The remaining

1-urtlier reading	 chapters of this part of the text then develop this material in more detail and apply it to
more complicated or more specialized cases. The rate of a chemical reaction might depend

[xct tISCS	 on variables under our control, such as the pressure, the temperature, and the presence of a
catalyst, and we may be able to optimize the rate by the appropriate choice of conditions.

Prohlums The study of reaction rates also leads to an understanding of the mechanisms of reactions,
their analysis into a sequence of elementary steps. We saw in Chapter 9 that the Second Law
accounts for the direction of spontaneous change. Here we explore why spontaneous
chemical reactions occur at a finite rate and are not simply instantaneous.

Empirical chemical kinetics
The first step in the kinetic analysis of reactions is to establish the stoichiometry of the
reaction and identify any side reactions. The basic data of chemical kinetics are then the
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concentrations of the reactants and products at different times after a reaction has been
initiated. The rates of most chemical reactions are sensitive to the temperature, so in
conventional experiments the temperature of the reaction mixture must be held constant
throughout the course of the reaction. This requirement puts severe demands on the design
of an experiment. Gas-phase reactions, for instance, are often carried out in a vessel held in
contact with a substantial block of metal. Liquid-phase reactions, including flow reactions,
must be carried out in an efficient thermostat. Special efforts have to be made to study
reactions at low temperatures, as in the study of the kinds of reactions that take place in
interstellar clouds. Thus, supersonic expansion of the reaction gas can be used to attain
temperatures as low as 10 K. Non-isothermal conditions are sometimes employed. For
instance, the shelf-life of an expensive pharmaceutical may be explored by slowly raising the
temperature of a single sample.

25.1 Experimenta' techniques
The me$od used to monitor concentrations depends on the species involved and the
rapidity with which their concentrations change. Many reactions reach equilibrium over
periods of minutes or hours, and several techniques may then be used to follow the
changing concentrations.

(a) Monitoring the progress of a reaction
A reaction in which at least one component is a gas might result in an overall change in
pressure in a system of constant volume, so its progress may be followed by recording the
variation of pressure with time.

Example 25.1 Monitoring the vrition in pressure

Predict how the total pressure varies during the gas-phase decomposition
2N 2 05 (g) -+ 4NO 2 (g) + 0(9).

Method The total pressure (at constant volume and temperature and assuming perfect gas
behaviour) is proportional to the number of gas-phase molecules. Therefore, because each
mole of N 205 gives rise to mol of gas molecules, we can expect the pressure to rise to
times its initial value. To confirm this conclusion, express the progress of the reaction in
terms of the fraction, a, of N2 05 molecules that have reacted.

Answer Let the initial pressure bep 0 and the initial amount of N2 05 molecules present ben.
When a fraction a of the N 205 molecules has decomposed, the amounts of the components
in the reaction mixture are:

N 2 05	NO2	 02	 Total
Amount:	 n(1 - )	 2wt	 1,n	 n(1 +

When a = 0 the pressure is Po so at any stage the total pressure is

p — ( I +a)p

When the reaction is complete, the pressure will have risen to j times its initial value.

Self-tsl 2 r . I Repeat the calculation for 2NOBr(g) -+ 2N0(g) + Br2(g).

[p=(1 +z)p01

Spectrophotometry, the measurement of the intensity of absorption in a particular
spectral region, is widely applicable, and is especially useful when one substance in the
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Driving	 Movable
syringes spectrometer

Mixing
chamber JI

25.1 The arrangement used in theflow technique
(or studying reaction rates. The reactants are
injected into the mixing chamber at a steady rate.
The location of the spectrometer corresponds to
different times after initiation.

Spectrometer
Driving
Syringes

Mixing	 Stopping
chamber	 yringe

25.2 In the stopped-flow technique the reagents
are driven quickly into the mixing chamber by the
driving syringes and then the time dependence of
the concentrations is monitored.

reaction mixture has a strong characteristic absorption in a conveniently accessible region of
the electromagnetic spectrum. For example, the progress of the reaction

1-1 2 (g) + Br(g) -+ 2HBr(g)

can be followed by measuring the absorption of visible light by bromine. If the reaction
changes the number or type of ions present in a solution, then it may be followed by
monitoring the electrical conductivity of the solution. The replacement of neutral molecules
by ionic products can result in dramatic changes in the conductivity, as in the reaction

(CH 3 ) 3 CCI(aq) + H 20(l) - (CH3 ) 3 0H(aq) + Fl(aq) +C1(aq)

If hydrogen ions are produced or consumed, the reaction may be followed by monitoring the

pH of the solution.
Other methods of determining composition include mass spectrometry, gas chromato-

graphy. nuclear magnetic resonance, and electron spin resonance (for reactions involving

radicals).

(b) Application of the techniques
In a real-time analysis the composition of the system is analysed while the reaction is in
progress. Either a small sample is withdrawn or the bulk solution is monitored. In the
quenching method the reaction is stopped after it has been allowed to proceed for a certain
time, and the composition is analysed at leisure. The quenching (of the entire mixture or of a
sample drawn from it) can be achieved either by cooling suddenly, by adding the mixture to
a large volume of solvent, or by rapid neutralization of an acid reagent. This method is
suitable only for reactions that are slow enough for there to be little reaction during the
time it takes to quench the mixture. Many current investigations study fast reactions, which
we shall take to be reactions complete in less than about 1 s (and often very much less), and
the present thrust of chemical kinetics is to ever shorter timescales. With special laser
techniques it is now possible to observe processes occurring in a few tens of femtoseconds.

In the flow method the reactants are mixed as they flow together in a chamber
(Fig. 25.1). The reaction continues as the thoroughly mixed solutions flow through the outlet
tube, and observation of the composition at different positions along the tube is equivalent
to the observation of the reaction mixture at different times after mixing. The disadvantage
of conventional flow techniques is that a large volume of reactant solution is necessary. This
disadvantage is particularly important for fast reactions, because to spread the reaction over
a length of tube the flow must be rapid. The stopped-flow technique avoids this
disadvantage (fig. 25,2). The suitability of the stopped-flow technique to the study of small
samples means that it is appropriate for biochemical reactions, and it has been widely used

to study the kinetics of enzyme action.
In flash photolysis the gaseous or liquid sample is exposed to a brief photolytic flash of

light, and then the contents of the reaction chamber are monitored. Most work is now done
with lasers with flashes of about 10 ns duration, but many studies are carried out at I pa,
and some are done on a femtosecond timescale. Either emission or absorption spectroscopy
may be used to monitor the reaction, and the spectra are recorded electronically at a series

of times following the flash.

25.2 the rites of rcact0n5

Reaction rates depend on the composition and the temperature of the reaction mixture. The
next few sections look at these observations in more detail.
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(a) The definition of rate
Consider a reaction of the form A + 2B — 3C + D. in which at some instant the molar
concentration of a participant .lis [J]The instantaneous rate of consumption of one of the
reactants at a given time is —d iRJ/di, where R is A or B. This rate is a positive quantity
(fig. 25.3). The rate of formation of one of the products (C or D, which we denote P) is
d[P]/dt (note the difference in sign). This rate is also positive.

It follows from the stoichiometry for the reaction A -I- 2B - 3C + D that

d LDI	 djCj	 djAj	 d(B)
dr	 3 d: -	 di	 2dt

so there are several rates connected with the reaction. The problem of having several
possibly different rates to describe the same reaction is avoided by defining the unique rate
of reaction, v, as

V 
= I d[J]

v di	 (1)

where v1 is the stoichiometric number of substance J, with i' negative for reactants and
positive for products (recall the notation introduced in Section 2.7b). Now there is a single
rate for the entire reaction (for the chemical equation as written). With molar
concentrations in moles per litre and time in seconds, reaction rates are reported in
moles per litre per second (mol Lt 	 i)•

Time, t	 Illustration
253 The definition of (instantaneous) rate as the 	 If the rate of formation of NO in the reaction 2NOBr(g) -. 2N0(g) + B rT (g) is reported as
slope of the tangent drawn to the curve showing	 1.6 x 10 - 'mol L s -1 , we use vNo = +2 to report that v = 8.0 x 10 -5 mel L s'.the variation of concentration with time. For	 Because VNOBr = —2 it follows that d[NOBr/d: = —1.6 x iO molL si. The rate ofnegative slopes, the sign is changed when reporting 	 .	 -4	 - I -iconsumption of NOBr is therefore 1.6x 10 inolL sthe rate so all reaction rates are positive.

Srll-test 25.2 The rate of change of molar concentration of CH 3 radicals in the reaction
2CH 3 (9) —* CH 3 CI-13 (g) was reported as dfCH 3 1/d: = —1.2 molLi s under particular
conditions. What are (a) the rate of reaction and (b) the rate of formation of CH3CH3?

((a) 0.60 molL s, (b) 0.60 mel L s]

(b) Rate laws and rate constants
The rate of reaction is often found to be proportional to the concentrations of the reactants
raised to a power. For example the rate of a reaction may be found to be proportional to the
molar concentrations of two reactants A and B, in which case we write

v = k[AJ[Bj	 (2)

where each concentration is raised to the first power. The coefficient k is called the rate
constant for the reaction. The rate constant is independent of the concentrations but
depends on the temperature. An experimentally determined equation of this kind is called
the rate law of the reaction. More formally, a rate law is an equation that expresses the rate
of reaction as a function of the concentrations of all the species present in the overall
chemical equation for the reaction at some time:

v_—f([AJ,[B] .... )

The rate law of a reaction is determined experimentally, and cannot in general be inferred
from the chemical equation for the reaction. The reaction of hydrogen and bromine, for

50--B
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example, has a very simple stoichiometry, H 2 (g) + Br3 (g) -. 2HBr(g), but its rate law is
complicated:

- k[H}[Br2j32	
(4- [Br2 ] 4- k'[HBr]

In certain cases the rate law does reflect the stoichiometry of the reaction, but that is either
a coincidence or reflects a feature of the underlying reaction mechanism (see later).

A practical application of a rate law is that, once we know the law and the value of the
rate constant, we can predict the rate of reaction from the composition of the mixture.
Moreover, as we shall see later, by knowing the rate law, we can go on to predict the
composition of the reaction mixture at a later stage of the reaction. Moreover, a rate law is a
guide to the mechanism of the reaction, for any proposed mechanism must be consistent
with the observed rate law.

(c) Reaction order
Many reactions are found to have rate laws of the form

= k[A]B1'. - -	 (5)

The power to which the concentration of a species (a product or a reactant) is raised in a rate
law of this kind is the order of the reaction with respect to that species. A reaction with the
rate law in eqn 2 is first-order in A and first-order in B. The overall order of a reaction with
a rate law like that in eqn 5 is the sum of the individual orders, a + h + ... The rate law in
eqn 2 is therefore second-order overall.

A reaction need not have an integral order, and many gas-phase reactions do not. For
example, a reaction having the rate law

v=k[AJ' 12 [BJ	 (6)

is half-order in A, first-order in B, and three-halves order overall. Some reactions obey a
zero-order rate law, and therefore have a rate that is independent of the concentration of
the reactant (so long as some is present). Thus, the catalytic decomposition of phosphine
(PH 2 ) on hot tungsten at high pressures has the rate law

v = k	 .	 (7)

The PH 3 decomposes at a constant rate until it has almost entirely disappeared. Only
heterogeneous reactions can have rate laws that are zero-order overall.

When a rate law is not of the form in eqn 5, the reaction does not have an overall order
and may not even have definite orders with respect to each participant. Thus, although
eqn 4 shows that the reaction of hydrogen and bromine is first-order in H 2 , the reaction has
an indefinite order with respect to both Br 2 and HBr and has no overall order.

These remarks point to three problems. First, we must see how to identify the rate law and
obtain the rate constant from the experimental data. We concentrate on this aspect in this
chapter. Second, we must see how - to construct reaction mechanisms that are consistent
with the rate law. We shall introduce the techniques of doing so in this chapter and develop
them further in Chapter 26. Third, we must account for the values of the rate constants and
explain their temperature dependence. We shall see a little of what is involved in this
chapter. but leave the details until Chapter 27.

(d) The determination of the rate law
The determination of a rate law is simplified by the isolation method in which the
cnccntrations of all the reactants except one are in large excess. If B is in large excess, for
example, then to a good approximation its concentration is constant throughout the
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reaction. Although the true rate law might be v = k[A([B), we can approximate )B) by JBJ,

and write

v = k'[A}	 k'	 k[B] 0	 (8)

which has the form of a first-order rate law. Because the true rate law has been forced into
first-order form by assuming that the Concentration of B is constant, it is called a
pseudo first-order rate law. The dependence of the rate on the concentration of each of the
reactants may be found by isolating them in turn (by having all the other substances present
in 12iye excess), and so constructing a picture of the overall rate law.

In the method of initial rates, which is often used in conjunction with the isolation
method, the rate is measured at the beginning of the reaction for several different initial
concentrations of reactants. We shall suppose that the rate law for a reaction with A

isolated is v = kA); then its initial rate, v, is given by the initial values of the

concentration of A, and we write ' = k[A]. Taking logarithms gives:

log vo = log k + a log A)0	(9)

For a series of initial concentrations, a plot of the logarithms of the initial rates against the
logarithms of the initial concentrations of A should be a straight line with slope a.

Example 25.2 Wing the rricthod of in4ial rates
The recombination of iodine atoms in the gas phase in the presence of argon was
investigated and the order of the reaction was determined by the method of initial rates. The
initial rates of reaction of 21(g) + Ar(g) -. 1 2 (9)+ Ar(g) were as follows:

[ l)/( I0	 mol L I)	 1.0	 2.0	 4.0	 6.0

v0 /(molL s')	 (a) 8.70 x 10-4	 3.48 x IO	 1.39 x 10-2	 3.13 x 102

(b) 4.35 x lO	 1.74 x 10-2	 6.96 x 10	 1.57 x 10

(c) 8.69x10 3 	3.47x10 2 	1.38x10	 3.13x101

The Ar concentrations are (a) 1.0 x io moll, - ', (b) 5.0 x 10 mol L and (c)

1.0 x 10 2 mol L 1 . Determine the orders of reaction with respect to the I and Ar atom

concentrations and the rate constant.

Method Plot the logarithm of the initial rate, log y 0 , against log [l] for a given
concentration of Ar, and, separately, against log JArJ, for a given concentration of I. The
slopes of the two lins are the orders of reaction with respect to I and Ar. respectively. The
intercept with the vertical axis gives logk.

Aiiswcr The plots are shown in Fig. 25.4. The slopes are 2 and I respectively, so the (initial)

rate law is

vo = k[l i2j,,[Arj0

This rate law signifies that the reaction is second-order in 111, first-order in (Ar), and third-
order overall. The intercept corresponds to k = 9 x 109 mol 2 L's-'.

Comment The units of k come automatically from the calculation, and arc always such as to
convert the product of concentrations to concentration per unit time (for example,
mol L
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(a)

—1

I 32
"4 The plot of log y0 against lal logi 0 for a given	 0	 0.2 0.4	 0.6 0.8 1.0	 0	 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Ark, and (h) loglArl o for a given III,. 	
log I I JO + 5	 log [Arlo + 3

SrIf-Ie.t 2	 The initial rate of a reaction depended on concentration of a substance J as
follows:

[1J/(10	 molL)	 5.0	 8.2	 17	 30
v0 J(10 7 molL s')	 3.6	 9.6	 41	 130

Determine the order of the reaction with respect to J and calculate the rate constant.
[2, 1.4 x 10_2 Lmol s1

The method of initial rates might not reveal the full rate law, for the products may
participate in the reaction and affect the rate. For example, products participate in the
synthesis of HBr, because eqn 4 shows that the full rate law depends on the concentration of
HBr. To avoid this difficulty, the rate law should be fitted to the data throughout the
reaction. The fitting may be done, in simple cases at least, by using a proposed rate law to
predict the concentration of any component at any time, and comparing it with the data. A
law should also be tested by observing whether the addition of products or, for gas-phase
reactions, a change in the surface-to-volume ratio in the reaction chamber affects the rate.

25.3 integrated rate 12w5

Rate laws are differential equations. Therefore, we must integrate them if we want to find
the concentrations as a function of time. Even the most complex rate laws may be integrated
numerically. However, in a number of simple cases analytical solutions are easily obtained,
and prove to be very useful. We shall examine a few of these simple cases here, and illustrate
the computational approach in Chapter 26.

(a) First-order reactions
As shown in the Justification below, the first-order rate law for the' consumption of a

reactant A

d[A]
----k)A]

di 
(ba)



1	 2	 3
k5,.,,811:

25.5 The exponential decay or the reactant in a
first-order reaction. The larger the rate constant.
the more rapid the decay: here 	 = 3k.,,.
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has the solution

In ( ]AJ\
-.-_ 1 = —kt	 J AI = [A[ 11e 	 (lob)

These two equations are versions of an integrated rate law, the integrated form of the rate
law.

JUStI1ItltiOfl 25. 1

Equation 100 rearranges to

= —kdt
[A]

which can be integrated directly because k is a constant independent of t. Initially (at
= 0) the concentration of A is [A] 0 , and at a later time: it is [A], so we make these values

the limits of the integrals and write

IAI d]A[

f	 = _kf

Because the integral of l/x is mx, eqn lOb is obtained immediately.

Equation lOb shows that, if In ([A]/[Al.) is plotted against t, then a first-order reaction
will give a straight line of slope ---k. Some rate constants determined in this way are given in
Table 25.1. The second expression in eqn lOb shows that In a first-order reaction the
reactant concentration decreases exponentially with time with a rate determined by k
(Fig. 25.5).

Example 25.3 Arsalysin 	 Iirst-order reaction

The variation in the partial pressure of azomethane with time was followed at 600 K, with
the results given below. Confirm that the decomposition

CH 3 NCH 2 (g) - CH 3 CH 2 (9) ± N(g)

is first-order in azomethane, and find the rate constant at 600 K.

i/s	 I)	 1000	 2000	 3000	 4000
p/(10 2 Torr)	 8.20	 5.72	 3.99	 2.78	 1.94

Method As indicated in the text to confirm that a reaction is first-order, plot In ([A]/[A]0)
against time and expect a straight line. Because the partial pressure of a gas is proportional
to its concentration, it is equivalent to plot In (p/p 0 ) against :. If a straight line is obtained,
its slope can be identified with —k.

T.I,le 25 1' Kinetic data for first-order reactions

Reaction	 Phase	 O/C	 k/s

2N 20 5 --5 4NO + 02	g	 25	 3.38 x lO	 5.70 It
214 2 0 5 -. 4NO 2 + 02	8r20)	 25	 4.27 x 10	 4.51 h
C2 H 6 -. 2CR2	g	 700	 5.36 x lO	 21.6 mm

* Marc values are given in the Data section at the end of this volume.
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25.6 The determination of the rate constant of a
first-order reaction: a straight line is obtained when
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gives k.
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Answer We draw up the following table:

11s	 0	 1000	 2000	 3000	 4000
In(p/p0 )	 1	 -0.360	 -0.720	 -1.082	 -1.441

Figure 25.6 shows the plot of In (p/Po) against:. The plot is straight, confirming a first-order
reaction, and its slope is -3.6 x iO. Therefore, k = 3.6 x iO- s'.

Self-tst 25.4 In a particular experiment, it was found that the concentration of N 2 05 in
liquid bromine varied with time as follows:

f/s	 0	 200	 400	 600	 1000
[N 2 05]/moIL	 0,110 0.073	 0.048 0.032 0.014

Confirm that the reaction is first-order in N2 05 and determine the rate constant.
[k = 2.1 x IO s9

(b) Half-lives
A useful indication of the rate of a first-order chemical reaction is the half-life, 1 p, of a
substance, the time taken for the concentration of a reactant to fall to half its initial value.
The time for [A] to decrease from [A]0 to 1 ]A[0 in a first-order reaction is given by eqn lOb
as

]0\ =-1n=ln2
N!A

Hence

ln2
1/2	 (11)

(In 2 = 0.693.) The main point to note about this result is that, for a first-order reaction, the
half-life of a reactant is independent of its initial concentration. Hence, if the concentration
of A at some arbitrary stage of the reaction is [A], then it will have fallen to 1 [A] after a
further interval of (In 2)/k. Some half-lives are given in Table 25.1.

(c) Second-order reactions
We show in the Justification below that the integrated form of the second-order rate law

iAi -k[A] 2	(12a)
dt

is

1	 I
=kt	 [A[=	

[A]0
[A]	 [A]0	1 + kt[A]11

Justification 2.2

Equation 12a is integrated by rearranging it to

d[A]- - = kd.r
[A]2

(12b)
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I .l'i& 2	 Kinetic data for second-order reactions

Reaction	 Phase	 01°C	 k/(Lmol' s')

2NOBr -. 2N0+Br 7	g	 10	 0.80
21-.t2	 g	 23	 7x109
CHCl+CH 3 0	 CH3OH(l)	 20	 2.29 x 106

More values are given in the Data section.

The concentration of A is [A] 0 at t = 0 and [A] at a general time : later. Therefore this
expression integrates as follows:

[lAId[A)	 It

- -'1 A 1 0 - = 
k j. dt

Because the integral of l/x2 is —I/x, we obtain eqn 12b by substitution of the limits.

The first expression in eqn 12b shows that to test for a second-order reaction we should
plot I/[A] against r and expect a straight line. The slope of the graph is k. Some rate
constants determined in this way are given in Table 25.2. The second expre55ion lets us
predict the concentration of A at any time after the start of the reaction. It shows that the
concentration of A approaches zero more slowly than in a first-order reaction with the same
initial rate (Fig. 25.1).

It follows from eqn 1 2b by substituting t	 and [A] = [A] 0 that the half-life of a
species A that is consumed in a second-order reaction is

l/2 =( t3)

Therefore, unlike in a first-order reaction, the half-life of a substance in a second-order
reaction varies with the initial concentration. A practical consequence is that species that
decay by second-order reactions (which includes some environmentally harmful substances)
may persist in low concentrations for long periods because their half-lives are tong when
their concentrations are low.

Another type of second-order reaction is one that is first-order in each of two reactants
A and B:

djA(
= -k]A[]BJ	 (14)

dt

Such a rate law cannot be integrated until we know how the concentration of B is related to
that of A. For example, if the reaction is A B -. P, where P denotes products, and the
initial concentrations are [A]0 and [13] 0 , then it is shown in the Justification below that at a
time 1 alter the start of the reaction, the concentrations satisfy the relation

( B]/[B[0 \ -
In --------- - ([B]0 - [A] 11 )k,	 (15)[A]/]A[01

Therefore, a plot of the expression on the left against :should be a straight line from which k
can be obtained. Note that, if ]A] 0 = [13]0 . the solutions are those already given in eqn 1 2b
(but this solution cannot be found simply by setting [A] 0 = [B]0 in eqn 15).
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Justification 25.3

It follows from the reaction stoichiometry that, when the concentration of A has fallen to
[A]0 -. x, the concentration of B will have fallen to [B] 0 - x (because each A that
disappears entails the disappearance of one B). It follows that

- —k([A[ 0 - x)([B] 0 - x)
dt -

Then, because d[AJ/dt = —dx/dt, the rate law is

dx
- - k([A]0 -- x)([B]0 - x)
dt

	

The initial condition is that x = 0 when r	 0, so the integration required is

J.,dx	 r, Id:
([A] 0 —x)(B[0 —x)	 Jo

The integral on the right is simply ki. It follows that

dx
kt 

= f [A]Q - x) ([B]0 - x)

[B]0 _]A]o	 {(AIo_x [B]0 x

1	

{ (_
[A]0 	 - /(B]0 ) }

	

[B) 0 - [A]0
 I

n [A]0 - x)	 [B]0 - x

This expression can be simplified and rearranged into eqn 15 by combining the two
logarithms and noting that (A] = (A] 0 - x and [B] = [13] 0 - x.

Similar calculations may be carried out to find the integrated rate laws for other orders
and some are listed in Table 25.3.

25.4 Reactions approaching equilibrium

Because all the laws considered so far disregard the possibility that the reverse reaction is
important, none of them describes the overall rate when the reaction is close to equilibrium.
At that stage thc products may be so abundant that the reverse reaction must be taken into
account. In practice, however, most kinetic studies are made on reactions that are far from
equilibrium, and the reverse reactions are unimportant.

(a) First-order reactions close to equilibrium
We can explore the variation of the composition with time close to chemical equilibrium by
considering the reaction in which A forms B and both forward and reverse reactions are
first-order (as in some isomerizations). The scheme we consider is

A^13	 v=kIA]	
(16)

13 --. A	 v =

The concentration of A is reduced by the forward reaction (at a rate k(A]) but it is increased
by the reverse reaction (at a rate k'[B[). The net rate of change is therefore

d[A]
- —k]A] ±k']B[	 (17)

dt -
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25.8 The approach of concentrations to their
equilibrium values as predicted by eqn 19 for a
reaction A ± B that is first-order in each direction,
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Table 25.3 Integrated rate laws

Order	 Reaction	 Rate Iaw

O	 A-.P	 v = k

ki = .c for I) <x < A]0

A-.P	 v_-k[A}

kt = In
[A)0 -

2	 A-.P	 v=k[A]2

kt =

A+B -.P	 v=k[A([B[

kiIIn [AJ
0 ()B[0 - x)

- [B)0 - [ A) 0 ([A) 0 -

A+29-.P	 v=k[A][B1
I	 -2c)

- [B]0 - 2[A]0	 ( I A ] 0 - x)[B)0

A -. P with autocatalysis
v = k[A[[P]

-	 11)A)0([P(0 +x)
ki

- [A)0 + [P] 0 ([A] 0 -

3	 A + 2B-P	 v = k]A[[B]2

Zr
kr =
	 [B]0)([13]0 - 2x)jB)

	

I	 [A[0(]B[0 -24
In

(2[Ai0 	(B[) 2 	([A)0 - x) [B]0

n>2	 A-.P	 k[A]'

	

ii	 i	 I
k:=— <—

- I ([A]0 -x)	 [A]

= [P[, and v = dx/dI.

If the initial concentration of A is (A], and no B is present initially, then at all times
[A] + [B] = (A]0 . Therefore,

= -k[A] + k'([A[ 0 - [A]) = -(k + k') (A] + k']A] 0	(18)dt

The solution of this first-order differential equation (as may be checked by differentiation) is

IV ± ke')

	

]A]	 [A]0	 (19)1 

The time dependence predicted by this equation is drawn in Fig. 25.8.
As: -. co, the concentrations reach their equilibrium values, which are given by eqn 19

as:

	

A] 	
k
 

+k'	 [B]eq=[A]o_[A[	 k+k'
	 (20)

11/2

A]0

2k

In 2

k

21 -

(n - 1)k)A[g
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25.9 The relaxation to the new equilibrium
composition when a reaction initially at equilibrium
at a temperature 1 1 is subjected to a sudden
change of temperature, which takes it to 7'2.
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It follows that the equilibrium constant of the reaction is

K —L-
[A]eq	 k'

Exactly the same conclusion can be reached—more simply, in fact—by noting that, at
equilibrium, the forward and reverse rates must be the same, so

	

= k'[B]eq	 (22)

This relation rearranges into eqn 21.
Equation 21 is very important, because it relates the thermodynamic quantity, the

equilibrium constant, to quantities relating to rates. The practical importance of eqn 21 is
that, if one of the rate constants can be measured, then the other may be obtained if the
equilibrium constant is known.

Fora more general reaction, the overall equilibrium constant can be expressed in terms of
the rate constants for all the intermediate stages of the reaction mechanism:

K = x
ka	 kb

where the ks are the rate constants for the individual steps and the k's are for the
corresponding reverse steps.

(b) Relaxation methods

773

(21)

The term relaxation derctes the return of a system to equilibrium. It is used in chemical
kinetics to indicate that an externally applied influence has shifted the equilibrium position
of a reaction, normally suddenly, and that the reaction is adjusting to the equilibrium
composition characteristic of the new conditions (Fig. 25.9). We shall consider the response
of reaction rates to a temperature jump,, a sudden change in temperature. We know from
Section 9.3a that the equilibrium composition of a reaction depends on the temperature
(provided A,H 0 is nonzero), so a shift in temperature acts as a perturbation on the system.
One way of achieving a temperature jump is to discharge a capacitor through a sample made
conducting by the addition of ions, but laser or microwave discharges can also be used.
Temperature jumps of between 5 and 10 K can be achieved in about I is. Some equilibria
are also sensitive to pressure, and pressure-jump techniques may then also be used,

When a sudden temperature increase is applied to a simple A B equilibrium that is
first-order in each direction, we show in the Justification below that the composition
relaxes exponentially to the new equilibrium composition:

= XOe '/	 = k, + k5	(23)

where x is the departure from equilibrium at the new temperature and x9 is the departure
from equilibrium immediately after the temperature jump.

Justification 25.4

In the following analysis, we need to keep track of the fact that rate constants depend on
temperature. At the initial temperature, when the rate constants are k and k, the net rate
of change of [A] is

dt - —k[A] + k [B]
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At equilibrium under these conditions, d[A1/dt = 0, and the concentrations are 1Aj andeq
[B]. Therefore,

= k[B]

When the temperature is increased suddenly, the rate constants change to k 1 and kb but

the concentrations of A and B remain for an instant at their old equilibrium values. As the
system is no longer at equilibrium, it readjusts to the new equilibrium concentrations,
which are now given by

kftIA	 = kb[B)eq

and it does so at a rate that depends on the new rate constants.
We write the deviation of EM from its new equilibrium value as x, so [A] = x + [A]w

and [B] = [B], 1 - s, The concentration of A then changes as follows:

= ka(X + [A]m) + kb( x + E Bkq) = (ka + kb)x
dr

because the two terms involving the equilibrium concentrations cancel. Because
d[A[/dt = dx/dr, this equation is a first-order differential equation with the solution
given in eqn 23.

Equation 23 shows that the concentrations of A and B relax into the new equilibrium at
a rate determined by the sum of the two new rate constants. Because the equilibrium
constant under the new conditions is K = k,/kb, its value may be combined with the
relaxation time measurement to find the individual ka and k,.

Exoip1e 25.4 Analy5in9 a ternpcTatuft-jump cxperUTtCrt

The HO(l) -, l-1 (aq) + 0H(aq) reaction relaxes to equilibrium with a time constant
37 ps at 298 K and pH7, and pK = 14.01. Given that the forward reaction is first-order
and the reverse is second-order overall, calculate the rate constants for the forward and
reverse reactions.

Met hid We need to derive an expression for the relaxation time, r, in terms of k 1 (forward,

first-order reaction) and k2 (reverse, second-order reaction). We can proceed as above, but it
will be necessary to make the assumption that the deviation from equilibrium (.x) is so small
that terms in x2 can be neglected. Relate k and k2 through the equilibrium constant, but be

careful with units because K. is dimensionless.

1\nswci The forward rate at the final temperature is k 1 [H 2 0[ and the reverse rate is
k2 [H][0W). The net rate of formation of H 2 0 is

= — k 1 [H20[ + k2[H)[0H]
dt

We write [H0) = [ H sO[ tq + x, [H[ = [H I 1, 4  x, and (OH[ = [OHieq - x, and obtain

dx- —{k 1 lk2([U [w + [OH[))xdt
- k,1[H2O[ 4k2[H+[m[0H] +k2x

- {k 1 + k2 ([H1 + [OH[cq)}X
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where we have neglected the term in x2 and used the equilibrium condition to eliminate the
terms that are independent of x. It follows that

- k + k 1 H 1-	 -( I	 + [OH])

The equilibrium condition is

k 1114201, = k2H1cq[OH•Ieq

From this expression it follows that

- [HqEOH]q = K (moIL') 2 =	
molL

k2 -	 [ H 2 OJ eq	[H20lcq	 55.6

because the molar concentration of pure water is 55.6 mol L. If we write
K = K/55.6 = 1.8 x lO, we obtainI = k2 {(K 11101 L) + [Ht ]cq + EOH]cq}

= k,{K -i- K 112 + K /2 } molL = (2.0 x 10 -7 ) x k2 molLt

Hence.

	

k2 
= (3.7xI0	 s) x(2.O x 10 mot L-1) = 1.4 x 10

11 	 s1

It follows that

	

= k2K mol L	 2.4 x 10 s

Cnnrnni'l Notice how we keep track of units: K and K are dimensionless; k2 is expressed
in Lmol s; and k 1 is expressed in s. The reaction is faster in ice, where
k2 = 8.6x 102 Lmo1 s1.

Sell -lest	 Derive an expression for the relaxation time of a concentration when the
In A	 reaction A + B	 C 4- D is second-order in both directions.

[1/t	 k([A] + [Bj) +k'([C] +

C

lIT

25.10 The Arrhenius plot of Ink against I/T for
the decompositioe of CH 3 CHO, and the best straight
line. The slope gives —E/R and the intercept at
IfT=O givts mA.

25.5 The terrperaire dependence of reaction rates
The rate constants of most reactions increase as the temperature is raised. Many reactions in
solution fall somewhere in the range spanned by the hydrolysis of methyl ethanoate (where
the rate constant at 35 C C is 1.82 times that at 25°C) and the hydrolysis of sucrose (where
the factor is 4.13).

(a) The Arrhenius parameters
It is found experimentally for many reactions that a plot of Ink against l/T gives a straight
line. This behaviour is normally expressed mathematically by introducing two parameters,
one representing the intercept and the other the slope of the straight line, and writing the
Arrhenius equation

Ink=InA — --	 (24)
RT

The parameter A, which is given by the intercept of the line at I/T = 0 (Fig. 25.10), is called
the pre-exponential factor or the frequency factor. The parameter Ea, which is obtained
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Example 25.5.
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Table 	 Arrhenius parameters

(1) First-order reactions 	 A/s'	 E,/ (kJ mol')

CH ] NC -. CH3 CN	 3.98 x 10 11	160
2N 205 -. 4NO 2+0 7	4.94 x 1011	103.4

(2) Second-order reactions 	 A/(L mol' 1)	 E/(kJmoI')

OH+H 2 -.H 20fH	 8.0x 1010	 42
NaC 5 H S O+CH 3 I in ethanol	 2.42 x 10''	 81.6

More values are given in the Onto section.

from the slope of the line (-EJR), is called the activation energy. Collectively the two
quantities are called the Arrhenius parameters (Table 25.4).

Example 25.5 Determining the Arrhcnius parmetcrs

The rate of the second-order decomposition of acetaldehyde (ethanal. CH 3 CHO) was
measured over the temperature range 700-1000 K, and the rate constants are reported
below. Find Ea and A.

T/K	 700	 730	 760	 790	 810	 840 910 1000
k/(Lmol' s') 0.011	 0.035 0.105 0.343 0.789 2.17 20.0 145

Method According to eqn 24, the data can be analysed by plotting ln(k/L mot' s)
against l/(T/K) and getting a straight line. The slope of this line is (Ea /R)/K and the
intercept at 1/T = 0 is I n

Answer We drew up the following table:

KIT	 1.43	 1.37	 1.32	 1.27	 1.23	 1.19	 1.10	 1.00
ln(k/LmoI' s)	 -4.51	 -3.35	 -2.25 -1.07 -0.24 0.77	 3.00	 4.98

Now plot Ink against 1/T [Fig. 25.11). The least-squares best fit of the line is with slope
-2.27 x 104 and intercept 27.7. Therefore,

En = (2.21 x 104 K) x (8.3145 JK' mol') = 188 kJmolt

A - e270 Lmo1 s_ i	1.1 x 1012 Lmor' s-

Comment Note that A has the same units as k. The slopes and intercepts of graphs are
always dimensionless, and care must be taken to relate the numerical value to the physical
quantity by noting how the data have been plotted. In practice, A is obtained from one of
the midrange data values rather than by using a lengthy extrapolation.

Self-Lust 25.0 Determine A and E1 from the following data:

T/K	 300	 350	 400	 450	 500
k/(Lmol' s')	 7.9 X 10"	 3.Dx io	 7.9 x 107	 1.7 x 108	3,2 x 108

[8 x 1010 Lmo1 s_ i , 23 kimol")

The fact that En is given by the slope of the plot of Ink against 1 IT means that the higher
the activation energy, the stronger the temperature dependence of the rate constant (that
is, the steeper the slope). A high activation energy signifies that the rate constant depends



1 Cyclopropane

2 Propene
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strongly on temperature. If a reaction has zero activation energy, its rate is independent of
temperature. In some cases the activation energy is negative, which indicates that the rate
decreases as the temperature is raised. We shall see that such behaviour is a signal that the
reaction has a complex mechanism.

The temperature dependence of some reactions is not Arrheniu5-like, in the sense that a
straight line is not obtained when Ink is plotted against l/T. However, it is still possible to
define an activation energy as

Ea=RT2t!)2-	 [25]dT

This definition reduces to the earlier one (as the slope of a straight line) for a temperature-
independent activation energy. However, the definition in eqn 25 is more general than
eqn 24, because it allows E1 to be obtained from the slope (at the temperature of interest)
of a plot of Ink against 1/T even if the Arrhenius plot is not a straight line. Non-Arrhenius
behaviour is commonly a sign that quantum mechanical tunnelling is playing a significant
role in the reaction.

(b) The interpretation of the parameters
For the present chapter we shall regard the Arrhenius parameters as purely empirical
quantities that enable us to discuss the variation of rate constants with temperature.
However, it is worth anticipating the interpretation of Ea in Section 27.1, which is
motivated by writing eqn 24 as

k = Ae''1	 (26)

There we shall see that the activation energy is the minimum kinetic energy that reactants
must have in order to form products. For example, in a gas-phase reaction there are
numerous collisions each second, but only a tiny proportion are sufficiently energetic to lead
to reaction. The fraction of collisions with a kinetic energy in excess of an energy E is given
by the Boltzmann distribution as c.1I'T. Hence, the exponential factor in eqn 26 can be
interpreted as the fraction of collisions that have enough kinetic energy to lead to reaction.

The pre-exponential factor is a measure of the rate at which collisions occur irrespective
of their energy. Hence the product of A and the exponential factor, gives the rate
of successful collisions. We shall develop these remarks in Chapter 27 and see that they have
their analogues for reactions that take place in liquids.

Accounting for the rate laws
We now move on to the second stage of the analysis of kinetic data, their explanation in
terms of a postulated reaction mechanism.

25.6 Elementary reactions

Most reactions occur in a sequence of steps called elementary reactions, each of which
involves only a small number of molecules or ions. A typical elementary reaction is

H + Br 2 ----* HBr + Br

(We do not specify the phase of the species in the chemical equation for an elementary
reaction.) This equation signifies that an H atom attacks a Br 2 molecule to produce an HBr
molecule anq a Br atom. The molecularity of an elementary reaction is the number of
molecules coming together to react in an elementary reaction. In a unimolecular reaction, a
single molecule shakes itself apart or its atoms into a new arrangement, as in the
isomerization of cyclopropane (1) to propene (2). In a bimolecular reaction, a pair of
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molecules collide and exchange energy, atoms, or groups of atoms, or undergo some other
kind of change. It is most important to distinguish molecularity from order:

Reaction order is an empirical quantity, and obtained from the experimental rate
law.
The molecularity refers to an elementary reaction proposed as an individual step
in a mechanism.

The rate law of a unimolecular elementary reaction is first-order in the reactant:

A	 Pd[A'l= —k[A]	 (27)
dt

where P denotes products (several different species may be formed). A unimolecular reaction
is first-order because the number of A molecules that decay in a short interval is
proportional to the number available to decay. (Ten times as many decay in the same interval
when there are initially 10(10 A molecules than when there are only 100 present.) Therefore,
the rate of decomposition of A is proportional to its molar concentration.

An elementary bimolecular reaction has a second-order rate law:

A+13—. P	 d[AJ 	 (28)
dt

A bimolecular reaction is second-order because its rate is proportional to the rate at which
the reactant species meet, which in turn is proportional to their concentrations. Therefore, if
we believe that a reaction is a single-step, bimolecular process, we can write down the rate
law (and then go on to test it). Bimolecular elementary reactions are believed to account for
many homogeneous reactions, such as the dimerizations of alkenes and dienes and reactions

such as

CH 3 I(alc) ± CH 3 CH 2 0(alc) -. CH0CR 2 CH 3 (alc) + l (ale)

(where 'ale' signifies alcohol solution). The mechanism of this reaction is believed to be the
single elementary step

CH 3 I + CH3 CH 2 0 ----p CH0CH 2 CH 3 ±

This mechanism is consistent with the observed rate law

= k(CI1 . I]C1I 1 CH 20I
	

(29)

We shall see below how to string simple steps together into a mechanism and how to
arrive at the corresponding rate law. For the present we emphasize that, if the reaction is on
elementary bimolecular process, then it has second-order kinetics but, if the kinetics are
second-order, then the reaction might be complex. The postulated mechanism can be

explored only by detailed detective work on the system, and by investigating whether side
products or intermediates appear during the course of the reaction. Detailed analysis of this
kind was one of the ways, for example, in which the reaction R 2 (g) ± 2(9) — 21-11(g) was

shown to proceed by a complex reaction. For many years the reaction had been accepted on
good, but insufficiently meticulous evidence, as a fine example of a simple bimolecular
reaction in which atoms exchanged partners during a collision.

25.7 Coiisccutivc dcuicntary reactions
Some reactions proceed through the formation of an intermediate (I), as in the consecutive
unimolecular reactions

A --i--. I	 P



d[P]
-a;--

(32)

1

O.

0

-)
-5

0

0

kt

26.12 The concentrations of A. 1, and P in the
consecutive reaction scheme A -. F-. P. The curves
are plots of eqrs 33-36 with k = IOkb . If the
intermediate I is in fact the desired product, it is
important to be able to predict when its
concentration is greatest; see Example 256.
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An example is the decay of a radioactive family, such as

239  23.5 mm	 239 N 235 day
2Pu

(The times are half-lives.) We can discover the characteristics of this type of reaction by
setting up the rate laws for the net rate of change of the concentration of each substance.

(a) The variation of concentrations with time
The rate of unimolecular decomposition of A is

= _k[A]	 (30)
dt

and A is not replenished. The intermediate I is formed from A (at a rate k1 [Aj) but decays to

P (at a rate kb)1]). The net rate of formation of I is therefore

d[I]
-- k. [A)— kb1I1di 

The product P is formed by the unimolecular decay of I:

(31)

We suppose that initially only A is present, and that its concentration is [A]0.
The first of the rate laws, eqn 30, is an ordinary first-order decay, so we can write

[A] = [AJ0e kt 	, 	 (33)

When this equation is substituted into eqn 31, and we set II] = 0, the solution is

=	
- ka (c' — e') [A]0

At all times (A) + [I] + (P) = [A]0 , so it follows that

{
1+ 

kCb - kbe'l
= 

kb - ka

The concentration of the intermediate I rises to a maximum, and then falls to zero
(Fig. 25.12). The concentration of the product P rises from zero towards [A]0.

Example 25.6 Aria lysihy consecutive reactions

Suppose that in an industrial batch process a substance A produces the desired compound I

which goes on to decay to a worthless product C, each step of the reaction being first-order.

At what time will I be present in greatest concentration?

Method The time dependence of the concentration of I is given by eqn 34. We can find the

time at which [1] passes through a maximum, t, by calculating d[I]/dI and setting the
resulting rate equal to zero.

Answer It follows from eqn 34 that

d[1) - — k[A10(ke5 — kbekbl)
dt —	 kbka

This rate is equal to zero when

kae_kt = k5e'

(34)

(35)
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Therefore, -

k.	 '- k k

(:lnmelit For a given value of kx, as kb increases both the time at which [I) is a maximum
and the yield of I increase.

SvJf-Lcfl 25.7 Calculate the maximum concentration of I and justify the last remark.
= (k./kb )', c =	 - ks)]

(b) The rate-determining step
Suppose now that k b ' ka; then, whenever an I molecule is formed, it decays rapidly into P.
Because

e'	 k -

eqn 35 reduces to

)P]	 (I - e")fA]3	 (36)

which shows that the formation of the final product P depends on only the smaller of the
two rate constants. That is, the rate of formation of P depends on the rate at which I is
formed, not on the rate at which I changes into P. For this reason, the step A -+ I is called
the rate-determining step of the reaction. Its existence has been likened to building a six-
lane highway up to a single-lane bridge: the traffic flow is governed by the rate of crossing
the bridge. Similar remarks apply to more complicated reaction mechanisms, and in general
the rate-determining step is the one with the smallest rate constant.

(c) The steady-state approximation
One feature of the calculation so far has probably not gone unnoticed: there is a
considerable increase in mathematical complexity as soon as the reaction mechanism has
more than a couple of steps. A reaction scheme involving many steps is nearly always
unsolvable analytically, and alternative methods of solution are necessary. One approach is
to integrate the rate laws numerically. An alternative approach, which continues to be
widely used because it leads to convenient expressions and more readily digestible results, is
to make an approximation.

The steady-state approximation assumes that, after an initial induction period, an
interval during which the concentrations of intermediates, I, rise from zero, and during the
major part of the reaction, the rates of change of concentrations of all reaction
intermediates are negligibly small (Fig. 25.13):

(37)

This approximation greatly simplifies the discussion of reaction schemes. For example, when
we apply the approximation to the consecutive first-order mechanism, we set d LI)/dt = 0 in
eqn 31, which then becomes

ka[A] - kb[I) TZ 0

26.13 The basis of the steady-state approximation.	 Then
It is supposed that the concentrations of 	

kintermediates remain small and hardly change	 [I]	 -' [Al	 (38)during most of the course of the reaction.	 kb

51—B
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On substituting this value of [I] into eqn 32, that equation becomes

	

= k1,[l]
	

(39)

and we see that P is formed by a first-order decay of A, with a rate constant ka, the rate
constant of the slower, rate-determining, step. We can write down the solution of this
equation at once by substituting the solution for [A]. eqn 33, and integrating:

[P] = ka[A]o 
f" 

e -*- ' (1 - e') [A]0	(40)

This is the same (approximate) result as before, eqn 36, but much more quickly obtained.

Exacnplu 25.7 Ushg the steady-5tatc pprOxtEnatioh

Devise the rate law for the decomposition of N205,

2N 2 05(g)-p 4NO2 (g) ± 02(g)

on the basis of the following mechanism:

N 2 05 -. NO2 + NO3	/c

NO 2 + NO 3 -. N205 k

NO 2 + NO 3 - NO2 -i- 0 + NO	 k,,

N0+N2O—. 3NO 2 k

Mcthiid First identify the intermediates (the species that occur in the reaction steps but do
not appear in the overall reaction) and write expressions for their net rates of formation.
Then, all net rates of change of the concentrations of intermediates are set tqual to zero and
the resulting equations are solved algebraically.

Answer The intermediates are NO and NO 3 ; the net rates of change of their concentrations
are

= kb[NO21 (NO 3 ] - kjN0][N2051 0
&

d[NO3j
di = kaEN2051 - k[NO2 ][NO3 ) - kb[NO2][NO3] 0

The net rate of change of concentration of N 2 05 is

d[N205]
ka[

	

di =
	 N2051 + k[NO2)(NO3 ] - k[NO][N2051

and replacing the concentrations of the intermediates by using the equations above gives

d[N20] - 2k.kb(N205[
di	 -	 A-'. 4- kb

Coninicnt The decomposition of N 2 05 is problematic because its rate decreases more
quickly than expected at low pressures. It is believed that this decrease is due to changes in
the rate constants themselves (particularly k).
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	Svll-ftst	 Derive the rate law for the decomposition of ozone in the reaction
203 (9) - 30(g) on the basis of the (incomplete) mechanism

03 -03 +0 k1

03 +0—*03 L

0+03 —.203 kb

[d[03]/di = —kkb j03 ] 2 1(k[0 2 ] + 4 1031)1

(d) Pre-equilibria

From a simple sequence of consecutive reactions we now turn to a slightly more complicated
mechanism in which an intermediate I reaches an equilibrium with the reactants A and B:

A+B1—P	 (41)

The rate constants are ka and k for the forward and reverse reactions of the equilibrium and
kb for the final step. This scheme involves a pre-equilibrium, in which an intermediate is in
equilibrium with the reactants. A pre-equilibrium arises when the rates of formation of the
intermediate and its decay back into reactants are much faster than its rate of formation of
products; thus, the condition is possible when k ' kb but not when kb k. Because we
assume that A. B. and I are in equilibrium, we can write

K=	 K=	 (42)

In writing these equations, we are presuming that the rate of reaction of Ito form P is too
slow to affect the maintenance of the pre-equilibrium (see the example below). The rate of
formation of P may now be written;

	

di	
kb 11 = *bK [A)IB]
	

(43)

This rate law has the form of a second-order rate law with a composite rate constant:

dIP] k
——=k[A](BJ	 k=kbK=—'	 (44)

Example 25.8 Ahalying a pre-rqiiilbrium

Repeat the pre-equilibrium calculation but without ignoring the fact that I is slowly leaking
away as it forms P.

Metlicid Begin by writing the net rates of change of the concentrations of the substances
and then invoke the steady-state approximation for the intermediate I. Use the resulting
expression to obtain the rate of change of the concentration of P.

Answer The net rates of change of P and I are

= AbIIJ

k. [A) JBJ - k[I] - kb (1]	 0
di

The second equation solves to

kAJfB]
IJ
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25.14 The basis of the Michael is-Menten mechanism
of enzyme action. Only a fragment of the large
enzyme molecule E is shown.
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25.15 The variation of theeffective rate constant k
with substrate concentration according to the
Michaelis-Menten mechanism.

When we substitute this into the expression for the rate of formation of P. we obtain

k[A)[B]	 k = kakb
dt	 /,'. + kb

Comment This expression reduces to that in eqn 44 when the rate constant for the decay of
I into products is much smaller than that for its decay into reactants, k,, 4 k.

Self-test 25.9 Show that the pre-equilibrium mechanism in which 2AJ (K) followed
by I + B -. P (kb ) results in an overall third-order reaction.

Id)P]/dt = kbKIAJ2IBII

(e) The Michaelis-Menten mechanism

An example of a repction in which an intermediate is formed is the Michaelis—Menten
mechanism of enzyme action. The rate of an enzyme-catalysed reaction in which a substrate
S is converted into products P is found to depend on the concentration of the enzyme E
even though the enzyme undergoes no net change. The proposed mechanism, which is
illustrated in Fig. 25.14, is

E+SES—. P+E	 k,k,kb	(45)

In this mechanism, ES denotes a bound state of the enzyme and its substrate. This
mechanism has the same form as that treated in Example 25.8, so we can conclude at once
that

IF_S]
	 (46)

)E] and IS] are the concentrations of the free enzyme and free substrate. If (E1 0 is the total
concentration of enzyme, then

[E) + [ES) [E)0 (47)

Because only a little enzyme is added, the free substrate concentration is almost the same as
the total substrate concentration, and we can ignore the fact that IS] differs slightly from
(S] 1 ,. Therefore,

[ES) = ka([E]is - )ESJ)[S]	 (48)
k + kb

which rearranges to

IF-S) -	
k)E]0)S1	 (49)

1k+kb+ka[S)

It follows that the rate of formation of product is

d[P] -k'E'	 k	
kb[S]

1)0	
- 

KM+IS]
where the Michaelis constant, KM. is

[51]
k.

According to eqn SO, the rate of enzymolysis varies linearly with the enzyme concentration,
but in a more complicated manner with the concentration of substrate (Fig. 25.15). Thus.
when [SI . KM. the rate law in eqn 50 reduces to

(52)
dt



1/ESI

75.16 A Ljneweaver-Burk plot for the analysis of
an enzymoiysis that proceeds by a Michael is-
Menten mechanism, and the significance of the
Intercepts and the slope.
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and is zero-order in S. This result means that under these Conditions the rate is constant:
there is so much S present that it remains at effectively the same Concentration even though
products are being formed. Moreover, the rate of formation of products is a maximum, and
k5 [E(0 is called the maximum velocity of the enzymolysis; kb itself is called the maximum
turnover number. When so little S is present that [S] 4 KM , the rate of formation of
products is

dt	
KM [E(0[S(
	

(53)

Now the rate is proportional to (Si as well as to (E}0.
It follows from eqn 50 that

Ii	 KM	
(54)

Hence, a Lineweavei-Burk plot of 1/k against 111S will give kb (from the intercept at
= 0) and KM (from the slope, KM/kb, Fig. 25.16). However, the plot cannot give the

individual rate constants ka and k that appear in KM . The stopped-flow technique can give
the additional data needed, because the rate of formation of the enzyme-substrate complex
can be found by monitoring its concentration after mixing enzyme and substrate. This

	

procedure gives k, and k. 	 then be found by combining this result with the value of KM.

25.8 Unimukcu!ar reactions
A number of gas-phase reactions follow first-order kinetics, as in the isomerization of
cyclopropane mentioned earlier:

cyclo-CA -+ CH 3 CFl=CH	 v = k[cyc10-C1-IJ	 (55)

The problem with the interpretation of first-order rate laws is that presumably a molecule
acquires enough energy to react as a result of its collisions with other molecules. However,
collisions are simple bimolecular events, so how can they result in a first-order rate law?

Q

First-order gas-phase reactions are widely called 'unimOlecular reactions' because they also

, 

z:I...------- involve an elementary unimolecular step in which the reactant molecule changes into the
product. This term must be used with caution. though, because the overall mechanism has
bimolecular as well as unimolecular steps.

(a) The Lindemann-Hjnshe!wood mechanism
The first successful explanation of unimolecular reactions was provided by Frederick
Lindemann in 1921 and then elaborated by Cyril Hinshelwood. In the Lindemann-

/ \	 \	 Hinshelwood mechanism it is supposed that a reactant molecule A becomes energetically
excited by collision with another A molecule (Fig. 25.17):

J\	 Q	 A A -p A + A	 --- = k [A] 2	 (56)di

The energized molecule might lose its excess energy by collision with another molecule:

Products	 A ± A -n A 4-A	 = —kjA][AJ	 (57di
25.11 A representation of the tindemarin-
Hinshelwood mechanism of unimolecutar reactions. 	 Alternatively, the excited molecule might shake itself apart and form products P. That is, it
The species A is excited by collision with A, and the	 might undergo the unimolecular decay
excited A molecule (A) may either be deactivated
by a collision with A or go on to decay by a 	 A - P	 = —kb (A}	 (58)unimolecular process to form products. 	 dt 
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If the unimolecular step is slow enough to be the rate-determining step, the overall reaction
will have first-order kinetics, as observed. This conclusion can be demonstrated explicitly by
applying the steady-state approximation to the net rate of formation of A:

!.J _ kLAj 2 _k[A][A'1—kb[A'] s.O
de -

This equation solves to

• -
[A	

+ k'[AI

so the rate law for the formation of P is

- klkb[A]2

dz kb -1-k[A]-

At this stage the rate law is not first-order. However, if the rate of deactivation by
(A',A) collisions is much greater than the rate of unimolecular decay, in the sense that

Jc [A ffA 1 >> L b [A]	 or k[A( . k

then we can neglect kb in the denominator and obtain

-!!Lk(A]	
kakb

di

Equation 62 is a first-order rate law, as we set out to show.
The Lindemann-HinshelwOOd mechanism can be tested because it predicts that, as the

concentration (and therefore the partial pressure) of A is reduced, the reaction should

switch to overall second-order kinetics. Thus, when k[A] 4 k, the rate law in eqn 61 is

d'P' 	 k[A)2	 (63)
dt

The physical reason for the change of order is that at low pressures the rate-determining

step is the bimolecular formation of A'. If we write the full rate law in eqn 61 as

J!Lk[A]	 k= -
ds	 kA

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)

(64)

(65)

then the expression for the effective rate-constant, k, can be rearranged to

1	 k'	 I

=+ Ai

Hence, a test of the theory is to plot Ilk against I/EA, and to expect a straight line.

Whereas the Lindemann-Hinshelwood mechanism agrees in general with the switch in
order of unirnolecular reactions, it does not agree in detail. A typical graph of 1/k against

1/(Aj is shown in Fig. 25.18. The graph has a pronounced curvature, corresponding to a

larger value of k (a smaller value of Ilk) at high pressures (low 1/[Al) than would be

expected by extrapolation of the reasonably linear low pressure (high 1/[A}) data.0.5	 1.0	 1.5	 2.0
10/(LAV(mol L-'))

25.18 The pressure dependence of the unimoleular 	 (b) The activation energy of a composite reaction
isomerizatiOn of tn,r,s-CHDCIIO showing a
pronounced departure from the straight line 	

Although the rate of each step of a complex mechanism might increase with temperature

predicted b eqs 65 based on the lindemann-
and show Arrhenius behaviour, is that true of a composite reaction? To answer this question.

Hinshetwood mechanism, 	 we consider the high-pressure limit of the Lindemann-HinshdWOOd mechanism as
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25.19 For a reaction with a pm-equilibrium, there
are three activation energies to take into account,
two referring to the reversible steps of the pre-
equilibrium and one for the final step. The relative
magnitudes of the activation energies determine
whether the overall activation energy is (a) positive or
(b) negative.

Reaction coordinate

expressed in cqn 62. If each of the rate constants has an Arrhcnius-like temperature
dependence, we can use eqn 26 for each of them, and write

iakb	 (A(a)e.(')1'") (A(b)e.(5)1')
k =	

=	 (A'(a)e.()/RT)	
(66)- A(a)A(b)

A'(a)

That is, the composite rate constant k has an Arrhenius-like form with activation
energy

E = E. (a)+ E. - E(a)	 (67)
Moreover, provided Ea(a) + E(b) > E(a), the activation energy is positive and the rate
increases with temperature. However, it is conceivable that E(a) + E1 (b) <E(a)
(Fig, 25.19), in which case the activation energy is negative and the rate will decrease as
the temperature is raised. There is nothing remarkable about this behaviour: all it means is
that the reverse reaction (corresponding to the deactivation of A) is so sensitive to
temperature that Its rate increases sharply as the temperature is raised, and depletes the
steady-state concentration of A. The Lindemann-Hinshelwood mechanism is an unlikely
candidate for this type of behaviour because the deactivation of A has only a small
activation energy, but there are reactions with analogous mechanisms in which a negative
activation energy is observed.

When we examine the general rate law given in eqn 61, it is clear that the temperature
dependence may be difficult to predict because each rate constant in the expression for k
increases with temperature, and the outcome depends on whether the terms in the
numerator dominate those in the denominator, or vice versa. The fact that so many reactions
do show Arrheniis-like behaviour with positive activation energies suggests that their rate
laws are in a 'simple' regime, like eqn 63 rather than eqn 61. and that the temperature
dependence is dominated by the activation energy of the rate-determining stage. An
enzyme reaction can show an even more complicated temperature depthdence, because
the enzyme may become denatured as the temperature is raised, and hence cease to
function.

0
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Exercises
25.1 (a) The rate of the reaction A + 2 3C + D was reported as
1.0 moll L s 1 . State the rates of formation and consumption of the
participants.

25.1 (b) The rate of the reaction A + 38 - C + 2D was reported as
1.0 mot L s. State the rates of formation and consu mption of the
participants.

25.2 (a) The rate of formation of C in the reaction
2A + B -p 2C + 3D is 1.0 mulL' s, State the reaction rate, and
the rates of formation or consumption of A. B, and D.

25.2 (b) The rate of consumption of B in the reaction
A + 38 -. C + 2D is 1.0 mo1L s. State the reaction rate, and
the rates of formation or consumption of A. C. and D.

25.3 (a) The rate law for the reaction in Exercise 25.1a was found to
bev = k[A)[BJ. What are the units of k? Express the rate law in terms
of the rates of formation and consumption of (a) A, (b) C.

25.3 (Ii) The rate law for the reaction in Exercise 25.1b was found to
be v = k[A][B} 2 . What are the units of/c? Express the rate law in terms
of the rates of formation and consumption of (a) A. (b) C.

25.4 (a) The rate law for the reaction in Exercise 25.2a was reported
as d(C]/dt = k[A](B)[CJ. Express the rate law in terms of the reaction
rate; what are the units for k in each case?

25.4 (b) The rate law for the reaction in Exercise 25.2b was reported
as d[C]/& = k[A][BJ(C}'. Express the rate law in terms of the
reaction rate; what are the units for k in each case?

25.5 (a) At 518°C, the rate of decomposition of a sample of gaseous
acetaldehyde, initially at a pressure of 363 Torr, was 1.07 Torrs
when 5.0 per cent had reacted and 0.76 Toffs when 20.0 per cent
had reacted. Determine the order of the reaction.

25.5 (b) At 400 K, the rate of decomposition of a gaseous
compound initially at a pressure of 12.6 kPa. was 9.71 Pas' when
10.0 per cent had reacted and 7.67 Pas when 20.0 per cent had
reacted. Determine the order of the reaction.

25.6 (a) At 518°C, the half-life for tt decomposition of a sample of
gaseous acetaldehyde (ethanal) initially at 363 Torr was 4lO s. When
the pressure was 169 Toer, the half-life was 880 s. Determine the
order of the reaction.

25.6(b) A1:400 K. the half-life for the decomposition of a sample of
a gaseous compound initially at 55.5 kPa was 340s. When the
pressure was 28.9 kpa, the half-life was 178 s. Determine the order of
the reaction.

25.7 (a) The rate constant for the first-order decomposition of N205
in the reaction 2N 2 05 (g) -. 4NO2 (g) + 0(g) is/c = 3.38 x I0 s
at 25°C. What is the half-life of N 2 05 ? What will be the pressure,
initially 500 Toff, (a) 10 s, (b) 10 min after initiation of the
reaction?

25.7 (b) The rate constant for the first-order decomposition of a
compound A in the reaction 2A - P is /c = 2.78 x iO at 25°C.
What is the half-life of A? What will be the pressure,
initially 32.1 kPa, (a) 10h, (b) 50h after initiation of the
reaction?

25.8 (a) A second-order reaction of the type A + B -. P was carried
out in a solution that was initially 0.050 mol L in A and
0.0110 molL' in B. After 1.0 h the Concentration of A had fallen
to 0.020 ma! L* ía) Calculate the rate constant. (b) What is the half-
life of the reactants?

25.8 (b) A second-order reaction of the type A + 213 - P was
carried out in a solution that was initially 0.075 mo1L in A and
0.080 mol L in B. After 1.0 h the Concentration of A had fallen to
0.045 rnolL. (a) Calculate the rate constant. (b) What is the half-
life of the reactants?

25.9 (a) If the rate laws are expressed with (a) concentrations in
moles per litre, (b) pressures in kilopascals, what are the units of the
second-order and third-order rate constants?

25.9 (b) If the rate laws are expressed with (a) concentrations in
molecules per metre cubed, (b) pressures in newtons per metre
squared, what are the units of the second-order and third-order rate
constants?

25.10 (a) The half-life for the (first-order) radioactive decay of ' 4 C is
5730y (it emits 13 rays with an energy of 0.16 MeV), An
archaeological sample contained wood that had only 72 per cent of
the 4 C. found in living trees. What is its age?

25.10 (b) One of the hazards of nuclear explosions is the generation
of 'Sr and its subsequent incorporation in place of calcium in bones.
This nuclide emits fl rays of energy 0.55 MeV, and has a half-life
of 28.1 y. Suppose 1.00 pig was absorbed by a newly born child.
How much will remain after (a) 18 y, (b) 70 y if none is lost
metabolically?

25.11 (a) The second-order rate constant for the reaction

CH 3 COOC 2 H 5 (aq) + 0H(aq)

CH 3 CO(aq) + CH3CH2OH(aq)
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is 0.11 Lmol s 1 . What is the concentration of ester after (a) 10 s,
(b) 10 mm when ethyl acetate is added to sodium hydroxide so that
the initial concentrations are ]NaOH] 0.050 mol L 1 and
[CH 3 C00C2 F1 5 ] = 0.100 mot L-'?

25.11 (b) The second-order rate constant for the reaction
A + 2B - C + D is 0.21 Lmo1 s. What is the concentration
of C after (a) 10 s, (b) 10 min when the reactants are mixed with
initial concentrations of [A] 0.025 mot L` and [B] =
0.150 molL?

25.12 (a) A reaction 2A -. P has a second-order rate law with
k = 3.50x iO Lmo1 s 1 . Calculate the time required for the
concentration of A to change from 0.260 mol L' to 0.011 mol L'.

25.12 (b) A reaction 2A -. P has a third-order rate law
with k 3.50 x 10' L2 mo] 2 s 1 . Calculate the time required for
the concentration of A to change from 0.077 molL to
0.021 moIL1.

25.13 (a) The rate constant for the decomposition of a certain
substance	 is	 2.80x 10-3Lmol' S-1	 at	 30°C	 and
1.38 x iO Lmo1 s at 50°C. Evaluate the Arrhenius parameters
of the reaction.

25.13 (b) The rate constant for the decomposition of a certain
substance is 1.70 > 10-2 L mot t s at 24°C and
2.01 x 10_2 Lmo1 s at 37°C. Evaluate the Arrhenius parameters
of the reaction.

25.14 (a) The reaction mechanism

A2	2A	 (fast)

A+B-P (slow)

involves an intermediate A. Deduce the rate law for the reaction.

25.14 (b) Consider the following mechanism for renaturation of a
double helix from its strands A and B:

A + B	 unstable helix	 (fast)

	

unstable helix -p stable double helix	 (slow)

Derive the rate equation for the formation of the double helix agd
express the rate constant of the renaturation reaction in terms of the
rate constants of the individual steps.
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25.15 (a) Show that	 l/]A)° fora reaction that isnth-order
in A.

25.15 (b) Deduce an expression for the time it takes for the
concentration of a substance to fall to one-third its initial value in an
nth-order reaction.

25.16 (a) The enzyme-catalysed conversion of a substrate at 25°C
has a Michaelis constant of 0.035 mot L. The rate of the reaction is
1.15 x 10-3mot L- s when the substrate concentration is
0.110 mot L'. What is the maximum velocity of this
enzymolysis?

25.16 (b) The enzyme-catalysed conversion of a substrate at 25°C
has a Michaelis constant of 0.042 mot L. The rate of the reaction is
2.45 x 10 mot L 1 s when the substrate concentration is
0.890 mot L - '. What is the maximum velocity of this
enzymolysis?

25.17 (a) The effective rate constant for a gaseous reaction which
has a Lindemann-Ftinshelwood mechanism is 2.50 x 10 s at
1.30 kPa and 2.10x 10 s 1 at 12 Pa. Calculate the rate constant
for the activation step in the mechanism.

25.17 (b) The effective rate constant for a gaseous reaction which
has a Lindemann-.Hinshelwood mechanism is 1.7 x 10-3s at
1.09 kPa and 2.2x i - s at 25 Pa. Calculate the rate constant
for the activation step in the mechanism.

25.18 (a) The pK of NH 41 is 9.25 at 25°C. The rate constant at 25°C
for the reaction of NH and OH- to form aqueous NH 3 is
4.0x 1010 Lmol' s. Calculate the rate constant for proton
transfer to NH 3 . What relaxation time would be observed if a
temperature	 jump	 were	 applied	 to	 a	 solution	 of
0.15 mot L - NH3 (aq) at 25°C?

25.18 (b) The equilibrium A 	 B + C at 25°C is subjected to a
temperature jump. The measured relaxation time is 3.01z. The
equilibrium constant for the system is 2.0 x 10 at 25°C. and the
equilibrium concentrations of B and C at 25°C are both'
2.0 x iO mot L'. Calculate the rate constants for the first-order
forward and second-order reverse reactions.

Problems

Numerical problems

25.1 The data below apply to the formation of urea from ammonium
cyanate, NH4 CNO -. NH 2 CONI-l 2 . Initially 22.9 g of ammonium
cyanate was dissolved in enough water to prepare 1.00 L of solution.
Determine the order of the reaction, the rate constant, and the mass
of ammonium cyanate left after 300 mm.

1/mm	 0	 20.0	 50.0	 65.0	 150
m(urea)/g	 0	 7.0	 12.1	 13.8	 17.7
25.2 The	 data	 below	 apply	 to	 the	 reaction,
(CH 3 ) 3 CBr + H 2 0 -. (CH 3 ) 3 COH + HBr. Determine the order of the

reaction, the rate constant, and the molar concentration of (CH3)3CBr
after 43.11 h.
s/h	 0	 3.15 6.20 10.00 18.30 30.80
[(CH 3 ) 3 CBr]/	 10.39 8.96 7.76 6.39	 3.53	 2.07

(10 2 rnolL')
25.3 The thermal decomposition of an organic nitrile produced the
following data:
t/(10 s)	 0	 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 oo
[nitri1e[/(molL)	 1.10 0.86 0.67 0.52 0.41 0.32 0.25, 0
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Determine the order of the reaction and the rate constant.

25.4 The following data have been obtained for the decomposition
of N 2 05 (g) at 67°C according to the reaction
2N 2 05 (g) - 4NO 2 (g) + 02 (9). Determine the order of the reaction,
the rate constant, and the half-life. It is not necessary to obtain the
result graphically; you may do a calculation using estimates of the
rates of change of concentration.

t/min	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
[N 2 05]/(molL')	 1.000 0.705 0.497 0.349 0.246 0.173
25.5 A first-order decomposition reaction is observed to have the
following rate constants at the indicated temperatures. Estimate the
activation energy.

k/(10 3 5) 	2.46	 45.1	 576
O/°C	 0	 20.0	 40.0
25.6 The gas-phase decomposition of acetic acid at 1189 K proceeds
by way of two parallel reactions:

(1) CH,COOH -+ CH4 + CO, k 1 3.74

(2) CH,COOH -.---. 1-1 2 CC=O + H 20 Ic2 = 4.65 s

What is the maximum percentage yield of the ketene CH2CO
obtainable at this temperature?

25.7 The composition of a liquid-phase reaction 2A -. B was
followed by a spectrophotometrjc method with the following
results:

t/min	 0 10	 20	 30	 40	 o
tB]/(molL )	 0	 0.089	 0.153	 0.200	 0.230	 0.312

Determine the order of the reaction and its rate constant.
25.8 Sucrose is readily hydrolysed to glucose and fructose in acidic
solution. The hydrolysis is often monitored by measuring the angle of
rotation of plane-polarized light passing through the solution. From
the angle of rotation the concentration of sucrose can be determined.
An experiment on the hydrolysis of sucrose in 0,50 M HCI(aq)
produced the following data;

r/min	 0	 14	 39	 60	 80	 110 140 170 210
[sucrose]/ 0.316 0.300 0.274 0.256 0.238 0.211 0.190 0.170 0.146
(mot L-')

Determine the rate constant of the reaction and the average lifetime
of a sucrose molecule.

25.9 The CIO radical decays rapidly by way of the reaction,
2C10 -. C1 2 + 0 2 . The following data have been obtained:
t/(1(r' s)	 0.12 0.62 0.96 1.60 3.20 4.00 5.75
[ClO]/(10-6 mot L")	 8.49 8.09 70 5.79 5.20 4.77 3.95

Determine the rate constant of the reaction.

25.10 Cyclopropane isomerizes into propene when heated to 500°C
in the gas phase. The extent of conversion for various initial pressures
has been followed by gas chromatography by allowing the reaction to
proceed for a time with various initial pressures;

p0/Torr	 200	 200	 400	 400	 600	 600
f/s	 100	 200	 100	 200	 100	 200
p/Torr	 186	 173	 373	 347	 559	 520

where p is the initial pressure and p is the final pressure of
cyclopropane. What are the order and rate constant for the reaction
under these conditions?

25.11 The addition of hydrogen halides to alkenes has played a
fundamental role in the investigation of organic reaction mechan-
isms. In one study (M.A. Haugh and DR. Dalton, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
97, 5674 (1975)), high pressures of hydrogen chloride (up to 25 aim)
and propene (up to 5 atm) were examined over a range of
temperatures and the amount of 2-chloropropane formed was
determined by NMR. Show that if the reaction A + B -° P proceeds
for a short time tt, the concentration of product follows
(P)/)A] = k[AJm [By'it if the reaction is mth-order in A and nth-
order in B. In a series of runs the ratio of [c hloropropanel-to [propene)
was independent of [propene) but the ratio of [chloropropane] to
[I-Id] for constant amounts of propene depended on (HCI). For
5t 100 h (which is short on the timescale of the reaction) the latter
ratio rose from zero to 0.05, 0.03, 0.01 forp(HCI) 10 aim, 7.5 aim,
5.0 aim, respectively. What are the orders of the reaction with respect
to each reactant?

25.12 Show that the following mechanism can account for the rate
law of the reaction in Problem 25.11;

	

2HCI.-(HCI) 2	 K1
HCI ± CH3 CH=CH 2 '-cornp1cx	 K,

(HCI) 2 + complex -p CH 3 CI-ICICFI 2 + 2ND	 Ic (slow)

What further tests could you apply to verify this mechanism?

25.13 In the experiments described in Problems 25.11 and 25.12 an
inverse temperature dependence of the reaction rate was observed,
the overall rate of reaction at 70°C being roughly one-third that at
19°C. Estimate the apparent activation energy and the activation
energy of the rate-determining step given that the enthalpies of the
two equilibria are both of the order of -14 kJmol.

25.14 The second-order rate constants for the reaction of oxygen
atoms with aromatic hydrocarbons have been measured (R. Atkinson
and J.N. Pitts, J. Phys. Chem. 79, 295 (1975)). In the reaction with
benzene the rate constants are 1,44x 10' LmoI s at 300.3K,
3.03 x 107 Lmol s at 341.2K. and 6.9x 10' Lmol' s at
392.2 K. Find the pre-exponential factor and activation energy of the
reaction.

25.15 In Problem 25.10 the isomerization of cyclopropane over a
limited pressure range was examined. If the Lindemann mechanism of
first-order reactions is to be tested we also need data at low pressures.
These have been obtained (H.0. Pritchard, R.G. Sowden, and
A.F. Trot man -Dickenson, Proc. R. Soc. A217. 563 (1953)):

p/Torr	 84.1	 11.0	 2.89	 0.569	 0.120	 0.067
10 k/s'	 2.98	 2.23	 1.54	 0.857	 0.392	 0.303

Test the Lindemann theory with these data.

25.16 The initial rate of 0 2 production by the action of an enzyme
on a substrate was measured for a range of substrate concen-
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trations; the data are below. Evaluate the Michaelis constant for the
reaction.

[S]/(molL 1 )	 0-059 0.017	 0.010	 0.0050	 00020
v/(mmmin')	 16.6	 12.4	 10.1	 6.6	 3.3

Theoretical problems

25.17 The equilibrium A B is first-order in both directions. Derive
an expression for the concentration of A as a function of time when
the initial molar concentrations of A and B are [A] 0 and [B]0 . What is
the final composition of the system?
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analogue of serine) from uracil and formaldehyde (HCHO), the rate of
addition is given by logk/(Lmol s) = 11.75 - 5488/(T/K) (at
pH = 7), and log  = -1.36 + 1794/(T/K). For this reaction,
calculate the rates and equilibrium constants over a range of
temperatures corresponding to possible prebiotic conditions, such as
0-50°C, and plot them against temperature. Also, calculate the
activation energy and the standard reaction Gibbs energy and
enthalpy at 25°C. Prebiotic conditions are not likely to be standard
conditions. Speculate about how the actual values of the reaction
Gibbs energy and enthalpy might differ from the standard values. Do
you expect that the reaction would still be favourable?

25.18 Derive an integrated expression for a second-order rate law 	 25.25 For the second-order reaction A + B -. Products, the rate of
v k]A)(B] for a reaction of stoichiometry 2.A + 313 . p	 reaction, v, may be written

25.19 Derive the integrated form of a third-order rate law
v = k[A] 2 ]B] in which the stoichiometry is 2A + B -. P and the
reactants are initially present in (a) their stoichiometric proportions,
(b) with B present initially in twice the amount.

25.20 Set up the rate equations for the reaction mechanism:

k.
A	 B =± C

Show that the mechanism is equivalent to

kw
A ==± C

under specified circumstances.

25.21 Show that the ratio ! 112 /614 , where t, /2  the half-life and
is the time for the concentration of A to decrease to 3 of its initial
value (implying that r314 < 1 1,2) can be written as a function of n alone,
and can therefore be used as a rapid assessment of the order of a
reaction,

25.22 Many enzyme-catalysed reactions are consistent with a
modified version of the Michaelis-Menten mechanism in which the
second step is also reversible. For this mechanism obtain an expression
for the rate of formation of product and find its limiting behaviour for
large and small concentrations of substrate.

25.23 Derive an equation for the steady-state rate of the sequence
of reactions A B C D, with [A[ maintained at a fixed value
and the product D removed as soon as it is formed.

Additional problems supplied by Carmen Giunta
and Charles Trapp

25.24 Prebiotic reactions are reactions that might have occurred
under the conditions prevalent on the Earth before the first living
creatures emerged and that can lead to analogues of molecules
necessary for life as we now know it. To qualify, a reaction must
proceed with favourable rates and equilibria. M.P. Robertson and
S.I. Miller (Science 268, 702 (1995)) have studied the prebiotic
synthesis of 5-substituted uracils, among them 5-hydroxym ethyl -
uracil (HMLJ). Amino acid analogues can be formed from HMU under
prebiotic conditions by reaction with various nucleophiles, such as
H 2S, HCI\J, indole, imidazole, etc. For the synthesis of HMU (the uracil

dx
ii = - = k([A]0 -x)([BJ0 ±x)dt

where x is the decrease in concentration of A or B as a result of
reaction. What are the conditions for the rate to be a maximum and a
minimum? Draw a graph of v against x and, noting that v and x
cannot be negative, identify the portion of the curve that corresponds
to reality.

25.26 For the consecutive reaction A -. I -. P. Fig. 25.12 shows [11
plotted against time for k = IO*b. For [')O = 1.0 mo1L	 and

1.0 min', plot [1] against tfor k/k, = 5, 1, and 0.5. For each
case determine the time at which [I] reaches a maximum.

25.27 For the only A + B -. P reaction in Table 25.3, find an
expression for x as a function of time.

25.28 T. Gierczak, R.K. Talukdar, S.C. Herndon, G.L Vaghjiani, and
A.R. Ravishankara (J. Phys. Chem. A 101, 3125 (1997)) measured the
rate constants for the elementary bimolecular gas-phase reaction of
methane with the hydroxyl radical over a range of temperatures of
importance to atmospheric chemistry. Deduce the Arrhenius
parameters A and Ea hom the following measurements.

T/K	 295 295 223	 218
k/(136 Lmol 's) 3.70 3.55 0,494	 0.452
T/K	 213 206 200	 195
k/(10 Lmol s) 0.379 0.295 0.241	 0.217

25.29 The oxidation of HS0 by 02 in aqueous solution is a reaction
of Importance to the processes of acid rain formation and flue gas
desulfurization. R.E. Connick, Y.-X. Zhang, S. Lee, R. Adamic, and
P. Chieng (lnorg. Chem, 34, 4543 (1995)) report that the reaction
2HSO + 0 2 - 2S0 + 2FP	 follows	 the	 rate	 law
v = k[HS0[ 2 ]H[ 2 . Given a pH of 5.6 and an oxygen molar
concentration of 2.4x 10-4 mo1L (both presumed constant), an
initial HSO; molar concentration of 5 x 1_5 mol L. and a rate
constant of 3.6:< 10 6 L 3 mol3 51, what is the initial rate of
reaction? How long would it take for HS0 to reach half its initial
concentration?

25.30 Chlorine atoms react rapidly with ozone in the gas-phase
bimolecular reaction Cl + 0 - ClO + 02 with
k2 = ( 1.7 x 10 10 Lmo1 s )e_260/(T/K) (W.B. DeMore, S.F. Sander,
D.M. Golden,	 R.F. Hampson,	 MJ. Kurylo,	 CJ. Howard,
A.R. Ravishankara, C.E. Kolb, and MJ. Molina, Chemical kinetics and
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photochemical data for use in stratospheric modeling: Evaluation
Number 11, JPL Publication 94-26 (1994)). Estimate the rate of this
reaction	 at (a)	 20 km,	 where	 ICII = 5 x lO	 moIL,

= 8x 1O moIL', and T = 220 K; (b) 45 km, where
(Cl] 3 x 1O	 molL.(O3] = 8 x 1O	 molL.andT = 270 K.

25.31 T. Gierczak, R.K. Talukdar, S.C. Herndon, 6.L Vaghjiani, and
A.R. Ravishankara (.1. PhI's. Chem. A 101. 3125 (1997)) measured the
rate constants for the bimolecular gas-phase reaction of methane
with the h)odroxyl radical CH 4 (g) + 01-1(g) - CH 3 (g) + H 2 0(g) and
found A . 1.13 x 10 LmoI s 1 and E = 14.1 kJmol for the
Arrhenius parameters. Reaction with OH is the main path by which
CH4 is removed from the lower atmosphere. (a) Estimate the rate of
consumption of CH 4. Take the average OH concentration to be
1.5x 10	 moIL, that ofCH 4 to be 4.0x IO molL'. and the

temperature to be —1 OC. (b) Estimate the global annual mass of CH4
consumed by this reaction (which is slightly less than the amount
introduced to the atmosphere) given an effective volume for the
Earths lower atmosphere of 4 x 1021 L.

25.32 P.W. Seakins, MJ. Pilling, LT. Niiranen, D. Gutman, and
LN. Krasnoperov (J. Phys. Chem. 96, 9847 (1992)) measured the
forward and reverse rate constants for the g@5-phase reaction
C2 H 5 (g) + HBr(g) -. C2 H 6 (g) + Br(g) and used their findings to
compute thermodynamic parameters for CA. The reaction is
bimolecular in both directions with Arrhenius parameters
A = lOx 10 Lmol s, E = —4.2 kJmo1 for the forward
reaction and k' = 1.4 x 10 11 Lmol s, E = 53.3 kJmot' for
the reverse reaction. Compute A 1 11°, S, and trGe of C2 H 5 at

298 K.


